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Abstract

There are many business models for e-books, such as
billing by time, billing by the hour, and database autho-
rization. Copyright authorization and pricing methods
are also different. How to assist the industry in formu-
lating appropriate authorization and pricing mechanisms
under different operating models is the key to the over-
all development of e-book services in the future. This
research will be divided into two parts. The first one
will start with the E-book authorization tracking mech-
anism. The purpose of this research is to solve the cur-
rent problem of unauthorized and illegal distribution of
e-books. The content consists of three parts. The first is
privacy protection technology for legitimate users. Even
sellers cannot obtain the personal information of legiti-
mate users. The second part is the tracking mechanism
for illegally authorized users. When the user performs il-
legal authorization, the e-book provider can use the track-
ing mechanism to find the illegal person. The third part
is to build an e-book authorization management mecha-
nism for different business models to achieve authoriza-
tion tracking. The second topic will research the ”e-book
pricing tracking mechanism.” The purpose is to design ap-
propriate securities pricing mechanisms for different oper-
ating models. The project’s content is divided into three
sub-topics: E-book pricing and tracking mechanism, E-
book time-limited pricing management mechanism and
building an E-book payment transaction server. The re-
search will understand users’ browsing habits and com-
pare them with industry interests. To develop a win-win
pricing system, we will formulate an appropriate charging
pricing system for different browsing methods and adopt
the system according to the situation.

Keywords: Authorized Tracking; Business Models; Charg-
ing Mechanism; E-Book

1 Introduction

In recent years, digital multimedia technology has be-
come increasingly mature due to the development of sci-
ence and technology. Many traditional books have been
presented in digital form. E-books are different from
traditional books in the past in that they can provide
multimedia content and even interactive multimedia [20].
Nowadays, we can integrate multimedia resources such
as text, images, and sound to present information, and
e-books can integrate multimedia resources. Many tradi-
tional books are also presented digitally, and readers can
also enjoy a lot of reading pleasure. However, the devel-
opment of e-books is currently restricted. In addition to
copyright protection, illegal copying of e-books and man-
agement of transaction tracking methods are also critical
issues. Rampant piracy and illegal authorized use make
the copyright protection of e-book content face consider-
able challenges.

At present, most publishers are engaged in the pub-
lishing of traditional books, and it is still difficult to enter
the e-book industry. First of all, It must outsource the
production of e-books, and the format of e-books is also
essential. If there is no standard, circulation and produc-
tion costs will increase—one of the more popular e-book
standards, such as Epub. With the universal standards
for e-books, it can develop e-book servers channels in the
future, and publishers can also have their own unique
business models. This research aims to study the business
model of e-books, the authorization tracking mechanism
of transactions, and the multiple pricing mechanisms of
e-books.

The research will combine the relevant technologies of
other topics, including e-book content integrity protection
technology, e-book image security protection mechanism,
e-book 3D model protection mechanism, and e-book cloud
hierarchical access technology. This makes it more con-
venient and safer for publishers to manage digital rights
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on the server. In addition, this research has promoted
the specific development of the digital publishing industry
and promoted cross-industry cooperation between digital
publishing content and information and communication
services.

The biggest problem facing publishers is that con-
sumers copy e-books at will and illegally authorize them.
After consumers purchase e-books, it is easy to copy e-
books and send them to others for viewing, which causes
authorization management problems. To solve this prob-
lem, current e-book operators will perform identity au-
thentication when consumers purchase e-books and use
the real identity of users as an important basis for future
e-book authorization tracking. In other words, the cur-
rent pricing and authorization mechanism for e-books is
based on the current consumer’s identity as verification,
and there is no anonymity protection.

Countries worldwide are paying more and more at-
tention to personal privacy, and consumers naturally do
not want e-book suppliers or other consumers to know
their reading records. Therefore, anonymous pricing and
authorization mechanisms for e-books are indeed neces-
sary—however, the issue of illegal consumer authorization
conflicts with the need for anonymity. Therefore, taking
into account the tracking of illegal authorized persons by
e-book manufacturers and reducing consumers’ concerns
about privacy leakage has become a critical issue. This
research has developed a set of pricing and authorization
tracking technology on this operating server to develop
and use appropriate business models for various e-book
operating companies.

The first topic of this research is to study the e-book
authorization tracking mechanism. On the premise of
legal use by consumers, our mechanism can guarantee
consumers’ privacy. In other words, we can provide con-
sumers with anonymous demand. But once we discover
that consumers may illegally authorize or illegally copy
e-book files, we can track them through the established
mechanism to find out who is the original illegal spreader
of e-book files.

In addition, the pricing method of e-books is also a
critical issue. There are many business models and pric-
ing for e-books, such as billing or hourly charges. In the
pricing process, we must also provide consumers with the
necessary privacy protection. In addition to the develop-
ment of multimedia resources, the content of e-books has
become more and more diversified, and many value-added
services of e-books have emerged. To develop a win-win
pricing system, protect the rights of the industry and con-
sumers, and target different browsing methods. We will
propose an appropriate fee pricing scheme. It is precise
because e-books can integrate multimedia resources, and
it is also possible to embed the tracking verification infor-
mation developed in this research into e-books.

Based on the above research goals, we will conduct two
research topics. The first topic is the e-book authoriza-
tion tracking mechanism. This research topic consists of
three parts—first, design user privacy protection technol-

ogy based on the existing e-book business model. Thus,
even sellers cannot obtain the personal information of le-
gitimate users. The second part is to adopt a tracking
mechanism for illegally authorized users to protect users’
privacy under normal and legal behaviors. But when com-
mitting illegal acts, e-book providers can use the tracking
mechanism to find out the identity information of illegal
users. The third part is to build an e-book authorization
management mechanism. Finally, establish an e-book
business model to achieve e-book authorization tracking
of different business models. The second topic, research
on the e-book business model and its pricing tracking
mechanism. It is divided into three sub-topics: E-book
pricing management mechanism limited by frequency, E-
book pricing management mechanism limited by the time,
and establishment of e-book payment transaction server.
This topic understands users’ browsing habits, compares
them with industry interests, and develops a win-win pric-
ing system. Then, develop corresponding charging sys-
tems for different browsing methods, and adopt the sys-
tem according to the situation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces the related works on blind signatures, illegals use of
tracking schemes, and user authentication schemes based
on frequency and time limit. In Sections 3 and 4, we
will propose two research issues for E-book authentication
tracking mechanism and E-book pricing tracking mecha-
nism. Finally, a conclusion is conducted in Section 5.

2 Related Works

The following will discuss the documents related to the
blind signature and illegal use tracking mechanism and
the user verification mechanism based on the number and
time limit to understand the current development trend
and practice.

2.1 Blind Signatures and Illegal Use of
Tracking Schemes

In a good e-commerce environment, the merchants can-
not know which products each customer has purchased to
protect consumer privacy. In other words, when mak-
ing a payment, a merchant only needs to verify whether
the electronic money paid by the consumer is correct and
valid. It is impossible to know who the holder of elec-
tronic money is. However, once consumers illegally use
electronic money, such as reusing electronic money, the
system must have a mechanism to track the users of such
illegal electronic money.

However, electronic money mechanisms that can track
users often make users’ privacy disappear. For example,
E-book providers can track who pays through a single
digital message on each e-currency. In this way, the mer-
chant can know exactly what the consumer bought. This
also allows users with traceable payment mechanisms to
no longer have privacy. Therefore, many scholars men-
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tioned in the past that the protection of consumer privacy
must be anonymous, data privacy, and identity identifi-
cation. Brands [1] uses the blind signature method pro-
posed by Chaum in 1983 [3] to implement untraceable
electronic money technology for paying users. The pur-
pose of this method is that the signer and other verifiers
can only verify whether the digital signature of a certain
document is correct but cannot find out any relationship
between the document and the document when signing.
This technology also satisfies the untraceability of elec-
tronic money [4]. This feature can protect the privacy
and security of users and can detect repeated operations.

Chaum’s blind signature technology is based on RSA’s
public cryptographic system [3]. The following describes
the signature method. There are two participating enti-
ties under this framework: User and Singer. The steps
are listed as follows:

1) First, the user randomly selects a random value r and
saves it properly.

2) Next, the user uses the signer’s public key (e, n) and
the selected random value r to blind the message m
to be signed, thereby making M = mrs mod n. Then
the blind message M is sent to the signer.

3) After receiving the blind message M , the signer dig-
itally signs M with its private key d, and the digital
signature SM obtained is SM = Md mod n. The
signer then sends this blind signature back to the
user.

4) Because SM meets the following conditions:

SM = Md mod n

= (mre)d mod n

= (mdred) mod n

= (mdr)d mod n.

Therefore, after receiving the SM , the user can easily
use the random number r of his/her own choice to
open the blind. Obtain the digital signature Sm of
the message m, as follows:

Sm = SMr
−1 mod n

= (mdr)r−1 mod n

= md mod n.

Hwang et al. proposed an untraceable blind signature
scheme based on the RSA cryptosystem [6]. They ap-
plied the extended Euclidean algorithm to the blind sig-
nature scheme. The security of their proposed scheme is
the same as that of the RSA cryptosystem, depending on
the difficulty of solving the factorization problem. Lee et
al. proposed a new blind signature based on the discrete
logarithm problem [12]. Yin et al. proposed a blind signa-
ture scheme based on the identity of elliptic curves [21].
They applied dot product operations on elliptic curves

instead of bilinear pair operations, which reduces compu-
tational overhead. In the past two decades, many blind
signatures have been proposed [7, 8, 14].

Using the above steps, the user can successfully ob-
tain the digital signature of the message from the signer.
The signer and other verifiers can verify the correctness
of this signature. However, the signer cannot know which
user this message m belongs to. This is because the mes-
sage m during the verification period is different from the
message M signed by the signer (M 6= m). Therefore,
the signer cannot track the source of this message. The
method of signing achieves the purpose of protecting user
privacy and satisfies the security requirements of message
authentication and integrity.

Subsequently, Brands proposed a double-spending pre-
constraint mechanism, as long as the consumer will ex-
pose repeated payments [1]. There are three entities in
this structure: user (consumer), store, and bank. First,
it must establish the system, and then the user must es-
tablish an account in the bank.

Saputra et al. proposed a general model of electronic
cash [17]. The development of this model uses logical
modeling based on Inenaga et al. [11]. The model consists
of three sub-models: system model, process model, and
attribute model. Their model can be used as a basis for
security assessment and covers a wider range of electronic
cash scheme changes than the model of Inenaga et al.

2.2 User Authentication Schemes Based
on Frequency and Time Limit

In an e-commerce environment, users must verify with
the system to avoid privacy and security issues before us-
ing the service to prove that they are legitimate users.
In many e-commerce applications, password authentica-
tion methods are widely used because of their simplicity
and ease of use. In addition to improving the security of
the system, technical research on user authentication will
also benefit the development of e-commerce. In business
applications, one of the key issues is how to identify and
verify user objects. In addition, how to charge users is
another important issue. To protect the interests of the
industry and the quality of service, the industry can allow
users to access resources through a time limit or frequency
limit mechanism. Therefore, the user must first pay the
service fee. After the verification is passed, the user can
obtain the resources to be used to protect the security
mechanism.

If the operator needs to control user access to resources,
he must re-maintain and record the usage of each user. If
the usage limit reaches the limit, the user needs to pay
again to pass the verification. Therefore, based on the
above situation, authentication and restricted use will in-
crease the industry’s costs to maintain user data. Ob-
viously, this method cannot be effectively applied to the
situation of e-commerce.

For e-books to be more widely used in e-commerce,
a safe and effective tracking mechanism needs to be de-
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signed. In addition to verifying the user’s identity, Santis
et al. also suggest that it should use time limits to con-
trol the use of legitimate users [16]. In addition, e-books
also need to limit the user’s use time. Due to the current
prevalence of mobile vehicles, e-book applications have
also emerged. Due to the limitation of the computing
power of mobile in-vehicle devices, this research will de-
velop mechanisms and methods to minimize computing
resources.

Previous researches about the general authentication
system usually need to maintain effective identity authen-
tication and password forms. Only after passing the iden-
tity verification and password verification, the user can
use the service. However, many studies point out that
this method is quite dangerous. The intruder can obtain
the password in other ways to achieve the purpose of in-
trusion. Many methods have replaced the maintenance
form and replaced it with a verification form to avoid
this password leakage problem. The password field is en-
crypted by a one-way hash function or another encryption
algorithm in this verification form. There may also be an-
other problem. The user and the system are not secure
enough. Attackers can intercept past login information
to impersonate legitimate users. Therefore, many studies
are still trying to solve such problems, but they require
more computing and network traffic. In other words, past
research still cannot be effectively applied to the behav-
ior of e-commerce. Therefore, to more effectively promote
the commercial application of e-books, this research pro-
poses to improve the above shortcomings and achieve the
following advantages:

1) The system no longer needs to store and maintain
login forms.

2) The login verification process can prevent replay at-
tacks.

3) The system is easy to use.

In such an environment, to protect the rights and inter-
ests of copyright owners, only legitimate users can browse
the contents of e-books. And to ensure that the file data
will not leak out. After the verification expires, how to
ensure that the user cannot use the deleted files again?
Tezuka et al. proposed a time-based and strategy-based
scheme [19]. Perlman proposes a time-based approach:
when a file is created, the user will access it within a lim-
ited time [15]. When the valid time expires, the user can
no longer calculate the encryption key. This means that
the user will no longer be able to access the file. Tang et
al. explain that the policy-based method is: when a file is
created due to a policy, the system will generate a pair of
public and private keys [18]. When an employee leaves the
team, the system will delete the public and private keys
used. Under this policy, the user can no longer access the
file. But every time you change the policy, you need to
delete and regenerate the key. In other words, the incon-
venience of key storage and the amount of calculation will
be a critical issue.

In addition, in previous studies, we have also pro-
posed a secure authentication transaction mechanism for
e-commerce and proposed related technologies. The ba-
sic concept is as follows. First, the customer must register
as a valid user with the service provider, and the service
provider will give valid authentication information. When
a user wants to obtain a service from a service provider, he
must provide relevant information to verify the legality of
the use. In the past, this mechanism was successfully ap-
plied to online games. In addition to verifying user iden-
tities, the online game company’s system also charges fees
based on game content. Users must prepay to get used
tickets. After the authentication is passed, the user can
obtain the authorization to play the game. The system
will verify and record the number of games. When the
number of times reaches the limit, if the user wants to
continue the game, he needs to pay another fee to get the
ticket.

3 Topic 1: Research and Develop-
ment of E-book Authorization
Tracking Mechanism

There are three sub-topics in this research.

1) Research and development of privacy protection
mechanisms for e-book users.
The purpose of this research topic is to protect the
privacy of legitimate users by contacting sellers who
cannot know which legitimate users purchased this
book, thereby protecting the privacy of legitimate
users.

This mechanism has two subjects: the user and the e-
book provider. The method proposed by Brands car-
ries out user privacy protection. The research meth-
ods and steps of this research are as follows (as shown
in Figure 1):

a. The user is registered as a legal user at the e-
book supplier.

b. Legally apply for e-book authorization.

c. Determine whether it is a user who has success-
fully registered.

d. If the authorization is successful, but the e-book
content is illegally reprinted or shared, it will
enter the illegal user tracking mechanism.

The above is the first part of the research topic. We
refer to various user privacy protection mechanisms
and the application of blind signatures in privacy pro-
tection from many documents and formulate regula-
tions that can resist various attacks and meet vari-
ous security requirements. The secure e-book value-
added service mechanism is expected to solve user
privacy data being tracked in the past and protect
user privacy better than previous mechanisms.
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Figure 1: E-book protection user privacy flowchart

2) Research and development of tracing illegal users
with a tracking mechanism.
There are many mechanisms for protecting the use of
digital content. The encryption mechanism is used to
confirm whether users use digital content legally and
protect the digital content, that is, the copyright of
e-books, through watermarking, limiting the time of
use, or through legal authorization. But sometimes,
it is impossible to connect to the Internet anytime
and anywhere to obtain legal authorization. There-
fore, one of the research topics is to protect copyright
through the encryption of digital content. This issue
aims to activate the authorization tracking mecha-
nism when users illegally reprint or exchange autho-
rized e-books. This topic can track illegal users but
will not reveal the privacy of legitimate users.

According to the framework proposed by Brands [16],
when a user makes a withdrawal, the bank will send
electronic money to the user. Therefore, the re-
search topic applies the Brands architecture to the
e-book environment [16]. If users repost or share,
they will start up the tracking mechanism. The e-

book supplier can obtain g
(r1−r′1)/(r2−r

′
2)

1 from two
re-used e-books through calculation and prove that
(r1−r′1)/(r2−r′2) mod q is a user authorized for dual-
use or dual-sharing e-books only once.

To realize the untraceability of user privacy, the e-
book provider of a legitimate user cannot know any
user information. For illegal users, the project pro-
poses a method that can use post-confirmation to
track only illegal users. This proposed method can
take the system offline and online. Once an ille-

gal user uses an e-book, immediately detect whether
there is an illegal user, the steps are as follows (as
shown in Figure 2):

a. Illegal users must first register with the e-book
supplier to obtain an account;

b. E-book authorization request;

c. The e-book supplier will first authorize;

d. Once illegal users reprint and share;

e. The e-book supplier will detect illegal users;

f. Access is denied.

3) Design of e-book authorization management server.
This research topic is the construction of an e-book
authorization management server, which aims to pro-
vide services for the authorization, protection, and
verification of e-book copyright.

a. Construction of verification database.
In addition to providing authorization services
for e-books and protecting user privacy, the es-
tablishment of the server also needs to open a
tracking mechanism when e-books are used ille-
gally (see Figure 3). If users use this server, they
must first register their identity and become a
member after registration. When a user obtains
an e-book on this server, the server will store
various member information in the information
system database, including user anonymous ID,
authorized e-book serial number, authorization
code, and timestamp. The purpose of record-
ing is: (1) If later use by illegal readers can be
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Figure 2: Authorization tracking mechanism

found immediately. (2) If readers find that the
authorized e-book no longer exists, readers can
also check on this server to prove that the read-
ers have been authorized to obtain the qualifi-
cation. (3) There are records in the database,
which can be interactively queried with the e-
book pricing tracking mechanism.

b. Establish an environment for authorization
tracking mechanism.
Save these four kinds of information: anony-
mous ID, authorized e-book (serial number,
e-book file, or hyperlink URL), authorization
code, and timestamp.

c. Construction of e-book verification process.
This research topic uses the four types of data
recorded above to establish a complete e-book
verification process based on its previously pro-
posed user privacy protection mechanism.

4 Topic 2: Research on E-book
Pricing Tracking Mechanism

The second research topic is expected to achieve the
following research goals:

1) The e-book pricing management mechanism is lim-
ited by the number of times.

2) Time-limited e-book pricing management mecha-
nism.

3) Establishment and evaluation test of e-book secure
payment transaction.

When e-book publishers want to publish copyrighted con-
tent in the system architecture, they will obtain rele-
vant information required for user verification through
the managed device. The e-book trading server will verify
whether the e-book user is a legally authorized user based
on the received information. If the user is authenticated
as a legitimate user, the user can read the e-book nor-
mally; On the contrary, if the user is authenticated as an
illegal user, including users whose authorization has ex-
pired, they will be denied access to e-book content until
the user re-authorizes.

There are three main entities in the proposed e-book
authorization management scheme. As shown in Figure
13.

1) E-book authorization management server: Place e-
books with various contents through the cloud space
to provide user authorization.

2) Verification Server: Responsible for verifying
whether it is a legally authorized user.

3) User: It is a restricted device, and the user can
browse the contents of the e-book after authentica-
tion.

We proposed an e-book authorization management
mechanism with a limited number of times and time. Fre-
quency limitation means that users can only use it a cer-
tain number of times. The time limit is that readers can
access e-books normally within a certain time interval. In
other words, when there is an expired request, you will
not be able to obtain any e-book access file permissions.
Based on this architecture, we can establish an e-book
business model to make an e-book authorization manage-
ment server more reliable.

As for how to add frequency and time factors to key
management, we use the following three mathematical
theories to achieve:

1) Quadratic residual: Assuming that y and p are in-
tegers and the greatest common factor is 1, if x2 ≡
y mod p has an integer solution, then y is called the
quadratic residual of modp (QR); if it is not true,
then y is not the QR of modp (NQR) [22]. For ex-
ample,

12 ≡ 62 ≡ 1 mod 7,

22 ≡ 52 ≡ 4 mod 7,

32 ≡ 42 ≡ 2 mod 7.

From the above equations, we can see that 1, 2, and
4 are the Quadratic residual of mod7. However, 3,
5, and 6 are non-Quadratic residual of mod7.

2) One-way hash function: The one-way function
method is usually used to verify the integrity of the
message. When there is a function y = H(x), if x
is given, we can quickly calculate y. But if we only
know y, it is difficult to derive x [2, 10].
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Figure 3: Illegal users can be found immediately

3) Message authentication code: The message authenti-
cation code is used to verify the source and integrity
of the message. When the user with the key receives
the message, he/she can know whether the message
is correct [5].

In the research topic, we proposed a secure and efficient
authentication mechanism for e-books as follows: First of
all, users must first pay the operator to become legitimate
users. The operator will provide valid identification (ID)
and password (PW), as well as the use of tickets (TK).
When a user requests a service from a provider, the user
needs to log in his/her ID, password, and TK and provide
the provider to verify its legitimacy.

To meet the security requirements in the application,
there is no need to maintain any verification tables on
the system [9, 13], and each TK will have a limit on the
number of times and limit times of use.

According to the above design concept, we use
quadratic residual to achieve the research goals. There-
fore, our proposed method is designed based on the diffi-
culty of solving the modulo square root. Specifically, the
proposed scheme can be divided into three phases: Reg-
istration phase, login phase, and authentication phase.

In addition, the system will set the initial values of the
system parameters before execution. First, the provider
(SP) will choose two very different odd prime numbers, p
and q, which need to satisfy p ≡ q ≡ 3 mod 4, and finally,
the provider will calculate n = pq. Next, the provider
discloses n, but p and q should be kept secure.

Next, we will describe the details of each phase.

Registration Phase.
First, in the registration phase, users need to register
with the e-book provider (SP). Then, the user can
obtain a ticket for future use. Tickets have a certain
number and time limit. Readers need to perform the
following steps for each newly applied user to obtain
a ticket from the SP.

1) Each user Ui requests service from SP and pays
the fee. The service request message includes
personal information, service fees, and the num-
ber of tickets ordered by the user.

2) The SP will generate a unique user identity
(IDi) and an integer (ri) for each user (Ui). ri

needs to meet:

r
p−1
2

i 6= 1 mod p,

r
q−1
2

i 6= 1 mod q.

Here, ri ∈ Zn, gcd(ri, n) = 1.

3) Let t be the number of tickets ordered by the
user (Ui). SP needs to calculate

PW j
i ≡ r2

j

i ≡ (r2
j−1

i )2 mod n,

αj = MACp(IDi||TIDj ||EDj ||PW (j−1)
i ).

Where j = 1, 2, · · · , t. The || symbol indicates
the connection of two integers. TIDj is the
unique serial number in the ticket TKj . EDj is
the expiration information of TKj . Each TKj

contains {TIDj , EDj , αj}.
4) Finally, the SP will send

IDi, TK1, TK2, · · · , TKt, and PW t
i through

the secure channel. Until the reader receives
this information, the Ui will be stored on the
reader device.

Login Phase.
During the login phase, the proposed scheme allows
readers to use the ordered tickets for a limited time
freely. Each ticket contains a password, which read-
ers can use to prove the legitimacy of the reader.
If the ticket expires, the reader needs to obtain an-
other unused ticket to verify its legitimacy. After the
reader’s tickets are used up, he/she needs to purchase
new tickets at the SP to obtain the right to use them.

At this phase, it is assumed that the reader Ui has

obtained a valid ticket TKα and contains the PW
(a)
i

(Here, a ∈ [1, t]), and at a certain time, TS has ob-
tained the service from the SP. Ui will perform the
following steps to confirm that he/she is indeed a le-
gitimate user:

1) Time series TS was taken by Ui.

2) Ui calculates βa = MACαa
(IDi||TS).

3) Ui sends IDi, PW
(a)
i , TIDα, EDα, TS, and βα

to SP for future verification.

Authentication Phase.
In the authentication phase, assuming that the SP
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receives the IDi, PW
(a)
i , TIDα, EDα, TS, and βα

from the Ui in timestamp TS′, then the SP will do the
following steps to verify the legitimacy of the user’s
login request.

1) The SP will first check the validity of the re-
ceived timestamp and set ∆TS as the delay
time between SP and used transmission. When
(TS′ − TS) > ∆TS, hackers may steal the lo-
gin request, and the SP will reject the service
request.

2) The SP checks the format of the received ID
and TIDα. If the format is incorrect, the SP
will reject the service request.

3) The SP will check whether the ticket has been
used. If the currently verified ticket TIDα is
already in use, the SP will reject the service re-
quest.

4) The SP will check whether the date of the ticket
has expired. If TS > EDα indicates that the
ticket has expired, the SP will reject the service
request.

5) If all the above verifications are passed, SP will

calculate the 4 possible square roots of PW
(a)
i :

R
(1)
α , R

(2)
α , R

(3)
α , and R

(4)
α as follows:

R(1)
α ≡ uqq∗ + vpp∗ mod n,

R(2)
α ≡ uqq∗ − vpp∗ mod n,

R(3)
α ≡ −uqq∗ + vpp∗ mod n,

R(4)
α ≡ −uqq∗ − vpp∗ mod n.

6) Next, SP will calculate 4 αa:

α(j)
a = MAC(IDi||TIDa||EDa||R(j)

a ),

where j = 1, 2, 3, 4.

7) The SP decides which candidate solution satis-
fies the MAC

α
(j)
a

(IDi||TS) = βa.

8) If all service requests pass the above verifica-
tion, the SP will disclose the TIDa and make a

PW
(a−1)
i = Ra. Then SP will send PW

(a−1)
i to

Ui.

5 Conclusions

Due to the copyright and purchaser authorization is-
sues of e-books, this part has its own particularities, and
related researches are rare in the past. This research pro-
poses the authorization management and charging pricing
mechanism of e-books. It can protect consumers’ privacy
and track users who are illegally authorized to use. And
developed a set of multiple counting and time-limited e-
book pricing mechanisms. The first research topic is based
on blind signature technology. Under normal use condi-
tions, it can protect the user’s (reader) privacy. However,

in the case of illegal use, it may expose the identity of
the illegal user again. This technology is quite innova-
tive in theory, and it can also develop a tracking mecha-
nism for illegal authorization. The second research topic
is the research and development of e-book pricing meth-
ods and their operating business models. We have devel-
oped a pricing mechanism with frequency limits and time
limits. Through the design of the authentication mech-
anism, users can efficiently access e-books with privacy
protection.

This research can be applied to the authorization and
pricing of e-books and solve the problems of e-books in
authorization management and pricing tracking. It pro-
vides a possible development direction for the business
operation model of the e-book industry. It can also be
extended to related applications of e-commerce or digital
rights management in the future and contribute to indus-
trial upgrading. It can also apply the research to various
special applications, such as publishing companies, record
companies, or multimedia websites. In the future, autho-
rization management servers and pricing tracking servers
can also be applied in related fields. The field of digital
rights management.
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Abstract

In the IoT era, people can control their homes with a
smartphone easily. To ensure the security of data trans-
mission, digital signature protocols have been applied to
the authentication of identity and messages. However,
in the traditional method, a user’s private key is directly
stored on a mobile phone. So that the private key may be
disclosed under various malicious attacks. A two-part sig-
nature on the Edwards curve is proposed in this paper to
improve the security of the private key. A valid signature
can be generated without reestablishing the whole private
key. The security analysis of the protocol with standard
assumptions is also presented. We implement this new
protocol on PC and Android smartphones. The evalu-
ation results demonstrate that our protocol runs faster
in the key generation phase and has a smaller signature
length. Therefore, this scheme can be effectively deployed
in practice to protect the private key.

Keywords: EdDSA; Mobile Devices; Mobile Network; Sig-
nature; Smart Home

1 Introduction

Due to the development of mobile network and IoT (In-
ternet of Things), living environment of people has been
greatly improved. However, owing to constant and fast-
paced cyber-attack evolution, The security of mobile net-
work and smart mobile device are raising important. Ac-
cording to [2], in 2020, cyber-attacks will have launched in
such a way that: Malicious attacks up to 1001 million, the
web attacks 2746 million, and virus and malicious attacks
1585. The business loss caused by network attack will ex-

ceed $ 2000 millions. These challenges threaten Iot system
security. For example, as a part of Internet of Things,
smart home-smartphone system also suffers these secu-
rity threats. In Smart home-Smartphone system, peo-
ple can control their smart homes with smartApps on a
smartphone through wireless network [4]. All kinds of
Smartapps provided by various manufacturers have been
able to connect and control smart home conveniently and
quickly [10]. As users download and install smart apps
from the mobile network, mobile network communication
risks may threaten the security of the system.

In this smart home-smartphone system, smart home
only executes instructions send by smart phone. In or-
der to prove that instructions really comes from the real
user rather than adversary, an effective method is to
use authentication technology,such as digital signature.
As shown Figure 1. Recently,some new authentication
schemes have been proposed [15, 24]. Using smartphones
to implement some existing authentication protocols is
an effective solution. However, a user’s private key al-
ways stored in mobile phone directly. There is a potential
risk that smartphones could be attacked directly by mali-
cious applications and user’s private key may be disclosed.
Or, the adversary may obtain the private key by analyz-
ing the memory information of the mobile operating sys-
tem [1, 17]. If the adversary obtains the key, then the
adversary obtains control of the everything of the house.

In order to reduce the risk of the secret key to be
stolen, a natural idea is dividing the private key into sev-
eral parts. A general solution is to use (t, n) threshold
secret sharing protocol [21, 26]. In (t, n) threshold secret
sharing protocol, the secret is divided into n parts, and
no participant less than t − 1 can recover the complete
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secret. Based on the above idea, many threshold based
signature algorithms have been proposed [12, 22]. Even
though threshold-based signature is a possible solution,
there is still a potential risk here. Although the secret
key is divided into n parts, the whole private key will still
be re-established during the signature process. What’s
more, if the secret key is divided into too many parts, the
signature generation time will be greatly increased.

Figure 1: Traditional instructions transmission structure
of smart home

To avoid these limitations, one common approach is
dividing the private key into two parts, and storing them
in different places (i.e. smartphone and smart device
node). A valid signature generation negotiated by the
smartphone and smart server. As shown Figure 2. It re-
quires both parties to participate in the key generation
phase and signature phase. Either party cannot recover
the private key in the signature process.

Figure 2: Two-part instructions transmission structure of
smart home

To date, many two-party digital signatures have been
proposed. A two-part DSA algorithm proposed by
MacKenzie and Reiter [11] and the security of the algo-
rithm was proved with random oracle model. Zhang [28]
proposed a practical distributed two-party SM2 signature
algorithm. SM2 algorithm is issued by the Chinese Gov-
ernment’s State Cryptography Administration. A two-
part ECDSA protocol proposed by Lindell [18], which is
faster than previous protocols. But, many effective side-
channel attacks for general NIST elliptic curve on smart-
phone has been published in [5,23]. He [14] and Zhang [27]
proposed two-part identity-based signature protocol in
2018. However, identity based cryptography has a prob-
lem of key escrow.

For the sake of improving above deficiency, we present
a two-party Edwards-curve digital signature algorithm.
Edwards-curve digital signature algorithm developed by
Daniel J. Bernstein et al.in 2012 [7]. In 2017, this dig-
ital signature formally defined in RFC 8032 [16] named

EdDSA. EdDSA is more resilient to side-channel at-
tacks, especially the cache-timing attack [3, 6]. The Ed-
ward curve [6] and parameter Curve25519 [8] has bet-
ter efficiency and security than a general NIST elliptic
curve [9,25]. This algorithm is used widely in many soft-
wares such as SSH, TLS, Tor, I2P, etc. and blockchains
such as Monero, Naivecoin, Siacoinetc. [25].

1.1 Our Contribution

In this paper, a two-part siganture on edwards curve is
proposed. A valid signature can be generated without
reestablishing the whole private key. We implement our
protocol on personal computers and mobile device (An-
droid smartphone). Our scheme is more effective, practi-
cal and secure in mobile networks. We describe our con-
tribution in detail as follows:

1) A two-part signature on edwards curve is proposed
in this paper. According to our knowledge, this is
the first two-part cryptography scheme designed for
Edwards-curve digital signature algorithm without
sacrificing security. This protocol generates a valid
signature without reestablishing the whole private
key. That is, either party cannot recover the private
key in the signature process.

2) The security analysis of the protocol with standard
assumptions is also presented. At the same time, in
the signature generation phase, our protocol do not
use random number generator, which can avoid the
additional risks brought by random number genera-
tor.

3) This new protocol is implemented by us using
Java(11.0.3) on PC and Android smartphone. The
evaluation results demonstrate that our protocol has
a faster speed in the secret key generation phase and
smaller signature length compared with other proto-
cols. Therefore, this scheme can be effectively de-
ployed in practice to protect the private key security.

1.2 Organization of the Paper

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2, we review
Edwards-curve digital signature scheme, paillier cryp-
tosystem and zero-knowledge proof. Section 3, we present
the protocol for two-part edwards-curve digital signature
scheme. Section 4, we describe the security model of two-
part Edwards-curve digital signature scheme. Section 5,
we present the security analysis. Section 6, we imple-
ment our protocol using Java, and compared with other
schemes. Section 7 we concludes.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Edwards-Curve Digital Signature

In this section, we describe the Edwards-curve digital sig-
nature. This algorithm has four phases which include set
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up, key generation, signature and verify.

2.1.1 EdDSA Setup

1) Construct a twisted Edwards curve over Fq as follows:

ax2 + y2 = 1 + dx2y2

Fq is a finite field where q is an odd prime. These
two numbers a and b are described in [8]. If a point
p satisfied this equation, then point p (x0, y0) on the
curve.

2) L is the number of points on the curve.

3) H is a hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}512.

4) B is a generator of the elliptic curve group.

5) An integer b which is length of EdDSA public key.

6) Two functions ENC(p) and DEC(i). ENC(p) can
compress a point p to a integer. DEC(i) can restore
a compressed point from integer i.

2.2 EdDSA Key Generation

In this phase, the public key and private key is generated.

1) Choose an EdDSA private key which is a b-bit string
k.

2) Calculate the hash H(k) = (h0, h1, ..., h2b−1).

3) Define a scalar s = 2b−2 +
∑

36i6b−3 2ihi, compute
A = s ·B.

4) Store the compressed value ENC(A) as the public
key.

5) The bits hb, ..., h2b−1 are used below during signing.

6) Output the key pair (s, ENC(A)).

2.2.1 EdDSA Signature

In this phase, signature (R,S) with message m is gener-
ated.

1) Define r = H(hb||...||h2b−1||M).

2) Compute R′ = r ·B.

3) Calculate S = (r + H(ENC(R′)||ENC(A)||H(M))
·s) mod L.

4) compute R = ENC(R′)

5) Output EdDSA signature (R,S).

2.2.2 EdDA Verifiy

If following equation is satisfied, it means the signature is
valid.

8S ·B = 8 ·R+ 8Hash (R||ENC(A)||Hash(M)) ·A

or,

S ·B = R+Hash(R||ENC(A)||Hash(M)) ·A

2.3 Zero-Knowledge Proof

In this paper, we mainly use a technology ideal zero-
knowledge functionality Fzk. The standard ideal zero
knowledge functionality is defined by ((x,w), λ) →
(λ, (x,R(x,w))). λ is defined as empty string.

The zero knowledge functionality FRzk for relation R:
Upon receiving (prove, sid, x, w) from party Pi(i ∈ 1, 2);
if (x,w) /∈ R or sid has been previously used then ig-
nore the message. Otherwise, send (proof, sid, x)to party
P3−i [18]. This zero-knowledge proof functionality can be
implemented in the random oracle model [13].

The committed non-interactive ideal zero knowledge
functionality FR−comzk for relation R. It works as fol-
lows: On receiving (com-prove, sid, x, w) from a party
Pi(i ∈ 1, 2), ignore this message if (x,w) /∈ R or sid has
been previously used. Store (sid, i, x) and send (proof -
receipt, sid) to P3−i. Upon receiving (decom-proof, sid)
from a party Pi(i ∈ 1, 2), if (sid, i, x) has been stored then
send (decom-proof, sid, x) to P3−i.

In our two-part EdDSA protocol, we use the following

ideal zero-knowledge functionalities: F
Rp

zk , FRDL

zk , FRPDL

zk ,

FR−comzk , which are defined in [18]. There are three rela-
tions here:

1) Rp is used to prove that a Paillier homomorphic en-
cryption public key is successfully generated. Rp =
{(N, (p1, p2))|N = p1 · p2 and p1, p2 are prime} It is a
vaild Paillier public key, its proof in the [19].

2) Define the relation RDL to prove knowledge of the
discrete log of an Elliptic-curve point. RDL =
{(G, G, q, P, w)|P = w ·G} In our two-part EdDSA
protocol, we use the Schnorr proof [20].

3) RPDL is used to prove that a discrete log is encrypted
by Paillier algorithm: RPDL = {(cPaillier, pk, Q1,
G, q), (s1, sk), s1 = Decsk(cPaillier), Q1 = s1 · G
and s1 ∈ Zq}. pk is a Paillier public key and sk is
associated private key.

2.4 Paillier Encryption

In our two-part EdDSA protocol, we use Paillier encryp-
tion [19]. The Paillier encryption is defined as the follow-
ing steps:

Key Generation.

1) Choose two random large prime numbers p and
q with equal length.
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2) Compute n = pq, k = n + 1, η = φ(n) and µ =
φ(n)−1 mod n,where φ(n) = (p− 1)(q − 1).

3) The private key is sk = (η, µ) and the public
key is pk = (n, k).

Encryption.

1) Choose a message m(0 6 m 6 n) randomly.

2) Select a random v where Z∗n2 .

3) Calculate c = km · vnmod n2 = Encpk(m)).

Decryption.
m = L(cηmod n2) · µmod n, where L(x) = x−1

n .

Homomorphic Properties.
Define c1 = Encpk(m1), c2 = Encpk(m2), pk is pub-
lic key, sk is private key.

1) Encpk(m1) · Encpk(m2) mod n2 = Encpk(m1 +
m2 mod n).

2) Encpk(m1)m2mod n2 = Encpk(m1m2 mod n).

3) Encpk(m1)kmod n2 = Encpk(km1 mod n).

In this paper, we define homomorphic addition symbol
is ⊕ and define homomorphic multiplication symbol is
�. For example, c1 ⊕ c2 = Encpk(m1 + m2),k � c1 =
Encpk(m1)k.

3 Two-Part Edwards Curve Digi-
tal Signature

In this part, we show the two-part EdDSA signing pro-
tocoal. Two parties P1, P2 interact with each other to
generate the public key and signature. The protocol has
four phases which are setup, two-part key generation and
two-part signing. The verify phase is same as EdDSA
verify phase.

3.1 Setup

There are parameters:
params = (a, d, q, L,B,H(x), b, ENC(p), DEC(i)).
These parameters are the same with those in Section 2.1.

3.2 Two-Part Key Generation

In the two-part key generation phase, P1 and P2 interact
with each other to generate the two-part EdDSA public
key Q.

1) P1 chooses a random string k1 which is cryp-
tographic security. Then, P1 computes str1 =
Hash(k1). str1 is the P ′1s private key generat-
ing elements. Then, P1 computes itself private key
sl1 = str1 [len] ...str1

[
len
2 + 1

]
, which len is length

of str1. And then, P1 gets itself signing param-
eters perix1 = str1 [1] ...str1

[
len
2

]
. P1 computes

Q1 = sl1 · B. Then, P1 sends (prove-com, 1, Q1, sl1)

to FRDL−com
zk . At last, P1 generates a Paillier key-

pair (pk, sk). P1 sends (prove, 1, N(p1p2)) to F
Rp

zk ,
where pk = N = p1 · p2.

2) When P2 receives (proof, 1, Q1) from FRDL

zk and

(proof, 1, N) from F
Rp

zk successfully. P2 chooses
a random string k2 which is cryptographic se-
curity. Then, P2 computes str2 = Hash(k2),
str2 is the private key generating elements of
P2. Then, P2 computes itself private key sl2 =
str2 [len] ...str2

[
len
2 + 1

]
. The len is length of str2.

And then, P2 gets its own signing parameters
perix2 = str2 [1] ...str2

[
len
2

]
. P2 computes Q2 =

sl2 · B. And then, P2 sends (prove, 2, Q2, sl2) to
FRDL

zk . Finally, P2 computes Q = sl2 ·Q1 and stores
(sl2, Q, pk, perix2).

3) When P1 receives (proof, 2, Q2) form FRDL

zk , P1 com-
putes Q = sl1 · Q2, Q′ = ENC(Q). P1 stores
(sl1, Q, (sk, pk), perix1, Q′), and P1 sends (decom, 1)
to FRDL

zk . If not received , it abort.

4) Finally, if P2 receives (decom, 1, Q1) from FRDL

zk ,
computes Q = sl2 · Q1, Q′ = ENC(Q). P2 stores
(sl2, Q, pk, perix2, Q

′). Otherwise, it abort. Obvi-
ously, Q = sl1 · Q2 = sl2 · Q1 = (sl1 · sl2)B. Then
P1 and P2 interaction processes are described in Fig-
ure 3.

3.3 Two-Part Signature Generation

In two-part signature generation phase, P1 and P2 in-
teract with each other to generate the Two-part EdDSA
Signature (R,S).

1) P1 computes r1 = Hash(perix1||M) mod L. Us-
ing Paillier algorithm encrypt r1 and sl1, such
that C1 = Encpk(r1), C2 = Encpk(sl1). Then
P1 computes Qr1 = r1 · B. Finally, P1 sends
(prove, 1, (c1, c2), (r1, sk)) and (commit, 1, Qr1) to
FRPDL−com
zk .

2) If P2 receives (proof, 1, (Qr, C1, C2)) and (commit, 1)
from FRPDL−com

zk ,
then it executes the following steps ; otherwise, it
aborts. P2 computes r2 = Hash(perix2||M) mod L.
P2 computes Q′2 = ENC(Q2); Then, P2 com-
putes n1 = Hash(perix2||Q′2) mod L and n2 =
Hash(perix2||Q′) mod L. Then P2 computes e =
Hash(m) mod L and Qr2 = r2 · B. P2 sends
(prove, 2, R) to FRDL

zk .

3) When P1 receives (proof, 2, Q2) from FRDL

zk , P1 sends

(decom, 1) to FRDL−com
zk .

4) When P2 receives Qr1, P2 computes part of signa-
ture R = e · r2 · Qr1 and r = ENC(R). Next, P2

computes k = Hash(r||Q′||m) mod L. According
to the homomorphic properties of Paillier cryptosys-
tem, P2 can compute s1 = ((r2e) mod q + n1q)�C1,
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Figure 3: Two-part EdDSA key generation

s2 = ((ksl2) mod q + n2q) � C2. P2 computes
s′ = s1 ⊕ s2. Finally, P2 sends s′ to P1.

5) If P1 receives s′ from FRDL

zk , then goes to the fol-
lowing steps; Otherwise, it abort. P1 can compute
the R, P1 decrypts s′ using its private such that
S = Decsk(s′) mod L. Finally, P1 can verify and
output the signature (R,S). Then P1 and P2 inter-
action processes are described in Figure 4.

3.4 Correctness

The correctness of the two-part EdDSA is proven as fel-
lows:

S = Dec(s′) mod L = Dec(s1 ⊕ s2) mod L

= Decsk((((r2e) mod L+ n1L)� c1)⊕
(((ksl2) mod L+ n2L)� c2))mod L

= ((r2e) · r1) + ((ksl2) · sl2) mod L

= r1r2e+ ksl1sl2 mod L

4 Security Model

Definition 1. Define a security of the digital signature
scheme π = (GenKey, Sign, V erify), we define an exper-
iment Sign-forgeA,π(1h) consists of the following steps:

1) GenKey(1h)⇒ (pk, sk).

2) ASignsk(·)(1h, pk)⇒ (m∗, σ∗).

3) M is the set of all message which can be queried.
An adversary A can query the oracle to get mes-
sage. Then, the experiment outputs 1 if m∗ /∈ M
and V erify(m∗, σ∗) = 1.

Definition 2. If a signature scheme π is existentially
unforgeable under chosen message attack for every prob-
abilistic polynomial-time adversary A, then there exist a
negligible function η such that for every h.

Pr[Sign-forgeA,π(1h) = 1] 6 η(h).

Then, we define an experiment DistSign-
forgebA,π(1h). We define

∏
is our two-part signing

protocol. In this experiment, an adversary A can control
one of parties.

∏
b(·, ·) is an oracle which executes the

instructions from party P3−b honestly. The adversary A
can interact with part P3−b to generate signatures with
any message. In this protocol, the key generation process
is executed only once, and the signature generation
process can be executed many times. The adversary A
can query the oracle inputed two parameters , one is a
session identifier (sid) and the other is input message or
next incoming message. The oracle works as follows:

1) Upon receiving a query (0, 0) at the first time, P3−b
uses the oracle to initialize a machine M in the
two-part key generation part of protocol

∏
. If P3−b

sends the first message in this two-part key genera-
tion phase, then this message is the oracle’s reply.

2) When oracle receives a query (0,m), if the two-part
key generation has not been completed, then oracle
sends the message to the machine M as the next in-
put message, and return M ’s reply. (If key genera-
tion phase has been finished, then oracle reply ⊥ and
exit.)

3) When oracle receives a query (sid,m), where sid 6=
0 and m is not the empty string. If two-part key
generation phase is not completed, then the oracle
returns ⊥.
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Figure 4: Two-part EdDSA siganture generation

4) Upon receiving a query (sid,m), the two-part key gen-
eration phase has completed and this sid is the first
time requested, that means this is a sign require. The
oracle call a new machine Msid running the instruc-
tions of part P3−b in protocol

∏
with (sid,m). Msid

is initialized with the key and the parameters stored
in M at the end of the two-part key generation phase.
If party P3−b sends the first message in the two-part
signing phase, then the oracle replies with this mes-
sage.

5) When oracle receives a query (sid,m), the two-part
key generation has already finished and sid is not the
first time queried, then the oracle sends m to Msid.
Msid uses the message m as an input message. The
oracle uses Msid’s output as the next message. If
Msid completes, then Msid’s output is returned.

In the above process, an adversary can control part
Pb(b ∈ 1, 2) and can interact with

∏
b in this experi-

ment. If the adversary can forge a signature using a
message which has not been queried to the oracle, then
the adversary wins. We define the experiment DistSign-
forgebA,π(1h) and the security definition of protocol

∏
.

Definition 3. We define an security experiment
DistSign-forgebA,π(1h) as follows:

1) A
∏

b(·,·) ⇒ (m∗, σ∗).

2) Let M be the set of all messages which adver-
sary A could query. The adversary can query or-
acle with form (sid,m). If and only if m∗ /∈ M
and V erifypk(m∗, σ∗) = 1, then the experiment
outputs 1, where the pk is two-part signing sys-
tem verification key which output by P3−b in two-
part key generation. Verify is an algorithm of π =
{GenKey, Sign, V erify}.

Definition 4. A protocol
∏

is a security two-part pro-
tocol for the two-part signature generation for scheme π,
if for every probabilistic polynomial-time oracle machine
adversary A and b ∈ [1, 2], there exist a negligible function
η such that for every h:

Pr[DistSign-forgebA,π(1h) = 1] 6 η(h).

Definition 5. We define a security function SignEdDSA,
this function have two subroutines work in the security
analysis of protocol

∏
. These two subroutines as follows:

1) (x,Q)← Expt-EdDSAkeygen(n).

2) (R,S)← Expt-EdDSAsigning(m).

Define Expt-EdDSAkeygen(n) is EdDSA key generation
function, which generate an EdDSA key pair (x,Q) by
invoke the EdDSA key generation algorithm. We define
n as a counter. Define Expt-EdDSAsigning(m) is Ed-
DSA singing function, which generate an EdDSA signa-
ture (S,R) by invoke the EdDSA signing algorithm. We
define m is input message.
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5 Security Analysis

In this section, we give the security analysis of our two-
part protocol.

Theorem 1. If the EdDSA signature is existentially-
unforgeable under a chosen message attack and Pail-
lier encryption scheme is indistinguishable under chosen-
plaintext attack, then our two-part signature algorithm is
secure.

Proof. First of all, in our protocol we use zero-knowledge
technology to proof data between P1 and P2.All par-
ties can prove the authenticity of the data through zero-
knowledge proof-of-knowledge. If adversary A can break
these zero-knowledge model with probability ε, then it
can break this two-part protocol with probability ε±η(k)
where η(k) is a negligible function.

In the process of proof, we assume adversary can cor-
rupt P1 or P2 in the experiment. We prove respectively
that P1 corrupted and P2 corrupted. In addition, we con-
struct an adversary As who can forge a vaild EdDSA sig-
nature with probability µ1 in Definition 1. The proba-
bility µ1 is close to the probability that A forges a vaild
signature in Definition 3 negligibly. Adversary As can
invoke EdDSA key generation function and EdDSA sign-
ing function which describe in Definition 5 with input
(sid,m).

Assume that Paillier has CPA security, then for any
probabilistic polynomial time algorithm A and b ∈ [1, 2]
exists a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm As and
a negligible function µ for every h:

|Pr[Sign-forgeA,π(1h) = 1]

− Pr[DistSign-forgebA,
∏(1h) = 1]| ≤ µ(h).

(1)
Where, π denotes EdDSA signature scheme and

∏
denotes the Two-part EdDSA signature scheme. If Ed-
DSA is security, then according to Definition 2 there
exists a negligible function µ′ for every h, we can con-
clude |Pr[Sign-forgeA,π(1h) = 1]| ≤ µ′(h). On the
basis of Equation (1), we conclude that |Pr[DistSign-
forgebA,

∏(1h) = 1]| ≤ µ(h)+µ′(h), obviously µ(h)+µ′(h)
is negligible, thus according to Definition 4 we conclude∏

is security. Now, we just need to proof Equation (1)
holds in the case of b = 1 and b = 2, respectively.

If b = 1, it means adversary A corrupts part P1.
Let A be a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary
in DistSign-forgebA,

∏. We construct a probabilistic

polynomial-time adversary As in Sign-forgebA,π. As sim-
ulates the execution for A as follows:

1) First, adversary As can invoke Expt-
EdDSAkeygen(n) for Q. Q is the public key of
EdDSA.

2) Second, As invokes A by inputing 1h to simulate or-
acle

∏
for A in DistSign-forge as follows:

a. At the beginning of the experiment, A always
replies ⊥ in the following two cases. The first
case is that the key generation phase has not
completed the second case is that the adversary
A has not query (0, 0) to

∏
. After A queries

(0, 0) to
∏

that means this experiment is start-
ing.

b. When As receives the first message (0,m1) from
P1. It is the first message in the two-part key
generation phase. As computes the oracle’s re-
ply as follow steps:

i. Adversary As can analyze message
(prove, 1, Q1, sl1) sent by P1 to FRDL−com

zk .

ii. Adversary As checks Q1 = sl1 · B. If this
equation holds, As calculates Q2 = (sl1)−1 ·
Q. Otherwise, As chooses a random point
as Q2.

iii. Adversary As sets the oracle’s replay to be
(proof, 2, Q2) and sends it to A.

iv. Adversary As can analyze message

(prove, 1, N, (p1, p2)) sent by P1 to F
Rp

zk .

v. Adversary As checks the equation N = p1 ·
p2 = pk, If this equation is not equal, abort.

vi. Adversary As stores
perix2 = str2 [1] ...str2

[
len
2

]
.

c. Adversary receives the second message (0,m2)
from P1 and works as follows:

i. As parses m2 form of (decom, 1) as A in-
tends to send to FRDL−com

zk .

ii. If Q1 6= sl1 · B, As generates the oracle
response to P2 and aborts.

iii. As stores (Q, perix2, sl2, pk) and the
two-part key generation phase is completed.

d. As receives a query (sid,m) where sid has not
been queried yet. Adversary As could invoke
function Expt-EdDSAsigning(m) with input m.
The function will return a vaild EdDSA signa-
ture (R,S). Then, As will reply to A as follows:

i. When first message (sid,m)
received is in the form of
(prove, commit, (C1, C2), (Q1, sl1), r1).
If Qr1 = r1 · B and C1 = Encpk(r1),
C2 = Encpk(sl1), then As sets
Qr2 = (r1)−1 · R. Otherwise, As ran-
domly selects a point as Qr2. As sends
the message (proof,Qr2, 2) to A that A
expects to receive.

ii. Upon receiving a message of the form
(decommit, 1) for the second time from A.
If Q1 6= sl1 · B, then exit. Otherwise, A
chooses a random number ρ ∈ Z, compute
S′ = Encpk(S + ρ · L), where S is received
from function Expt − EdDSAsigning(m)
and then As sets the oracle reply S′ to A.
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iii. Once A halts and outputs a pair
(m∗, σ∗) , adversary As outputs (m∗, σ∗).
At this point, we could prove that Equa-
tion (1) holds. Our ultimate purpose here
is to prove that A’s view in the simulation
by As is identical to its view in a real exe-
cution.

In the two-part key generation phase, there is a
difference between the simulation and the real execu-
tion. The difference is the generation of Qr2. In the
real execution, P2 computes P2’s private key sl2 =
str2 [len] ...str2

[
len
2 + 1

]
. And then, P2 computes Q2 =

sl2 · B. However, in the simulation, if As not exit, then
As computes Q2 = (sl1)−1 ·Q, where Q is the public ver-
ification key received by As from key generation function
Expt-EdDSAkeygen(n). Thus, the distribution over sl2·B
and (sl1) · Q are identical. Obviously, the public key Q
obtained by executing the simulation process is the same
as that obtained by the function Expt-EdDSAkeygen(n)
and we can think of Q as random point.

Therefore, in this phase the A’s view in simulation is
identical to its view in a real execution.

In the two-part signing phase, there are two differences.
The one difference is the generation of R. In the real
execution, P2 computes r2 = Hash(perix2|| m) mod L
and Qr2 = r2 · B. And then, P1 computes R = er1 ·Qr2
or P2 computes R = er2 · Qr1. But in the simulation,
P2 computes Qr2 = (r1)−1 · R, where R is generated by
signing function Expt-EdDSAsigning(m). Obviously the
distribution between Qr2 = r2 · B and Qr2 = (r1)−1 · R
is identical. The other difference is the generation of S′

which is the ciphertext of signature. In the simulation, S
is an encryption of S + ρ · L. However, in real execution,
it is an encryption of s = r1r2e+ ksl1sl2 + (n1r1 +n2r2)q
where n1,n2 are hash value generated by P2.

Observe that by the definition of EdDSA signature
s = r + kd = r1r2e + ksl1sl2 mod L, we can imply that
r1r2e+ksl1sl2 = smodL, then r1r2e+ksl1sl2 = s+ l ·L.
Therefore, the difference between the real execution and
simulation with S is that:

1) Real execution: s+ l · L+ ρ · L.

2) Simulation: s+ ρ · L.

Since the distribution of S in the real execution and the
simulation is statistically close. We prove that Equa-
tion (1) holds for b = 1.

If b = 2, we use a similar method described above,
adversary As corrupts part P2. Let A be a probabilis-
tic polynomial-time adversary in DistSign-forgebA,

∏ and
As be a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary in Sign-
forgeA,π.

In this phase simulation must be designed to work
without knowing the paillier private key. That means As
should not know the paillier private key. There is a poten-
tial problem here, P2 may send the wrong value to P1. In
order to solve this problem, we assume that As will abort

at some random point. As chooses i ∈ [1, ..., p(h) + 1] ran-
domly. p(h) is the upper bound of the number of query.
If As chose correctly with probability 1

p(h)+1 that means

As could simulate A’s view with probability 1
p(h)+1 . In

this case, we consider S′ is right. Thus, A can forge a
signature in SignEdDSA with probability at least 1

p(h)+1 .

The probability of As can forge a signature in
∏

also at
least 1

p(h)+1 .

The As work as follows:

1) Adversary As receives (1n, Q) from key generation
function Expt−EdDSAkeygen(n), where Q is a pub-
lic key for EdDSA.

2) Let p(h) be upper bound of the query times that
A queries

∏
, As chooses i ∈ {1, 2, ..., p(h) + 1} ran-

domly.

3) As invokes A and simulates oracle
∏

in DistSign-
forgeb=2

A,
∏(1h) as follows: In two-part key generation

phase.

a. Before the two-part key generation phase fin-
ished, As always replies ⊥ to all queries. What-
ever the content of the query is. Before A query
(0, 0) to

∏
, As always replies ⊥ to all queries.

b. After A queries (0, 0) to
∏

, As generates a valid
paillier encryption key-pair (sk, pk) and sets the
oracle reply (proof, 1, N) and (commit, 1).

c. Adversary As receives the first message (0,m1)
from P2. It is P2’s first message in the two-part
key generation phase.

i. Adversary As can analyze message
(prove, 2, Q2, sl2) sent by P2 to FRDL

zk .

ii. As checks Q2 = sl2 · B. If this equation is
not equal, then abort.

iii. As sets the oracle reply to
(decom, 1, Q1), where Q1 = (sl1)−1 ·Q.

iv. Adversary As stores
perix1 = str1 [1] ...str1

[
len
2

]
.

v. As stores (sl1, pk, sk, perix1, Q) two-part
key generation phase finished.

In the two-part signing phase:

4) Upon receiving a query of the form (sid,m) where
sid has not been queried yet. As queries the Sign-
ing function Expt− EdDSAsigiing(m∗) with m and
obtains a valid signature (R,S). Then, adversary As
interacts with A in the following steps:

a. A receives the first message (proof, 2, Q2) that
A sends to FRDL

zk . As checks Q2 = r2c · B and
that Q2 is a vaild point. As computes Qr1 =
(r2)−1 · B. As sends (decom,Q1, 1) to P2 as if
coming from FRDL

zk .
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b. When receiving second message (sid,m2). The
message m2 is encrypted signature s′. If and
only if this is the i-th call by A to the oracle

∏
it continues. Otherwise, it aborts.

5) Once A halts and outputs (m∗, σ), As outputs
(m∗, σ) and halts.

When the (sid,m) is first query and it is the j − th
query. P1 does not obtain a valid signature (R,S) with
public verification key Q. We consider i = j, then the
difference between the A’s view in a real execution and
the simulated execution by As is C1 and C2 . In the real
execution, C1 = Encpk(sl1), C2 = Encpk(r1), Q1 = sl1 ·B
and r1 = Hash(perix1||M) mod L, however in the simu-
lation sl1 and r1 are random value, it is identical. Since
As has not hold the pailier private key in the simulation.
The indistinguishability of the simulation follows from a
reduction of indistinguishability of the encryption scheme
under CPA. We can conclude that:

|Pr[Sign-forgeA,π(1h) = 1|i = j]

− Pr[DistSign-forge2A,
∏(1h) = 1]| 6 η(h).

Pr[DistSign-forge2A,
∏(1h) = 1]

6
Pr[Sign-forgeAs,π(1h) = 1]

p(h) + 1
+ η(h).

Pr[Sign-forgeA,π(1h) = 1]

≥
Pr[DistSign-forge2A,

∏(1h) = 1]

p(h) + 1
− η(h).

We can conclude that if adversary A forges a valid
signature in Sign-forgeA,π with a non-negligible proba-
bility, then As can forge a valid signature in DistSign-
forgeb=2

A,
∏with a non-negligible probability.

6 Efficiency and Experimental
Results

In this section, we will give a comparison of our work with
other protocols and show the experiment results.

We implemented our protocol, Zhang’s [28] protocol,
Lindell’s [18] protocol and Zhang’s [27] protocol, respec-
tively, using Java(11.0.3) and Jpbc-lib on personal com-
puter with Intel i5-4200H @2.80Ghz processor, 8G bytes
memory and Microsoft Windows 10 x64 professional op-
erating system. In [28], [18] and our protocol we use
curve25519. We also implemented these four protocols
on Android devices(HUAWEI nova3e with Kirin 659 2.36
Ghz processor, 4G bytes memory and Android 9 operat-
ing system).

First of all, we compare the running time of the four
protocols in different phases on PC and smartphone. The
results are illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respec-
tively, which were obtained in 30 executions. The exper-
imental results show that our protocol runs faster than
the other two algorithms [18, 28] in the key generation

phase under the same elliptic curve conditions. The two-
part identity-based signature scheme [27] runs faster in
key generation phase and sign phase. However, it takes
more time in the setup phase and have a problem of key
escrow.
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Figure 5: Run time on PC
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Figure 6: Run time on Smartphone

Secondly, we analyzed the efficiency of each stage of
our scheme on PC. As shown in Figure 7. In two-part key
generation phase, Keygen phase1 is defined as the execu-
tion process of P1 before the first message, Keygen phase2
as the execution process of P2 between the first message
and the second message, and Keygen phase3 as the exe-
cution process after the second message. In two-part sign-
ing phase, Sign phase1 is defined as the execution process
of P1 before the first message, Sign phase2 as the exe-
cution process of P2 between the first message and the
second message, Sign phase3 as the execution process of
P2 between the second message and the fourth message,
and Sign phase4 as the execution process of P1 after the
fourth message.

Then, we compare the storage space of these three sig-
nature protocols in Table 1. Our public key length is
one byte shorter than those of other two schemes. Our
signature length is 8 bytes shorter than that in Lindell’s
protocol [18].

Finally, we analyze the size of message as follows. In
the two-part key generation phase, the length of all mes-
sages of P1 is 256bits + 1024bits + 512bits = 1792bits.
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Table 1: Length of public key and signature

Protocol Public key Signature
Zhang’s [28] 33 bytes 64 bytes
Lindell’s [18] 33 bytes 72 bytes

Ours 32 bytes 64 bytes

The length of all messages of P2 is 256bits. In the two-
part signing phase, the length of all message of P1 is
256bits+ 1024bits+ 1024bits = 2304bits, the length of all
messages of P2 is 2048bits + 256bits = 2304bits. There-
fore, it is efficient for practical application even in re-
stricted environment.

7 Conclusions

• In this paper, we have proposed a two-part signature
on edwards curve. This protocol could be effectively
applied in blockchain to reduce the risk of key loss.
We describe the steps of this protocol and give an
analysis of security. Further, we implemented our
algorithm and compare with other schemes.

• This protocol can be applied to many real-world sce-
narios. For example, the signature of blockchain
transactions. The security authentication of users
in the Internet of Things and Internet of Vehicleetc.

• In the future work, we need implement algorithm in
real-world applications to further obtain operational
data and improve the real execution efficiency of the
algorithm.
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Abstract

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) has become one of
the research hotspots in cryptography in recent years.
Scalar multiplication is the most crucial operation in
ECC, and it largely determines the efficiency of ECC.
To improve ECC’s speed, we propose a new secure and
efficient scalar multiplication algorithm on elliptic curves
over GF(2m). In addition, we present the new compos-
ite operation formulas 3P1 and 2P1 + P2 using only x-
coordinate, where P1 and P2 are points on an elliptic
curve. To ensure the safety and efficiency of the pro-
posed algorithm, we constitute an atomic block by adding
dummy operations and using the Montgomery trick.

Keywords: Elliptic Curve Cryptography; Scalar Multipli-
cation; Side Channel Atomic Block; Simple Power Anal-
ysis

1 Introduction

As the hacking techniques become more and more pow-
erful, safe and efficient encryption technology is needed.
Since Miller [17] and Koblitz [9] independently proposed
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) in 1985, it has be-
come one of the research hotspots in the field of cryptog-
raphy due to its short key and high security. ECC can
provide the same functions as the RSA cryptosystem and
it requires a shorter key length than RSA under the same
security. It is generally used for digital signature, authen-
tication, encryption, decryption [8, 19, 25]. Because of its
advantages in security, encryption and decryption perfor-
mance, and space consumption, ECC has a wide range
of applications, such as transport layer security (TLS),
cryptocurrency, SM2 public key cryptography and gov-
ernment agencies, etc. Besides, it is especially suitable
for environments with limited storage resources, such as
smart cards and secure storage chips.

In ECC, it is easy to obtain the point Q when Q = kP ,
and the number k and point P are given. But it is diffi-
cult to find k when point P and point Q are given. This
is the classical discrete logarithm problem (DLP). ECC
uses this feature to encrypt where point Q is the pub-
lic key, big number k is the private key and point P is
the base point on an elliptic curve. The most crucial op-
eration in ECC is scalar multiplication kP that largely
determines the speed of ECC. There are two main meth-
ods to improve the efficiency of scalar multiplication. The
first method is to reduce computation by optimizing the
bottom arithmetic formulas, such as reducing the number
of field inversion operations by transforming coordinates.
The second method is to decrease the number of point ad-
dition and doubling in the scalar multiplication algorithm
by studying the expanded form of k, such as double-base
chain [27] and symmetric ternary form (STF) [13].

Side channel analysis (SCA) is a method to attack the
cryptographic devices by analyzing the leaked side chan-
nel information such as time consumption, power con-
sumption or electromagnetic radiation during the oper-
ation of cryptographic devices [24]. Power analysis is a
form of SCA. It is an attack by collecting power consump-
tion information generated by cryptographic devices or
cryptographic chips during encryption, decryption or sig-
nature operations, and analyzing the key by using statis-
tics, cryptography and other relevant knowledge. Power
analysis can be divided into simple power analysis (SPA)
and differential power analysis (DPA). SPA has a direct
threat to cryptographic devices. It can directly analyze
the power information collected during the execution of
cryptographic algorithm. When the device performs en-
cryption or decryption, the key can be derived from the
difference in power consumption trajectories. The key in
this paper refers to the private key k.

In 1987, the Montgomery algorithm was proposed by
Montgomery [18]. The basic idea is that each loop has a
point addition and doubling so that the energy consumed
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by each loop is basically the same. In 1999, Lopez and
Dahab [16] optimized the Montgomery ladder algorithm
on elliptic curves over GF(2m). The new point addition
and doubling formulas eliminated the calculation of y-
coordinate, which improved the calculation speed of the
algorithm. In 2008, the new point addition and doubling
formulas proposed by Yu et al. [?] not only omitted the
y-coordinate but also dislodged the field inversion oper-
ation. In 2013, Sung et al. [5] posed the new compos-
ite formulas 4P1, 3P1 + P2 and 2P1 + 2P2 with only x-
coordinate, and presented the extended quaternary Mont-
gomery ladder algorithm over GF(2m). In 2016, Lai and
Zhang [10] proposed Co Z point addition algorithm, con-
jugate point addition algorithm and point doubling-point
addition algorithm with omitting Z-coordinate on Hes-
sian elliptic curves and applied them to the traditional
Montgomery ladder algorithm. In 2017, Yu et al. [26] op-
timized the Montgomery algorithm using the Co Z tech-
nique in projective coordinates over GF(3m). In 2019,
Liu et al. [14] proposed the ternary Montgomery ladder al-
gorithm, which combines the original Montgomery ladder
algorithm with the ternary representation of the scalar k.

To obtain a safe and efficient scalar multiplication algo-
rithm, we first propose the new composite operation for-
mulas 3P1 and 2P1 +P2 using only x-coordinate in affine
coordinate system to reduce the bottom field operations
and we apply them to the ternary Montgomery ladder al-
gorithm. Then we constitute an atomic block by adding
dummy operations to the proposed composite operation
formulas to prevent SPA. Last, we use Montgomery trick
in the atomic block to optimize the computational cost,
which can decrease the number of field inversion opera-
tions.

The rest of this paper is presented as follows. In section
II, we briefly introduce Elliptic Curve Cryptography and
the Montgomery ladder algorithm. In section III, we give
a detailed presentation on new composite operation for-
mulas and the anti-SPA scalar multiplication algorithm
based on side channel atomic block. In section IV, we
compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with
existing algorithms.

2 Elliptic Curve Cryptography
and Montgomery Ladder Algo-
rithm

2.1 Elliptic Curve Cryptography

Definition 1. The equation of a non-super singular el-
liptic curve E over GF(2m) is given as follows:

E/GF (2m) : y2 + xy = x3 + ax2 + b. (1)

with a, b ∈ GF (2m), b 6= 0. All points on E and the
infinity point O form an abelian group. Assume P1 =
(x1, y1) ∈ E(GF (2m)), P2 = (x2, y2) ∈ E(GF (2m)),
−P1 = (x1, x1 + y1) and P2 6= −P1.

If P1 6= P2, P3 = P1+P2 = (x3, y3), then point addition
operation:

x3 = (
y1 + y2
x1 + x2

)
2

+
y1 + y2
x1 + x2

+ x1 + x2 + a

y3 =
y1 + y2
x1 + x2

(x1 + x3) + x3 + y1

(2)

If P1 = P2, P3 = 2P1 = (x3, y3), then point doubling
operation:

x3 = (x1 +
y1
x1

)
2

+
y1
x1

+ x2 + a

y3 = (x1 +
y1
x1

)(x1 + x3) + x3 + y1
(3)

It can be seen that the computational costs of point ad-
dition and doubling are both 1I + 2M + 1S, where I, M ,
S are the representations of field inversion, field multipli-
cation and field squaring, respectively.

2.2 Montgomery Ladder Algorithm

The Montgomery algorithm was initially proposed to im-
prove the speed of scalar multiplication. The left-to-right
Montgomery ladder algorithm [20] is described by Algo-
rithm 1, which is a classical way to compute the scalar
multiplication.

Algorithm 1 Left-To-Right Montgomery Ladder Algo-
rithm
1: Input: P = (x, y) ∈ E(GF (2m)), and k =

(kn−1kn−2 · · · k1k0)2
2: Output: Q = kP ∈ E(GF (2m))
3: R0 = P,R1 = 2P
4: for i ≤ n− 2, · · · , 0 do
5: if ki = 1 then
6: R0 = R0 +R1, R1 = 2R1

7: else if ki = 0 then
8: R1 = R0 +R1, R0 = 2R0

9: end if
10: end for
11: Return Q = R0

12: End

Based on the original Montgomery ladder algorithm,
Liu et al. [14] proposed the ternary Montgomery ladder
algorithm, which is described by Algorithm 2.

3 New Algorithm Based on the
Ternary Montgomery Ladder
Algorithm

3.1 Composite Operation Formulas

Improving the performance of the Montgomery ladder
algorithm by using only x-coordinate method was first
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Algorithm 2 The Ternary Montgomery Ladder Algo-
rithm
1: Input: P = (x, y) ∈ E(GF (2m)), and k =

(kn−1kn−2 · · · k1k0)3, where kn−1 = 1 or 2
2: Output: Q = kP ∈ E(GF (2m))
3: R0 = kn−1P,R1 = (kn−1 + 1)P
4: for i ≤ n− 2, · · · , 0 do
5: if ki = 0 then
6: R2 = 3R0, R1 = 2R0 +R1

7: else if ki = 1 then
8: R2 = 2R0 +R1, R1 = 2R1 +R0

9: else if ki = 2 then
10: R2 = 2R1 +R0, R1 = 3R1

11: end if
12: R0 = R2

13: end for
14: Return Q = R0

15: End

introduced by Lopez & Dahab [16]. Then several x-
coordinate-only methods were presented [5, 22, 28]. As-
sume Pi is a point on an elliptic curve E. Let P1 =
(x1, y1), P2 = (x2, y2), −P1 = (x1, x1 + y1), P2 − P1 =
P = (x, y), and P2 6= −P1, then we can obtain

x3 =

x+ x1

x1+x2
+
(

x1

x1+x2

)2
P1 6= P2

x21 + b
x2
1

P1 = P2

(4)

The formula for restoring the y coordinate at the last
step is

y1 = (x1 + x){(x1 + x)(x2 + x) + x2 + y}/(x+ y) (5)

It can be seen from Equation (4) that the costs of both
two operations are 1I + 1M + 1S. Based on the idea
of Lopez & Dahab, this paper proposes two composite
operation formulas 3P1 and 2P1 + P2.

Theorem 1. Let P1 = (x1, y1) be a point on an elliptic
curve E over GF(2m). Then, x3P1 can be gained:

x3P1
= x1 +

x1
3

x14 + x13 + b
+

(
x1

3

x14 + x13 + b

)2

(6)

with cost 1I+1M+3S+1C, where C is the representation
of field cubing.

Proof. Let 3P1 be computed as 2P1 + P1. Equation (4)
gives

x3P1
= x1 +

xP1

xP1
+ x2P1

+

(
xP1

xP1
+ x2P1

)2

(7)

Then, we obtain Equation (6).

Theorem 2. Let P1 = (x1, y1), P2 = (x2, y2) be points
on an elliptic curve E over GF(2m). Then, x2P1+P2

can

be gained:

x2P1+P2
= x2 +

x1(x1 + x2)
2

(x+ x1)(x1 + x2)
2

+ x1x2

+

(
x1(x1 + x2)

2

(x+ x1)(x1 + x2)
2

+ x1x2

)2 (8)

with cost 1I + 2S + 4M .

Proof. Let 2P1 + P2 be computed as (P1 + P2) + P1 and
P2 − P1 = P (x, y) which is an input. Equation (4) gives

x2P1+P2
= x2 +

xP1

xP1
+ xP1+P2

+

(
xP1

xP1
+ xP1+P2

)2

(9)

Then, we obtain Equation (8).

The probability that ki is equal to 0, 1, and 2 is
1/3 [11]. When Algorithm 2 is computed by Equa-
tion (6) and Equation (8), the average calculation costs
are 2I + 6M + 14/3S + 2/3C per loop.

3.2 New Algorithm Based on Side Chan-
nel Atomic Block

In view of SCA attack, in 2004, Mames, ciet and joye pro-
posed a method that almost does not increase the amount
of computation: Side channel atomic block method [4].
Its main idea is to decompose the operations on ellip-
tic curves into a series of indistinguishable atomic blocks
with multiple side channels. The general method is to
add dummy operations so that there is no difference in
the side channel analysis of different execution processes.

In this paper, as can be seen from Algorithm 2 that the
discrimination of each loop is 3P1 and 2P1 +P2. To make
it anti-SPA, we can add some dummy operations to 3P1

and 2P1 + P2 to make the costs of 3P1 and 2P1 + P2 in-
distinguishable so that the amount of calculations in each
loop is exactly the same. In this way, the scalar multipli-
cation can be represented as a series of indistinguishable
atomic blocks of code, so the attacker cannot obtain the
side channel information by SPA attack.

The Montgomery trick is an efficient way to improve
performance by computing field inversions simultane-
ously. For instance, a−1 and b−1 can be computed as
a−1 = (ab)−1 · b, b−1 = (ab)−1 · a. It converts two
field inversion operations into one field inversion opera-
tion and three field multiplication operations, which can
save 1I − 3M calculation costs per loop. Therefore, we
apply the Montgomery trick to Equation (6) and Equa-
tion (8) in the atomic block to reduce the amount of field
inversion operations to optimize the algorithm.

As stated above, we constitute the atomic block by
adding dummy operations in each loop to make it anti-
SPA and using Montgomery trick to reduce the amount of
field inversion operations. Table 1, called the atomic block
elliptic curve triple and double-and-add, i.e. AETD, de-
scribes the atomic block in detail.
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In the upper section, Algorithm 2 can be computed effi-
ciently by using the proposed composite operation formu-
las Equation (6) and Equation (8), with cost 2I+14/3S+
6M + 2/3C per loop. However, the computation costs of
AETD just require 1I + 4S + 10M . Applying AETD
to Algorithm 2, Algorithm 3 is obtained. Algorithm 3
saves I + 2/3S − 4M + 2/3C compared with Algorithm 2
computed by Equation (6) and Equation (8), and saves
3I − 2M compared with Algorithm 2 computed by Equa-
tion (2) and Equation (3) in each loop. From Algorithm 3,
we can conclude that only one atomic block is used in each
loop, so each loop requires the same amount of calcula-
tions regardless of the value of ki.

Algorithm 3 Anti-SPA Scalar Multiplication Algorithm
Based On Side Channel Atomic Block
1: Input: P = (x, y) ∈ E(GF (2m)), and k =

(kn−1kn−2 · · · k1k0)3, where kn−1 = 1 or 2
2: Output: Q = kP ∈ E(GF (2m))
3: R0 = kn−1P,R1 = (kn−1 + 1)P
4: for i ≤ n− 2, · · · , 0 do
5: (R0, R1) = AETD[ki](R0, R1)
6: end for
7: Return Q = R0

8: End

4 Performance Analysis

4.1 Security Analysis

In ECC, if a scalar multiplication algorithm has different
power consumption according to ki, it is vulnerable to
SPA. In other words, if the algorithm has the same power
consumption regardless of the value of ki, it is resistant
to SPA. Therefore, all countermeasures against SPA have
to modify the algorithm to obtain a uniform power con-
sumption trace. In general, there are three main ways to
anti-SPA. The first way is uniform algorithm behavior,
such as Montgomery ladder algorithm. The second way
is uniform point addition and doubling formulas, such as
Edwards curve [2]. The third way is to add dummy field
operations [6].

To improve the efficiency of the ternary Montgomery
ladder algorithm, the composite operation formulas 3P1

and 2P1 + P2 are proposed. However, the power con-
sumption of 3P1 and 2P1 + P2 is different. Algorithm 2
computes 3P1 and 2P1 + P2 when ki is equal to 0 or 2,
while it computes 2P1 + P2 twice when ki is equal to 1.
SPA gains the key according to the peak shape of the
energy graph [12], so it is easy to obtain the value of ki
by observing the power consumption curve leaked dur-
ing execution of the algorithm. Therefore, we adopt the
third way to add dummy field operations to constitute
an atomic block. It can be seen from Table 1 and Al-
gorithm 3 that the field operation of each step of every
atomic block is the same and only one atomic block is
used in each loop, so the power consumed by each loop

is the same whatever ki = 0, 1, or 2, which is secure to
resist SPA. In addition, Algorithm 3 can also resist DPA
so long as randomize the scalar k.

4.2 Efficiency Analysis

Because the extra calculations of algorithms are negligi-
ble, in this paper, we mainly compare the calculations
of main iteration of algorithms. In this section, the effi-
ciency of the proposed composite operation formulas and
Algorithm 3 is analyzed.

Table 2 shows the computation costs of Algorithm 2
under different calculation formulas. From it, we can
draw the conclusion that Algorithm 2 can be computed
efficiently by using Equation (6) and Equation (8) pro-
posed in this paper. It requires 2I + 14/3S + 6M + 2/3C
on average, with saving 2I − 2M − 2/3S − 2/3C than
Equation (4) and saving 2I + 2M − 2/3S − 2/3C than
Equation (2) and Equation (3) in each loop.

Given an integer k, assume that m = dlog3ke is the
length of the ternary representation and n = dlog2ke is
the length of the binary representation, m = nlog32, i.e.
160-binary is equivalent to 101-ternary and 192, 256, 600-
binary [21] is equivalent to 122, 162, 379-ternary, respec-
tively. We suppose n = 160 bits, m = 101 bits. According
to the experiment of Bernstein [3], we assume I/M = 8,
S/M = 0.8.

Table 3 shows the comparison of Algorithm 3 and ex-
isting algorithms over GF(2m). It can be seen that Al-
gorithm 3 has a good improved efficiency compared with
the algorithms of [12, 23] and [15]. In comparison, the
improved efficiency of Algorithm 3 is 13.6%, 33.9%, 8.7%,
13.4%, 1.6%, and 15.4%, respectively.

In order to analyze the dynamic changes of the im-
proved efficiency of Algorithm 3 than existing algorithms,
we suppose

I/M = β (10)

S/M = 0.8. The improved efficiency of Algorithm 3, i.e.
ε can be given as follows:

ε=1− (m− 1)(#I1 + #M1)

`(#I2 + #M2)
(11)

(#I1 + #M1) represents the amount of calculations
of Algorithm 3 per loop, and (#I2 + #M2) represents
the amount of calculations of existing algorithms in each
loop. (m − 1) and ` indicate the number of iterations of
Algorithm 3 and existing algorithms.

Field inversion operations can be efficiently com-
puted by the Extended Euclidean Algorithm (EEA) over
GF(2m), which uses gcd(a, b) = gcd(b+ca, a) for all binary
polynomials. According to [1], when the field size is 163
bits, performance of a field inversion operation using the
EEA is equal to about 6.67-10.33 field multiplication oper-
ations in binary field, which means β is about 6.67-10.33.

Figure 1 shows the comparison of Algorithm 3 and ex-
isting algorithms. I/M is the x-axis and the improved
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Table 1: The atomic block elliptic curve triple and double-and-add (AETD)

Input:T1 = P1 = x1, T2 = P2 = x2, T3 = P = x
Output:(3P1, 2P1 + P2) or (2P1 + P2, 2P2 + P1) or (2P2 + P1, 3P2)
ki = 0
(T1, T2) = (3P1, 2P1 + P2)
T4 ← T1 + T2(x1 + x2)
T5 ← T1

2(x1
2)

T6 ← T3 + T2(dummy)
T6 ← T5 · T5(x1

4)
T7 ← T1 · T5(x1

3)
T5 ← b
T8 ← T1 · T2(x1x2)
T5 ← T5 + T7(b+ x1

3)
T5 ← T6 + T5(A)
T6 ← T3 + T1(x+ x1)
T4 ← T4

2((x1 + x2)2)
T9 ← T1 · T4(x1(x1 + x2)2)
T4 ← T6 · T4((x+ x1)(x1 + x2)2)
T6 ← T6 + T9(dummy)
T4 ← T4 + T8(B)
T6 ← T5 · T4(AB)
T6 ← T6

−1((AB)−1)
T5 ← T6 · T5(B−1)
T4 ← T6 · T4(A−1)
T4 ← T4 · T7(A−1x1

3)
T6 ← T4

2

T4 ← T4 + T6
T4 ← T1 + T4(3P1)
T5 ← T5 · T9(B−1x1(x1 + x2)2)
T9 ← T5

2

T5 ← T5 + T9
T2 ← T2 + T5(2P1 + P2)
T1 ← T4(3P1)
(A = x1

4 + x1
3 + b;

B = (x+ x1)(x1 + x2)2 + x1x2)

ki = 1
(T1, T2)=(2P1 + P2, 2P2 + P1)
T4 ← T1 + T2(x1 + x2)
T5 ← T4

2((x1 + x2)2)
T6 ← T3 + T2(x+ x2)
T6 ← T6 · T5((x+ x2)(x1 + x2)2)
T7 ← T2 · T5(x2(x1 + x2)2)
T4 ← b
T8 ← T1 · T2(x1x2)
T4 ← T5 + T7(dummy)
T4 ← T6 + T8(A)
T6 ← T3 + T1(x+ x1)
T3 ← T3

2(dummy)
T9 ← T1 · T5(x1(x1 + x2)2)
T5 ← T6 · T5((x+ x1)(x1 + x2)2)
T6 ← T6 + T9(dummy)
T5 ← T5 + T8(B)
T6 ← T4 · T5(AB)
T6 ← T6

−1((AB)−1)
T4 ← T6 · T4(B−1)
T5 ← T6 · T5(A−1)
T5 ← T5 · T7(A−1x2(x1 + x2)2)
T6 ← T5

2

T5 ← T5 + T6
T5 ← T1 + T5(2P2 + P1)
T4 ← T4 · T9(B−1x1(x1 + x2)2)
T9 ← T4

2

T4 ← T4 + T9
T1 ← T2 + T4(2P1 + P2)
T2 ← T5(2P2 + P1)
(A = (x+ x2)(x1 + x2)2 + x1x2;
B = (x+ x1)(x1 + x2)2 + x1x2)

ki = 2
(T1, T2) = (2P2 + P1, 3P2)
T4 ← T1 + T2(x1 + x2)
T5 ← T4

2((x1 + x2)2)
T6 ← T3 + T2(x+ x2)
T6 ← T6 · T5((x+ x2)(x1 + x2)2)
T7 ← T2 · T5(x2(x1 + x2)2)
T5 ← b
T8 ← T1 · T2(x1x2)
T4 ← T5 + T7(dummy)
T4 ← T6 + T8(A)
T6 ← T3 + T1(dummy)
T6 ← T2

2(x2
2)

T9 ← T2 · T6(x2
3)

T6 ← T6 · T6(x2
4)

T6 ← T6 + T9
T5 ← T6 + T5(B)
T6 ← T5 · T4(AB)
T6 ← T6

−1((AB)−1)
T5 ← T6 · T5(A−1)
T4 ← T6 · T4(B−1)
T4 ← T4 · T7(B−1x2(x1 + x2)2)
T6 ← T4

2

T4 ← T4 + T6
T4 ← T1 + T4(2P2 + P1)
T5 ← T5 · T9(A−1x2

3)
T9 ← T5

2

T5 ← T5 + T9
T2 ← T2 + T5(3P2)
T1 ← T4(2P2 + P1)
(A = (x+ x2)(x1 + x2)2 + x1x2;
B = x2

4 + x2
3 + b)

Table 2: The computation costs of Algorithm 2 under different calculation formulas

Formulas 3P1 2P1 + P2 Average costs of main iteration Anti-SPA
(2)(3) 2I + 4M + 2S 2I + 4M + 2S 4I + 8M + 4S yes

(4) 2I + 2M + 2S 2I + 2M + 2S 4I + 4M + 4S yes
(6)(8) 1I + 1M + 3S + 1C 1I + 4M + 2S 2I + 6M + 14/3S + 2/3C no

Table 3: The computation costs of different scalar multiplication algorithms

Algorithm Total costs of main iteration n = 160bits,m = 101bits Anti-SPA
Unprotected NAF [23] (10M + 20/3S)n 2453.3M No

Co Z protected NAF [23] (85/6M + 265/36S)n 3208.9M Yes
Mont2 [12] 3(1I + 1M + 1S)(n/2− 1) 2322.6M No
Mont3 [12] 37/24(1I + 1M + 1S)(n+ 2) 2447.6M No

Co Z STF [15] (52/3M + 5S)m 2154.7M No
Co Z Anti-SPA STF [15] (20M + 6S)m 2504.8M Yes

Algorithm 3 (1I + 10M + 4S)(m− 1) 2120M Yes
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Figure 1: The comparison of Algorithm 3 and existing
algorithms

efficiency of Algorithm 3 than existing algorithms is the
y-axis. When I/M = 8, Table 3 can be obtained. It can
be seen from Figure 1, for algorithms of [23] and [15], the
improved efficiency of Algorithm 3, i.e. ε, decreases lin-
early as β increases. For algorithms of [12], ε increases as
β increases and the larger β, the slower ε increases. When
β is 6.67-10.33, Algorithm 3 is more efficient than other
algorithms except for Co Z STF algorithm [15]. How-
ever, Algorithm 3 performs better than Co Z STF algo-
rithm [15] when β is less than 8.3. In summary, Algorithm
3 has a good improvement in efficiency compared with ex-
isting algorithms.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an anti-SPA scalar multipli-
cation algorithm based on side channel atomic block over
GF(2m). Besides, we have optimized the bottom field
operations by presenting new composite operation formu-
las 3P1 and 2P1 + P2. Figure 1 intuitively shows the
comparison of the proposed algorithm and existing algo-
rithms. When I/M = 8, it can be seen from Table 3
that the proposed algorithm is more efficient than exist-
ing algorithms, ranging from 1.6% to 33.9%. Then we
can apply it to the specific environments, such as wire-
less sensor networks with resource-limited. Next, we will
try to transform the coordinate to optimize the proposed
composite operation formulas and then propose a more
efficient scalar multiplication algorithm.
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Abstract

The dynamic change of vertex degree in a dynamic social
network will lead to vertex identity disclosure given the
deficiencies in current privacy protection methods, such as
the destruction of community structure and low data pro-
cessing capability of a single workstation. The dynamic
social network degree sequence anonymity (DSNDSA)
method to protect community structure is proposed. The
method obtains the grouping and anonymous results
based on a compressed binary tree constructed by a new
method called a multidimensional vector. Dummy ver-
tices are added in parallel to construct anonymous graphs.
Distributed to merge dummy vertices method based on
the community is designed to reduce the number of ver-
tices added to satisfy the anonymity model. A divide and
the agglomerate algorithm is expanded for community de-
tection. The experimental results show that the proposed
algorithm based on GraphX can overcome the defects of
the traditional algorithm in community protection while
meeting the requirement of anonymity.

Keywords: Compressed Binary Tree; Community Struc-
ture; Divide and Agglomerate; Dynamic Social Network
Anonymity; GraphX

1 Introduction

With the advent of web 2.0, social networking plat-
forms are becoming more and more popular,such as Face-
book, Twitter, LinkedIn and Google+ [1]. These social
networking platforms has generated a large amount of
data.Massive social network data attracts vast researchers
with its great research value.Because these data carries
the user’s privacy informations inevitably, it is imperative
for the data owner to protect the privacy of the informa-
tion before releasing the data to the third-party.

In order to resist attacks of various background

knowledge on users′privacy, a variety of social network
anonymization technologies have emerged in recent years.
These technologies are mainly focused on single graph
anonymity [12]. Due to the existence of a large num-
ber of incremental social networks in real life, attackers
are likely to re-identify the target vertex with the ver-
tex degree information on two consecutive timestamps as
background knowledge. Therefore, it has practical sig-
nificance to abstract the dynamic social network graph
into a set of simple incremental sequences and protect its
privacy [7]. In addition, many real-world networks are
organized according to a community structure intimately.
Much research effort has been devoted to develop methods
and algorithms that can efficiently highlight this hidden
structure of a network [6]. However, the existing dynamic
social network privacy protection models still has great
limitation on community structure protection. This has
affected that researchers attempts to analyze the charac-
teristics of social networks according to the network com-
munity structure, which has reduced the availability of
data greatly.

To solve the above problems, a distributed anonymity
algorithm of dynamic social network is designed to protect
the community structure. The main contributions of this
paper are as follows:

1) Aiming at the undirected graph of dynamic so-
cial network, a degree sequence attack model is de-
fined, and a dynamic social network degree sequence
anonymity model for protecting community structure
is proposed, thus preventing privacy attacks by at-
tackers with vertex degree sequences as background
knowledge effectively.

2) A privacy protection algorithm of dynamic social net-
work k-degree sequence is designed to protect the
community structure while ensuring that anonymous
graphs satisfies k-degree sequence anonymity on dif-
ferent timestamps.
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3) Experimental tests and analysis on real data sets ver-
ifies that the validity of dynamic social network de-
gree sequence anonymity model and the high avail-
ability of dynamic social network anonymous graphs
in the aspect of community structure.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the previous related research in more detail. Sec-
tion 3 formalizes related definition and privacy model.
Section 4 presents the DSNDSA algorithm and we con-
duct experiments on real data sets in Section 5. Finally,
the conclusion of the paper is given in Section 6

2 Related Work

Recent development in the technology has made it easier
to collect massive amounts of social network data and
leads to serious privacy problems. Regarding the pri-
vacy information to be preserved in social networks, three
main categories of privacy threats have been identified [5]:
identity disclosure [4, 7, 8, 10, 14, 15, 21, 22], attribute dis-
closure [3] and link disclosure [16, 18, 20]. Due to the di-
versity of privacy threats, more and more researchers has
focused their attention on the protection of social network
privacy and proposed a variety of anonymity methods.K-
anonymity framework is a classic anonymity framework
for social networks.K-anonymity requires that for any el-
ement in a set, there are at least k-1 duplicate elements
that are the same as it, i.e. any element can be identi-
fied with a probability no greater than 1/k in a set. This
paper mainly studies the identity disclosure of social net-
work vertex based on k-anonymity framework.

Identity disclosure includes sub-categories such as ver-
tex existence, vertex properties and graph metrics [5]. Lit-
erature [10] introduces a time-saving k-degree anonymiza-
tion method TSRAM in social network that without hav-
ing to rescan the data set for different levels of anonymity.
It ensures that the attacker takes vertex degree as back-
ground knowledge and the probability of successfully
identifying the target vertex does not exceed 1/k. Lit-
erature [21] designs a general k-anonymization frame-
work, which can be used with various utility measure-
ments to achieve k-anonymity with small utility loss on
given social networks. In this method, utility measure-
ments are designed based on more complex community-
based graph models includes flat community-based utility
model and Hierarchical community-based utility model.
Literature [22] addresses the problem of excessive loss of
graphlet structural information in the privacy process of
published social network data, and proposed a technique
of hierarchical k-anonymity for graphlet structural per-
ception. The mehod divide the degrees of nodes accord-
ing to the degree to which the social networking graphical
node obeys the characteristics of a power-law distribu-
tion, and the divided nodes define the different privacy
levels according to their practical means. The purpose is
meet the privacy requirement while protecting the graph-
ical structural information in the social network and im-

proving the utility of the data. Literature [14] consid-
ers protecting the weighted social networks from weight-
based attacks and propose a method KWGA based on the
weighted social networks. And This method combines k-
anonymous with generalization method to ensure the se-
curity of the social network data when it is published.
Literature [15] proposes an improved k-degree anonymity
model that provides privacy with low utility loss. This
method performs anonymous operations on the basis of
dividing communities, making the vertices of the same
group indistinguishable based on the degree value.

Social network data publishing is dynamic. Litera-
ture [7] proposes a weighted graph incremental sequence
k-anonymous privacy protection model, and design a
baseline anonymity algorithm WLKA based on weight
list and HVKA algorithm based on hypergraph, which
prevents the attacks from node point labels and weight
packages. Literature [8] makes one-hop neighbor’s net-
work structure and label as attacker’ background knowl-
edge and define the label neighborhood attack model in
dynamic social network releases. A dynamic-l-diversity
anonymized method is proposed to resist attacks. And
ensuring each vertex with a sensitive label, which can’t
be identified in the social network with a probability
higher than 1/ l. Literature [18] abstracts social networks
on different timestamps into a set of simple incremen-
tal sequences, and proposes a social network anonymity
method DMRA for simultaneous publication of multiple
social network graphs. The method ensures that the at-
tacker can successfully infer that the probability of a user
participating in any edge and the probability of edge con-
nection between any two vertices are not more than 1/k
without any background knowledge. Literature [9] pro-
poses a dynamic kw-Number of Mutual Friend anonymity
algorithm for protecting edge identities of dynamic net-
works that is released sequentially. The kw-NMF algo-
rithm anonymizes each release of network data so that
the adversary can not re-identify the victim by knowing
the knowledge of each release. Literature [17] proposes
a new privacy model, dynamic kw-structural diversity
anonymity, for protecting the vertex and multicommunity
identities in sequential releases of a dynamic network.

In recent years, the discovery and analysis of com-
munity structures in social networks play an impor-
tant role in studying the characteristics of complex net-
works. Correspondingly, the combination of social net-
work anonymization and protection of community struc-
ture has attracted the attention of many scholars. Lit-
erature [11] uses the concept of upper approximation of
the original set to propose a social network privacy pro-
tection method PPGP. The method can effectively pro-
tect the graphic community structure in the anonymous
process. And it makes the anonymous social network
graph have good performance in graph mining tasks such
as clustering, classification and PageRank computation.
Literature [19] proposes a novel local perturbation tech-
nique that can reach the same privacy requirement of
k-anonymity, while minimizing the impact on commu-
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nity structure. Literature [23] proposes a probabilistic
anonymizing method to protect the data privacy, which
combines k-anonymous with random perturbation. The
proposed method can minimize the impact on community
structure.

To sum up, different social network anonymity meth-
ods can resist different privacy attacks. Most privacy pro-
tection models are aimed at a single social network graph,
and single graph anonymity technology is not sufficient to
cope with the dynamic changes of social networks. In ad-
dition, the existing dynamic social network privacy pro-
tection technologies ensures the availability of the original
social network data while achieving anonymity. But they
ignored the protection of the social network community
structure. Therefore, this paper studies the vertex iden-
tity re-identification of dynamic social networks, taking
the degree sequence of a vertex on different timestamps as
the attacker’s background knowledge. And a dynamic so-
cial network anonymity algorithm DSNDSA is proposed,
which can protect the social network community structure
in the process of social network anonymity effectively.

3 Definitions and Dynamic So-
cial Network Degree Sequence
Anonymity Model

Definition 1. (Incremental dynamic social network
graph) The sequence of social network graphs on differ-
ent timestamps is denoted g = 〈 G0,G1,...,Gt 〉,The social
network graph at time t is denoted Gt = (Vt,Et),where Vt
is a set of vetices representing users at time t,Et is a set
of edges representing the interaction among users at time
t. With the passage of time, we assume t hat the vertices
and edges of social network graph are not decreasing, i.e.
Vt−1 ⊆ Vt,Et−1 ⊆ Et. The sequence g of social network
graph like this is called incremental dynamic social net-
work graph. Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b) are incremental
dynamic social network graphs on two consecutive times-
tamps.

Definition 2. (Degree sequence of vertex) Given a
incremental dynamic social network graph g = 〈
Gi,Gi+1,· · · ,Gt 〉. if ∀v ∈ Vt, the degree of vertex
v in social network graph Gi is denoted d(v,Gi).∆v =
(d(v,Gi),d(v,Gi+1),...,d(v,Gt

)) is called degree sequence of
vertex v in incremental dynamic social network graph g.

Definition 3. (First category vertex and second cate-
gory vertex) Given a incremental dynamic social network
graph g = 〈 Gt−1, Gt〉.Vg = {v1, v2, ..., vi, ..., vn} is a set
of all vertices in g.vi belongs to the first category vertex if
vi ∈ Vt−1 and vi ∈ Vt. Otherwise,vi belongs to the second
category vertex if vi 6∈ Vt−1 and vi ∈ Vt.

Definition 4. (Multidimensional vector) Given a incre-
mental dynamic social network graph g = 〈 Gt−1, Gt〉
(v ∈ Vt). One of the Multidimensional vector correspond-
ing to g is denoted (∆v,C), where ∆v is degree sequence

of vertex v in incremental dynamic social network graph
g, C is the count of vertices whose degree sequence equal
to ∆v.

(a) Original graph Gt−1 at
time t-1

(b) Original graph Gt at
time t

(c) Anonymous graph G∗t−1
at time t-1

(d) Anonymous graph G∗t at
time t

Figure 1: Incremental dynamic social network original
graph and anonymous graph

Definition 5. (Dynamic social network vertex degree se-
quence attack) Given a incremental dynamic social net-
work graph g = 〈 Gt−1, Gt〉 on two consecutive times-
tamps. An attacker can successfully identify the target
vertex v with the degree sequence ∆v of vertex v as back-
ground knowledge, which is called dynamic social network
vertex degree sequence attack.

As shown in Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b), it is as-
sumed that the attacker knows that the degree of the
target vertex Bob in Gt−1 and Gt is 1 and 2 respectively.
Since the release graphs at both timestamps satisfy 2- de-
gree anonymity, the probability of the attacker identifying
Bob correctly is 1/2 at each timestamp. If the attacker
combines the anonymous graphs on two timestamps, i.e.
∆v=(1,2) as background knowledge, he can identify that
the vertex 4 is Bob with 100% probability successfully.
In the following, according to the dynamic social network
vertex degree sequence attack model, the dynamic social
network vertex degree sequence k-anonymity is defined.

Definition 6. (Vertex k-degree sequence anonymity)
Given a incremental dynamic social network original
graph g = 〈 Gt−1, Gt〉 on two consecutive timestamps and
the privacy parameter k. Incremental dynamic social net-
work anonymous graph is denoted g∗ = 〈 G∗t−1, G∗t 〉. For
the degree sequence ∆v of any one first category vertex
v(second category vertex), there are at least k-1 other first
category vertices(second category vertices) with the same
degree sequence in g∗. The degree of privacy protection
increases with the increase of k. It is said that the g∗

satisfies vertex k-degree sequence anonymity.

As shown in Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b), in order to
make the dynamic social network meets the anonymity
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requirement of vertex k-degree sequence, a dummy ver-
tex 10 and two dummy edges e(4, 10) and e(5, 10) are
added to Gt. The 2-degree sequence anonymity graphs
are shown in Figure 1(c) and Figure 1(d). For any vertex
v, there is at least one vertex with the same degree se-
quence as vertex v, that is, the attacker cannot uniquely
identify the target vertex with a probability greater than
1/2. Anonymous graphs satisfies vertex 2-degree sequence
anonymity.

Definition 7. (Dynamic social network degree sequence
anonymity model) Given a incremental dynamic social
network original graph g = 〈 Gt−1, Gt〉 on two consecutive
timestamps and a positive integer k which can adjust the
degree of anonymity. If the Incremental dynamic social
network anonymous graph g∗ = 〈 G∗t−1, G∗t 〉 meets the fol-
lowing four requirements, It is said that the g∗ conforms
to the dynamic social network degree sequence anonymity
model for protecting community structure.

1) For the dynamic social network anonymous graph G∗t
at any timestamp, the probability that the attacker
identifies the target vertex successfully based on the
vertex degree does not exceed 1/k;

2) For the incremental dynamic social network anony-
mous graph g∗ = 〈 G∗t−1, G∗t 〉, the probability that
the attacker identifies the target vertex successfully
based on the degree sequence of vertex does not ex-
ceed 1/k;

3) In the process of anonymity, original vertices and
original edges does not change;

4) Social network community structure is protected in
the process of social network anonymity.

4 Dynamic Social Network De-
gree Sequence Anonymity
(DSNDSA) Algorithm for Pro-
tecting Community Structure

The solution to anonymize dynamic social network graph
g is detailed in this section. The algorithm DSNDSA
includes three steps:

1) Community detection;

2) Vertex grouping and anonymity;

3) Graph reconstruction.

4.1 Community Detection

Given a incremental dynamic social network graph g = 〈
Gt−1, Gt〉, the type and number of social network commu-
nities is unchanged with the passage of time. The social

network vertices in Gt−1 is divided into different commu-
nities by DA algorithm [13]. Each vertex added at times-
tamp t is regarded as a sub-graph that does not meet the
community criterion, and the community to which the
added vertex belongs is selected through the biggest AT
index for the community to attract sub-graph [13]. Simi-
larly, dummy vertices use the same community detection
method.

(a) Original graph Gt−1 at
time t-1

(b) Original graph Gt at
time t

Figure 2: Dynamic social network graph

Figure 2 is a dynamic social network original graph g
= 〈 Gt−1, Gt〉. The 10 vertices in Gt−1 are divided into
two communities using the DA algorithm, C1={1,3,4,5,6}
and C2={2,7,8,9,10}. Taking the vertex 11 which is newly
added in Gt as an example, the AT indexes of two com-
munities to the vertex 11 are calculated respectively, i.e.
AT11,C1 = 3/2,AT11,C2 = 0. Therefore, vertex 11 be-
longs to community C1. Updating community collections
C1={1,3,4,5,6,11,12,13} and C2={2,7,8,9,10, 14,15}.

4.2 Vertex Grouping and Anonymity

Vertex grouping and anonymity is to group vertices of
dynamic social network with the objective of minimizing
anonymity cost and to determine the anonymity degree
sequence of vertices in the grouping. In order to achieve
this goal, different grouping and anonymity methods are
proposed for different categories of dynamic social net-
work vertices.

4.2.1 Grouping and Anonymity for First Cate-
gory Vertex

Given a incremental dynamic social network graph g = 〈
Gt−1, Gt〉, all vertices in Gt−1 belongs to the first category
vertex. According to literature [10], the process of group-
ing and anonymity for the first category vertex includes
the following three steps:

1) Generating Multidimensional Vector: According to
the dynamic social network graph, the vertex degree
sequences of the first category vertices are obtained,
and one or more vertices with the same vertex degree
sequence are expressed as multidimensional vectors.

2) Constructing Compressed Binary Tree: The multidi-
mensional vectors are sorted to generate leaf nodes of
a binary tree, and merging leaf nodes and calculating
multidimensional vectors of parent nodes based on
the ”travel time” criterion. This process is iterated
many times until the binary tree is constructed. The
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compressed binary tree can reflect degree sequence of
the first category vertices in g.

3) Cutting Line Drawing on the Tree: Cut a line on the
tree according to the privacy parameter k to obtain
the grouping result and anonymity degree sequence
of the first category vertex. The higher the degree of
anonymity, the closer the tangent is to the root.

In the above steps, the leaf nodes of binary tree are rep-
resented by multidimensional vectors composed of vertex
degree sequences and counts.Since the social network is
incremental, the dimensions of the multidimensional vec-
tors corresponding to the first category vertices are con-
sistent. In order to minimize the anonymity cost of the
first category vertices anonymity, this paper sorts mul-
tidimensional vectors from left to right according to the
following rules:

1) Given the degree sequence of the first category
vertices ∆v = (d(v,Gt−1), d(v,Gt)), Sorting multidi-
mensional vectors in descending order according to∑t
i=t−1 d(v,Gi);

2) If
∑t
i=t−1 d(v,Gi) are same between them, Sorting in

descending order according to the value of the first
element in ∆v, and so on.

Finally, the parent node generated by merging
the two leaf nodes Lm and Ln is represented by
multidimensional vector (max{d(Lm,Gt−1), d(Ln,Gt−1)},
max{d(Lm,Gt),d(Ln,Gt)}, Cm + Cn). In the similarity cal-
culation process, the potential fields are calculated for
all the data based on Euclidean distance between mul-
tidimensional vectors, i.e. Euclidean distance in three-
dimensional space corresponding to the first category ver-
tex.

As shown in Figure 2, the set of first category vertices
is {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10}. Firstly, ten first category ver-
tices are represented by seven multidimensional vectors,
as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Multidimensional vector corresponding to first
category vertices in dynamic social network

Vector Degree Count Total Multidimensional
ID sequence degree vector
1 (5,7) 1 12 (5,7,1)
2 (4,4) 1 8 (4,4,1)
3 (3,5) 1 8 (3,5,1)
4 (4,5) 1 9 (4,5,1)
5 (4,6) 1 10 (4,6,1)
6 (2,4) 3 6 (2,4,3)
7 (3,4) 2 7 (3,4,2)

Secondly, the purpose of calculating the similarity be-
tween multidimensional vectors is merging leaf nodes.
For example, S45 = φ4−φ5

r245
= 0.7467602106 and S42 =

φ4−φ2

r224
= 0.773902479. Because S42 > S45,parent node

(4,5,2) is generated by merging leaf node (4,5,1) and leaf
node (4,4,1). Finally, the structure and cut line position of
the compressed binary tree corresponding to the first cate-
gory vertices is shown in Figure 3 when the anonymity pa-
rameter k is 3. Therefore, grouping results of the first cat-
egory vertices is Group1={2,3,4,6},Group2={5,7,10} and
Group3={1,8,9}. The anonymity degree sequences corre-
sponding to them are ∆∗v(Group1) = (5, 7),∆∗v(Group2) =
(3, 5) and ∆∗v(Group3) = (2, 4).

Figure 3: Compressed binary tree corresponding to the
first category vertex

4.2.2 Grouping and Anonymity for Second Cat-
egory Vertex

The essence of the second category vertex anonymity is
single graph anonymity. The process of grouping and
anonymity is divided into the following two steps:

1) Remove the second category vertices whose degree is
in the set DSet(t) or who satisfies the k-anonymity
condition themselves, and the remaining vertices
are called the sequence of vertices who will be
anonymized. And the elements in set DSet(t) are
composed of the anonymious degrees of the first cat-
egory vertices in Gt.

2) If the count of second category vertices who will be
anonymized is not less than k, the anonymity pro-
cess of it is similar to the first category vertex, where
leaf nodes are represented by two-dimensional vec-
tors. On the contrary, the anonymous degree with
the smallest difference compared to its degree and
greater than its own degree is selected as its target
degree for every second category vertex who will be
anonymized.

(a) G′t−1 (b) G′t

Figure 4: Dynamic social network initial anonymous
graph 〈G′t−1, G′t〉
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As shown in Figure 2, the set of second category ver-
tices is {11,12,13,14,15} and DSet(t)={4,5,7}. Therefore,
the set of second category vertices who will be anonymized
is {12,13,15}. The corresponding anonymious degrees
are 3, 3 and 3 when k=3 separately.

The algorithm DSNDSA adds dummy vertices to the
original dynamic social network in parallel based on
GraphX to achieve the requirement of vertex k-degree se-
quence anonymity. The initial anonymious graph of dy-
namic social network is shown in Figure 4.

4.3 Graph Reconstruction

In order to reduce the number of dummy vertices in
the social network publishing graphs and improve the
usability of community structure, DSNDSA algorithm
designs dummy vertex removal-addition conditions and
rules based on the community to which the vertex belongs.
Priority is given to dummy vertex removal-addition oper-
ations in the same community, and then dummy vertex
removal-addition operation between different communi-
ties is performed.

The graph reconstruction process is implemented based
on the distributed graph processing system spark graphX,
which follows the characteristic of ”node-centered” and
improves the efficiency of privacy protection technology
in processing large-scale graph data by means of message
transmission between vertices. In order to select a suit-
able dummy neighbor vertex, n-hop dummy neighbor ta-
ble(NDT) information is needed. The vertex data struc-
ture is represented by quintuple(NID,deg(Nu),com, type,
tag), and each quintuple is a dummy neighbor table en-
try(DNTE).

1) NID:the vertex ID;

2) Deg(Nu):the degree of vertex u;

3) Com: community to which vertex u belongs;

4) Type:type of vertex u. Type=0 means that vertex u
belongs to dummy vertex, type=1 and type=2 means
that vertex u belongs to the first category vertex and
the second category vertex respectively;

5) Tag: whether degree deg(Nu) of vertex u exists in
anonymous degree set DSet(i), if so, tag=1, other-
wise, tag=0. Therefore, all vertices tag=0 before
adding dummy vertices.

Definition 8. (Removal-addition condition in same com-
munity, RACSC) If dummy vertex Nu and Nv can
remove-add in the same community, then Nu and Nv
must meet the following three conditions at the same time:

1) deg(Nu)+deg(Nv)6 SC degmax, where SC degmax
represents the maximum anonymious degree of ver-
tices in the community to which Nu belongs;

2) For the vertex Nw with type 6=0, the edge e(Nu,Nw)
and the edge e(Nv,Nw) do not exist at the same time;

3) Nu.com=Nu.com.

Definition 9. (Removal-addition rule in same commu-
nity, RARSC) For any vertex Nu with type=0, the DNT
of Nu is obtained through message transfer mechanism.
For any vertex Nv in DNT is placed in the candidate set
Nu.CandiSet sc of Nu if it meets RACSC. The removal-
addition rules in same community are as follow:

1) If the element in the set Nu.CandiSet sc is unique, it
is the best candidate vertex of Nu;

2) If the number of elements in the set Nu.CandiSet sc
is greater than 1, the dummy vertex Nv with small
value of deg(Nu)+deg(Nv) is considered for remove-
adding preferentially.

Any dummy vertex Nu selects the best dummy vertex
algorithm SCS as follows:

Algorithm 1 Same Community Select (SCS)

Input: Nu.CandiSet sc
Output: Nv

1: if (Nu.CandiSet sc.size > 1) then
2: for (each Nv in Nu.CandiSet sc) do
3: deg(Nr)=deg(Nu)+deg(Nv);
4: end for
5: M=the number of dummy nodes with degree equal

to min(deg(Nr))
6: if (M = 1) then
7: return Nv
8: else
9: randomly select Nv

10: return Nv
11: end if
12: else
13: return Nv
14: end if

Algorithm 2 shows dummy vertex removal-addition
algorithm SCRA in the same community. Lines 3-22
remove-adds dummy vertices in parallel after all super-
steps are completed. Among them, lines 2-4 looks for
dummy vertex neighbor information based on Pregel
model. Lines 5-9 will form a candidate set of dummy ver-
tices Nu with the virtual neighbor information that meets
the RACSC. Lines 10-18 remove-adds dummy vertices Nu
and Nv.

In each superstep before parallel removal-addition of
dummy vertices, DSNDSA algorithm ensures that each
dummy vertex is remove-added at most once by travers-
ing the dummy vertices and updating the candidate set of
dummy vertices continuously. Taking the initial anony-
mous graph G′t at time t in Figure ?? as an example,
the dummy vertex receives its own 3-hop dummy vertex
neighbor information, thus obtaining the dummy vertex
candidate set as shown in Table 2 when superstep=3. Vir-
tual vertex N1 selects N2 as the best candidate vertex ac-
cording to algorithm 1, and the candidate set information
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updated for the first time is shown in column 3 of Table 2.
By analogy, the result of selecting the best candidate ver-
tex for all dummy vertices is shown in column 5 of Table 2.
The state of virtual vertices N1, N2, N6 and N7 is set to
Inactive. This means that they will not participate in
the other supersteps after superstep=3. And the dummy
vertex removal-addition operation is performed after all
supersteps are completed. The algorithm iterates twice,
and the result of remove-adding dummy vertices in the
same community is shown in Figure 5.

Algorithm 2 Same Community Remove Add (SCRA)

Input: G′

Output: G#

1: for (SuperStep=1 to 6) do
2: sendMessToNeighbors
3: for (each dummy vertex Nu in G′i) do
4: update Nu.DNT
5: for (each Nv in Nu.DNT) do
6: if (Nv satify RACSC) then
7: Nu.CandiSet sc ← Nv
8: end if
9: end for

10: if (Nu.CandiSet sc > 1) then
11: Nv=Same Community Select(Nu.CandiSet sc)

12: G′.EdgeRDD.Remove 〈 m,Nu 〉
13: G′.EdgeRDD.Remove 〈 n,Nv 〉
14: G′.EdgeRDD.Add 〈 m,Nr 〉
15: G′.EdgeRDD.Add 〈 n,Nr 〉
16: NDRDD.Add (Nu,Nv)
17: VoteToHalt (Nu,Nv)
18: end if
19: end for
20: end for
21: return G#

Table 2: Dummy vertex candidate set update table when
surperstep=3

Dummy candidate first second best
vertex set update update candidate
number vertex

N1 N2,N3,N4,N5 N2 N2 N2
N2 N1,N3,N4,N5 N1 N1 N1
N3 N1,N2 ∅ ∅
N4 N1,N2 ∅ ∅
N5 N1,N2 ∅ ∅
N6 N7,N8,N9,N10 N7,N8,N9,N10 N7 N7
N7 N6 N6 N6 N6
N8 N6 N6 ∅
N9 N6 N6 ∅
N10 N6 N6 ∅
N11 ∅ ∅ ∅

Definition 10. (Removal-addition condition in different
communities, RACDC) If dummy vertex Nu and Nv can
remove-add in the different communities, then Nu and Nv
must meet the following three conditions at the same time:

1) deg(Nu)+deg(Nv) 6 degmax and deg(Nu)+deg(Nv)
∈ DSet(i), where degmax represents the maximum
anonymious degree in current social network;

Figure 5: Result of remove-adding dummy vertices in the
same community

2) For the vertex Nw of type 6= 0, the edge e(Nu,Nw)
and the edge e(Nv,Nw) do not exist at the same time;

3) Nu.tag∧Nv. Tag = 0.

Algorithm 3 Different Community Select(DCS)

Input: Nu.CandiSet dc
Output: Nv

1: if (Nu.CandiSet dc.size > 1) then
2: for (each Nv in Nu.CandiSet dc) do
3: if (Nu.tag=0 && Nv.tag=0) then
4: List1u ← Nv
5: else
6: List2u ← Nv
7: end if
8: end for
9: if (List1u.size!=0) then

10: List= List1u
11: else
12: List= List2u
13: end if
14: for (each Nv in List) do
15: deg(Nr)=deg(Nu)+deg(Nv)
16: end for
17: M=the number of dummy nodes with degree equal

to min(deg(Nr))
18: if (M = 1) then
19: return Nv
20: else
21: randomly select Nv
22: return Nv
23: end if
24: else
25: return Nv
26: end if

Definition 11. (Removal-addition rule in different com-
munities, RARDC) For any vertex Nu with tag=0, the
DNT of Nu is obtained. For any vertex Nv in DNT is
placed in the candidate set Nu.CandiSet dc of Nu if it
meets RACDC. The removal-addition rules in different
communities are as follow:

1) If the element in the set Nu.CandiSet dc is unique,
it is the best candidate vertex of Nu;
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2) If the number of elements in the set Nu.CandiSet dc
is greater than 1, dummy vertex Nv with tag =0 is se-
lected for remove-adding preferentially, and then se-
lect dummy vertex Nv who has minimum value of
deg(Nu)+deg(Nv).

Any dummy vertex Nu selects the best dummy ver-
tex algorithm in different communities DCS as show in
Algorithm 3.

If there is dummy vertex Nu in the social network with
tag=0 after algorithm 2 is executed, the dummy vertex
removal-addition in different communities algorithm as
shown in algorithm 4 is executed once. Lines 2-9 obtains
candidate vertex sets of dummy vertices with tag=0. And
lines 10-18 remove-adds dummy vertices to obtain social
network publishing graph G∗i .

Algorithm 4 Different Community Re-
move Add(DCRA)

Input: G#

Output: G∗

1: for (SuperStep = 1 to 6) do
2: sendMessToNeighbors
3: if (dummy node Nu.tag=0 in G#

i ) then
4: update Nu.DNT
5: for (each Nv in Nu.DNT) do
6: if (Nv satify RACDC) then
7: Nu.CandiSet dc ← Nv
8: end if
9: end for

10: if (Nu.CandiSet dc > 1) then
11: Nv=Different Community

Select(Nu.CandiSet dc)
12: G#.EdgeRDD.Remove 〈 m,Nu 〉
13: G#.EdgeRDD.Remove 〈 n,Nv 〉
14: G#.EdgeRDD.Add 〈 m,Nr 〉
15: G#.EdgeRDD.Add 〈 n,Nr 〉
16: NDRDD.Add (Nu,Nv)
17: VoteToHalt (Nu,Nv)
18: end if
19: end if
20: end for
21: return G∗

(a) G∗t−1 (b) G∗t

Figure 6: Dynamic social network release graph

In Figure 5, dummy vertices N4, N14, and N15 does
not satisfy anonymity requirement. And the social net-
work release graph G∗t is obtained by executing the DCRA

algorithm as shown in Figure 6(b). All vertices meets the
anonymity requirement of k=3.

DSNDSA algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5. The cor-
responding dynamic social network release graph of Fig-
ure 2 is shown in Figure 6.

Algorithm 5 DSNDSA

Input: g = 〈Gt−1, Gt〉,k
Output: g∗=〈G∗t−1, G∗t 〉
1: Obtaining social network anonymious degree se-

quences on different timestamps
2: for ( i=t-1 to t) do
3: Adding dummy vertices to original graph Gi ac-

cording to anonymious degree sequence to generate
initial anonymous graph G′t

4: Initial: G′i,DNRDD=∅, Nu.CandiSet sc=∅,
Nu.CandiSet dc=∅

5: EdgeRDD=G′i.EdgeRDD
6: update Det(i)
7: while (∃Nu, Nv ∈ G′i && Nu, Nv satisfy RACSC)

do
8: G#

i = SCRA(G′i)
9: end while

10: if (∃ Nu ∈ G#
i && Nu.tag!=1) then

11: G∗i=DCRA (G#
i )

12: else
13: G∗i= G#

i

14: end if
15: g∗ ← G∗i
16: end for
17: return g∗

5 Experimental Results

This section analyzes and evaluates DSNDSA algorithm
performance. The DSNDSA algorithm is compared with
the dynamic kw-number of mutual friend anonymity al-
gorithm proposed by Jyothi [9] and the dynamic kw-
structure diversity anonymity algorithm proposed by
Tai [17]. The experiment is tested using real social net-
work datasets: Caida, Super User and wiki-talk. Among
them, the Caida dataset is a relationships dataset that
contains 122 CAIDA AS graphs from January 2004 to
November 2007. The graph data of the network on 7
timestamps were obtained in the experiment. The Super
User dataset is a temporal network of interactions on the
stack exchange web site Super User. Edges (u, v, t) rep-
resents that user u answered user v’s question at time t.
The wiki-talk dataset is a temporal network representing
Wikipedia users editing each other’s Talk page.Edges (u,
v, t) means that user u edited user v’s talk page at time
t. Dataset statistics is shown in Table 3.

In this paper, the directed graphs are processed to
undirected graphs before the experiment. Experimental
environment: CPU 1.80GHz, RAM 16GB, Hadoop 2.7.2,
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Spark 2.4.3, programming language Scala 2.13.0 and 15
computing nodes.

Table 3: Dataset statistics

dataset vertices temporal edges time span
Caida 26475 106762 122graphs

Super User 167981 430033 2773 days
wiki-talk 1140149 7833140 2320 days

5.1 Information Loss

In order to measure the influence of DSNDSA algorithm
on graph structure in anonymous process, the average be-
tweenness (BW) and average path length (APL) are used
to evaluate the algorithm in the experiment. The BW is
defined as the average of betweenness centrality of all ver-
tices. The betweenness centrality of a vertexis calculated
as Equation (1), where σst is the number of shortest paths
from vertex s to vertex t and σst(v) is the total number of
those paths that pass through vertex v length of vertices
u and v[16].

g(v) =
∑
s6=v 6=t

σst(v)

σst
(1)

In order to express the information loss after
anonymity intuitively, using the relative error percent-
age(REP) to measure the change of graph structure. As
shown in Equation (2), G and G* represents the graph
structure values in the original and anonymous social net-
work graph respectively. The lower the value, the smaller
the information loss.

REP =
|G−G∗|
|G|

× 100% (2)

Figure 7(a) shows the relative error percentage of BW
after anonymity. With the increase of privacy parameter
k, the relative error percentage curves of BW correspond-
ing to different methods shows an upward trend, this
means that the loss of information increases with the de-
gree of privacy protection. The relative error percentages
of kw-NMF algorithm and kw-SDA algorithm are both
larger than DSNDSA algorithm after anonymity. Over-
all, DSNDSA algorithm has the best effect in ensuring the
utility of graph structure.

Figure 7(b) shows the BW on each group data of Caida
dataset, i.e. the relative error percentage of BW with
time t under different k settings. Six groups of anony-
mous graphs are obtained when t=7. The relative error
percentage increases with the increase of k on six groups
of anonymous graphs. When k is fixed, t = 1 corresponds
to the smallest relative error percentage for single graph
anonymity. The relative error percentage of BW does not
change much when t is other value, this is because the
scale of each group of dynamic social network increases
slightly with the passage of time.

(a) Super User

(b) Caida

Figure 7: Average betweenness

Figure 8(a) shows the average path lengths (APL) un-
der different k settings on the Caida dataset. The low
degree of privacy protection corresponds to the low rel-
ative error percentage of APL. The relative error per-
centage of APL corresponding to DSNSDSA algorithm
is smaller, which shows that our method can better guar-
antee the structural properties of dynamic social network
graph than kw-NMF algorithm and kw-SDA algorithm.

Figure 8(b) shows the relative error percentage of APL
with time t on the Caida dataset. When k reaches 35, the
relative error percentage of APL does not exceed 11.97.

5.2 Availability of Community Structure

Suppose that the community sets in the original and
anonymous social network are C = {C1, C2, · · · , Cn} and
C∗ = {C∗1 , C∗2 , · · · , C∗m} respectively. Jaccard similarity
coefficient can measure the similarity of social network
community structure before and after anonymity. Jac-
card similarity coefficient is expressed as a percentage.
The greater its value, the higher the degree of protection
of anonymity algorithm to the community structure of the
original social network.

Figure 9(a) shows the variation of Jaccard similarity
coefficient with k on wiki-talk dataset. And the vertical
axis reflects the degree to which the anonymous graph
preserves the original community structure. With the in-
crease of k, the Jaccard similarity coefficients correspond-
ing to the three methods shows a downward trend. For the
case of larger k, DSNDSA algorithm protects the commu-
nity structure more than 69.6%. Compared with the other
two algorithms, it has better effect in community struc-
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(a) Caida

(b) Caida

Figure 8: Average path lengths

ture protection. Figure 9(b) shows the variation of Jac-
card similarity coefficient with time t on Caida dataset.
It can be observed that in the process of anonymity for
two consecutive moments, the degree of protection of the
anonymous graph to the original community structure
will not decrease significantly with the increase of k.

Normalized Mutual Information(NMI) can measure
the similarity between the community detection results
of the algorithm and the real results. The paper takes
the result of social network community detection before
anonymity as the real result and compares it with the
community structure after anonymity. Assuming that x
and y represents two specific division results of the net-
work respectively. The greater the NMI, the more infor-
mation x and y can provide to each other and the closer
they are. The calculation is shown in Equation (3).

U(X,Y ) =
2I(X,Y )

H(X) +H(Y )
(3)

Where,

I(X,Y ) =H(X)−H(X|Y )

=
∑

y∈Y

∑
x∈X

p(x, y) log(
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
)

(4)

p(x,y) represents the joint distribution probability of x
and y, and adjusts the mutual information to 0-1 with an
expected value of 1.

Figure 10(a) shows the variation of NMI with k on
Super User dataset. With the increase of k, the NMI
value tends to decrease, but the overall value is close to
1. This shows that DSNDSA algorithm has higher data

(a) wiki-talk

(b) Caida

Figure 9: Jaccard similarity coefficient

availability than other algorithms in terms of community
structure. Figure 10(b) shows the variation of NMI with
time t on Caida dataset. We observe that each group
of anonymous graphs can well protect the original social
network community structure.

The precision index [2] can measure the change of the
community to which the vertex belongs in the anonymity
process. The precision index can be defined as Equa-
tion (5). If the community to which the vertex be-
longs remains unchanged after anonymity, the value
of ρltv(v)=lpv(v) is 1; On the contrary, the value of
ρltv(v)=lpv(v) is 0. The precision index is a value in range
[0, 1]. The higher the value, the higher the usability of
the community structure.

Precision index =
1

n

∑
v∈G

ρltv(v)=lpv(v) (5)

Figure 11(a) shows the variation of precision index
with k on Super User dataset. The precision index value
decreases with the increase of k. Since DSNDSA algo-
rithm considers the community structure in the process
of anonymity, so the precision index is close to 1 after
anonymity. The DSNDSA algorithm is better than the
other two algorithms in terms of community structure
availability.

Figure 11(b) shows the variation of precision index
with time t on Caida dataset. When k is fixed and t is not
less than 2, the precision index changes little, because the
size of each group of dynamic networks increases slightly
with time.
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(a) Super User

(b) Caida

Figure 10: Normalized mutual information

(a) Super User

(b) Caida

Figure 11: Precision index

6 Conclusion

The proliferation of online network data leads the dy-
namic network analysis and related privacy issues to be-
come more important. This paper studies the privacy
protection of dynamic social networks. The paper de-
fines a vertex degree sequence attack model for dynamic
social networks and proposes a distributed k-anonymity
algorithm for dynamic social networks. The algorithm
constructs a compressed binary tree to obtain vertex
anonymity degree sequence, and adds dummy vertices to
obtain dynamic social network anonymious graph. In ad-
dition, the algorithm merges dummy vertices in parallel
based on the community to which the vertices belongs
in order to improve the usability of the published graph
in community structure. Experiments on real datasets
shows that the algorithm in this paper can prevent the
identity disclosure of dynamic social network vertices ef-
fectively while preserving the social network community
structure and other graph structure properties, such as
average betweenness, average path length, etc.
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Abstract

Decentralized multi-authority attribute-based encryption
(MA-ABE) is considered a potential method to protect
users’ privacy in the cloud. However, most of the exist-
ing works cannot provide a complete solution since some
vulnerabilities can be found in users’ collusion, global
identity (GID) leakage-resilience, and access policy hid-
ing. In this paper, we focus on overcoming these short-
comings. At first, we investigate the recent works and
give a summary of them. Then an efficient decentralized
MA-ABE scheme with a fully hidden access policy is pre-
sented. To implement the hidden access policy, we use
the technique of Inner-Product Encryption (IPE). Under
this technique, the Viète’s Formulas is used to convert
the access policy into a vector, which results in an effi-
cient decentralized MA-ABE scheme with the shortened
ciphertext and secret keys, which are only concerned with
the number of wildcards. To further improve efficiency,
the decryption is partially outsourced. The security of the
proposed scheme is reduced to the standard decisional bi-
linear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) assumption and the Deci-
sional Linear (DLIN) assumption instead of other strong
assumptions. Finally, performance analysis and numeri-
cal experiments confirm the scalability and flexibility of
our approach.

Keywords: Decentralizing ABE; Fully Hidden Policy;
IPE; Resistant-Collusion

1 Introduction

Cloud computing has been widely concerned, and contin-
ually developed at present because of its low cost, strong
computing capacity, large storage capacity and high data
security performance, which makes it convenient and prof-
itable for data owners to share data on third-party cloud
storage servers. Therefore, more individuals and enter-

prises upload application data to cloud storage servers.
However, in many applications, the data owners hope
that only authorized users can share their data. Addition-
ally, the data owners cannot obtain the prior knowledge
of who will share their data. Hence an access control pol-
icy is required for encrypted data in the cloud [6,16]. The
attribute-based encryption (ABE) due to Sahai and Wa-
ters [24] provided a solution to the above problem, which
it supported the fine-grained access control by encrypting
data with various access policies.

1.1 Motivations

It can be found that attribute-based encryption is applied
in cloud computing by summarizing the relevant work,
but there are still many problems that need to be solved
urgently as stated below:

Firstly, the most existing schemes are based on one au-
thority. However, in real life, it is impractical and over-
burdened for one authority to authenticate and certificate
all attributes. Therefore, single authority has been a bot-
tleneck in a large system. With the development of cloud
storage, there is more than one party to act as an author-
ity. Hence, MA-ABE addresses this problem. However,
in recent years, some MA-ABE schemes have been suc-
cessfully attacked repeatedly as in [8, 26, 29] by means of
collusion attacks, test attacks or logical attacks. How to
further enhance the collusion-resistance of a decentralized
MA-ABE scheme is still a subject worth studying.

Secondly, in a real cloud storage environment, the ac-
cess policy itself could be sensitive information about
users’ attributes and be showed in the ciphertext, which
will result in the leakage of users’ sensitive information
when the users want to upload the file encrypted by the
access policy to the cloud storage server. Considering this
example: An enterprise may release a number of specific
files encrypted by the access policy: (Leader ∧ apartment
A) ∨ (Secretary ∧ apartmet B), notice that itself reveals
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user’s private attributes. It is significant to hide the ac-
cess policy since it may lead to the privacy leakage. In the
study of hiding access policy, most ABE schemes only re-
alize partially hidden access policy. In this paper, another
method to hide access policy is considered by combining
IPE technology with ABE scheme, in which the user’s
attribute set is sent to the attribute authorities (AAs)
in form of fuzzy vector based on IPE technology, so that
AAs cannot know the specific information about attribute
names or attribute values. But it is difficult to combine
the IPE technology with ABE schemes.

Thirdly, in the existing MA-ABE schemes, exponen-
tiation and pairing operations increase linearly with the
number of attributes in the decryption phase, which leads
to the increase of decryption costs. Improving the decryp-
tion efficiency is also a considerable challenge.

1.2 Our Contributions

As mentioned above, in recent years, many MA-ABE
schemes have been attacked repeatedly and successfully
by means of collusion attacks or test attacks. In addi-
tion, most of the existing MA-ABE schemes only realize
partially hidden access policy, and there are compromises
in efficiency simultaneously. In this paper, an efficient
decentralized MA-ABE scheme with fully hiding access
policy and collusion-resistant strongly is presented. Main
contributions are summarized as follows:

Strong resistance to attacks. We propose a decen-
tralized MA-ABE scheme with strong resistance to
attacks from potential malicious users. Specifically,
GID is coupled non-linearly with parameters f1, f2

and ηk in the secret keys to resist the attacks men-
tioned in [23] and [29].

Fully hidden policy. In order to achieve fully policy-
hiding, we build the decentralized MA-ABE scheme
using the technique of IPE. Based on Viète’s Formu-
las, the access policy, consisting of the position of
the symbols, is fully hidden by converting it into a
vector.

Low overhead. The length of ciphertext and secret keys
is shortened in our scheme, due to it is only related
to the number of wildcards in the access policy. To
further improve efficiency, the decryption is partially
outsourced.

1.3 Paper Organization

We present the related works in Section 2. In Section 3,
some preliminaries including the statements of bilinear
map, complexity assumptions, access structure and the
Viète’s formulas are provided. Then the formal definition
and its security model are given in Section 4. Section 5
presents the construction of our scheme in detail. The
security analysis and performance analysis are proposed
in Section 6 and Section 7 respectively. Finally, we give a
brief conclusion in Section 8.

2 Related Works

We analyze related researches from three aspects: Multi-
authority ABE, policy-hiding ABE and outsourcing ABE.
The details are given as follows.

2.1 Multi-authority ABE

It started with the one by Chase [3] with a central author-
ity (CA) and global identify (GID), which GID prevented
the collusion attacks from malicious user. But it is lim-
ited to the AND-gate policy. Müller et al. [18] proposed
the other one with CA and could be expressed by the
LSSS access structure. However, the CA is required must
be honest in [3, 18]. Then Chase and Chow introduced a
new scheme that the center was removed [4]. However,
The cooperation among multiple authorities is necessary
during the system initialization phase. Later, Lewko and
Waters [15] proposed a decentralized MA-ABE, in which
the CA was removed so that any authorities could join or
leave the system freely without reinitializing the system.

In addition, for the MA-ABE scheme, the most basic
requirement is the resistance to collusion attacks. Hence,
Han et al. [8] proposed a decentralized KP-ABE scheme
that GID was non-linearly embedded into the user’s pri-
vate keys for enhancing the resistance to collusion at-
tacks. Soon, Ge et al. [10] showed a new method of
user’s collusion attack, and proved the scheme [8] was
vulnerable to this collusion attack. Compared with the
previous proposed schemes, Han et al. [8] proposed a
more powerful privacy protection MA-ABE scheme. How-
ever, Wang et al. [26] pointed out the security weaknesses
above scheme and proposed a collusion attack method to
Han’s scheme. Qian et al. [22] constructed another multi-
authority ciphertext-policy ABE (MA-CP-ABE) scheme
that based on AND-gates access policy on multi-valued
attributes. For this method of collusion attack mentioned
in [22], Rahulamathavan et al. [23] proposed a decen-
tralized ABE scheme that resisted it in 2016, such that
the key generation algorithm was improved for break-
ing the linear relationship between keys. However, this
scheme [23] was found that it could not resist the user
collusion attacks, and the improved algorithm was given
by Zhang et al. [29] in 2018. However, these schemes do
not consider the feature of hiding policy.

2.2 Policy-Hiding ABE

Hiding policy (or attribute) means that the privacy in ac-
cess policy is protected in the applications. Fully policy-
hiding means that anyone could not know the sensitive
attribute information from the access policy, even autho-
rized users who could decrypt successfully.

Nishide et al. [19] introduced firstly the concept of
policy-hiding by AND-gate access policy on multi-valued
attributes with wildcards in 2008. However, the scheme
is only proven in a weak model. Later, To protect sen-
sitive information included in the access policy, several
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Table 1: The comparison of our scheme and related works

Scheme Multi-authority Hidden policy Way of policy-hiding Outsource
[26] Multi 7 7 7
[29] Multi 7 7 7
[28] Single Partially Hidden Hide attribute values 7
[20] Single Fully Hidden attribute values as: +,−,∗ 7
[31] Single Fully Hidden Multi-valued attributes 7
[21] Single Fully Hidden IPE 7
[7] Multi Partially Hidden Multi-valued attributes 7
[30] Multi Fully Hidden One-way anonymous key agreement 7
[1] Multi Fully Hidden One-way anonymous key agreement 3
[17] Multi Fully Hidden Randomizing-polynomial encodings 7
[25] Multi 7 7 3
Ours Multi Fully Hidden IPE + position of attribute(+,−,∗) 3

1 + or − respectively refers to whether an attribute exists on the access policy or not.
2 ∗ means that an attribute can be either positive or negative attributes.

ABE schemes with partially hidden access policy were
proposed [5, 14, 28]. In most of them, each attribute in
the access policy is represented as a couple: The attribute
name and the attribute value. Generically, the attribute
values contain more sensitive information. For example,
the attribute values “secretary” and “CN2019” are more
sensitive than the attribute names “Position” and “ID
Number”, respectively. The above ABE schemes protect
the sensitive information by hiding the attribute values.
However, the attribute names are revealed in the access
policy (Position : ?)∧ (ID Number : ?). Therefore, there
are a set of security issue in [5, 14, 28], especially the off-
line dictionary attacks on partially hidden access policy.

To address the security issues raised by ABE schemes
with partially hidden access policy, ABE schemes with
fully hidden access policy were introduced in [20, 21, 27,
31]. Xu et al. [20] extended the ABE scheme due to
Bethencourt et al. [2], and proposed an ABE scheme with
hidden access policy based on the tree-like access policy
for cloud applications, in which the value of each attribute
could be represented by three kinds of symbols: +, −, ∗.
However, this scheme relies on only one authority to man-
age the private keys, so the center authority must be hon-
est and overburdened. In 2015, Zhou et al. [31] introduced
a privacy preserving attribute-based broadcast encryption
scheme with an expressive hidden access policy. However,
this construction introduces a high computation because
of much pairing operations. In 2016, Phuong et al. [21]
proposed a new hidden access policy ABE scheme un-
der standard assumptions. Their scheme is based on the
IPE and realizes the policy hiding by representing the at-
tributes in the access policy with the position of symbols.
Later, Jin et al. [12] extends Phuong’s scheme to be fully
secure one.

Most of the mentioned schemes either fail to consider
the feature of hiding policy or are single-authority ABE.
Recently, to solve these problems, some MA-ABE schemes
with hidden access policy were presented [1, 7, 17, 30].
In 2016, Zhong et al. [30] proposed the first policy hid-
den ABE scheme using multiple attribute authorities ar-
chitecture. However, the exponential computing cost is
required during the decryption due to pairing operations.

In 2017, Fan et al. [7] presented a MA-CP-ABE access
control scheme with hidden policy and constant length
ciphertext. But this scheme relies on a weaker model
which is called weakly policy (attribute)-hiding. Under
this model, a party might decrypt the received ciphertext
but the policy is remained unknown to any users, which
means the policy may be leaked only upon the final suc-
cessful decryption. In 2018, Belguith et al. [1] proposed
a securely outsourcing MA-ABE scheme based on LSSS
with hidden policy for cloud assisted IoT. However, it is
proven be selectively secure. Recently, Michalevsky et al
proposed a full policy-hiding ABE based on IPE [17]. It
supports conjunctions, disjunctions and threshold policies
and protects the access policies from any user and party
that are not authorized to recover the messages. How-
ever, this scheme needs coordinations among the author-
ities at the beginning of Setup algorithm. Additionally,
their scheme relies on the random oracle and is reduced
to the SXDH assumption and k -Lin assumption.

2.3 Outsourcing ABE

In most of the existing policy-hiding ABE schemes, The
decryption computation costs grow proportionally with
complexity of the access policy. Hence, many works solves
them by using the outsourcing decryption method [9, 11,
13]. In 2017, Shao et al. introduced this method to de-
centralized MA-ABE to decrease the decryption cost [25].
However, their scheme relies on the random oracle and do
not consider the hiding policy.

In conclusion, it is very urgent to propose a MA-
ABE scheme with strong resistance to attacks, which can
achieve the optimal compromise between privacy and effi-
ciency. To evaluate the motivations given in introduction,
we introduce a comparison of our scheme with other ABE
constructions of recent years in Table 1, that are most
closely-related to our scheme.

3 Techniques Preliminaries

To make the description concise, we first give some sym-
bols used in this paper and their meanings. The details
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are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Symbols used in this scheme

Symbol Implication
U The attribute universe in this system
S The user’s attribute list
W The access policy
AAk The k-th attribute authority
AA∗k The k-th corrupted attribute authority
Uk The attribute list managed by AAk
Sk Uk ∩ S
N1, N2, N3 The number of the symbols +,−,∗ respectively
−−→x
V k
,−−→x
Zk

Two vectors converted by Sk
−→v A vector converted by W
n The length of the vector −→v , −−→x

V k
or −−→x

Zk

pp The system public parameters
PKk/SKk The public key/ secret key of AAk
GID The user’s global identity
SKGID,k,i The attribute secret key of the user GID from AAk

3.1 Bilinear Map and Complexity As-
sumptions

Definition 1. (Bilinear map): Let G and GT be two mul-
tiplicative cycle groups of same prime order p, g is the
generator of G. e : G × G → GT is a bilinear map with
the following properties:

1) Bilinearity: ∀a, b ∈ Zp and e(ga, gb) = e(g, g)ab.

2) Non-Degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1;

3) Computability: e(g, g) is polynomial-time com-
putable.

Assumption 1. (DBDH Assumption): Let a, b, c, z ∈R
Zp. Given the tuple (A,B,C)=(ga, gb, gc), the DBDH as-
sumption holds when no polynomial-time algorithm B can
distinguish e(g, g)abc and e(g, g)z with non-negligible ad-
vantage. The advantage of algorithm B is

AdvDBDHB =|Pr[B(A,B,C, e(g, g)abc) = 1] (1)

− Pr[B(A,B,C, e(g, g)z) = 1]| ≤ ε.

Assumption 2. (DLIN Assumption): Let z1, z2, z3,
z4, z ∈R Zp. Given the tuple (Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4) =
(gz1 ,gz2 , gz3+z4 , gz2z4), the DLIN assumption holds when
no polynomial-time algorithm B can distinguish gz1z3 and
gz with non-negligible advantage. The advantage of algo-
rithm B is

AdvDLINB =|Pr[B(Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, g
z1z3) = 1] (2)

− Pr[B(Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, g
z) = 1]| ≤ ε.

3.2 Access Policy

Consider the access policy based on AND-gates with
wildcards. Let the attribute universe descriptions be
U = {Att1, Att2, ..., AttL}. The user’s attribute list is
denoted as S = {S1, S2, ..., SL} where each attribute Si
could be: + or −. Let W = {S?1 , S?2 , ..., S?L} be an AND-
gate access policy with wildcards where each attribute S?i
could be: +, − or ∗. The notation S |= W means that
the user’s attribute list satisfies the access policy.

3.3 The Viète’s Formulas

Consider two vectors ~p = (pi) and ~q = (qi), i = 1, ..., L,
where pi could be alphabets or wildcards, and qi is al-
phabets. H = {h1, ..., hn} ⊂ {1, ..., L} is defined by the
positions of the wildcards in vector ~p.

Let
∏
h∈H(i− h) =

∑n
k=0 λki

k, where λk are the coef-
ficients dependent on H. If pi = qi ∨ pi = ∗:

L∑
i=1,i6∈H

pi
∏
h∈H

(i− h) =

n∑
k=0

λk

L∑
i=1

qii
k (3)

The coefficient λk can be constructed by the Viète’s
Formulas as follows, where n = |H|.

λn−k = (−1)k
∑

1≤i1<i2<...<ik≤n

hi1hi2 ...hik , 0 ≤ k ≤ n

4 Formal Definition and Security
Model

4.1 System Model

Figure 1: System model

There are five entities: Data owners (DO), data users
(DU), several attribute authorities (AAs), and cloud
server including cloud storage server(CS) and cloud proxy
server(CP) in the system as showed in Figure 1, the de-
tails are as follows:

Step 1: In the system initialization stage, the public pa-
rameters are generated, and each AA generates the
public keys and sends to DO.

Step 2: DO specifies the access policy and encrypts files
using the public keys and the access policy, then up-
loads the encrypted files to CS, in which CS is used
to store encrypted files and provide access services
for DU.

Step 3: After DU downloads the encrypted file from CS,
if DU wants to decrypt it, DU needs to request the
secret keys to AAs. Notice that the encrypted file
can be decrypted successfully by DU, if and only if
DU’s attribute list satisfies the access policy.
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Figure 2: Convert the access policy into an vector

Step 4: After receiving the request of DU, each AA veri-
fies DU’s identity, then distributes the secret keys for
legitimate DU.

Step 5: To reduce the burden of calculation, DU con-
verts the secret keys into the transform keys to CP,
and remains the retrieval keys. Then CP is respon-
sible for partial decryption.

Step 6: Finally, DU can recover the plaintext using re-
trieval keys and the information of the partial de-
cryption.

4.2 Scheme Definition

The scheme consists of seven algorithms as follows:

Global setup (1λ → pp): The system is produced at
this stage. It inputs security parameters λ, and re-
turns the public parameters pp.

Authority setup (pp,k→PK k,SK k): It inputs pp,
and the authority index k, then it outputs the au-
thority’s public keys PKk and secret keys SKk.

Encryption (pp,W ,M ,PK k→CT): It inputs pp, the
public key PKk, the message M, and the access policy
W , then outputs the ciphertext CT to CS.

KeyGen (pp,SK k,GID,S→SKGID,k,i): It takes SKk,
GID, attributes set S as input, returns the secret keys
SKGID,k,i to DU.

TransKeyGen(pp, SKGID,k,i → TKGID,k,i, RKGID,k,i):
It takes pp and SKGID,k,i as input, then returns
transformation keys TKGID,k,i to CP and retains a
retrieval key RKGID,k,i to DO.

Out.Decryption (pp,CT,TKGID,k,i→ĈT ): It inputs

pp, CT, and TKGID,k,i, then returns ĈT to DU.

User.Decryption (pp,ĈT ,RKGID,k,i→M): It takes

ĈT and RKGID,k,i as input, then outputs the
recovered M.

4.3 Security Model

Based on DBDH and DLIN assumption, the scheme is
proven to be the selective IND-CPA security by the se-
curity game between adversary A and challenger C. The
details are as following:

Initialization: A submits two challenge access struc-
tures W0, W1 and a series of corrupted authorities
AA∗k to C, where |AA∗k| < K.

Global Setup: C runs the Global Setup algorithm and
outputs pp to A.

Authorities Setup:

1) For the corrupted authorities, C sends PKk and
SKk to A.

2) For the honest authorities, C sends PKk to A.

3) For the half-honest authorities, C sends PKk and
parts of SKk to A.

Phase 1: A submits the attribute set S and GID for
querying secret keys. If (S |= W0 ∧ S |= W1) or
(S 2 W0 ∧ S 2 W1), C sends SKS to the adversary.
A can query polynomially.

Challenge: A submits two equal length messages M0

and M1. C flips a random coin ξ and runs the En-
cryption algorithm. C sends CTξ to A. Note that if
A obtains SKS under the condition (S |= W0 ∧ S |=
W1) in Phase 1, then it is needed that M0 = M1.

Phase 2: Phase 1 is repeated. If M0 6= M1, A can’t
submit S

′
such that S

′ |= W0 ∧ S
′ |= W1.

Guess: Finally, A outputs his guess ξ
′

on ξ.

Definition 2. The decentralized ABE scheme with fully
hidden policy is selective IND-CPA security if against any
probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A,

AdvIND−CPAA (λ) = |Pr[ξ
′

= ξ]− 1

2
| (4)

is negligible in the security parameter λ.
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5 Our Construction

5.1 Extending Phuong’s Technology

In our scheme, we also extend Phoung’s technique [21] to
convert an access policy into a vector −→v which is com-
bined with the technique of IPE to encrypt the data. In
addition, for each authority, the attribute set Sk is con-
verted into two vectors −−→xV k ,−−→xZk which is used in key gen-
eration. Again, the conversion is performed by combining
with the Viète’s formulas and the positions of symbols.
The details are showed as following:

5.1.1 Convert the Access Policy into an Vector

Firstly, the access policy W that consists of +, −, and
∗ can be separated into three position sets: V, Z, and J,
which contains the positions of +, −, and ∗ in W respec-
tively, where let V = {v1, ..., vn1

}, Z = {z1, ..., zn2
}, J =

{w1, ..., wn3
} (ni ≤ Ni, i=1, 2, 3). Next, based on the

position set J and the Viète’s formulas, we can calcu-
late the coefficients (λ0, λ1, ..., λn3

), as λn3
= 1, λn3−1

= −(w1 + w2... + wn3), λn3−2 = (w1w2 + w1w3 +... +
wn3−1wn3), ......, λ0 = −(w1w2...wn3).

And construct a polynomial
∑n3

k=0 λki
k, where i is the

position of + or −. Then we combine V and Z respec-
tively as follows:∏

V = +
∑

vi∈V
∏

wj∈J(vi − wj), (5)∏
Z = −

∑
zi∈Z

∏
wj∈J(zi − wj).

Finally, we can convert the access policy W into a vector

−→v =(v1, v2, ..., vn), (6)

=(λ0, λ1, ..., λn3 , 0n3+1, ..., 0N3 ,
∏

V ,
∏

Z).

where N1, N2, N3 ≤ L show the maximum number of
+, −, and ∗ in an access policy respectively. The process
is shown in Figure 2.

5.1.2 Convert the Attributes set Sk into Two
Vectors

In user key generation, attributes set Sk containing + and
− attributes also need to be separated into two sets Vk

and Zk which contains respectively positions of positive
and negative attributes. Then calculate:

v∗l = −
∑
vki ∈V k

vki
l
, z∗l = +

∑
zki ∈Zk

zki
l

(l = 0, ..., N3). (7)

Finally, the attributes set Sk is converted into two vec-
tors:

−−→xV k =(xV k1 , xV k2 , ..., xV kn ) = (v∗0 , v
∗
1 , ..., v

∗
N3
, 1/K, 0), (8)

−−→xZk =(xZk1 , xZk2 , ..., xZkn) = (z∗0 , z
∗
1 , ..., z

∗
N3
, 0, 1/K).

The process is shown in Figure 3, in which we as-
sume (Att1, Att2, Att3)⊆ U1; (Att4, Att5, Att6, Att7)⊆

U2; (Att8, Att9, Att10)⊆ U3; and so on; (AttL−2, AttL−1,
AttL)⊆ UK;where Uk is the attribute set be managed

by authority Ak. In summary, (−→v ,
∑K
k=1

−−→xV k) = 0,

(−→v ,
∑K
k=1
−−→xZk) = 0 iff vi = v∗i ∨ vi = ∗ and zi = z∗i ∨ zi =

∗, since combining Figure 2 and Figure 3, calculating:

(−→v ,
∑

K
k=1
−−→xV k) (9)

=− (v∗1
0 + v∗2

0 · · ·+v∗n1

0) · λ0 − (v∗1
1 + v∗2

1 · ··

+ v∗n1

1) · λ1 · · · −(v∗1
N3 + v∗2

N3 · · ·+v∗n1

N3)

· λN3
+
∏

V · (
∑

K
k=11/K)

=− (v∗1
0 + v∗2

0 · · ·+v∗n1

0) · λ0 − (v∗1
1 + v∗2

1 · ··

+ v∗n1

1) · λ1 · · · −(v∗1
N3 + v∗2

N3 · · ·+v∗n1

N3)

· λN3
+ (v0

1 + v0
2 · · ·+v0

n1
) · λ0 + (v1

1 + v1
2 · ··

+ v1
n1

) · λ1 · · ·+(vN3
1 + vN3

2 · · ·+vN3
n1

) · λN3
.

(−→v ,
∑

K
k=1
−−→xZk)

= + (z∗1
0 + z∗2

0 · · ·+z∗n2

0) · λ0 + (z∗1
1 + z∗2

1 · ··

+ z∗n2

1) · λ1 · · ·+(z∗1
N3 + z∗2

N3 · · ·+z∗n2

N3)

· λN3
−
∏

Z · (
∑

K
k=11/K)

= + (z∗1
0 + z∗2

0 · · ·+z∗n2

0) · λ0 + (z∗1
1 + z∗2

1 · ··

+ z∗n2

1) · λ1 · · ·+(z∗1
N3 + z∗2

N3 · · · −z∗n2

N3)

· λN3
− (z0

1 + z0
2 · · ·+z0

n2
) · λ0 − (z1

1 + z1
2 · ··

+ z1
n2

) · λ1 · · · −(zN3
1 + zN3

2 · · ·+zN3
n2

) · λN3

5.2 Decentralizing Attribute-Based Ac-
cess Control Scheme With Fully Hid-
den Policy

The algorithm of our scheme is presented as follows:

Global Setup: Given the security parameter λ, the al-
gorithm returns a bilinear group param = (p, g, e,
G, GT). Let H : {0, 1}∗ → G be a hash function, and
n = N3 + 3. Defining that there are K authorities in
the system, and each authority AAk manages disjoint
attribute set Uk = {Att1, Att2, ..., Attnk}, where|Uk|
= nk. Later, it selects randomly {∆, f1, f2, µ1, µ2,
θ1, θ2} ∈ Zp, g2 ∈ G, then publishes the public pa-
rameters pp as follows:

pp ={param, V1 = gµ1 , V2 = gµ2 , (10)

X1 = gθ1 , X2 = gθ2 , g1 = g∆}

Authority Setup: The algorithm is run by AAk as Al-
gorithm 1.

Encryption: The algorithm is run by DO, the detailed
process is as Algorithm 2.

KeyGen: DU submits u = H(GID) and S to AAk for
requesting the secret keys. Each AAk runs Algorithm
3 and distributes the secret keys to DU.
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Figure 3: Convert the attribute set into two vectors

Algorithm 1 Authority Setup

Require: pp, k
Ensure: SKk, PKk

for each authority AAk in system do
select αk, γk, βk, ζk, ςk, ηk;compute:Tk = gγk ,Zk =

gβk ,Mk = gζk , Nk = gςk ,Yk = e(g, g2)αk ;
for i in [1,n] do

select successively u1,i,k,w1,i,k,u2,i,k,w2,i,k

under following condition:
∆ = µ1u2,i,k − µ2u1,i,k = θ1w2,i,k − θ2w1,i,k;
compute: U1,i,k = gu1,i,k ,U2,i,k = gu2,i,k ,
W1,i,k = gw1,i,k ,W2,i,k = gw2,i,k ;

end for
end for
return PKk=({Yk, Tk, Zk, Mk, Nk}, {U1,i,k, U2,i,k,
W1,i,k, W2,i,k}ni=1) and SKk=({αk, γk, βk, ζk, ςk, ηk},
{u1,i,k, u2,i,k, w1,i,k, w2,i,k}ni=1)Kk=1;

TransKeyGen: DU chooses a random number z ∈ Zp,
and constructs the transformation keys TKGID,k,i

and the retrieval keys RKGID,k,i as follows. Note
that TKGID,k,i is sent to CP, and RKGID,k,i = z is
remained.

TKGID,k,i =(KAk

1
z ,KBk

1
z ,K1,i,k

1
z , (11)

K2,i,k
1
z ,K3,i,k

1
z ,K4,i,k

1
z )ni=1

K
k=1

=(KAk

′
,KBk

′
,K1,i,k

′
,

K2,i,k

′
,K3,i,k

′
,K4,i,k

′
)ni=1

K
k=1.

Out.Decryption: CP runs the Out.Decryption algo-
rithm and calculates as follow:

CT1 =

K∏
k=1

4∏
j=1

n∏
i=1

e(Cj,i,k,Kj,i,k

′
) (12)

CT2 =

K∏
k=1

n∏
i=1

[e(CA,KAk

′
) · e(CB ,KBk

′
)].

then returns ĈT = {CT1, CT2} to DU.

Algorithm 2 Encryption

Require: pp, PKk, W, M ∈ GT
Ensure: the ciphertext CT

for each data owner in system do
convert W into the vector −→v as subsection 5.1.1;
select s1, s2, β ∈ Zp, compute CA = gs2 , CB = gs11 ;
for k in [1,K] do

compute:C0 =
∏K
k=1 M · e(g, g2)αks2 ;

for i in [1,n] do
compute: C1,i,k = U1,i,k

s1 ·V1
viβ · T s2k ,

C2,i,k = U2,i,k
s1 ·V2

viβ · Zs2k ,

C3,i,k = W1,i,k
s1 ·X1

viβ ·Ms2
k ,

C4,i,k = W2,i,k
s1 ·X2

viβ ·Ns2
k ;

end for
end for

end for
return the ciphertext CT=(C0,CA,CB ,{C1,i,k, C2,i,k,
C3,i,k, C4,i,k}ni=1

K
k=1);

User.Decryption: After obtaining ĈT from CP, DU
runs the User.Decryption algorithm and calculates
as follows: C0/(CT1 · CT2)z = M .

5.3 Correction Analysis

Calculate firstly as follow:

e(C1,i,k,K1,i,k) (13)

=e(U1,i,k
s1V viβ1 T s2k , V

−r1,i,k
2 U2,i,k

x
V k
i

u+f1
+ηk)

=e(g,K1,i,k)s2γk · e(g, g)s1(−u1,i,kµ2)r1,i,k

· e(g, g)(
x
V k
i

u+f1
+ηk)·s1u1,i,ku2,i,k · e(g, g)−µ1µ2βvir1,i,k

· e(g, g)β(u2,i,kµ1)vi·(
x
V k
i

u+f1
+ηk)
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Algorithm 3 Key Generation

Require: SKk, S, GID
Ensure: user’s secret key SKGID,k,i

for each authority AAk in system do
convert Sk into vectors: −−→xVk ,−−→xZk as subsection 5.1.2
for i in [1,n] do

select randomly ri,k,1, ri,k,2;

compute K1,i,k = V2
−r1,i,k ·U2,i,k

x
V k
i

u+f1
+ηk ,

K2,i,k = V1
r1,i,k ·U1,i,k

−(
x
V k
i

u+f1
+ηk),

K3,i,k = X2
−r2,i,k ·W2,i,k

x
Zk
i

u+f2
−ηk ,

K4,i,k = X1
r2,i,k ·W1,i,k

−(
x
Zk
i

u+f2
−ηk),

KAk = g2
αk

n∏
i=1

(K1,i,k
−γkK2,i,k

−βkK3,i,k
−ζk

K4,i,k
−ςk), KBk =

∏n
i=1 g

−(r1,i,k+r2,i,k)4;
end for

end for
return the user’s secret key SKGID,k,i=(KAk , KBk ,
{K1,i,k, K2,i,k,K3,i,k, K4,i,k}ni=1

K
k=1);

Then we have:

CT1 =

K∏
k=1

4∏
j=1

n∏
i=1

e(Cj,i,k,Kj,i,k)
1
z

=[

K∏
k=1

n∏
i=1

e(g,K1,i,k)γks2 ·
K∏
k=1

n∏
i=1

e(g,K2,i,k)βks2

·
K∏
k=1

n∏
i=1

e(g,K3,i,k)ζks2 ·
K∏
k=1

n∏
i=1

e(g,K4,i,k)ςks2

· e(g, g)
∑K
k=1

∑n
i=1(r1,i,k+r2,i,k)s1∆

· e(g, g)

K∑
k=1

n∑
i=1

(
x
V k
i
viβ∆

f1+u +
x
Zk
i
viβ∆

f2+u )
]

1
z

Also have:

CT2 =

K∏
k=1

[e(CA,KAk)
1
z · e(CB ,KBk)

1
z ]

=[e(gs2 , g
∑K
k=1 αk

2 ) ·
K∏
k=1

n∏
i=1

e(g,K1,i,k)−γks2

·
K∏
k=1

n∏
i=1

e(g,K2,i,k)−βks2 ·
K∏
k=1

n∏
i=1

e(g,

K3,i,k)−ζks2 ·
K∏
k=1

n∏
i=1

e(g,K4,i,k)−ςks2

· e(g, g)−
∑K
k=1

∑n
i=1(r1,i,k+r2,i,k)s1∆]

1
z

Finally, we have:

C0

(CT1 · CT2)z
(14)

=
M

e(g, g)

(
∑K
k=1

∑n
i=1

x
V k
i
vi)β∆

f1+u · e(g, g)

(
∑K
k=1

∑n
i=1

x
Zk
i
vi)β∆

f2+u

Therefore, the message M will be recovered iff
(−→v ,

∑K
k=1
−−→xV k) = 0 and (−→v ,

∑K
k=1
−−→xZk) = 0, meaning

that users’ attributes list satisfies the access policy.

5.4 Security Against Attack

A basic requirement of the decentralized ABE scheme is
to prevent collusion between users, meaning that any two
or more users who are not authorized to decrypt individ-
ually can successfully decrypt by combining their keys.
In our scheme, GID is introduced to solve this problem
as [3], and GID is coupled non-linearly with f1 and f2 in
the secret keys to resist the attack mentioned by Rahula-
mathavan et al. in [23].

In addition, our scheme is proven to resist the collusion
attack mentioned in [29] as follows. Suppose that there
are three attribute authorities: AA1, AA2, AA3, which
monitor respectively attribute att1, att2, att3. The access
policy is specified as W ={att1, att2, att3}. Consider that
two users u1 and u2, with attribute sets S1= {att1, att2}
and S2= {att2, att3} respectively, hope to decrypt the
ciphertext by collusion.

u1 :Kj,i,1(u1),Kj,i,2(u1); (wherej = 1, 2, 3, 4)

u2 :Kj,i,2(u2),Kj,i,3(u2);

CT :C0 = M · e(g, g2)s2(α1+α2+α3),

CA, CB , {Cj,i,1, Cj,i,2, Cj,i,3}. (15)

Then we use the secret keys of u1 and u2 to decrypt
the ciphertext CT . When calculate:∏

4
j=1[e(Cj,i,1,Kj,i,1(u1)) · e(Cj,i,2,Kj,i,2(u1))

· e(Cj,i,3,Kj,i,3(u2))] (16)

we find that the collusion is prevented by two special
items:

e(g, g)(
x
V 1
i

f1+u1
+

x
V 2
i

f1+u1
+

x
V 3
i

f1+u2
)viβ∆ 6= e(g, g)0 (17)

e(g, g)(
x
Z1
i

f2+u1
+

x
Z2
i

f2+u1
+

x
Z3
i

f2+u2
)viβ∆ 6= e(g, g)0

So the message M can not be recovered.
Moreover, the existence of ηk prevents the leakage

when the malicious user lets attribute vectors −−→xV k and
−−→xZk equal to

−→
0 . If ηk = 0, the secret value ri,k,1 and

ri,k,2 associated with the attribute will be leaked.
In conclusion, the decentralizing MA-ABE scheme re-

sists strongly attacks from potential malicious users.

6 Security Analysis

Theorem 1. If the DBDH and DLIN assumption hold in
group G, then our decentralizing ABE scheme is selective
IND-CPA secure and policy hiding.

Proof. The proof technique is similar to that of the
scheme in [21] except that the corrupted authorities need
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Figure 4: The analysis of the security proof

to be considered in ours. Suppose there is at least one
honest center to distribute the private keys in the system.
Since the message M is encrypted by an vector that is
transformed by the access policy in our scheme. To prove
that the policy is hidden, it is required only to prove that
the two vectors −→v and −→x cannot be distinguished by the
adversary, where −→v and −→x are corresponding to W0 and
W1 respectively.

The following two casesM0 = M1 andM0 6= M1 will be
considered. For M0 = M1, we only prove the property of
policy hiding by discussing games from Game1 to Game5

in sequence. For M0 6= M1, we need to discuss the whole
proof from Game0 to Game6. This specific process is
shown in Figure 4.

Firstly, a high level description of each game is given
as follows, where i = 1, ..., n; k = 1, ...,K.

� Game0: The access policy (−→v ,−→v ) is used to encrypt
the message M0. The ciphertext CT0 is as follows:

(M0

∏
K
k=1Y

s2
k , CA, CB , {Us11,i,kT

s2
k V viβ1 , Us12,i,k

Zs2k V
viβ
2 ,W s1

1,i,kM
s2
k X

viβ
1 ,W s1

2,i,kN
s2
k X

viβ
2 })

� Game1: The access policy (−→v ,−→v ) is used to encrypt
a random message R ∈ GT. The ciphertext CT1 is as
follows:

(R
′
, CA, CB , {Us11,i,kT

s2
k V viβ1 , Us12,i,kZ

s2
k

V viβ2 ,W s1
1,i,kM

s2
k X

viβ
1 ,W s1

2,i,kN
s2
k X

viβ
2 })

� Game2: The access policy (−→v ,−→0 ) is used to encrypt
a random message R. The ciphertext CT2 is as fol-
lows:

(R
′
, CA, CB , {Us11,i,kT

s2
k V viβ1 , Us12,i,k

Zs2k V
viβ
2 ,W s1

1,i,kM
s2
k ,W

s1
2,i,kN

s2
k })

� Game3: The access policy (−→v ,−→x ) is used to encrypt
a random message R. The ciphertext CT3 is as fol-
lows:

(R
′
, CA, CB , {Us11,i,kT

s2
k V viβ1 , Us12,i,kZ

s2
k

V viβ2 ,W s1
1,i,kM

s2
k X

xiβ
1 ,W s1

2,i,kN
s2
k X

xiβ
2 })

� Game4: The access policy (
−→
0 ,−→x ) is used to encrypt

a random message R. The ciphertext CT4 is as fol-
lows:

(R
′
, CA, CB , {Us11,i,kT

s2
k , Us12,i,kZ

s2
k ,

W s1
1,i,kM

s2
k X

xiβ
1 ,W s1

2,i,kN
s2
k X

xiβ
2 })

� Game5: The access policy (−→x ,−→x ) is used to encrypt
a random message R. The ciphertext CT5 is as fol-
lows:

(R
′
, CA, CB , {Us11,i,kT

s2
k V xiβ1 , Us12,i,kZ

s2
k

V xiβ2 ,W s1
1,i,kM

s2
k X

xiβ
1 ,W s1

2,i,kN
s2
k X

xiβ
2 })

� Game6: The access policy (−→x ,−→x ) is used to encrypt
the message M1 ∈ GT. The ciphertext CT6 is as
follows:

(M1

∏
K
k=1Y

s2
k , CA, CB , {Us11,i,kT

s2
k V xiβ1 , Us12,i,k

Zs2k V
xiβ
2 ,W s1

1,i,kM
s2
k X

xiβ
1 ,W s1

2,i,kN
s2
k X

xiβ
2 })

6.1 Indistinguishability Between Game0

and Game1

Lemma 1. For any adversaryA, Game0 and Game1

could be distinguished with a non-negligible advantage,
then there exists algorithm B that could solve the DBDH
assumption with a non-negligible advantage, i.e.

| AdvGame0(λ)−AdvGame1(λ) |≤ AdvDBDHB (λ) (18)

Proof. Let −→y = {g,A = ga, B = gb, C = gc}. The chal-
lenger C generates the bilinear group (e, p, g, G, GT), then
flips an unbiased cion to obtain a bit µ ∈ {0, 1}. If µ = 0,
then C sends (−→y , e(g, g)abc) to B; If µ = 1, then C sends
(−→y , R) to B, where R ∈R GT.

Global setup: A submits an access vector (−→v ,−→v ) corre-
sponding to W0 and a series of corrupted authorities
AA∗k to B. B selects randomly µ1, µ2, θ1, θ2, λ, f1,
f2, ∆ ∈R Zp and sets V1 = gµ1 , V2 = gµ2 , X1 = gθ1 ,
X2 = gθ2 .
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Authority setup: Let IC be universe authority. There
should be three kinds of authority, the corrupted au-
thorities AA∗k, the honest ones AA∗∗k , and at least one
half-honest authority AAδ that can only get partial
secret key.

1) For corrupted authorities AA∗k, B selects ran-
domly αk, γk, βk, ζk, ςk, ηk, {u1,i,k, w1,i,k,
u2,i,k, w2,i,k} ni=1 k∈AA∗k as secret keys under the
condition:∆ = µ1u2,i,k − µ2u1,i,k = θ1w2,i,k −
θ2w1,i,k, then calculates g2 = g, g1 = g∆, Yk =
e(g, g)αk , for i=1 to n computes:

U1,i,k = gu1,i,k , U2,i,k = gu2,i,k

W1,i,k = gw1,i,k ,W2,i,k = gw2,i,k

Tk = gγk , Zk = gβk ,Mk = gζk , Nk = gςk

as the attribute public keys. B sends authorities
AA∗k’s secret keys SKk = (αk, γk, βk, ζk, ςk,
ηk, {u1,i,k, u2,i,k, w1,i,k, w2,i,k} n

i=1)k∈AA∗k and
public keys PKk = (g1, Yk, Tk, Zk, Mk, Nk,
{U1,i,k, U2,i,k, W1,i,k, W2,i,k}ni=1}k∈AA∗k to A.

2) For the honest authorities AA∗∗k , B selects ran-
domly αk, γk, βk, ζk, ςk, ηk,{u1,i,k, w1,i,k, u2,i,k,
w2,i,k }ni=1k∈AA∗∗k as secret keys under the con-
dition: ∆ = µ1u2,i,k − µ2u1,i,k = θ1w2,i,k −
θ2w1,i,k, then lets g2 = gb, and calculates g1 =
g∆, Yk = e(g, g)bαk , Tk = gγk , Zk = gβk , Mk =
gζk , Nk = gςk as public keys. B calculates the
attribute public keys for j = 1, 2 as follows:

Uj,i,k =

{
guj,i,k vi ∈ (−→v ,−→v )
gbuj,i,k vi 6∈ (−→v ,−→v )

(19)

Wj,i,k =

{
gwj,i,k vi ∈ (−→v ,−→v )
gbwj,i,k vi 6∈ (−→v ,−→v )

B sends honest authority AA∗∗k ’s public keys
PKk = (g1, {Yk, Tk, Zk, Mk, Nk}, {U1,i,k,
U2,i,k, W1,i,k, W2,i,k}ni=1)k∈AA∗∗k to A.

3) For the half-honest authority AAδ, it is same as
the second case except that B calculates g1=g∆,
Yk=e(g, g)ab ·

∏
k∈AA∗k

e(g,g)−αk ·
∏
k∈AA∗∗k

e(g,

g)−bαk .

Phase 1: A submits the attributes list S and GID for
secret keys queries. B chooses random u

′ ∈ Zp
for H(GID). A can query polynomially. Consider
a query with two vectors −−→xV k = (xV k1 , xV k2 , ..., xV kn )

and −−→xZk = (xZk1 , xZk2 , ..., xZkn), which is related to at-

tributes in Sk = Uk
⋂
S. A can query the secret keys

as long as (−→v ,−−→xV k) = (−→v ,−−→xZk) 6= 0.

1) For corrupted authorities AA∗k: B computes secret

keys SKL∗k
for attributes in Sk

∗
= U∗k

⋂
S to u

′
,

where U∗k is AA∗k’s attributes set.

2) For the honest authorities AA∗∗k : B picks random
exponents {r1,i,k, r2,i,k} n

i=1,k∈AA∗∗k
∈R Zp, then B

computes

K1,i,k =g−µ2r1,i,k · U2,i,k

x
V k
i

u
′
+f1

+ηk
(20)

K2,i,k =gµ1r1,i,k · U1,i,k
−(

x
V k
i

u
′
+f1

+ηk)

K3,i,k =g−θ2r2,i,k ·W2,i,k

x
Zk
i

u
′
+f2
−ηk

K4,i,k =gθ1r2,i,k ·W1,i,k
−(

x
Zk
i

u
′
+f2
−ηk)

Then KAk , KBk is calculated as:

KBk =

n∏
i=1

g−(r1,i,k+r2,i,k)4 (21)

KAk =Bαk ·
n∏
i=1

K1,i,k
−γk ·K2,i,k

−βk

·K3,i,k
−ζk ·K4,i,k

−ςk

3) For the half-honest authority AAδ: B selects random
{r1,i,δ, r2,i,δ}ni=1 ∈R Zp, then B computes KAδ as fol-
lows:

KAδ =B−λ
n∏
i=1

(K1,i,δ
−γk ·K2,i,δ

−βk ·K3,i,δ
−ζk

·K4,i,δ
−ςk) ·

∏
k∈A∗k

g−αk ·
∏
k 6∈A∗k

B−αk

We claim that KAδ is a valid secret key as follows:

KAδ =B−λ
n∏
i=1

(K1,i,δ
−γkK2,i,δ

−βkK3,i,δ
−ζk

K4,i,δ
−ςk) ·

∏
k∈A∗k

g−αk ·
∏
k 6∈A∗k

B−αk

=g
ab−(

∑
k∈A∗

k
αk+

∑
k 6∈A∗

k
bαk)

n∏
i=1

[

gµ2(r1,i,δ−b)γk · g−µ1(r1,i,δ−b)βk

· gθ2(r2,i,δ−b)ζk · g−θ1(r2,i,δ−b)ςk

· U2,i,δ
−(

x
V k
i

u
′
+f1

+ηk)γk · U
(
x
V k
i

u
′
+f1

+ηk)βk

1,i,δ

·W2,i,δ
−(

x
Zk
i

u
′
+f2
−ηk)ζk ·W1,i,δ

(
x
Zk
i

u
′
+f2
−ηk)ςk

]

=g
ab−(

∑
k∈A∗

k
αk+

∑
k 6∈A∗

k
bαk) ·

n∏
i=1

(K
′

1,i,δ

−γk

·K
′

2,i,δ

−βk ·K
′

3,i,δ

−ζk ·K
′

4,i,δ

−ςk
)

Where lets r
′

1,i,δ = r1,i,δ − b, r
′

2,i,δ = r2,i,δ − b, and
implicitly sets: µ2γk − µ1βk + θ2ζk − θ1ςk = a + λ.
Note that K1,i,δ,K2,i,δ,K3,i,δ,K4,i,δ and KBδ is same
as Equations (21) and (22).

B gives A the secret keys SKGID,k,i = (KAk , KBk ,
{K1,i,k, K2,i,k, K3,i,k, K4,i,k}ni=1)k∈AA∗k,k∈AA∗∗k ,k∈AAδ for
the queried attributes set S.
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Challenge: A submits two equal length messages M0

and M1 to B. B selects a random bit ξ ∈R {0, 1}
and runs Encryption(PKk, Mξ). B selects randomly

s
′

1, β
′ ∈ Zp, and implicitly sets s1 = s

′

1, s2 = c, β =

β
′
. For i from 1 to n, B computes as:

C0 =Mξ · Z; CA = gc; CB = (g4)s
′
1 ; (22)

C1,i,k =U
s
′
1

1,i,k(gγk)cgµ1viβ
′

, C2,i,k = U
s
′
1

2,i,k(gβk)cgµ2viβ
′

C3,i,k =W
s
′
1

1,i,k(gζk)cgθ1viβ
′

, C4,i,k = W
s
′
1

2,i,k(gςk)cgθ2viβ
′

B sends the ciphertext CT = ( C0, CA, CB , {C1,i,k,
C2,i,k, C3,i,k, C4,i,k}ni=1

K
k=1) to A.

If µ = 0, then Z = e(g, g)abc, we can show CT is a
valid ciphertext of message Mξ by computing∏
k∈IC

Yk
c =

∏
k∈A∗k

e(g, g)αk
∏

k∈A∗∗k

e(g, g)bαk [e(g, g)abc

·
∏
k∈A∗k

e(g, g)−αk ·
∏

k∈A∗∗k

e(g, g)−bαk ] = Z

Phase 2: Phase 1 is repeated.

Guess: Finally A returns his guess ξ
′

on ξ. If ξ
′

= ξ, B
returns his guess µ

′
= 0 on µ, otherwise, B returns

his guess µ
′

= 1 on µ.

A can get nothing about his guess on ξ when µ = 1
since the input of Z is a random number z. Therefore,
A cannot distinguish ξ with non-negligible advantage, so
Pr[ξ

′ 6= ξ|µ = 1] = 1
2 , B returns his guess µ

′
= 1 when

ξ
′ 6= ξ, thus we have Pr[µ

′
= µ|µ = 1] = 1

2 .
If µ = 0, according to the definition of DBDH com-

plexity assumption, the advantage of adversary A in out-
puting ξ

′
= ξ is at least ε. Therefore, we have Pr[ξ

′
=

ξ|µ = 0] ≥ 1
2 + ε. When ξ

′
= ξ, B returns µ

′
= 0 on µ, so

we have Pr[µ
′

= µ|µ = 0] ≥ 1
2 + ε.

In conclusion, B’s advantage to break the DBDH as-
sumption is | 12 Pr[µ

′
= µ|µ = 0] + 1

2 Pr[µ
′

= µ|µ =
1] − 1

2 | ≥
ε
2 . Hence, if adversary A can distinguish these

two games, B can solve the DBDH problem.

6.2 Indistinguishability Between Game1

and Game2

Lemma 2. For any adversary A, Game1 and Game2

could be distinguished with a non-negligible advantage,
then there exists algorithm B that could solve the DLIN
assumption with a non-negligible advantage, i.e.

| AdvGame1(λ)−AdvGame2(λ) |≤ AdvDLINB (λ) (23)

Proof. Let −→y = {g, Z1 = gz1 , Z2 = gz2 , Z3 = gz2z4 , Z4 =
gz3+z4}. The challenger C generates the bilinear group
(e, p, g, G, GT), and flips an unbiased cion with {0, 1}
to obtains a bit µ. If µ = 0, C sends (−→y , gz1z3) to B; If
µ = 1, then C sends (−→y , R) to B, where R ∈R GT.

Global setup: A submits two access vectors (−→v ,−→v ) and

(−→v ,−→0 ) which is corresponding to W0 and W1, and
sends a list of corrupted authorities AA∗k to B. Then
B selects randomly µ1, µ2, θ1, θ2, f1, f2, ∆ ∈R Zp,
and sets V1=gµ1 , V2 = gµ2 , X1 = gθ1 , X2=gθ2 .

Authorities setup: Let IC be universe authority. There
should be three kinds of authorities, the corrupted
authorities AA∗k, the honest ones AA∗∗k and at least
one half-honest authority AAδ for which A can only
get parts of the secret keys.

1) For corrupted authorities AA∗k: B is same as
the algorithm of corruption authorities during
Authorities Setup in the proof of lemma 1.

2) For the honest authorities AA∗∗k : B selects ran-
domly αk, γk, βk, ζk, ςk, ηk, {u1,i,k, w1,i,k, u2,i,k,
w2,i,k}ni=1k∈AA∗∗k as secret keys under the con-
dition: ∆ = µ1u2,i,k − µ2u1,i,k = θ1w2,i,k −
θ2w1,i,k, then lets g2 = gz2 , and calculates g1

= g∆, Yk = e(g, g)z2αk , Tk = gγk , Zk = gβk ,
Mk = gζk , Nk = gςk as public keys. B calcu-
lates the attribute public keys for j = 1 to 2 as
follows:

Uj,i,k =

{
guj,i,k vi ∈ (−→v ,−→v )or(−→v ,−→0 )

gz1uj,i,k vi 6∈ (−→v ,−→v )or(−→v ,−→0 )

Wj,i,k =

{
gwj,i,k vi ∈ (−→v ,−→v )or(−→v ,−→0 )

gz1wj,i,k vi 6∈ (−→v ,−→v )or(−→v ,−→0 )

B sends honest authority AA∗∗k ’s public keys
PKk = (g1, {Yk, Tk, Zk, Mk, Nk}, {U1,i,k,
U2,i,k, W1,i,k, W2,i,k}ni=1)k∈AA∗∗k to A.

3) For the half-honest authority AAδ, it is same as
the second case except that B calculates g1 =
g∆, Yk = e(g, g)z2 ·

∏
k∈AA∗k

e(g, g)−αk ·
∏
k∈AA∗∗k

e(g, g)−z2αk .

Phase 1: A submits the attributes list S and GID for
secret keys queries. B chooses random u

′ ∈ Zp
for H(GID). A can query polynomially. Consider
a query with two vectors −−→xV k = (xV k1 , xV k2 , ..., xV kn )

and −−→xZk = (xZk1 , xZk2 , ..., xZkn), which is related to at-

tributes in Lk = Uk
⋂
L. A can query the secret keys

as long as (−→v ,−−→xV k) = (−→v ,−−→xZk) 6= 0.

1) For corrupted authorities AA∗k: B computes secret

keys SKL∗k for attributes in Sk
∗
=U∗k

⋂
S to u

′
, where

U∗k is the attribute set of the authorities AA∗k.

2) For the honest authorities AA∗∗k : B is same as the
algorithm of honest authorities during Phase 1 in
the proof of lemma 1.

3) For the half-honest authority AAδ: B selects random
{r1,i,δ, r2,i,δ}ni=1 ∈R Zp, then B computes KAδ as fol-
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Table 3: The comparison of storage costs at different phases

Scheme Authority Setup Encryption KeyGen TransKeyGen
[7] I(|G|+ |GT|) 2|G|+ |GT| piNS |G| −
[30] (I +K)|G|+ I|GT| 3|G|+ 3NW |GT| 2NS |G| −
[1] (I +K)|G|+ I|GT| 4|G|+ 3NW |GT| 2NS |G| 2NS |G|+ 3|G|
[17] 2I|G|+ I|GT| (1 +NW )|G|+ |GT| NS |G| −
[25] (I +K)|G|+ I|GT| (2NW + 1)|G|+ (NW + 1)|GT| 2NS |G| NS(|G|+ |O(H)|)
Ours (4 + 5K)|G|+K|GT| (2 + 4ρNW )|G|+ |GT| (2 + 4ρNW )|G| (2 + 4ρNW )|G|

1 |G|: the size of one element in the group G. |GT|: the size of one element in the group GT.
2 NW : the number of attributes in the access policy. NS : The number of attributes in user’s attribute set.
I: The number of attributes in the system.

3 |O(H)|: The size of a hash function. ρ ∈ (0, 1): The coefficient associated with the number of wildcards.
4 K: The number of the attribute authority.

lows:

KAδ =Z−λ
′

2 ·
n∏
i=1

(K1,i,δ
−γkK2,i,δ

−βkK3,i,δ
−ζk

K4,i,δ
−ςk)

∏
k∈A∗k

g−αk
∏
k 6∈A∗k

Z−αk2 (24)

We claim that KAδ is a valid secret key as follows:

KAδ =Z−λ
′

2

n∏
i=1

(K1,i,δ
−γkK2,i,δ

−βkK3,i,δ
−ζk

K4,i,δ
−ςk) ·

∏
k∈A∗k

g−αk ·
∏
k 6∈A∗k

Z−αk2

=g
z2−(

∑
k∈A∗

k
αk+

∑
k 6∈A∗

k
z2αk)

·
n∏
i=1

gµ2(r1,i,δ−z2)γk · g−µ1(r1,i,δ−z2)βk

· gθ2(r2,i,δ−z2)ζk · g−θ1(r2,i,δ−z2)ςk

· U2,i,δ
−(

x
V k
i

u
′
+f1

+ηk)γk · U1,i,δ
(
x
V k
i

u
′
+f1

+ηk)βk

·W2,i,δ
−(

x
V k
i

u
′
+f2
−ηk)ζk ·W1,i,δ

(
x
V k
i

u
′
+f2
−ηk)ςk

]

=g
z2−(

∑
k∈A∗

k
αk+

∑
k 6∈A∗

k
z2αk) ·

n∏
i=1

(K
′

1,i,δ

−γk

·K
′

2,i,δ

−βk ·K
′

3,i,δ

−ζk ·K
′

4,i,δ

−ςk
)

Where lets r
′

1,i,δ = r1,i,δ − z2, r
′

2,i,δ = r2,i,δ − z2,

λ
′

= λ− 1, and implicitly sets: µ2γk−µ1βk + θ2ζk−
θ1ςk = λ. Note that K1,i,δ,K2,i,δ,K3,i,δ,K4,i,δ and
KBδ is same as lemma 1.

Finally, B gives A the secret keys SKGID,k,i = (KAk ,
KBk , {K1,i,k,K2,i,k,K3,i,k,K4,i,k}ni=1 k∈A,A∗k,k∈AA

∗∗
k ,k∈AAδ)

for the queried attribute set L.

Challenge: A submits two equal length messages M0

and M1. B selects a random bit ξ ∈R{0,1} and runs
Encryption(PKk, Wξ, Mξ). B selects random s

′

1, β
′

∈ Zp, and implicitly sets s1 = s
′

1, s2 = z3+z4, β = β
′
.

For i from 1 to n, B computes as:

C1,i,k =gu1,i,kz1s
′
1(gγk)z3+z4gµ1viβ

′

= U
s1
1,i,kT

s2
k V viβ

′

1

C2,i,k =gu2,i,kz1s
′
1(gβk)z3+z4gµ2viα

′

= U
s1
2,i,kZ

s2
k V

viβ
′

2

It implies s
′

1 = z3, if µ = 0, then Z = gz1z3 , then B is
simulating Game1:

C3,i,k =gw1,i,kz1s
′
1(gζk)z3+z4gθ1viβ

′

= W
s1
1,i,kM

s2
k X

viβ
′

1

C4,i,k =gw2,i,kz1s
′
1(gςk)z3+z4gθ2viβ

′

= W
s1
2,i,kN

s2
k X

viβ
′

2

It implies s
′

1 = z3 · z(z ∈R G), if µ = 1, then Z =
gz1z3·z = R, then B is simulating Game2:

C3,i,k = gw1,i,kz1s
′
1(gζk)z3+z4gθ1viβ

′

= W
s1
1,i,kM

s2
k

C4,i,k = gw2,i,kz1s
′
1(gςk)z3+z4gθ2viβ

′

= W
s1
2,i,kN

s2
k

Finally, B calculates:

C0 =Mξ ·
∏
k∈IC

Y s2k (25)

=Mξ · e(g, g)(z3+z4)z2 ·
∏
k∈A∗k

e(g, g)(z3+z4)αk ·

∏
k∈A∗∗k

e(g, g)(z3+z4)z2αk
∏
k∈A∗k

e(g, g)−(z3+z4)αk

·
∏

k∈A∗∗k

e(g, g)−(z3+z4)z2αk

=Mξ · e(g, g)(z3+z4)z2

CA =gz3+z4 , CB = (g4)z3

B sends the ciphertext CT = (C0, CA, CB , {C1,i,k,
C2,i,k, C3,i,k, C4,i,k } i∈[1,n],k∈AA∗∗k ,k∈AAδ

) to A.

Phase 2: Phase 1 is repeated.

Guess: Finally A returns his guess ξ
′

on ξ. If ξ
′

= ξ, B
returns his guess µ

′
= 0 on µ, otherwise, B returns

his guess µ
′

= 1 on µ.

Similarly, B’s advantage to break the DLIN assumption
is | 12 Pr[µ

′
= µ|µ = 0] + 1

2 Pr[µ
′

= µ|µ = 1] − 1
2 | ≥

ε
2 .

Hence, if A can distinguish these two games, B can solve
the DLIN assumption.
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Table 4: The comparison of computation costs at different phases

Scheme Encryption User.Decryption Out.Decryption
[7] 3EG 2ê −
[30] 2ê+ (1 + 2NW )EGT + 3NWEG (1 + 2NS)ê+NSEGT −
[1] 5EG + EGT + 3O(H) EGT + 3O(H) 3NS ê+ EGT
[17] ê+ (1 +NW )EG + EGT 2ê+NSEG −
[25] EGT + EG EGT 2NS ê+NS(EG + EGT )

Ours ê+ 4ρNWEG + EGT EGT (2 + 4ρNS)ê

1 EG: The time of an exponential operation in the group G. EGT : The time of an exponential
operation in the group GT.

2 ê: The time of computing a pairing function e. O(H): The time of computing a hash function.

6.3 Indistinguishability Between Game2

and Game3

Lemma 3. For any adversary A, Game2 and Game3

could be distinguished with a non-negligible advantage,
then there exists algorithm B that could solve the DLIN
assumption with a non-negligible advantage, i.e.

| AdvGame2(λ)−AdvGame3(λ) |≤ AdvDLINB (λ)

Proof. Except for phase 1, the rest is the same as the
above proof in Lemma 2. There are two cases in phase 1 :

� (−→v ,−−→xV k) = (−→v ,−−→xZk) = 0 (mod p).

� (−→v ,−−→xV k) = cv 6= 0, (−→v ,−−→xZk) = cx 6= 0.

Similarly, we can prove the indistinguishability be-
tween Game3 and Game4 in the similar way as for that of
Game2 and Game3. The proof of indistinguishability be-
tween Game4 and Game5 is similar to that of Game1 and
Game2. The proof of indistinguishability between Game5

and Game6 is similar to that of Game0 and Game1.

7 Performance Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the storage costs and compu-
tation costs of our scheme. For this purpose, we introduce
the size of the system’s public keys, the ciphertext, the
user’s secret keys and the transform-keys. In addition,
we consider the computation costs related to execution of
Encryption, User.Decryption and Out.Decryption Algo-
rithm, which those algorithms are performed by DO, DU
and CP, respectively.

To compare the performance of those schemes more
intuitively, we give here an empirical comparison of stor-
age costs and computation costs in ours, and the results
with the latest the work of Belguith et al. [1], the work of
Michdevsky et al. [17] and the work of Shao et al. [25]. We
conduct our experiments on a Windows machine with 3.40
GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-3240 CPU and 4 GB RAM.
The code uses Pairing Based Cryptography library to
achieve the access control scheme, which supports pair-
ing operation. Type A pairings are used in the simula-
tion, which are constructed on the curve over the field for
some prime q. The pairing is symmetric, where the order

of groups is 160 bits, the base field size is 512 bits. All
that the length of an element in each group G and the
target group GT is set to 512 bits.

7.1 Storage Costs

Based on Table 1, we find that our scheme achieve the
optimal compromise between policy-hiding fully and the
efficiency on the user side. Compared with [1, 21, 25]
and [17], our scheme is more flexible in multi-authority en-
vironments. We make a comparison between latest closely
MA-ABE schemes and our scheme with regard to the size
of public keys, ciphertext, secret keys and transform keys
in Table 3. From Table 3, we can know that the size of
the ciphertext significantly is shorter than that in [1, 30]
and [25] when ρ < 0.8, and the size of the secret key is
shorter than that in [1,7,30] and [25] when ρ < 0.5, which
depends on the number of the wildcards instead that of
the attributes.

In addition, the results in Figure 5(a) and Fifure 5(b)
reveal the storage costs of the ciphertext and the secret
keys, which the size of an encrypted file and secret keys
grows linearly with the number of attributes involved in
the access policy and the user’s attribute set in ours.

7.2 Computation Costs

We make a theoretical analysis about the time of en-
cryption and decryption in Table 4. The performance
is analyzed under three aspects which are the compu-
tational costs in terms of multiplication, exponentiation
and pairing in G and GT. Compared with [7, 30] and
[17] in Table 4, the proposed scheme takes less time in
user.decryption phase than others, because most bilinear
pairing calculation is transferred to CP in ours. The ex-
istence of three hash functions O(H) in [1] results in our
scheme being more efficient in user.decryption phase.

In addition, the computation costs of the encryption
operation and user.decryption operation are presented in
Figure 5(c) and Figure 5(d). From Figure 5(c), it can be
known that our scheme has some performance disadvan-
tages, such as encryption time. However, this is a com-
promise to achieve fully policy-hiding. The time of user’s
decryption in our scheme is greatly short than others due
to the outsource operation. Our scheme reduces the over-
head on the user side online computation and has a clear
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(a)ciphertext-size (b)secret key-size

(c)encryption-time (d)user.decryption-time

Figure 5: Evaluation of algorithms

advantage over ABE scheme without outsourcing. How-
ever, it can be found that comparing between a scheme
that outsources most of its heavy computational opera-
tions and other that doesn’t is not fair enough. So the
comparison of the decryption cost is performed between
our scheme and [25] in Figure 5(d).

8 Conclusion

In this paper, a scheme with fully hiding access pol-
icy is studied in the cloud storage system. The policy
is hidden by converting the access policy and attribute
set into vectors, and the scheme is constructed based on
IPE technique. In addition, this decentralized MA-ABE
scheme with strong resistance to attacks mentioned in [23]
and [29] from potential malicious users. Moreover, the de-
cryption is partially outsourced to the third party proxy
services which results in a more efficient decentralizing
MA-ABE. Then, the security of the presented scheme is
reduced to the DBDH assumption and the DLIN assump-
tion instead of others strong assumptions. We also con-
firm the scalability and flexibility of the proposed scheme
by numerical experiments. However, our scheme only
achieves selectively security. It is left as the future work
to construct the decentralizing MA-ABE with adaptive
security and full hiding policy.
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Abstract

To improve the efficiency of the very time-consuming op-
eration of scalar multiplication in elliptic curve cryptog-
raphy (ECC), lots of fast and secure algorithms have been
proposed. This paper presents an improved algorithm for
calculating 5P directly by using the idea of trading mul-
tiplication for squares in terms of jacobian coordinates,
which reduces the costs of computing 5P from 15M+10S
to 8M+16S. Then, an algorithm for calculating 5P+Q is
proposed, which combines the idea of Co Z point addition.
In addition, an addition chain called Improved Fibonacci
Type Addition Chain (IFTAC) by taking advantage of
the properties of the Generalized Fibonacci sequence is
proposed. When the key length is 160 bits, the corre-
sponding addition chain has a chain length of 65, which
significantly reduces the length of the chain than the pre-
vious algorithm. Then, a new scalar multiplication algo-
rithm based on the properties of IFTAC for elliptic curves
is proposed, which protects against Simple Power Attack
(SPA) since it iterates 5P+Q in every circulation.

Keywords: Elliptic Curves; Ellptic Curve Cryptography;
Generalized Fibonacci Sequence; Scalar Multiplication;
Simple Power Attack

1 Introduction

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) was introduced by
Neal Koblitz [12] and Victor Miller [20] independently, it
has been widely used in resource-limited hardware envi-
ronments for its short key size requirement and efficient
arithmetic. It is also widely adopted to encryption, de-
cryption, digital signature and verification [8,9]. Its safety
is based on the difficulty of elliptic curve discrete loga-
rithm problem (ECDLP), and there are only two faster
methods to solve this problem: Baby-step-Gaint-step and
Pollard′s ρ. The Security of RSA is based on the Integer
Factorization Problem (IFP), but there are many efficient
algorithms to solve IPF, such as ordinary number field

screening method. Therefore, the security of ECC algo-
rithm is much higher than RSA algorithm especially uses
same key length. For example, the 160-bit ECC key can
provide the same security as the 1024-bit RSA key [23].
The most time-consuming operation in ECC is scalar mul-
tiplication (kP), where k is a great integer and P is a point
elliptic curve. As the core operation of ECC, the speed of
scalar multiplication directly determines the efficiency of
ECC implementation [10,19].

The optimization of scalar multiplication can usually
be studied from two aspects:

1) The scalar multiplication operation on the bottom
layer such as field inverse, multiplication and so on
is optimized to reduce the computational complexity
of the underlying filed;

2) Because of scalar k is a greate positive integer gen-
erally so we can trading the calculation kP for some
basic point operations on the elliptic curve by effec-
tively decompose the scalar k.

Besides, this is an effective way to improve the efficiency
of the bottom layer operation that used coordinate trans-
formation to avoid complex inversion operation. In gen-
eral, by converting the point operations from affine coor-
dinates to projective coordinates, the field inverse with a
great computation can be converted into field multiplica-
tion with smaller amount of calculation, thus effectively
reducing the computation of scalarmmultiplication. Ja-
cobian coordinates system is a commonly used projective
coordinates.

There are a lot of algorithms using Jacobian coordinate
system to improve the efficiency of scalar multiplication
operation for elliptic curve on bottom layer. Dimitrov et
al. [3] proposed an algorithm for directly calculating 2kP
and 3kP. Joye [11] improve the point addition and dou-
ble operation by using the idea of trading multiplication
for squares. Mishra [21] firstly uses division polynomi-
als to propose algorithms for directly calculating 5P and
5kP, which improves the computational efficiency of the
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underlying field. Meloni [19] proposed the point addition
formula in Jacobian coordinates by using the idea of Co Z.
Longa [18] improved the calculation efficiency of 3P, 5P,
7P, 2P+Q, 3P+Q and other operations by using Meloni’s
point addition formula and the idea of transform multi-
plication into square. Lai et al. [14] gave an improved
algorithm for calculating 7P, 7kP, 5P and 5kP with Jaco-
bian coordinate system in prime field GF(P). All of these
algorithms reduce the computational complexity of the
bottom layer as well as accelerate the efficiency of scalar
multiplication of elliptic curves.

The idea of Co Z is first proposed by Meloni [19], which
improves the computational efficiency of point addition,
doubling and scalar multiplication on elliptic curves. In
recent years, goundar, Wei et al. [6, 26] use the skill to
optimized scalar multiplication formula on Weierstrass
elliptic curve. Lin and Zhang [15] use this skill to im-
prove the computational efficiency of multi-scalar multi-
plication. Wei et al. [27] used Co Z technique firstlly to
improved the point addition and point doubling formula
of Montgomery algorithm for elliptic curve over finite field
GF (3m).

For the top layer, there are lots of algorithms for cal-
culating the elliptic curve scalar multiplication kP that
can resists Simple Power Attack (SPA) attacks effectively.
SPA is a type of side channel attack proposed by litera-
ture [13] that derives information about the private key
k by analyzing the power consumption trajectory in the
encryption process. Since the calculation formula of the
point addition and double point operation in the elliptic
curve is different, the power consumption trajectory gen-
erated during the calculation is also different, so it is easy
for attackers to analyze the operation performed in the
calculation from the power trajectory to get the informa-
tion of private key k. SPA is popular among attackers
because of its low cost, easy execution and obvious effect.
Two methods are usually used to resist SPA attacks, one
is to use indistinguishable addition and doubling opera-
tions in scalar multiplication algorithm such as addition
chain [4, 7], the other is to regularize scalar multiplica-
tion algorithm, such as double-and-add algorithm [25] and
Montgomery ladder algorithm [2].

Our contributions in this paper are divided three levels:

• We presents an improved algorithm for calculating
5P directly by using the idea of trading multiplica-
tion for squares over prime field in terms of Jacobian
coordinates. Additionally, combining with the idea
of same z-coordinate, an algorithm for calculating
5P+Q directly is proposed.

• Based on the properties of generalized Fibonacci se-
quence, a new addition chain called Improved Fi-
bonacci Type Addition Chain (IFTAC) is presented
which has shorter chain length.

• A new scalar multiplication algorithm by using the
properties of IFTAC is proposed, which can resist
SPA naturally. The new scalar multiplication algo-

rithm is 22.81% faster than GRAC-258 algorithm in
the best case.

2 Background

2.1 Elliptic Curve Cryptography

An elliptic curve E over a field K is defined by the general
Weierstrass equation:

y2 + a1xy + a3y = x3 + a2x
2 + a4x+ a6 (1)

where a1, a2, a3, a4, a6 ∈ F and ∆ 6= 0,the∆ is discrim-
inant of E. Over prime fields of large characteristic, the
elliptic curve in the Weierstra form can be simplified to:

y2 = x3 + ax2 + b (2)

where a, b ∈ K, a 6= 0 and ∆ = −a3b 6= 0.
Now convert points in affine coordinates to correspond-

ing points in Jacobian projective coordinates. In jacobian
coordinates, the point P = (X,Y,Z) on E correspond to
the affine point P ′ = (x, y) = ( XZ2 ,

Y
Z3 ) where Z 6= 0.

Then, the curve E in jacobian coordinates is given by:

Y 2 = X3 + aXZ4 + bZ6 (3)

In the coordinates, the field operation of elliptic curve
E involves four basic operations: addition, subtraction,
multiplication and square. Let S and M to represent the
square and multiplication operation on the finite field re-
spectively. In general, S/M = 0.6 ∼ 0.8, let’s assume
that S = 0.8M as well as addition and subtraction opera-
tions in the GF (3m) are neglected. The formulae of point
addition and doubling is shown as follows:

Addtion: P = (X1, Y1, Z1) ∈ E,Q = (X2, Y2, Z2) ∈
E,P 6= ±Q, Then P +Q = (X3, Y3, Z3) can be eval-
uated as: X3 = u2 − v3 − 2X1Z

2
2v

2

Y3 = u(X1Z
2
2v

2 −X3)− Y1Z3
2v

3

Z3 = vZ1Z2

(4)

where u = Y2Z
3
1−Y1Z3

2 and v = X2Z
3
1−X1Z

3
2 . Then

the cost of addition is 12M+4S.

Addition with same Z-coordinate: In [19], Meloni
considers the case of adding two (different) points
having the same Z-coordinate. When points P and
Q share the same Z-coordinate, say P = (X1, Y1, Z)
and Q = (X2, Y2, Z), then P + Q = (X3, Y3, Z3) is
computed by: X3 = D −B − C

Y3 = (Y2 − Y1)(B −X3)− Y1(C −B)
Z3 = Z(X2 −X1)

(5)

where A = (X2 −X1)2, B = X1A, C = X2A,
D = (Y2 − Y1)2. Obviously, the cost of Co Z ad-
dition involves 5M+2S.
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Doubling: P = (X1, Y1, Z1) ∈ E,P 6= −P , then 2P =
(X3, Y3, Z3) is given by: X2 = (3X1 + aZ4

1 )2 − 8X1Y
2
1

Y2 = (3X1 + aZ4
1 )(4X1Y

2
1 −X2)− 8Y 4

1

Z2 = 2Y1Z1

(6)

Then the cost of doubling is 4M+6S.

2.2 Scaled Projective Coordinates Sys-
tem

It is known, [24], that every ordinary elliptic curve over
GF (3m) with a point of order three can be written in the
form [5]:

Eb : y2 = x3 + x2 + b (7)

for some b ∈ GF (3m).
The ordinary elliptic curve Eb where b 6= 0, via the

map (x, y) 7→ (u, v) defined by:

x = d ∗ (u + v), y = d ∗ (u− v) (8)

is birationally equivalent to Hessian curve Hd : u3 + v3 +
1 = duv, where d3 = − 1

b .
In the projective model, the point P = (X,Y, Z) is cor-

respond to the affine point P ′ = (x, y) = (XZ ,
Y
Z ), where

Z 6= 0. Now, we suggest to use the scaled projective co-
ordinate system (X,Y, T ), where T = Z

d and (X,Y, Z) is
a projective point on Eb.

Let Eb : Y 2Z = X3 + X2Z + bZ3, where b = − 1
d3 .

Then the addition and doubling can be shown as follows:

Addtion: Let (X3, Y3, T3) = (X1, Y1, T1) + (X2, Y2, T2),
which is the addition in the scaled projective coordi-
nates system. Then, the doubling can be evaluated
as:

A1 = X1 + Y1, B1 = X1 − Y1, A2 = X2 + Y2
B2 = X2 − Y2, D = B1 ∗ T2, E = A2 ∗ T1
F = A1 ∗ T2, G = B2 ∗ T,H = D ∗ E
I = F ∗G, J = F ∗ I,K = E ∗H
X3 = D ∗H + J −G ∗ I −K
Y3 = X3 + J +K

T3 = ( 1
d ) ∗ (D + F − E −G)

3

(9)

The cost of addition algorithm is 10M+1C+D, where D is
the cost of a field multiplication by the constant 1

d . When
T1 = 1, the cost of addition reduced by 8M + 1C + 1D.

Doubling: Let (X3, Y3, T3) = [2](X1, Y1, T1), which is
the doubling in the scaled projective coordinates sys-
tem. Then, the doubling is given by:

A = X1 + Y1, B = X1 − Y1
D = (T1 −A)3, E = (B − T1)3

F = B ∗D,G = A ∗ E
H = T1 ∗ (D + E)
X3 = F +G
Y3 = F −G
T3 = H

(10)

The cost of doubling algorithm is 3M + 2C.

2.3 Euclid Addition Chain

Definition 1. An addition chain computing an integer
k is given by a sequence v = (v1, v2, ..., vs) where v1 =
1,vs = k and ∀1 ≤ i ≤ s (s is the length of the addition
chain). vi = vi1 +vi2 for some i1 and i2 lower than i [19].

Definition 2. An Euclid addition chain computing an
integer k is an addition chain satisfies v1 = 1,v2 = 2,v3 =
v1 + v2 and ∀3 ≤ i ≤ s − 1, if vi = vi−1 + vj for some
j < i−1, then vi+1 = vi+vi−1 (called big step) or vi+1 =
vi + vj (called small step) [19].

3 Improved Algorithm for Calcu-
lation of 5P Directly

For the first time by Mishra and Dimitrov [21], it is pro-
posed that calculate 5P directly under the Jacobian co-
ordinates by using the idea of the division polynomial is
as mentioned below. Let P=(X : Y : Z) be a point on the
elliptic curve. Let Q=5P have coordinates (X5, Y5, Z5).
Then X5, Y5 and Z5 can be computed as follows: X5 = X1V

2 − 2Y1UW
Y5 = Y1[E3(12V L2 − V 2 − 16L4)− 64TL5]
Z5 = Z1V

(11)

where T = 8Y 4
1 , M = 3X2

1 + aZ4
1 , E = 12X1Y

2
1 −M2,

L = ME − T , U = 4Y1L, V = 4TL − E3, N = V −
4L2, W = EN . The costs of computing 5P by using this
algorithm are 15M+10S.

Improve the above algorithm by using equation 2ab =
(a+ b)2 − a2 − b2, which can trading one multiplica-
tion for three squares. Therefore, we can use this equa-
tion appropriately to reduce the amount of calculation
for calculating 5P directly. Let Z ′5 = 2Z5 = 2Z1V ,
X ′5 = 4X5, Y ′5 = 8Y5 be convenient for derivation, then
(X ′5, Y

′
5, Z

′
5) ∼ (X5, Y5, Z5) . Let E = 6[(X1 + Y1

2)2 −
X2

1 − Y 4
1 ] − M2, L = (M + E)2 − M2 − E2 − 2T ,

U = 2TL − E3, V = U − L2, I = U2 − V 2 + L4. By
substituting these equations, we can get a new algorithm
for calculating 5P directly.

Algorithm 1 An algorithm for calculating 5P

Input: P = (X1, Y1, Z1)
Output: Q = (X ′5, Y

′
5, Z

′
5)

1: T← 8Y 4
1 ; M ← 3X2

1 + aZ4
1 ;

2: E ← 6[(X1 + Y1
2)2 −X2

1 − Y 4
1 ]−M2

3: L← (M + E)2 −M2 − E2 − 2T
4: U ← 2TL− E3; V ← U − L2

5: I ← U2 − V 2 + L4

6: W ← 4[(Y 2
1 + L)2 − Y 4

1 − L2][(E + V )2 − E2 − V 2]
7: X ′5 ← 4X1U

2 −W
8: Y ′5 ← 4Y 1[E3(6I − U2 − 2L4)− UL4]
9: Z ′5 ← (Z1 + U)2 − Z1

2 − U2

10: return: Q = (X ′5, Y
′
5, Z

′
5) ∼ (X5, Y5, Z5)
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Six multiplications operation can be trading for six
square operation as well as two multiplication can be re-
duced though Algorithm 1. The computational complex-
ity of each step is analyzed in Table 1.

Table 1: Operational complexity of Algorithm 1

Step Computation Known Terms
T 2S –
M M+3S –
E 2S X2

1 , Y 2
1

L 2S M2

U 2M E2

V S –
I 3S –
W M+2S L2, Y 4

1 , V 2

X ′5 M U2, W
Y ′5 3M E3, L4, I
Z ′5 S Z2

1

In Algorithm 1, the costs of computing 5P requires
8M+16S. Compared with the algorithm computation is
15M+10S in Mishra [23], it reduces 7M and increases 6S,
the efficiency of the new algorithm is improved by 9.57%,
which is also 3.70% and 0.95% faster than Longa [18] and
Lai [14] respectively.

4 Algorithm for Calculating
5P+Q

Let the set K3\{(0 : 0 : 0)} be a set of non-zero three-
dimensional vectors on the finite field GF (3m), The pro-
jection points on the set have the following relation:

(X : Y : Z) = {(λcX : λdY : λZ) : λ ∈ K∗} (12)

Therefore, we can make the two points P = (X1, Y1, Z1)
and Q = (X2, Y2, Z2) on the elliptic curve have the same
Z coordinates by coordinate operations.

The two points P and Q on the elliptic curve in the
Jacobian projective coordinates are expressed in affine co-
ordinates as: P = ( X1

Z1
2 ,

Y1

Z1
3 ), Q = ( X2

Z2
2 ,

Y2

Z2
3 ). After the

denominator performs the generalization, the two coordi-
nates can be expressed as:

P = ( X1Z2
2

Z1
2Z2

2 ,
Y1Z3

3

Z1
3Z2

3 )

Q = ( X2Z1
2

Z2
2Z1

2 ,
Y2Z1

3

Z2
3Z1

3 )
(13)

Convert to projective coordinates as follows:

P = (X1Z2
2, Y1Z3

3, Z1Z2)
Q = (X2Z1

2, Y2Z1
3, Z1Z2)

(14)

Then P and Q have the same Z coordinate. Therefore,
combined with Algorithm 1 and using the idea of Co Z,
we can get the algorithm of calculating 5P+Q directly as
Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 An algorithm for calculating 5P+Q

Input: P = (X1, Y1, Z1), Q = (X2, Y2, Z2),
Output: 5P +Q = (X3, Y3, Z3)
1: Calculate the coordinates of 5P = (X5, Y5, Z5) ac-

cording to Algorithm 1.
2: X ′1 ← X5Z2

2, Y ′1 ← Y5Z2
3, Z ′ ← Z5Z2

3: X ′2 ← X2Z5
2, Y ′2 ← Y2Z5

3, Z ′ ← Z5Z2

4: A← X2
′ −X1

′

5: B ← Y2
′ − Y1′

6: X ′3 ← B2 −X1A
2 −X2A

2

7: Y ′3 ← B(X1A
2 −X3)− Y1(X2A

2 −X1A
2)

8: Z ′3 ← Z ′A
9: Return:(X ′3, Y

′
3 , Z

′
3) ∼ (X3, Y3, Z3)

The cost of computing 5P+Q requires 20M+20S ac-
cording to Algorithm 2. Compared with algorithms in
Longa [18], the efficiency of the new algorithm can be
increased by 13.46%, 12.20%, 2.17% respectively.

5 Scalar Multiplication Algorithm

5.1 Fibonacci Type Sequence

Definition 3. The generalized Fibonacci sequence is a
sequence that satisfies the following equation where pq 6=
0 [28]: {

f0 = x, f1 = y
fn = pfn−1 + qfn−2 (n ≥ 2)

(15)

The general term formula for Fibonacci sequence is

fn = αn−βn

α−β where α, β =
p±
√
p2−4q
2 . According to

the Definition 3, let p=5, q=1, x=1, y=5, then we get
a new sequence belongs of Fibonacci type sequence, ie
{1, 5, 26, 135, 701, 3640, 18901, ...}. Therefore, the new Fi-
bonacci type sequence can be defined as follows.

Definition 4. A new Fibonacci type sequence is a se-
quence that satisfies F1 = 1, F2 = 5 and Fn = 5Fn−1 +
Fn−2. Then, the general term formula for this sequence
is given by:

fn =
αn − βn

α− β
(16)

where α = 5−
√
29

2 , β = 5+
√
29

2 .

The ratio of the front and back terms of the sequence
can be evaluated as:

lim
n→∞

Fn
Fn+1

= lim
n→∞

αn − βn

αn+1 − βn+1

=
2

5 +
√

29

≈ 0.19258

(17)

We assume that lim
n→∞

Fn

Fn+1
= 1

σ , where σ = 5+
√
29

2 .
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5.2 Improved Fibonacci Type Addation
Chain

The private key k required for encryption in ECC is a
large positive integer. For example, if the length of k
is 160 bits, the corresponding decimal number range is
k ∈ (2159, 2160−1), thus we will not calculate kP directly.
The common method is to decompose the positive inte-
ger k and design corresponding algorithm. Each cycle of
the algorithm only iterates addition, doubling or multiple
point operation. The algorithm of this paper mainly uses
the properties of the new Fibonacci type sequence pro-
posed above, decomposing k into a sequence, and then
calculates the value of kP according to the relationship
between the front and back terms in the sequence. The
properties used to decompose k are as following:{

Fi+1 = Fi−1 − 5Fi
Fi+1 = Fi ∗ 1

σ

(18)

The designed algorithm called Improved Fibonacci
Type Addition Chain (IFTAC) by using the above equa-
tion is shown as Algorithm 3. This algorithm is used to
decompose a large positive integer into an additive chain.
According to the properties of the decomposition process,
we will get two sets that is m and f after the execution
of Algorithm 3. The set m is the main chain and f set
is the auxiliary chain. Therefore, when the sets m and f
are known, we can restore the original integer k based on
these two sets as well. Since we mainly rely on the set
m for recovery, the length of m is the length of addition
chain.

5.3 New Scalar Multiplication Algorithm

The addition chain corresponding to a large integer k has
two chains, of m and f , so we can restore the value of k if
the two chains are known naturally. Therefore, when cal-
culating scalar multiplication kP in ECC, we can design
an algorithm based on the idea as Algorithm 4 described.

So we now take an example to illustrate the decompo-
sition of a large integer. Let k=9968, then the addition
chain corresponding to k shown in Example 1.

Example 1. Decomposition Process of k=9968
F0 = k = 9968
F1 = bF0 ∗ 0.193c = 1923, m← m ∪ {1}
F2 = F0 − 5 ∗ F1 = 353, m← m ∪ {1}
F ′3 = F1 − 5 ∗ F2 = 158, 5 ∗ F ′3 > F2

F3 = bF2 ∗ 0.193c = 68, m← m ∪ {0}, f ← f ∪ {158}
F4 = F2 − 5 ∗ F3 = 13, m← m ∪ {1}
F ′5 = F3 − 5 ∗ F4 = 3, 5 ∗ F ′5 > F4

F5 = bF4 ∗ 0.193c = 2, m← m ∪ {0}, f ← f ∪ {3}
0 < F5 < 5
tmp 1 = F4 − 5 ∗ F5 = 3,
f ← f ∪ {3},
f ← f ∪ {2},
m← m ∪ {0},
m← m << 1,

Algorithm 3 IFTAC decomposition algorithm for integer
k
Input: Positive integer k
Output: m = [ ], f = [ ]
1: σ ← 0.193
2: F0 ← k
3: F1 ← F0 ∗ 1

σ
4: m← m ∪ {1}
5: i← 0
6: while true do
7: F ′i+2 ← Fi − 5 ∗ Fi+1

8: if 5 ∗ F ′i+2 ≤ Fi+1 and 6 ∗ F ′i+2 ≥ Fi+1 then
9: Fi+1 ← F ′i+2

10: m← m ∪ {1}
11: else
12: f ← f ∪ {F ′i+2}
13: m← m ∪ {0}
14: Fi+2 = F ′i+2 ∗ 1

σ
15: end if
16: if Fi+2 ≥ 0 and Fi+2 ≤ 5 then
17: tmp 1← Fi+1 − 5 ∗ Fi+2

18: f ← f ∪ {tmp 1}
19: f ← f ∪ {Fi+2}
20: m← m ∪ {0}
21: break;
22: end if
23: m← m << 1
24: end while
25: return: m = [m1,m2,m3, ...], f = [f1, f2, f3, ...]

Algorithm 4 Scalar Multiplication Algorithm Based on
IFTAC
Input: m = [m1,m2,m3, ...], f = [f1, f2, f3, ...]
Output: kP
1: lm← Length(m)
2: lf ← Length(f)
3: Tlm ← f [lf − 1]P
4: k ← 2
5: for i = lm− 1 to 0 do
6: if mi = 0 then
7: Ti ← 5 ∗ Ti+1 + f [lf − k]P
8: k ← k + 1
9: end if

10: if mi = 1 then
11: Ti ← 5 ∗ Ti+1 + Ti+2

12: end if
13: end for
14: Return kP = T0
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Output: m = [1, 0, 1, 0, 0], f = [158, 3, 3, 2]

As shown in Example 1, we obtained the the out-
put of algorithm are set m = {1, 0, 1, 0, 0} and f
= {158, 3, 3, 2},and the addition chain of k=9968 is
{2, 13, 68, 353, 1923, 9968}. Any positive integer k will
get 2 sets through the algorithm 3. The set m is used
to mark the GAP generated in decomposition process. If
mi = 1, it means that the ratio of the front and back
terms is not significantly offset from 1

σ , that is, GAP is
not generated. If mi = 0, it means that GAP is generated
in this loop. In this case, we need to adjust the ratio to
1
σ . The set f is mainly used to store the offset when GAP
is generated so that the original positive integer k can be
recovered eventually and the last element in f stores the
last element of the addition chain.

According to the results set m and set f calculated
from Example 1, the process of calculating kP=9968P is
shown in Example 2.

Example 2. Calculate 9968P.

Input: m = [1, 0, 1, 0, 0], f = [158, 3, 3, 2]
lm = 5, lf = 4, k = 2
T5 = f [3]P = 2P
m4 = 0, T4 = 5 ∗ T5 + f [2]P = 13P
m3 = 0, T3 = 5 ∗ T4 + f [1]P = 68P
m2 = 1, T2 = 5 ∗ T3 + T4 = 353P
m1 = 0, T1 = 5 ∗ T2 + f [0]P = 1923P
m0 = 1, T0 = 5 ∗ T1 + T2 = 9968P

Output: kP = T0 = 9968P

6 Analysis of Algorithm

6.1 Length of IFTACs

We randomly select 10000 positive integers k with 160,
192, 224 and 256 bits to evaluate the chain length of IF-
TAC. When k is 160 bits, the range of generating random
numbers is (0, 2160 − 1); For k is 192 bits, the range is
(0, 2192 − 1); For k is 224 bits, the range is (0, 2224 − 1);
for k is 256 bits, the range is (0, 2256 − 1). The statisti-
cal algorithm of chain length is recorded in Algorithm 5.
Python programming is used to implement algorithms of
decomposition and recovery as well as statistics of chain
length.

Algorithm 5 Chain length statistical algorithm

1: l← length ∈ {160, 192, 224, 256}
2: for i = 0 to 9999 do
3: k ← RandomInteger(0, 2l − 1)
4: lm← lm ∪ {IFTAC(k)}
5: times← count(lm)
6: end for
7: Return times

Table 2: Chain length statistics of 160bits integers

Algorithm Chain
length

Fibonacci-and-Add [19] 358
Window Fib-and-Add [19] 292
EAC-270 [19] 270
GRAC-258 [7] 258
Fibonacci [29] 230
Pell [29] 125
IFTAC 65

The statistical results of the chain length of 10000 pos-
itive random integers are represented by a line graph, as
shown in Figure 1. As can be seen from Figure 1, the
optimal chain length of k with 160bits is 65, while that
of 192 bits, 224 bits and 256 bits positive integer is 79,
92 and 105, respectively. When k is 160 bits, the chain
lengths of different addition chain algorithms are shown
in Table 2.

From Table 2, the chain length of IFTAC with k of
160bits is shortened by 48% and 71.74% compared to Pell
and Fibonacci, which is 74.81% and 75.93% shorter than
GRAC-258 and EAC-270, compared to Window Fib-and-
Add and Fibonacci-and-Add shortened by 77.74% and
81.84% as well.
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Figure 1: Chain length statistics

6.2 Performance Analysis of Algorithms

In algorithm 5, a 5P+Q operation is iterated once in each
cycle, resulting in a fuzzy energy trajectory, so that it can
resist SPA attacks. The costs of addition is 8M+1C+1D
in the best case and the cost of doubling is 3M+2C. Al-
though the exact proportions between S and M may have
vary greatly depending on the field implementation, for
field sizes used in cryptography it is quite common to as-
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sume 1[S] ≈ 0.8[M ] [1]. Since the characteristic of the
elliptic curve is three, so we can simplify cubic computa-
tion with Frobenius self-homomorphism. The computing
speed of cubing is at least ten times faster than that of
multiplication or squaring. [17]. So we will assume that
1[C] ≈ 0.1[M ]. And the addition and subtraction can
be ignored as well as a field multiplication by a constant,
denote by D. Obviously, a 5P+Q operation needs two
times doubling and two times addition and the costs of
one times doubling and one times additionin scaled pro-
jective coordinates are 11M+3C+1D. In Algorithm 4, a
5P+Q operation is required for each round of cycles. We
assume that calculating kP requires n cycles, then the
costs of n times 5P+Q are 2n*(11M+3C+1D), and 2P
needs to be calculated for the first time in the best case.
Therefore, When k is an integer of 160 bits, the chain
length of IFTAC is 65 and the scalar multiplication is
called IFTAC-160, then the cost of kp is 1472M, which
is 38.41% and 22.81%faster than OST [16] and GRAC-
258 [22] respectively. The costs of each algorithm when k
is 160 bits is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Calculation costs of different algorithms

Algorithm #[m]
OST [16] 2390
Fibonacci-and-add [19] 2311
Window Fib-add-add [19] 1960
GRAC-258 [22] 1907
IFTAC-160 1472

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we derived an improved algorithm in sec-
tion 3 for calculating 5P directly ,which costs 8M+16S
and improves the efficiency by 9.57%, 6.82%, 0.95%
than [18] and [14]. Then, the Algorithm 2 is presented
for calculating 5P+Q directly by using the idea of Co Z,
which improved by 13.46%, 12.20%, 2.17% than [18]. In
section 4, based on the properties of Fibonacci type se-
quence, we propose Algorithm 3 to decompose a large
positive integer and get the corresponding addition chain.
Then, a new fast and secure scalar multiplication algo-
rithm for elliptic curves is presented. The Algorithm 4
can resist SPA since it iterates 5P+Q in each iteration.
In section 5, we theoretically analyze the performance
of Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4. When k is an inte-
ger of 160 bits, the chain length of IFATC is 65, which is
shortened by 48%, 71.74%, 74.81% and 75.93% compared
to Pell, Fibonacci, GRAC-258 and EAC-270 as well as
77.74% and 81.84% shortened by Window Fib-and-Add
and Fibonacci-and-Add. The cost of kp is 1472M by us-
ing scaled projective coordinates, which is 38.41% and
22.81% faster than OST [16] and GRAC-258 [22] respec-
tively. The idea of Co Z and coordinate transformation

can be widely used to improve the efficiency of scalar mul-
tiplication of elliptic curve. In the later research, we will
focus on finding a coordinate system or elliptic curve that
is more suitable for Co Z operation to improve the effi-
ciency of the bottom layer.
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Abstract

Social network analysis has many important applications
and methods which depend on the sharing and publishing
of graphs. For example, link privacy requires limiting the
probability of an adversary identifying a target sensitive
link between two individuals in the published social net-
work graph. However, the existing link privacy protection
methods have low processing power for large-scale graph
data and less consideration of community protection in
the publishing graphs. Therefore, aiming at sensitive link
privacy protection, a large-scale social network privacy
protection model to protect K-Core (PPMPK) was pro-
posed. The large-scale social network graph was processed
to ensure that the core number and the community struc-
ture of the nodes were unchanged based on the Pregel
parallel graph processing model. Extensive experiments
on the real data sets showed that the proposed method
could effectively process the large-scale graph data and
protect the data availability of the published graphs, es-
pecially in community protection.

Keywords: Community Protection; K-Core; Pregel; Pri-
vacy Protection; Social Network

1 Introduction

With the development of the social network, the Internet
plays an increasingly important role in daily life. On-
line Social Network saves a large number of users’ per-
sonal information. For example,the facebook’s daily ac-
tive users reached 1.401 billion in 2017 and generated PB-
level data every hour. These information contains both
sensitive and nonsensitive data. The large-scale social
network graph data are saved in the cloud environment
which provide a trusted mobile terminal and a secure en-

vironment [7, 8] before user privacy sensitive data are
anonymity. How to protect the privacy of sensitive data
has attracted more and more researchers’ attention. The
researchers Mining the information in the social network
can discover the hidden structure of the network. Com-
munity structure is an important feature and widespread
in the real-world social network.

Typically, a community is a collection of nodes in the
network that have the same or similar roles [9, 12]. How-
ever, people who use social network applications are al-
ways facing serious privacy breaches and malicious at-
tacks. Each element that makes up a social network may
lead to the disclosure of user privacy information. The
main privacy of social network includes node attribute
privacy and edge privacy. At present, the study on so-
cial network privacy protection methods has made posi-
tive progress. Researchers have proposed various privacy
protection methods for different social network privacy
issues. Node attribute privacy includes node identifica-
tion or sensitive attributes such as name, phone number,
address, etc. Researchers used data generalization [20],
perturbation [13], or adding noise nodes [15] to protect
node attribute privacy.

For edge privacy, researchers proposed different privacy
protection models to protect the edge between nodes ac-
cording to different attack backgrounds. Random per-
turbation technique, which randomly modifies the orig-
inal data to reduce the attacker’s inferred confidence is
able to resist complex background attacks. In this pa-
per, we decompose social network graph to get the node
core number. The information interchange between nodes
based on Pregel model. The edges are simultaneously per-
turbed according to the probability while ensured that the
core number of nodes are unchanged in the social network
graph. Our main contributions can be summarized as fol-
lows:
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1) Aiming at dealing with large-scale social network
graphs, we propose a search result of reachable nodes
(SRRN) algorithm that quickly finds the neighbor
nodes’ information based on the Pregel model.

2) According to the neighbor information, we propose
a large-scale social network privacy protection model
(PPMPK) for protection of K-Core. The K-Core de-
composition graph is used to measure the influence
of the node. The edges is perturbed in the social net-
work while protecting the core number of the nodes.

3) Rigorous experiments have been performed on five
real world social network data sets. The promising
experimental result has demonstrated that the pro-
posed approach can achieve comparably good results
when compared with the previous privacy protection
approaches. These results also verify the efficacy of
protecting the community structure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related works on protecting social networks’
privacy and Section 3 details the define preliminaries. Sec-
tion 4 proposes the privacy protection model. The specific
algorithm steps are presented in Section 5. The experi-
mental evaluation is performed in Section 6. Section 7
concludes the paper and points out the future work.

2 Relate Works

At present, most of the edge privacy protection meth-
ods adopt anonymous model to prevent the leakage of
private information and malicious attacks. It is an effi-
cient anonymous model to protect sensitive edge based on
random perturbation technology. In Reference [16], the
random probability model was used to implement privacy
protection by adding, deleting and switching edges. This
method caused the perturbed graph to be a random graph
or even a useless graph. In order to improve the efficiency
of anonymous graphs, Zhang [19] proposed the pertur-
bation based on the subgraph structure. This method
divided the original network graph into several subgraphs
and randomly perturbed the edge in subgraphs which in-
creased the degree of some nodes. The probability that
these nodes are identified in the subgraph was increased.
To solve this problem, a formula that balances the degree
of nodes was applied to reduce the probability [5]. Ford [6]
proposed a local neighbor random perturbation algorithm
running on a single workstation. This method randomly
selected the local neighbors of the source node to replace
the target node to protect the sensitive edges. In Refer-
ence [20], a distributed random perturbation algorithm
was designed to solve the problem of large-scale social
networks. Furthermore, a sensitive area random pertur-
bation algorithm was provided to improve data availabil-
ity [17].

Community structure is an important feature of social
network graph. Anonymous social networks while pro-
tecting the community structure has become a hot topic.

The spectrum of the graph serves as an important topo-
logical feature of the graph. Ying and Wu [14] compared
the similarity between nodes, randomly adding and delet-
ing k edges. This method protected the spectrum of graph
changing to protect the community structure. Campan [4]
used the community partition algorithm based on graph
segmentation theory to added and deleted edges by calcu-
lating the Laplacian matrix. Zheng [21] used differential
privacy for privacy protection to the online social network
structure query, and protected the social network com-
munity structure while anonymization. Kumar [9] used
the upper approximation concept of rough sets to divide
the community for anonymity, but the algorithm execu-
tion efficiency is low. Zhang [18] provided a method to
anonymited the dynamic social network while protected
the community structure as possible.

In summary, the random perturbation algorithm can
protect the edge privacy well. Anonymous methods for
protecting community structure based on community di-
vision have a problem of low processing efficiency for
large-scale social network graph. Therefore, a new solu-
tion is proposed. After random perturbance anonymity,
the influence of the node is maintained, then the stability
of the community is guaranteed. The k-core decomposi-
tion graph is used to measure the influence of the node.
Seidman [12] first proposed the concept of k-core and gave
the k-core decomposition process. Kitsak [1] studied the
relationship between the k-core and the speed of disease
propagation in the social network. Experiments showed
that the k-core has more reliable results than the node
degree and betweenness centrality. In Reference [11], a
privacy protection algorithm maintained the core number
of nodes unchanged by the operation of adding, delet-
ing, and switching edges on single workstation. To this
end, the proposed privacy protection model PPMPK dif-
fers from the traditional numerical perturbations or graph
modification methods in that it paralleling selects neigh-
bor nodes for perturbation. At last, the result protected
the community’s stability under the conditions of privacy.

3 Related Definitions

Let G = (V, E) denotes a directed social graph, con-
sisting of a set of vertices V and a set of edges E.
V = {v1, v2, · · · , vn}, each of these nodes corresponds to
a real user in the social network. Eij =< vi, vj > indi-
cates a directed social edge by user i to user j, where i is
the source node and j is the destination node.

Definition 1. (R-neighbor) r is a given non-negative in-
teger. node u, v are two different node in the graph.
Dist(u, v) represents the shortest path length of node u
to node v. if node v satisfies the condition, node v is said
to be the r-neighbor of node u:

Dist(u, v) ≤ r (1)

Definition 2. (K-Core) Let k be an integer. The degree
of any node v of the set C∈V is not less than k, and
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the largest subgraph Gc (C, E |C) derived therefrom is
called K-Core. The largest subgraph that obtained after
recursively removing the nodes with degrees less than k
and the edges expected to be connected is the K-Core.

Definition 3. (Core number) If node v belongs to the
k-core and does not belong to the (k + 1)-core, the core
number of node v is k. The k-core decomposition is to
decompose the social network graph into the largest sub-
graph from the border of the social network to the central.
Each node in the social network graph will have a core
number after decomposition.

Definition 4. (K-shell) A group of nodes with the core
number of k is called a k-shell.

Definition 5. (Ef degree) In the k-core decomposition
process, the number of the high core or the same code
nodes connected is called node effective degree.

Definition 6. (K-lamina) In the K-Core decomposition
process, nodes with higher effective degree than k in the
same k-shell are called k-lamina type nodes.

Definition 7. (K-corona) In the k-core decomposition
process, nodes with the equal number of effective degree
and core number in the same k-shell are called k-corona
type node.

4 Large-Scale Social Network Pri-
vacy Protection Model for Pro-
tecting K-Core

In the social network, if you want to hide the existed edge
<u, v>, you only need to hide the source node u or the
destination node v. Only the source or destination node
is known, the existence of the edge cannot be inferred [6].
Therefore, a large-scale social network privacy protec-
tion model PPMPK for protecting k-cores is proposed to
anonymous social network. The main idea is to preserve
the edge < u, v > with a probability p(0 ≤ p ≤ 1). If the
probability of the edge <u, v> is (1 − p), the algorithm
replaces each of the node with node w. The privacy level
of the published graph can be adjusted according to the
probability p. In order to get a privacy protection model,
some examples and properties are given first.

V1

V4

V3

V2

V6

V5

V7

V8

(a) origin graph

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

(b) K-Core graph

Figure 1: Origin graph and K-Core decomposition graph

Example 1. Figure 1(a) is the original social network.
Figure 1(b) is k-core decomposition graph with node label
which is the core number of nodes. As shown in Fig-
ure 1(a), it is assumed that the edge <v4, v8> is deleted.
v4 is 2-corona node and v8 is 1-corona type node. As
defined by the k-core, the decomposition graph first de-
composes the shell of the lower core number nodes. Node
v8 and connected edges are first decomposed. The deleted
edges have no effect on node v4 because v4 is a higher core
number compared to the node v8. As defined by k-corona,
the core number of k-corona nodes is equal to the number
of ef degree, so the core number of node v8 is downgraded.

Property 1. The edge that a higher core number node
connected a lower core number node is deleted. The K-
Core of the higher core number node is not affected. In
lower core number nodes, the core number of k-corona type
nodes is downgraded, but the k-lamina type nodes is not
downgraded.

Example 2. As shown in Figure 1(a), it is assumed
that the edge<v2,v3> is deleted. v2 is 2-corona and v3
is 2-lamina. As defined by k-lamina and k-corona, the
ef degree of k-lamina type node is higher than core num-
ber. if the edge <v2,v3> is deleted, the core number of
node v2 will unchange. The core number of v3 will down-
graded.

Property 2. The edge that a higher core number node
connected a lower core number node is deleted. The k-
core of the higher core number node is not affected. In
lower core number nodes, the core number of k-corona
type node is downgraded, but the k-lamina type node is
not downgraded.

Example 3. As shown in Figure 1(a), it is assumed that
the edge <v6, v3> is deleted. v6 and v3 are k-corona type
nodes with same core number. According to the k-corona
definition, the ef degree of the node is equal to the core
number. If the edge <v6, v3> is deleted, the core number
of nodes v6 and v3 are both downgraded.

Property 3. The edge of k-corona type node connection
with the same-core is deleted. The core number of nodes
are both downgraded.

Lemma 1. (K-Core perturbance safety condition) For
each edge, it is divided into 3 conditions by node type.
If only ∀<u,v>∈E satisfies the following conditions while
perturbing the edge by choosing candidate node w, the core
number of nodes does not change.

1) ∀core[u]>core[v], ∀w∈V:core[w]≥core[v]∧(w,v)/∈E;

2) ∀core[u]=core[v]∧ef degree[u]>core[u],∀w∈V:
core[w]≥core[v]∧(w,v)/∈E;

3) ∀core[u]=core[v]∧ef degree[u]=core[u]∧ef degree[v]
=core[v],∀w,q∈V:core[w]≥core[v]∧(w,v)/∈E,
core[q]≥core[u]∧(q,u)/∈E;
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Definition 8. In the anonymous process of the directed
graph G={V, E}, the K-Core perturbance safety condi-
tions (KPSC) is the sufficient condition for implementing
the random perturbation model for protecting the K-Core.

The KPSC condition 1, (∀core[u]>core[v]) indicates
that the edge connection type is the higher core number
node connected to the lower core number node. (∀w∈V:
core[w]≥core[v]∧(w, v)/∈E) shows the candidate node w
which is the neighbor of node u and not connected to node
v, then edge <u, v> is deleted and <w, v> is added. For
high core number nodes u and w, deleting and adding
edges that connected lower core number has no effect on
the nodes. For the lower core number node v, deleting
and adding a high-core number edge, the core number of
nodes has no effect.

The KPSC Condition 2,(∀core[u]=core[v]∧ef degree[u]
>core[u]) indicates that the edge type is connected to
the same core node. there exists a k-lamina type node.
(∀w∈V: core[w]≥core[v]∧(w,v)/∈E) expresses the candi-
date node w which is the higher core number neighbor
of node u and is not connected to node v.

• If the k-lamina type nodes connected to the k-corona
type node, the neighbor of k-corona type node is se-
lected as a candidate. The KPSC condition 3 proves
that the core number of perturbed k-corona type
nodes has no effect.

• If the k-lamina type nodes connected to the k-lamina
type nodes. the total number of edges are unchanged
in the perturbation. In the same k-shell, the k-lamina
type nodes with a smaller number of connected edges
are preferentially decomposed. That is, the k-lamina
type nodes with added edges will be decomposed, so
adding edges has no effect on the core number of
nodes.

The KPSC condition 3, (∀core[u]=core[v]∧ef degree[u]
=core[u]∧ef degree[v]=core[v]) indicates that the edge is
connected to the same-core k-corona type node. (∀w,
q∈V: core[w]≥core[v]∧(w, v)/∈E, core[q]≥core[u]∧ (q,
u)/∈E) indicates the condition for the selection of can-
didate nodes. For the k-corona type node with the same
core number, ef degree[v]=core[v] means that if an edge
is deleted, the core number will downgraded, so the per-
turbance is twice. The nodes connected to the same core
number are in the same shell. The k-core decomposition
first decomposes the k-corona type node and the edge con-
nected to it, so deleting and adding the connection edge
has no effect on the k-corona type candidate node.

Based on the above, the KPSC condition can protect
the core number of nodes while perturbing the three type
edges in the social network graph, so the goal of protect-
ing the k-core must satisfy the KPSC in the process of the
perturbance. The KPSC is implemented based on a suf-
ficient condition for protecting the large-scale social net-
work privacy protection model of the k-core. A large-scale
social network privacy protection model that protects the

k-core for a given directed graph G={V,E}, the pertur-
bation neighbor r, the probability p. The main steps are:

1) The algorithm decomposes the social network graph
to get the node core number and finds the r reachable
neighbor of the node.

2) The probability is assigned to the edge in the graph.
If the assignment probability is p, the edge is pre-
served. If the assignment probability is 1-p, the edge
is perturbed. The perturbance edge is determined
according to the edge retention probability. The can-
didate nodes are selected according to the node core
number. The candidate nodes selection process sat-
isfies the KPSC.

5 Large-Scale Social Network Pri-
vacy Protection Algorithm for
Protecting K-Core

In order to obtain the candidate nodes that meet the ran-
dom perturbation of directed graph. A node reachability
search K-Core algorithm is proposed. The algorithm per-
forms a reachable list. Each node generates a random
neighbor table (RNT). As shown in Table 1, the RNT
consists of (srcid, dstid, hops, core, ef degree) and each
row of the RNT list is an Random Neighborhood Table
Entry (RNTE), Table 1 is the initialization RNT list in
Figure 1 (such as 11022 indicates that the node v1 is ini-
tialized with a core number of 2 and the effective degree
of 2). In the RNTE:

• Source node (srcid): Source node id;

• Destination node (disid): When the node is initial-
ized, the label value is the source node id. During
the information transmission, the label value is the
source node reachable destination node id.

• Hops: The number of hops indicates that the node
needs several iterations to pass information to the
destination node;

• Core number: The number of k-core of the nodes;

• Effective degree(ef degree): The number of effective
degrees of the node.

5.1 Node Reachability Search Algorithm
based on K-core

The Search results of reachable nodes (SRRN) algorithm
is based on the Pregel model. The Pregel model searches
for reachable nodes through message transmission, mes-
sage merging, and message processing functions. At last,
SRRN generates a list of nodes RNTs.We present the
pseudo-code of SRRN processes in Algorithm 1.

The SRRN algorithm initializes the RNT list of the
node to determine whether the node is an active node
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Table 1: Initialize the node RNT table

Node RNTE
V1 11022
V2 22023
V3 33022
V4 44023
V5 55023
V6 66022
V7 77011
V8 88011

Algorithm 1 Search Results of Reachable Nodes (SRRN)

Input: Social network graph G, reachable parameter r
Output: Node reachable list

1: Initialization: RNT (G);
2: SuperStep=0;
3: while SuperStep ≤ r do
4: for vi∈V∩vi is active do
5: for Message from vi.srcRNT do
6: Merge(Message);
7: end for
8: if Message.IsNotExist(vi.Attr) then
9: Update RNT.hop+1;

10: Update RNT.srcid=vi.id;
11: else
12: VoteToHalt();
13: end if
14: if New AddMessage in Message then
15: Send New AddMessage to vi.disid;
16: end if
17: end for
18: end while

according to whether the node has out degree. If the
node status is inactive, the node don’t need to calculate.
If the node status is active, the update messages insert
according to the messages are not exist in the RNT list
and send the updated messages to the destination node.

5.2 Perturbation Algorithm that Keeps
the Core Number of Nodes

Algorithm 2 shows the core preserving perturbation of
node (CPPN) algorithm. The CPPN algorithm obtains
the forward and back RNT list information of the node
through the SRRN algorithm. The CPPN algorithm uses
the random function to determine whether to perform
edge perturbation. If the assignment probability is p, the
edge is preserved. If the assignment probability is 1-p,
the random perturbation edge of the candidate node is
selected. The edge connection condition is determined
by the RNTE value of the node. Finally, the random
edge perturbation is performed according to different sit-
uations.We present the pseudo-code of SRRN processes
in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Perturbation Algorithm for core preserving
perturbation of node (CPPN)

Input: Social network graph G, perturbance probability
P
Output: Perturbation edge result list

1: Initialization: SRRN(G); SRRN(G.reverse);
2: ResultList=∅;
3: for (u,v)∈ E do
4: if Random==P then
5: ResultList← (u,v);
6: else
7: if core[u]>core[v] or core[u]<core[v] then
8: High To Lower(u,v);
9: end if

10: if ef degree[u]==ef degree[v]∩ef degree[u]
==core[u] then

11: Corona To Corona(u,v);
12: else
13: Lamina To Lamina(u,v);
14: end if
15: end if
16: end for
17: return ResultList;

It is judged whether the edge is perturbed based on the
probability function. If the perturbation is required, the
edge is perturbed according to the different connecting
situation. If the high-core node is connected to the low-
core node, and the algorithm 3 is selected. The algorithm
4 is selected when the k-corona node with the same-core is
connected. If the K-lamina type node with the same core
number is existed in the connected edge , the algorithm 5
is selected. Algorithm 3 is a perturbation edge algorithm
for high-core connected low-core. Lines 3-7 and 18-22
ensure that the core number of nodes is unchanged and
the reachability between nodes is guaranteed. Lines 8 and
23 indicate that if no candidate nodes can guarantee the
reachability between the nodes, then the candidate nodes
in the opposite direction are selected to ensure that the
core number is unchanged.

Figure 2 shows the results of perturbing the edges that
high-core nodes connect to low-core. Table 2 shows the
RNT list of nodes (only the RNTE value of the per-
turbed nodes are listed, the bolds are the back propa-
gation RNTE value, and the RNTE (1) represents the
1-neighbor of node). If perturbing the edge <v4, v8>,
the algorithm compares the core number of nodes v4 and
v8 in the RNT list. The result indicates that the con-
nected edge is a high-core connected low-core. Delet-
ing the connected edge <v4, v8>, the algorithm selects
the reachable neighbor of the high-core node v4. The
candidate nodes are {v5, v6, v7, v1, v2, v3}, and the nodes
{v1, v2, v3} are preferentially selected. The preferentially
selected nodes ensure the core number of nodes unchanged
while ensuring the reachability between nodes. Finally,
the algorithm randomly selects the node v1, and adds an
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Algorithm 3 High-core connection low-core perturbance
(High To Lower)

Input: An edge <u,v>
Output: The perturbed edge result

1: Initialization: candidate=∅; Array=∅;
2: if core[u]>core[v] then
3: for u.reverse(RNT) do
4: if core[candidate]≥core[v] and candidate isNo-

tExist in v.RNT then
5: Add candidate to Array;
6: end if
7: end for
8: if Array.Size==0 then
9: for u.RNT do

10: if core[candidate] ≥core[v] and candidate is-
NotExist in v.RNT then

11: Add candidate to Array;
12: end if
13: end for
14: end if
15: return ResultList←(Random(Array),v);
16: else
17: for v.RNT do
18: if core[candidate] ≥core[u] and candidate isNo-

tExist in v.RNT then
19: Add candidate to Array;
20: end if
21: end for
22: if Array.Size==0 then
23: for v.reverse(RNT) do
24: if core[candidate] ≥ core[u] and candidate is-

NotExist in v.RNT then
25: Add candidate to Array;
26: end if
27: end for
28: end if
29: return ResultList←(u,Random(Array));
30: end if

edge<v1, v8>; For the perturbed edge <v7, v5>, the algo-
rithm compares the core number of nodes v7 and v5 in the
RNT list. The RNT list indicates that the connected edge
type is a low-core connected high-core. Finally, the algo-
rithm deletes the connected edge<v7, v5>, and selects the
neighbor of the high-core node v5. The candidate nodes
have {v6, v4, v1, v2, v8}. The algorithm randomly selects
node v6, and adds edges <v7, v6>.

Algorithm 4 is k-corona type nodes perturbation algo-
rithm. Lines 2-8 are the first perturbation, and ensure
that the core number of node v does not change. Lines
10-16 are the second perturbation, and ensure that the
core number of node u does not decrease.

Figure 3 shows the result of the connected edge pertur-
bation of the k-corona node. Table 3 shows the RNT list
of the perturbed nodes, the perturbed edge is <v6, v3>.
The core number and effective degree of nodes v6 and
v3 are compared in the RNT list. The result shows that

V1

V4

V3

V2

V6

V5

V7

V8

Figure 2: High-core connection low-core perturbance re-
sults

Table 2: The RNT list of nodes

Node RNTE(1) RNTE(2)

V4 45122 46222
41122 47211
42123 43222
48111

V8 84123 85222
V5 56122 52223

54123 51222
57111 58222

V7 75122 74223

Algorithm 4 K-Corona nodes perturbation
(Corona To Corona)

Input: An edge <u,v>
Output: The perturbed edge result

1: Initialization: candidate=∅; Array=∅;
2: for u.RNT do
3: if core[candidate] ≥core[u] and candidate isNotEx-

ist in v.RNT then
4: Add candidate to Array;
5: end if
6: end for
7: ResultList ← (Random(Array),v);
8: candidate=null; Array=null;
9: for v.RNT do

10: if core[candidate] ≥core[v] and candidate isNotEx-
ist in v.RNT then

11: Add RNT.disid to Array;
12: end if
13: end for
14: ResultList←(u,Random(Array));
15: return ResultList;

the edge with same-core and needs twice perturbations.
The first perturbation ensures that the core number of
nodes v6 is unchanged. The perturbance selects the high-
core neighbors of the node v3 are {v1, v2, v4}. The re-
sult preferentially selects the node v2, adds the connection
edge <v6, v2>. The second perturbation guarantees the
core number of node v3 and selects the high-core neighbor
v5, v4 of node v6, and prefer to select node v5. The result
adds an edge <v5, v3>.
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Table 3: The RNT list of the perturbed nodes

Node RNTE(1) RNTE(2)

V6 63122 64223
65122

V3 36122 34223
32123 31222

V1

V4

V3

V2

V6

V5

V7

V8

Figure 3: Perturbance result of the same-core K-Corona
type node

Algorithm 5 is k-lamina type node perturbation algo-
rithm. The two nodes have at least one k-lamina type.
The algorithm first selects the high-core or same-core
neighbors of the k-lamina type node. If the neighbor of
the k-lamina type node is always selected, the k-lamina
type node will become the k-corona type node. At last,
the core number of node will downgrade. The anony-
mous program will update the ef degree value when run
at lines 5-10.

Algorithm 5 Same-core k-lamina node perturbance
(Lamina To Lamina)

Input: An edge <u,v>
Output: The perturbed edge result ResultList

1: if core[u] < ef degree then
2: Select u.RNT;
3: ResultList← (Random(Array),v);
4: Update(u.ef degree-1);
5: end if
6: if core[v]< ef degree then
7: Select v.RNT;
8: ResultList← (u,Random(Array));
9: Update(u.ef degree-1);

10: end if
11: return ResultList;

Figure 4 shows the results of the perturbation of the k-
lamina type nodes. Table 4 shows the RNT list of the per-
turbed nodes. The perturbed edge <v4, v1> is required.
The core number and the effective degree of nodes v4 and
node v1 are compared in the RNT list. It shows that
nodes v4 and node v1 are the k-lamina type node with
the same-core. The neighbor of the node v4 is selected.
The candidate nodes have {v3, v5, v6}. The node v3 is
randomly selected, and the ef degree of the node v4 is
updated.

Table 4: The results of the perturbation of the k-lamina
type nodes

Node RNTE(1) RNTE(2)

V4 45422 46222
41122 47211
42123 43222

V1 14123 15222
12123 13222

V1

V4

V3

V2

V6

V5

V7

V8

Figure 4: The same core K-lamina type node perturbance
results

5.3 Algorithm Security Analysis

PPMPK obtains an anonymous social network graph
through random perturbations. G∗={V∗, E∗} is the
anonymous result graph obtained by deleting and adding
edges under the edge retention probability p of the orig-
inal social network graph G={V,E}. If the edge assign-
ment probability is 1-p, the edge is deleted. The can-
didate node is added. Assuming that all edges are per-
turbed once. Even if there are k-corona-type nodes con-
nected, the two perturbations will increase the security of
the connected edges. We suppose the number of nodes
and edges do not changed, |V | = |V ∗|,|E| = |E∗|, and |E|
is the set of edges in the original social network graph G.
If the edge retention probability is 0, the social network
graph is transformed into a completely random graph, so
that the data availability of the published graph is zero.

In the random perturbation graph, the attacker wants
to identify the target node, and must judge the possibil-
ity of the connected edge according to the edge retention
probability p and the anonymous graph G∗. If it is a full
graph random perturbance, the candidates for the tar-
get node x are all nodes from u∈G∗ (except v), because
adding and deleting edges are completely random. The
attacker wants to determine the exact probability of each
edge as:

Pr(p) =
1(

|E|
|E|
1−p

)( ∣∣E∣∣
|E|
1−p

) (2)

The denominator represents the probability of a ran-
dom perturbation under the retention probability p. For
PPMPK, the candidate node is restricted to the r neigh-
bors. The probability that the attacker can recognize the
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edge is proportional to Pr(p) and r value. By increasing
the r value and retention probability p, the publisher can
effectively prevent the attacker from identifying the real
destination node.

6 Performance and Evaluation

The PPMPK privacy protection algorithm performs per-
formance analysis and evaluation. The result compares
PPMPK with R-SW and R-A/D algorithms [16], and uses
different dimensions and methods for verification.

6.1 Experimental Setup

The algorithms were tested using five real social network
datasets:

1) Karate Karate Club Network.

2) Jazz Jazz Musician Network.

3) URV email network.

4) Polblogs political blog data set.

5) Amazon dataset.

The datasets description is shown in Table 5. n is the
number of nodes and m is the number of edges. deg rep-
resents the average degree and d represents the diameter.

Table 5: Data set

Dataset n m deg d

Karate 34 78 4.588 5
Jazz 198 2742 27.697 6

URV email 1133 5451 9.622 8
Polblogs 1224 16715 27.312 8
Amazon 403394 2443408 12.114 15

The experimental operating environment: 15 comput-
ing nodes, CPU 1.8GHz, 16GB RAM, Hadoop 2.7.2,
Spark2.2.0, programming language: Scala 2.11.12.

6.2 Running Time Analysis

Figure 5 is a comparison of PPMPK with R-A/D and
R-SW (r = 3) for running time. It can be seen that
PPMPK selects 5% to 25% of the edges for anonymity
in the 3-hop neighbors of node in the Amazon dataset.
When running the anonymous algorithm, the time dif-
ferences between the R-SW and R-A/D is small. This
is because the random algorithm does not need to cal-
culate the candidate nodes, but the PPMPK algorithm
needs to decompose the social network to obtaining a K-
Core graph and requires information propagation between
nodes when selecting candidate nodes, so PPMPK algo-
rithm takes slightly longer than R-SW and R-A/D.
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Figure 5: Running time comparison graph

6.3 Information Loss Analysis

We use RelativeError = |u−u∗|/u (u and u∗ refer to the
metrics in the original graph and the perturbation graph)
to evaluate the average shortest path and closeness cen-
trality after the social network graph perturbance. The
smaller the value, the smaller the information loss, the
better the data availability is maintained.
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Figure 6: The relative error of average shortest path
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Figure 7: The relative error of closeness centrality

Figures 6 and 7 show different local neighbor r on the
average shortest path and closeness centrality in the Pol-
blogs dataset (Note: X-axis represents the percentage of
perturbed edges, and Y-axis represents the relative error
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rate after the perturbation). As the number of perturbed
edges increases, the relative error of the average shortest
path and the closeness center are increased. As the per-
turbation edges increase, the information loss is greater.
When the number of perturbed edges is constant, the rel-
ative error may decrease as the perturbance r increases
because the candidate node is far away from the source
node. When adding edges,fewer vertices are changed in
the path. In contrast, the distance between the candidate
nodes and the source node are greatly change.

In order to measure the influence of the anonymous al-
gorithm on the graph structure, the topological properties
of the graph are used to represent the feature changes of
the graph, for example: average distance (dist), diameter
(d), transitivity (t), second small eigenvalue (µ2) of the
Laplace matrix, betweenness centrality (CB) and close-
ness centrality (CC). Under the p-perturbance, the infor-
mation loss of the social network graph is expressed as
V(G,G∗p ). V(G) is the topological property value of the
original graph, and V(G∗p) is the topological property of
the graph after the perturbance.

V (G,G∗p) =
∥∥V (G)− V (G∗p)

∥∥
2

(3)

Table 6 shows the information loss of the PPMPK and
RA/D and R-SW algorithms after perturbing the edges
under different datasets of p=0.25 and r=3 (the bold value
is the optimal value). It can be seen from the table that
the PPMPK algorithm can protect the structure informa-
tion of the graph well in most cases. Figure 8 shows the
average shortest path change after anonymity in the jazz
social network. The closest algorithm to origin graph is
the PPMPK algorithm, which indicates that the informa-
tion loss of the PPMPK anonymity is the smallest.

Table 6: The information loss situation

Methods dist d t CB CC µ2

karate
R-A/D 0.048 0.331 0.031 0.030 0.053 0.058
R-SW 0.120 0.596 0.019 0.022 0.037 0.184
PPMPK 0.020 0.120 0.011 0.019 0.026 0.060
Jazz
R-A/D 0.188 1.927 0.111 0.008 0.045 1.856
R-SW 0.127 0.504 0.105 0.006 0.032 0.056
PPMPK 0.237 0.244 0.093 0.001 0.102 0.137
URV email
R-A/D 0.099 0.508 0.038 0.128 0.147 0.317
R-SW 0.114 0.165 0.044 0.088 0.012 0.003
PPMPK 0.073 0.100 0.042 0.001 0.039 0.047
Ploblogs
R-A/D 0.116 2.319 0.040 0.144 0.110 0.429
R-SW 0.088 0.846 0.033 0.089 0.038 0.062
PPMPK 0.010 0.600 0.001 0.001 0.022 0.058
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Figure 8: The information loss of average shortest path

6.4 Analysis of Community Structure

By running three kinds of clustering methods to evalu-
ate the influence of the perturbation edge on commu-
nity, the technology used is python’s ‖igraph‖ package.
Community clustering method are Walktrap(WT) [10],
Infomap(IM) [2], Multilevel(ML) [3]. Although these al-
gorithms allow overlapping communities, this experiment
sets the corresponding parameter to zero. In order to vi-
sualize the changes in the community, the precision index
(Precision index) is introduced [11]. If the ltv(v) = lpv(v)
is equal to 1. the result indicates that the node in the
original graph is the same as the anonymous community.
If the node community is not the same as the anonymous
community, then ltv(v) 6= lpv(v) is 0. The precision index
formula is defined as follows:

Precision index (G,G∗) =
1

n

∑
v∈G

ρltv(v)=lpv(v) (4)

Table 7 shows the community changes of PPMPK, R-
A/D and R-SW algorithms after clustering at p=0.25 and
r=3. It can be seen from Table 7 that the R-SW algorithm
works better than the R-A/D algorithm in protecting the
community to which the node belongs, because the R-SW
is only switching edge. The PPMPK algorithm consid-
ers the node’s K-Core for edge perturbation anonymity.
The PPMPK algorithm can achieve the best results in
most cases. Figure 9 shows the results of the Polblogs
dataset using the Infomap clustering algorithm. As the
anonymity increases, the accuracy of clustering results de-
creases. From the overall results, the PPMPK algorithm
is more effective than R-SW and R-A/D algorithms in
protecting the community.

6.5 Analysis of Large-Scale Data Results

For large datasets, Figures 10 and 11 are the results of
the algorithms running in the Amazon dataset. As the
anonymity increases, the relative error of graph connec-
tivity and average clustering coefficient increases. This
is because the algorithm needs to be perturbed more
edges as the anonymity P increases. The R-SW and R-
A/D algorithms do not consider the nodes’ changes after
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Table 7: Perturbed 25% of the edge of community changes

Method IM ML WT

R-A/D 0.236 0.186 0.327
karate R-SW 0.284 0.213 0.323

PPMPK 0.114 0.117 0.147
R-A/D 0.131 0.118 0.113

Jazz R-SW 0.101 0.099 0.078
PPMPK 0.089 0.142 0.08
R-A/D 0.313 0.396 0.495

URV email R-SW 0.251 0.373 0.281
PPMPK 0.22 0.154 0.255
R-A/D 0.226 0.23 0.227

Polblogs R-SW 0.123 0.062 0.066
PPMPK 0.062 0.102 0.023
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Figure 9: The result of Infomap clustering algorithm
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Figure 10: The result of connectivity
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Figure 11: The result of average clustering coefficient

anonymity, so the structural information loss of the graph
is larger than the PPMNK algorithm. The information
loss of PPMPK algorithm at P=25% is less than 20%,
which guarantees the structure of the graph well. It shows
that the PPMPK algorithm also has a good performance
in large-scale social networks.

7 Conclusion

In order to protect the stability of the node community,
a large-scale social network privacy protection method
for protecting the k-core is proposed. In order to deal
with the large-scale social network graph, the algorithm
used Pregel graph calculation model as a basis to com-
pute large-scale social network graphs. The core num-
ber was used to measure the influence of the nodes. The
core number of nodes were kept constant after anonymity.
The community of social network graph were kept stable.
Finally, it was verified that the PPMPK algorithm can
effectively protect the structural stability of the graph
community by experimental tests and analysis while in-
creased the data availability of the graph and ensured the
privacy of the social network graph compared with other
algorithms.
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Abstract

Using the traditional auto-encoder (AE) model to detect
data anomaly has certain limitations. This is because
data must be preprocessed to obtain a data-set containing
only normal data. In this paper, the difference between
the output and input data of each reconstruction of AE
is calculated by combining the principal component anal-
ysis method, and the abnormal data is isolated. Namely,
it divides the input data into normal and abnormal parts.
AE reconstructs the normal part, and the abnormal part
is optimized by the proximal method. Then an unsu-
pervised data anomaly detection method based on the
depth auto-coding network (DAE) model is implemented
using the alternating direction multiplier method to train
the whole model and achieve the predetermined training
times before the output results. Finally, we conduct ex-
periments on real data set and compare the related state-
of-the-art deep learning models with our proposed model.
The results show that the AUC value of our proposed
model reaches the optimal value. As a result, the perfor-
mance of data anomaly detection is better, which has a
good practical value for the detection of data anomalies
in real problems.

Keywords: Auto-encoder; Deep Learning; Unsupervised
Data Anomaly Detection; Principal Component Analysis

1 Introduction

With the popularization of the Internet and the develop-
ment of information technology, anomaly detection has
gradually become a research hotspot in the field of data
mining. Anomaly detection, which aims to detect abnor-
mal values in observed data, is widely used in credit card
fraud, network intrusion detection, equipment anomaly
detection, medical analysis and weather forecasting. In
the above fields, the generation of abnormal data, relative
to the large number of normal data, is usually regarded
as a random phenomenon [13,21]. It does not conform to

the data pattern of normal data, does not have the data
correlation of positive sample. Meanwhile, the abnormal
data samples are relatively rare. Therefore, how to accu-
rately detect a small number of abnormal data in a large
number of data has become a key difficulty to be solved
in this research field [12,17].

In recent years, researchers have done a lot of re-
search work on data anomaly detection. Data anomaly
detection methods can be roughly divided into two meth-
ods: traditional machine learning and deep neural net-
work [6,9]. Currently, the main machine learning methods
for anomaly detection include Isolation Forest (IF) and
One Class Support Vector Machine (OCSVM) [1, 3]. For
example, Susto et al. [16] adopted IF data anomaly detec-
tion method, and the AUC value of anomaly detection in
power dispatching flow data reached to 0.968. Shang et
al. [15] used the improved OCSVM method to detect net-
work traffic anomalies, which improved the classification
accuracy by nearly 10%, and effectively solved the disad-
vantages of traditional traffic anomaly detection methods,
such as low accuracy and high cost. At present, Auto En-
coder (AE) and Variational Auto Encoder (VAE) deep
neural network models are mainly used in data anomaly
detection [5,7,14]. Ji et al. [10] used the improved variator
auto-encoder to detect network intrusion data set KDD-
CUP, and the AUC value reached to 0.951, higher than
the traditional data anomaly detection model.

With the progress of deep neural network model for
data anomaly detection, the performance of traditional
machine learning model is not as good as that of neural
network model. For example, due to the classification fea-
ture of IF and OCSVM model, it is no longer suitable for
high dimensional data anomaly detection. Although auto-
encoding and variational auto-encoding models generally
perform better than traditional machine learning mod-
els in data anomaly detection, model training requires
normal (clean) data [2, 8]. On the other hand, the tra-
ditional auto-coding model is used to data anomaly de-
tection. The training data set generally includes normal
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data and abnormal data. If the model can only be trained
with normal data, data preprocessing must be carried out
in advance to obtain the data set containing only normal
data, which has certain limitations on anomaly detection
of actual data.

In the construction of auto-encoding network, the deep
learning method has been used to detect abnormal data
in a specific environment. Aiming at the problems ex-
isting in the current data anomaly detection methods,
this paper introduces the auto-encoding model in the
Deep learning network and improves the auto-encoding
model to build the Deep Auto Encoder (DAE) model.
The model not only outperforms the traditional machine
learning model in anomaly detection, but also overcomes
the limitation that the traditional auto-encoding requires
normal data for model training. And the network model
can be trained without normal (clean) data. The exper-
imental results show that the deep auto-coding model is
better than the traditional machine learning model and
the auto-encoding model in data anomaly detection.

2 Construction of Deep Auto-
encoder Model

The deep auto-encoder model proposed in this paper is
based on the auto-encoder model, and the data is divided
into two parts for processing by principal component anal-
ysis, which can make up for the defect that the traditional
auto-encoder model needs normal data sets for training
and detecting abnormal data effectively.

2.1 Auto-encoder Model Network

AE is a three-layer neural network model containing input
layer, hidden layer and output layer. It obtains impor-
tant information in data through unsupervised learning
algorithm. The low-dimensional compression expression
process from the input layer to the hidden layer can be
called the Encoder stage. And the compression feature
map in the hidden layer restores approximate raw data of
the output layer, this process is called Decoder stage [18].

Let the original spatial data be Rm×n, m is the data
instance number in the original space. n is the dimension
of each instance data. X(i) ∈ Rn(i = 1, 2, · · · ,m), the
encoding and decoding processes are shown in Equation
(1) and Equation (2), respectively.

h(i) = Eθ(x
(i)) = σ(Wx(i) + b). (1)

ĥ(i) = Dθ(h
(i)) = σ(W ′x(i) + b). (2)

Where h(i) gets the feature expression of the hidden
layer through the encoder for each input instance x(i).
θ = (w, b) is the network parameter, and W is the weight
matrix before the hidden layer. b is the bias value of neu-
rons in the hidden layer. σ(x) is the activation function.
In this paper, we select the Sigmoid function as Equation
(3). In formula (2), ĥ(i) is the reconstructed expression

of the hidden layer after decoding. θ = (w′, b′) is the net-
work parameter. W ′ is the weight matrix from the hidden
layer to the output layer, usually W ′ = WT . b′ is the bias
value of the neuron in the output layer.

σ(x) =
1

1 + e−x
. (3)

The learning goal of AE is to minimize the value of recon-
struction error L, so that the input and output values are
as close as possible. The choice of error function L is the
mean square error loss function shown in Equation (4).

L(x, x̂) =
1

m

m∑
1

(x̂− x)2. (4)

Then the target function of auto-encoder can be rewritten
as:

minD,E = ||X −D(E(X))||. (5)

Where X is the input data. E is the encoder. D is the
decoder. || · || is L2-norm. The deep auto-encoder model
mentioned in this paper is improved on the basis of the
original auto-encoder. In fact, it improves Equation (5)
to make it better be applied to data anomaly detection.

2.2 Deep Auto-encoder Network Con-
struction

The traditional auto-encoding network is applied to data
anomaly detection. Firstly, a auto-encoder is trained with
the normal data set, and the error of abnormal data recon-
struction is calculated by the auto-encoder [20]. Finally,
it sets a threshold α. If the reconstruction error is greater
than this threshold, it is abnormal. Otherwise, it is nor-
mal. It can be seen that the traditional auto-encoder is
applied to data anomaly detection, and normal (clean)
data is needed for model training. Moreover, according
to the objective function of Equation (5), the objective
function has no constraint term (regular term), which also
makes the model prone to over-fitting.

Principal component analysis (PCA) mainly finds the
eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of
the covariance matrix in the data set. Thus it finds sev-
eral directions with the largest data variance, and achieves
the effect of dimensionality reduction for the data. In the
process of data anomaly detection, PCA method is in-
troduced and the input data is divided into two parts:
normal data and abnormal data. The output of the nor-
mal data is reconstructed by the auto-encoding network,
and the output of the abnormal data is optimized by the
proximal method, as shown in Figure 1.

At the initial moment, assuming that the abnormal
part of the input data is 0, that is, the entire initial
input data X0 is treated as a normal part. After the
auto-encoding network training, the difference between
the output reconstructed data LD0 and the initial input
data X0 is the abnormal part S0 of the current training.
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Figure 1: Deep auto-encoding model structure

Furthermore, the method of proximal optimization is used
to optimize the output and then the difference between
the output and the input data is calculated for the next
model training. As described in PCA method, input data
X is divided into two parts for processing, that is:

X = L+ S. (6)

Where X represents the input data, L represents the nor-
mal (clean) part of the input data. S is the abnormal
data. The L is input into the auto-encoder network to
effectively reconstruct the output LD. After the input
data X, S = X − LD is obtained. The output S is op-
timized by the proximal method, and then L = X − S
is obtained by subtracted from the input data X. After
such alternate optimization, the model completes a train-
ing. It outputs the final result when the set number of
iterations is reached. It uses PCA method to divide in-
put data into abnormal and normal part. The model not
only can be isolated from abnormal data, and the normal
part is trained through the encoder, but also through the
proximal optimization method, it optimizes the abnormal
part, which makes iterative positive samples and negative
samples be separated effectively. Finally, it achieves the
effect of anomaly detection. This construction will help
the model better describe the distribution of normal data
in the data set, and it is expected to achieve a good effect
of anomaly detection without labeled samples.
S is added to the regular part of the target function.

According to formula (5) and constructed model in Fig-
ure 1, the objective function of the model can be rewritten
as:

minθ,S = ||LD −Dθ(Eθ(L))||2 + λ||S||2,1. (7)

Where L is the normal (clean) data, which can be recon-
structed well by the auto-encoder. S contains abnormal
or noise data that is difficult to reconstruct by the auto-
encoder. LD is the output data after normal (clean) data
reconstruction. Eθ and Dθ in the formula are to param-
eterize the encoder/decoder. λ is the parameter that ad-
justs the sparsity degree of S, that is, the proportion of
abnormal data input in the data center. It is an impor-
tant parameter in the subsequent model training. That

is, if the λ is smaller, then the model considers that there
are more abnormal data. On the contrary, the abnormal
data is less. ||S||2,1 is the L21 norm, and its calculation
formula is:

||S||2,1 =

m∑
i=1

||xi||2 =

m∑
i=1

(

n∑
j=1

|xij |2)0.5. (8)

The L21 norm can be defined that it first solves L2 norm
of each row to get a vector with m row one column, and
then calculates the one norm of this vector. Namely, it is
the sum of L2 norm of each row in matrix X.

The output result of model ŷ can be defined that the
matrix X − LD − S calculates the L2 norm for each row.
Then it obtains a column vector with m row, as shown in
Equation (9).

ŷ = (

n∑
j=1

|xij |2)0.5. (9)

Where xij is the i-th row and j-th column value in X −
LD − S.

Since the S matrix represents abnormal data, when a
row in the S matrix is basically close to the 0 vector, it
indicates that the input instance of this article is likely to
be normal data, and the output result ŷ is approximately
the L2 norm of X − LD. When a row vector in the S
matrix cannot be ignored, it indicates that the input in-
stance is likely to be abnormal data, and the output result
ŷ is shown in Equation (9). The decision function of the
final model can set a corresponding threshold to classify
the data into abnormal or normal data.

3 Proposed Detection Model

3.1 Depth Auto-encoding Algorithm

The detailed algorithm of the constructed deep auto-
encoding model in this paper is shown Algorithm 1. From
Step 3 to 10, they are the main DAE algorithm. Step 3
first initializes S and LD as the 0 matrix. And it randomly
initializes the weight W and bias b in the auto-encoding
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network. Steps 5-10 are one training of the DAE model.
Steps 7 and 8 are the reconstructed input part by the tra-
ditional auto-encoder. Steps 9 and 10 are the improved
deep auto-encoder. The sparse matrix S is specifically up-
dated according to the reconstructed LD, and the sparse
matrix is optimized by proximal optimization method. In
this way, the DAE model completes a training, and when
the training times reach the upper limit of the iteration
number iteration limit, the model outputs the final de-
cision score Sn.

Algorithm 1 DAE:deep auto-encoding model

1: Input. X ∈ Rm×n. m is the number of input data
instances, and n is the dimension of each instance
data.

2: Output. Sn = ŷn(n = 1, 2, · · · ,m). It outputs the de-
cision score Sn that the probability of each instance
belongs to a positive sample. This instance data is
normal data when the value of Sn approaches 1. Oth-
erwise, this instance data is abnormal data when the
value of Sn approaches 0.

3: Initializing S ∈ Rm×n, LD ∈ Rm×n.
4: Let the initial training iteration number t = 0.
Iteration limit is set according to different data sets.

5: While (t < iteration limit) do
6: LD = X − S.
7: Back propagation (BP) algorithm is used to mini-

mize the objective function ||LD −D(E(LD))||2 and
optimize the auto-encoding network parameter θ =
(W, b).

8: LD = D(E(LD)).
9: S = X − LD.

10: The sparse matrix S is optimized by the proximal
optimization method. S = prox(l2,1(S), λ).

11: At the end of one model training, t = t+ 1.
12: End
13: The decision score Sn of each instance data is calcu-

lated based on the model training results. In other
words, the matrix X − LD − S calculates the L2
norm for each row. Finally, in order to better eval-
uate the performance of the model, the output re-
sults are normalized to the interval of (0, 1). Then
Sn = minmax scale(||X − LD − S||2), where the L2
norm is to operate on rows.

14: The model outputs Sn.

3.2 Proximal Optimization Method

The proximal optimization method provides a proximal
operator, which is equivalent to the threshold function [4].
Compared with the λ value, the S part of the data is opti-
mized and updated. After each iteration, the S part of the
normal data (positive sample) will be set to 0, while the
S part of the abnormal data (negative sample) will be set
to the value related to the threshold. When the 2 norm
of the row is greater than λ, its optimized S value will

be larger, and the model will consider that the probabil-
ity of the current row is larger. Therefore, after proximal
optimization algorithm, the normal data and the abnor-
mal data can be separated effectively, so as to achieve the
effect of abnormal data detection.

The proximal optimization method is used to optimize
the S in step 10 of Algorithm 1, and the S is solved ac-
cording to the λ value. Where, λ is a threshold for regu-
lating normal data and abnormal data. If the λ is smaller,
the model is more sensitive to data. The model consid-
ers that the proportion of abnormal data is higher. The
proximal optimization algorithm is as Algorithm 2, where
Steps 4-9 are the main part of the algorithm. Steps 5, 6
calculate the 2-norm of each row in S. If the 2-norm of
the current row is greater than λ, the row will be updated;
otherwise, it will be set as 0 directly. Therefore, it can
be iterated through the proximal optimization algorithm
every time to separate the normal data from the abnor-
mal data, which is also an important parameter in the
subsequent model parameters.

Algorithm 2 Proximal optimization method

Input. S ∈ Rm×n, λ.
2: Output. Soutput.

Initializing output matrix Soutput.
4: for i in 1 to m
L2normi = (

∑n
j=1 |S[i, j]|2)0.5

6: If L2normi > λ.
for j in 1 to n

8: S[i, j]output = S[i, j]− λ s[i,j]
L2normi

Otherwise, S[i, j]output = 0.
10: Output optimized sparse matrix Soutput according to

λ.

3.3 Model Training Method

In this paper, DAE adopts the Alternating Direction
Method of Multipliers (ADMM) method for model train-
ing. ADMM divides the objective function into two or
more parts to optimize the model. Firstly, some parts
are optimized and others are fixed. Equation (6) is
divided into two parts. One part optimizes L, so S
is fixed as a constant. The optimization objective is
||LD −Dθ(Eθ(L))||2. The other part optimizes S, so L is
fixed as a constant. The first part is optimized by using
the Back Propagation (BP) method, which is a classical
optimization method in deep learning training model [19].
When optimizing S, minimization regular term of proxi-
mal optimization mentioned in 3.2 is used.

Finally, the training of the whole model is actually to
first fix S, uses BP algorithm to train the auto-encoder
and minimizes ||LD −Dθ(Eθ(L))||2. Then it fixes L and
uses the method of proximal optimization to optimize
the regularization part. In each alternate minimization,
S = X − LD and LD = X − S are calculated, respec-
tively, until the iteration number is reached. Then the
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model training is completed, and the final result is out-
put. From the construction and training of the whole al-
gorithm, it can be seen that the DAE model training does
not need labeled data and belongs to unsupervised learn-
ing, which has a wider application than semi-supervised
learning. Moreover, the constraint term (regular term)
is added to the DAE model, which makes the model less
prone to over-fitting and has stronger generalization abil-
ity, which is expected to obtain more reliable results.

4 Experiments and Analysis

The experiment is implemented in the Intel Core i7
CPU1.6GHZ, Graphics Card AMDHD8600,4G RAM en-
vironment and Windows10 operating system. Python3.5
is used for the simulation experiment. The DAE algo-
rithm is conducted by TensorFlow framework, and other
baseline algorithms are implemented by PyOD own pack-
age.

4.1 Evaluation Index

The AUC (Area Under Curve) value is used to evalu-
ate the performance of the model [11]. TP (True Pos-
itive) refers to the correct number of predicted positive
samples. FP (False Positive) is the number of prediction
errors in the positive prediction samples. TN (True Nega-
tive) is the number of correct predictions in the predicted
negative sample. FN (False Negative) is the number of
prediction errors in negative samples.

ROC is Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve. Each
point on the ROC curve reflects the sensitivity to the same
signal. The area enclosed with the coordinate axis under
the ROC curve is the AUC value. Where, the horizon-
tal axis is FPR (False Positive Rate): FPR = FP

FP+TN ,
and the vertical axis is the True Positive Rate (Recall):
TPR = TP

TP+FN . AUC value is a probability value be-
tween 0.1 and 1. The higher the AUC value is, the more
likely the current classification algorithm is to rank the
positive samples in front of the negative samples. It can
better classify and effectively evaluate the quality of the
model. Due to the inhomogeneity of positive and nega-
tive samples in abnormal detection data, the AUC value
is not affected by the imbalance of positive and negative
samples. Thus the experiment mainly compares the AUC
value with different algorithms.

4.2 Data Set

In this paper, the data sets used in PyOD toolkit are
compared with the traditional anomaly detection meth-
ods [22]. PyOD is a comprehensive and extensible Python
exception detection kit, which integrates many traditional
exception detection algorithm models. To verify the per-
formance of DAE algorithm, 7 multi-dimensional point
data sets are selected for comparison inn this paper. The
column number represents the feature the dimension and
the label value (i.e., y value). The row number represents

the sample number of the data set. The DAE model in-
puts X as the multidimensional data. The required label
(y value) 1 represents the anomaly and 0 represents the
normal value. Table 1 shows the detailed information of
each data set. Note: the second column is the data sam-
ples number. The third column is the data dimension.
The fourth column is outlier ratio.

Table 1: Data information

Dataset Samples Dimensions Outliers(%)
cardio 1831 21 9.6122
mnist 7603 100 9.2069

satimage-2 5803 36 1.2235
wbc 378 30 5.5556
musk 3062 166 3.1679

optdigits 5219 64 2.8758
pendigits 6870 16 2.2707

4.3 Results Analysis

For each dataset, it is first randomly shuffled into two
parts: 80% for training and 20% for testing. In order
to study the influence of different super-parameters on
the results of the model, the mnist data is taken as an
example. The model with different λ values and auto-
encoding network structures are tested to obtain the AUC
values under various conditions. Then it finds the opti-
mal super-parameters, as shown in Table 2 and Table 3.
Table 2 compares the effects of different auto-encoding
hidden layers and the number of neurons on the AUC
value. It sets the optimal parameters for other parame-
ters in this model. According to the experiment, when
the auto-encoding hidden layer is 3 layers and the num-
ber of neurons in the first layer is between 0.6 and 0.7 of
the input data dimension, the AUC value reaches to the
optimal value. Table 3 analyzes the influence of λ on the
model. According to Algorithm 2, λ is a threshold for
regulating normal data and abnormal data. In Table 1,
the outlier proportion in mnist data set is 9.21%, so the
parameters of model λ are adjusted. When the deter-
mined outlier ratio by the model is close to 9.21%, then
λ value is used as the optimal parameter for the model.
When λ = 1, the outlier proportion is close to the actual
value, and the AUC value reaches to the maximum, then
λ value is the optimal parameter in the model. Note:
A=Auto-encoding hidden layer network structure.

Different super-parameters are studied on mnist data
set by the model, and the same method is used to fine-
tune the parameters in the other 6 data sets. The optimal
super-parameters are shown in Table 4. Where, the main
parameters that need to fine-tune are: The number of
hidden layers in the auto-encoder, the number of neurons
in each hidden layer (layers), the batch size selected in a
training, the learning rate of this model, and the super-
parameter (λ) defined in the model.
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Table 2: AUC values of different auto-encoding network
structures under mnist data set

A Layer AUC
[64,32] 3 0.8704

[64,32,16] 3 0.8761
[64,16,8] 3 0.8821

[64,32,16,8] 4 0.8678
[64,32,16,8,4] 5 0.8701

[70,50,30] 3 0.8836

Table 3: The performance of auto-encoding model under
different k values

λ Outlier ratio (%) AUC
0.1 100 0.5143
0.9 12.58 0.8721
0.95 10.32 0.8789

1 8.91 0.8836
1.05 6.64 0.8822
1.1 5.32 0.8714
2 1.47 0.8657
5 0.06 0.8403

At present, the commonly used methods for data
anomaly detection mainly include ABOD, FB, IForest,
KNN, LOF, MCD, PCA, OCSVM and AE. In here,
the first seven methods are unsupervised machine learn-
ing methods, OCSVM is semi-supervised machine learn-
ing method, AE is semi-supervised deep neural network
method. The DAE model proposed in this paper is an un-
supervised deep neural network method. In order to prove
the unsupervised anomaly detection effect of the proposed
DAE model, seven unsupervised machine learning meth-
ods, one semi-supervised machine learning method and
one semi-supervised deep neural network method are se-
lected for comparative experiments.

In the experiment, the optimal super-parameters in Ta-
ble 4 are adopted to draw ROC curves with the 10 meth-
ods. Figure 2 shows the ROC curves of each method un-
der the minst data set. The AUC value of the DAE model
is compared with other 9 methods. The AUC value rank-
ing of 10 methods in each data set is investigated. The
results are shown in Table 5.

Note: The format of the data in the table is
AUC/RANK. RANK is the rank of the AUC val-
ues of each method in each data set. The bold is the
optimal result in the current data set.

According to the table, the DAE model achieves the best
AUC value in 4 data sets, the second best AUC value in
one data set, and the third and sixth in the other two
data sets respectively, which shows a good abnormal data
detection effect. On the other hand, in the 7 unsupervised

Figure 2: ROC curve with minist datase

machine learning methods, only IForest and KNN have
best value one time in the wbc and the optdigits data
set respectively, but the ranking of the two methods in
the other 6 data sets is relatively poor. For example, the
AUC value of IForest in the mnist data set (0.7965) is
significantly lower than that of the DAE model (0.8836).
The AUC value of KNN in the pendigits dataset (0.7487)
is significantly lower than the AUC value of the DAE
model (0.9532), showing a dependency on the dataset.

Although the AUC value of OCSVM method in
satimage-2 and musk is better, AE method in three data
sets achieves sub-optimal situation, the AUC values are
obviously lower than the DAE in other data sets Also
semi-supervised learning needs normal to train the model,
which has certain limitations in anomaly detection for the
actual data. From the above comparative test results, it
can be seen that the 9 methods adopted in this experi-
ment all have a great dependence on the data set, and the
stability and reliability of anomaly detection in different
data sets are poor. The DAE model has stronger sta-
bility and reliability and is more suitable for actual data
anomaly detection. The improved model not only over-
comes the limitation that traditional self-coding requires
normal data for model training, but also has higher AUC
value and model stability in data anomaly detection than
traditional machine learning model and traditional auto-
encoding model, which has great advantages over tradi-
tional data anomaly detection methods.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a deep auto-encoding network model (DAE)
is constructed by improving the original auto-encoding
model and combining with the principal component anal-
ysis method. The proximal optimization method is
used to optimize the regularization part of the objective
function, the back propagation optimization method is
adopted to optimize the auto-encoding part. And ADMM
is used to train the whole model. In the experimental
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Table 4: Super-parameter selection in deep auto-encoding model

DAE model Layers Iteration λ Batch size Learning rate Dropout rate Regularizer
cardio [15,10,5] 40 1.3 10 5.00E-05 0.01 1.00E-04
mnist [70,50,30] 50 1 1000 5.00E-05 0.2 1.00E-04

satimage-2 [32,16,8] 50 2.7 1000 3.00E-04 0.1 1.00E-04
wbc [24,16,10] 60 2.1 50 6.00E-05 0.1 1.00E-04
musk [120,100,50] 60 1.5 500 1.00E-04 0.2 1.00E-04

optdigits [51,32,19] 100 1.4 1000 8.00E-05 0.2 2.00E-01
pendigits [10,8,5] 100 2.1 50 1.00E-05 0.2 1.00E-04

Table 5: AUC value with 10 algorithms

Model ABOD FB IForest KNN LOF MCD PCA AE DAE

cardio 0.5693/10 0.5899/8 0.9227/5 0.7238/7 0.5737/9 0.8269/6 0.9505/3 0.9587/2 0.9593/1

mnist 0.7816/8 0.7205/9 0.7966/7 0.8482/6 0.7162/10 0.8554/3 0.8527/5 0.8657/2 0.8837/1

satimage-2 0.8190/8 0.4589/9 0.9953/3 0.9536/7 0.4577/10 0.996/2 0.9821/5 0.9823/4 0.9812/6

wbc 0.9048/9 0.9325/4 0.9268/6 0.9367/1 0.9349/2 0.9175/7 0.9159/8 0.7399/10 0.9334/3

musk 0.1844/9 0.5289/7 0.9996/4 0.7686/6 0.5287/8 0.9993/5 0.9995/3 0.9998/2 1/1

optdigits 0.4667/6 0.4437/8 0.7202/1 0.3708/10 0.4501/7 0.4034/9 0.5086/3 0.4883/5 0.5852/2

pendigits 0.6878/8 0.4676/10 0.9452/2 0.7487/7 0.4698/9 0.8332/6 0.9353/4 0.9364/3 0.9533/1

part, the deep auto-encoding model is applied to 7 real
data sets and compared with 9 methods. The experimen-
tal results show that the model presented in this paper
is optimal in 4 data sets and sub-optimal in 1 data set,
and 3rd, 6th ranked in other two data sets, respectively.
The comprehensive results of DAE are better than other
methods. Therefore, as far as its performance is con-
cerned, the new model in this paper can provide a new
way for the current data anomaly detection, which has
certain research value. In the future, we will study more
deep learning methods and apply them into data anomaly
detection.
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Abstract

In recent years, the infringement problem of digital copy-
right has become more serious. To strengthen the digital
copyright protection of knowledge achievement data, this
paper aims to apply the blockchain to the digital copy-
right protection of knowledge achievement data in the oil
and gas industry. Firstly, this paper analyzes the content
and format of oil and gas knowledge achievement data
and designs a set of metadata structures of oil and gas
knowledge achievement data. Secondly, combined with
the block structure characteristics in the blockchain, the
data structure of the system block is designed and imple-
mented. Finally, according to the characteristics of the
block data structure designed in the system, the relevant
functional functions are designed and developed by using
smart contracts. Based on the above work, the develop-
ment of the system was realized by using the technology of
Hyperledger Fabric, InterPlanetary File System (IPFS),
and the national secret algorithm.

Keywords: Blockchain; Digital copyright protection; Data
structure; Smart contracts; Hyperledger Fabric

1 Introduction

With the continuous development and advancement of
global digitization, intelligence, major companies are pay-
ing more and more attention to the development of dig-
itization, intelligence, and informatization. Since many
years, various oil fields and research institutions have ac-
cumulated a large amount of knowledge and achievements
in oil and gas exploration and development. The digital
copyright protection of these knowledge achievement data
is particularly important for the development of the oil
and gas industry. In the current context of digital copy-

right protection, digital copyright protection is facing a
series of problems such as complicated procedures, long
process time, high cost and unable to provide effective le-
gal supervision [3, 8]. Therefore, how to reduce the cost
of copyright registration, ensure the legitimate rights and
interests of copyright owners, and improve the supervision
of the law has become an urgent problem to be solved in
today’s copyright protection [19,22].

With the continuous development of blockchain tech-
nology, digital copyright protection has ushered in a new
development space. The characteristics of blockchain
technology, such as decentralization, distributed stor-
age, non-tampering, security, transparency and scalabil-
ity, providing a perfect and applicable solution for the dig-
ital copyright protection of knowledge achievement data,
and providing a strong support for the development and
reform of digital copyright protection [11].

In this paper, a digital copyright protection system of
oil and gas knowledge achievement data based on con-
sortium blockchain is designed and implemented by using
blockchain. Before the system design, this article ana-
lyzed the format and content of the knowledge achieve-
ment data of the oil and gas industry. Due to the partic-
ularity and privacy of the oil and gas knowledge achieve-
ment data to a certain extent, in terms of implementing
digital copyright protection with blockchain technology,
this article firstly designed the metadata data structure
of the oil and gas knowledge achievement data, on the
premise of ensuring the security and privacy of oil and
gas knowledge achievement data, it realized the secure
storage and digital application of oil and gas knowledge
achievement data. At the same time, according to the
structural characteristics of the blocks in the blockchain,
a set of block data structures for oil and gas knowledge
achievements that meet system specifications and User
needs are designed. Based on the above work, the smart
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contract in the blockchain is used to design and imple-
ment related functional functions. The implementation of
the functional functions meets the User’s business needs
for the system. In this system, the holder of knowledge
achievement is the node of the system to manage the copy-
right information. At the same time, the digital copyright
protection system based on blockchain also provides the
User with the corresponding identity access mechanism
and User rights. Only after the User passes the examina-
tion of the system can he register his identity and obtain
his public and private keys. In this system, we use Inter
Planetary File System (IPFS) to store knowledge achieve-
ment data, and SM2 algorithm is used to realize the hash
value encryption protection of the knowledge achievement
data of oil and gas, which ensures the privacy and security
of the digital copyright related information of the knowl-
edge achievement data of oil and gas.

2 Related Work

Digital rights protection technology is also known as Dig-
ital Rights Management (DRM). DRM is a new type
of digital rights protection technology, which combines
encryption technology, digital identification technology,
identity authentication, digital watermarking and elec-
tronic transaction technology.

Recently, many scholars have developed research meth-
ods that combine blockchain technology with tradi-
tional digital rights protection technology. Ding et
al. [6] designed and implemented three functions of
copyright information protection, copyright information
query and copyright information transaction by combin-
ing blockchain technology with digital copyright regis-
tration protection, and by using technologies such as
DPOS consensus mechanism, ellipse cryptography, and
smart contracts in blockchain technology. The design
and implementation of the system meets the Users’ se-
curity and credibility in the application process of digital
copyright registration, storage, verification, authorization
and transfer, and effectively protects the digital copyright
information. However, the TPS and throughput of the
system are not very high in the application process.

Xu et al. [21] proposed a digital rights manage-
ment scheme for network media based on blockchain, in
which effective production management, copyright man-
agement, transaction management and User behavior
management of network media data can be achieved.
However, in this solution, only the transaction informa-
tion records about copyright are stored in the blockchain,
and the storage and application of other copyright infor-
mation are ignored. Therefore, the solution is not com-
plete during the design process.

Zhang et al. [23] proposed a system solution for digi-
tal rights management based on blockchain. In this sys-
tem, it stores copyright-related transaction information
and some other copyright permission information in the
blockchain’s ledger. And through the design of smart con-

tracts, Users can set the price information of copyright
transactions themselves. Meanwhile, a more optimized
license information structure was designed in the system
scheme. However, there are nodes of the blockchain plat-
form that cannot handle high concurrent key acquisition
requests.

Kwame et al. [1] proposed a digital copyright protec-
tion system based on digital fingerprints, Inter Planetary
File System (IPFS) and blockchain technology. In this
system, digital media data is uploaded to IPFS for stor-
age, and then the digital data is digitally protected. The
fingerprint is recorded in the ledger of the blockchain.
In this way, the system implements application functions
such as on-chain storage of digital media copyright in-
formation and ensuring the integrity of digital copyright
rights. However, the application function of this system
is single and cannot meet the needs of multi-target Users
for the protection of digital copyright information.

Xie proposed a digital copyright protection and man-
agement system with fine-grained usage control based on
blockchain [10]. Through this system, Users can more
purposefully, securely and conveniently manage their dig-
ital rights information. At the same time, the system pro-
vides Users with corresponding copyright information reg-
istration, digital copyright transactions, and digital con-
tent information sharing applications. The system has
good performance in terms of performance and security,
but the system is more suitable for the registration of dig-
ital rights information for a single User, and there are still
great shortcomings and deficiencies in the negotiation of
multiple User registration.

3 Background

3.1 Blockchain

As the underlying technology supporting bitcoin, people
now can utilize blockchain technologies in many field and
service, such as financial market, IOT, supply chain, vot-
ing, medical treatment and storage [15]. Blockchain, as a
decentralized and distributed shared database, combines
data blocks in a chronological order into a specific data
structure. The use of cryptography ensures the security of
block data [24]. As a database, blockchain uses the corre-
sponding consensus algorithm to generate and update the
ledger data information of nodes in P2P network, and uses
automatic script code to program and operate data [12].
In general, the blockchain has the characteristics of de-
centralization, collective maintenance, programmability,
immutability, security and reliability [20]. Blockchain is a
kind of state machine based on peer-to-peer networks [13].
Blockchain adopts timestamp proofing, cryptography and
other technologies, coupled with the distributed storage
structure of the block to make the block chain decentral-
ized and difficult to falsify forgery and collective mainte-
nance, which ensures the security and privacy of impor-
tant data in the block [9].
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3.2 Hyperledger Fabric

Hyperledger Fabric is a licensed blockchain platform in
the consortium blockchain, and it is also one of the su-
per ledger projects hosted by the Linux Foundation. The
project structure of fabric includes various components,
such as smart contract, endorsement node, submitter, ver-
ification node and subscriber [18]. Fabric is also a mod-
ular and extensible open-source system, which is conve-
nient to deploy and operate the alliance blockchain [2], in
which consensus, network and other functional modules
are developed and designed in a pluggable way. With the
continuous development of fabric, the later version 1.0
and later versions can provide extensible services for ap-
plication developers, and the multi-channel function [17]
is adopted after the version 1.0, which solves the related
business pain and enhances the security, flexibility and
adaptability of the system. In the fabric architecture,
modules are fully decoupled by gRPC protocol and ab-
stract interface, and the modification in one module will
not affect the function of other modules.

3.3 Inter Planetary File System (IPFS)

IPFS is a new computer technology which aims to inte-
grate multiple technologies such as P2P networking tech-
nology, BitTorrent transmission technology, Git version
control, self-certifying file system and data transmission
protocol. IPFS is a global, point-to-point distributed ver-
sion of the file system, the goal is to complement and re-
place the hypertext transfer protocol that currently gov-
erns the Internet, and connect all computing devices with
the same file system together [16]. The content address-
ability, versioning, P2P transmission and many other fea-
tures of the IPFS system provide a new type of storage
method and method for large amounts of data storage.
After the knowledge achievement data is uploaded to the
IPFS network, IPFS will generate a unique hash value
of the uploaded data according to the hash algorithm in
the system. This hash value is unique in the system and
it is calculated based on the content of the file of. Even
if the content of the file is changed, the final hash value
is completely different. The application of IPFs can not
only improve the running speed and transmission speed
between networks, but also provide a more secure and
open data storage application mode for Users [4].

3.4 National Secret Algorithm

The National Secret Algorithm, which was a domestically-
produced commercial cryptographic algorithm recognized
by the National Cryptography Administration. It is a set
of data encryption processing algorithms independently
developed and innovated in China. In the national se-
cret algorithm, mainly including SM1, SM2, SM3, SM4,
SM7, SM9 and other cryptography algorithms. In China,
the standard of the national secret algorithm is commer-
cial cipher, which is used in various commercial fields in

China. It can realize the security protection of some sen-
sitive internal information and data that does not involve
the content of state secrets. Among these algorithms,
SM2 is a type of asymmetric cryptographic algorithm.
Compared with the RSA algorithm, RSA is a very slow
cryptosystem for long messages, it is suitable for small
messages [7]. However, the SM2 algorithm has a shorter
key length and a faster signature speed.

4 Detailed Design of System

4.1 System Structure

The construction of a digital copyright protection system
based on the blockchain is very beneficial and practical
for the protection of digital rights of knowledge achieve-
ments. The chain structure of the blockchain can com-
pletely record the entire change process of the copyright
information of the knowledge achievement data. The
Merkel tree structure in the block ensures that the ledger
data of the blockchain cannot be tampered with. The
smart contract establishes the corresponding function for
the relevant business logic and behavior of the system
and ensures the normal operation of the system. The de-
centralized feature of blockchain ensures the distributed
storage of copyright information of knowledge achieve-
ment data. Combining the various aspects of the above
blockchain, this paper proposes a digital copyright protec-
tion system for oil and gas knowledge achievements based
on the consortium blockchain. The overall architecture is
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: System architecture

As can be seen from the overall architecture of the
system, the overall architecture of the blockchain based
digital copyright protection system is divided into data
layer, network layer, business layer and application layer.
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The data layer contains the designed metadata struc-
ture of oil and gas knowledge achievements, the data
structure of the block, the cryptographic method, the
hash value of the oil and gas knowledge achievements
data, and the data blocks, timestamps, block chain struc-
ture and other related data attribute structure informa-
tion in the blockchain. The network layer contains the
P2P networking mechanism and IPFS between the nodes
of the system. The P2P networking mechanism pro-
vides a point-to-point network connection between net-
work nodes, and provides the possibility for distributed
storage of copyright information on oil and gas knowl-
edge achievement data. Meanwhile, as a point-to-point
distributed file system, IPFS can be used to store a large
amount of oil and gas knowledge achievement data. Based
on the previously designed metadata structure of oil and
gas knowledge achievements and the block data structure
of the blockchain, the business layer designs and realizes
the relevant functions of the system, such as digital copy-
right registration, right confirmation, copyright informa-
tion query and sharing, and packages and encapsulates
the ”transaction” in the system. The application layer
provides Users with web applications related to the digi-
tal copyright protection of oil and gas knowledge achieve-
ments. Users call the functions designed in the business
model through API + SDK to realize the User’s functional
application requirements for the system.

4.2 The Design of Metadata Structure

In the oil and gas industry, there are various types of oil
and gas knowledge achievement data, the data types are
complex, and the distribution of oil and gas knowledge
achievement data is relatively scattered. There is no uni-
versal metadata structure between oil fields and research
institutions. In order to protect the digital copyright and
manage the oil and gas knowledge achievement data con-
veniently and efficiently, this paper designs the metadata
structure of the whole oil and gas knowledge achievement
data, just as shown in Figure 2. The attribute structure
of the metadata structure is designed as follows:

Metadata Structure = ID, Author information, Data
type, Data attributes, Data hash, Index address

Metadata 

structure

Author 
information

Data attributes

Data type

Data hash

Index address

Name

ID

Address

Department

Structuration

Non-structuration

Title

Keywords

Creation Time

Hash algorithm

Address information

Index structure

metadata structure ID

IPFS

ID

Figure 2: Metadata structure design

In the design of metadata structure attributes, Author
information, Data types, Data attributes, Data hash, and
Data address have their own attribute information struc-
tures, and their attribute structures are designed as shown
in the following tuples.

Authorinformation = {ID,Name,Department,

Address}
Datatype = {Structuration,

Non− structuration}
Dataattributes = {Title,Keywords,

CreationT ime}
Datahash = {Hashalgorithm, IPFS}

Indexaddress = {Indexstructure,
Addressinformation}

In the ID tuple of the metadata structure attribute, the
number information of the metadata structure of oil and
gas knowledge achievements is defined, and this number is
the primary key query information of the metadata struc-
ture. In the author information tuple, author-related at-
tribute information of oil and gas knowledge achievement
data is defined, and this part of information includes the
author’s work ID, name, department, and address. In
the tuple of data types, according to the types of oil and
gas knowledge achievement data, the knowledge achieve-
ment data is divided into two types: structured and non-
structured. In the data attributes tuple, the title repre-
sents the title information of the oil and gas knowledge
achievement data, and the keywords represents the key in-
formation of the oil and gas knowledge achievement data.
The creation time represents the creation and generation
time of the oil and gas knowledge achievement data. In
the tuple of data hash, the attribute information repre-
sents the hash algorithm used and the data hash value
formed after the oil and gas knowledge achievement data
is stored by IPFS. In the tuple of index address, the index
structure represents the structural design for creating the
address index, and the address information is the local
storage information of the oil and gas knowledge achieve-
ment data.

4.3 The Design of Block Data Structure

In the chain structure of fabric, the block data structure
is divided into three parts: block head, block data and
block metadata. The block header contains the number
of blocks, the hash value of the previous block, and the
hash value of the current block. The block data includes a
set of transactions that were written before the block was
created. The block metadata contains information such
as the block creation time, the User’s certificate, public
key, and signature. Therefore, based on the metadata
structure of the oil and gas knowledge achievement data
previously designed in this paper, the block data structure
in Fabric is designed. The block data structure is shown
in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Block data structure

As can be seen from Figure 3, in the block data struc-
ture, block head, block data and block metadata of the
block are respectively composed of attribute information
of oil and gas knowledge achievement data held by Users.
The data structures of the attributes are as follows:

BlockHeader = Number, CurrentBlockHash,

PreviousBlockHash

BlockData = Authorinformation,Encryptedhash,

OtherTxs, T imestamp

BlockMetadata = Credentialinformation,

SM2PublicKey,DigitalSignature

4.4 The Design of System Function

By designing the metadata structure and block data
structure of the oil and gas knowledge achievement data,
it provides a theoretical basis and relevant basis for the
design of the system’s functional functions. At the same
time, based on the analysis of the requirements of the
digital copyright protection system, this paper uses smart
contract and other technologies to design and implement
four types of functional functions: system block initializa-
tion, digital copyright registration, digital copyright con-
firmation, digital copyright information query and data
sharing. In Table 1, we summarized the above four types
of functional functions. The above four types of functional
functions realize the interaction with the system by using
the interface provided by the system.

Table 1: The four types of system functions

Function
name

Interface Description

initLedger
Chaincode

Stubinterface
System block initialization

createDrm
Chaincode

Stubinterface
Digital copyright registration

Copyright-
confirmation

Chaincode
Stubinterface

Digital rights confirmation

queryDrm/
queryAllDrms

Chaincode
Stubinterface

Digital copyright information
query and data sharing

It can be seen from the above table that createDrm

function can add and register digital copyright informa-
tion. The copyright-confirmation function realizes the re-
lated functions of digital Copyright confirmation, query-
Drm and queryAllDrms functions realize the query of
all registered digital copyright information in the system
and the sharing of knowledge achievement data. The ini-
tLedger function implements the block data initialization
of the digital copyright protection system. Next, we will
briefly introduce and explain the business processes in-
volved in the three types of functional functions: digi-
tal copyright registration, digital rights confirmation, and
digital copyright information query and data sharing.

Digital copyright registration. The characteristics
of blockchain technology, such as timestamp, P2P
networking mechanism, consensus mechanism and
smart contract, provide a convenient, safe and sim-
ple way for the registration of digital copyright of oil
and gas knowledge achievement data. For the dig-
ital copyright registration of oil and gas knowledge
achievement data, the system can pack the times-
tamp, the personal information of the author and the
hash value of the encrypted knowledge achievement
data together as a ”transaction” and write them into
the blockchain, so as to realize the copyright regis-
tration of knowledge achievement. The flow chart of
copyright registration based on blockchain is shown
in Figure 4.

Client
Digital copyright 

protection system

Users upload oil and gas knowledge achievement data to the system 

through the application 

The system processes the data lines of knowledge plus recognition results 

and returns the corresponding word copyright information to the user

Users package digital rights information into a transaction 

and send it to the system

The endorsement node in the system endorses the transaction 

information and returns the endorsement result to the application

The client verifies the endorsement result and signs the 

transaction information to the sorting node in the system

The client verifies the 

endorsement result and signs 

the transaction information to 

the sorting node in the system

Writing transaction information into the blockchain ledger 

update the blockchain status, and inform the client

Figure 4: The flow chart of digital copyright registration

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the steps of digital
rights registration based on blockchain are as follows:

1) The User uploads the oil and gas knowledge
achievement data that needs digital copyright
registration to the digital copyright protection
system through the application client.

2) The system processes the oil and gas knowledge
achievement data according to the previously
designed data structure, and returns the digital
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copyright information of the oil and gas knowl-
edge achievement data to the application client.

3) The User uses the application client to package
the digital copyright information of oil and gas
knowledge achievement data into a transaction
and sends it to the system.

4) The endorsement node in the system endorses
the transaction information submitted by the
client, and sends the endorsed result informa-
tion to the client.

5) The client checks the endorsement result, and
after passing the check, sends the transaction
signature to the ordering node in the system.

6) The sorting node in the system sorts the trans-
action information submitted by the client, con-
structs the block, and sends the block to the
confirmation node in the system for confirma-
tion.

7) After the confirmation of the confirmation node
is passed, the system will write the transac-
tion information into the block, update the
blockchain ledger information, and inform the
client. At this point, the digital copyright reg-
istration workflow for oil and gas knowledge
achievement data has ended.

Digital rights confirmation. A large number of cryp-
tography methods are applied in blockchain technol-
ogy. After Users register the digital copyright of oil
and gas knowledge achievement data in the system,
Users use the public and private keys provided by
the system to digitally sign and verify the hash value
of the encrypted knowledge achievement data. The
principle and characteristics of digital signature en-
sure the realization of digital copyright. At the same
time, the characteristics of blockchain, such as chain
structure, traceability and time stamp, provide a way
of legal justice for the confirmation of Users’ copy-
right information. As shown in Figure 5, the flow
chart of digital copyright confirmation is described.

Certificate Authority

IPFS

Hash value of 

encrypted 

knowledge 

achievement 

data

Signature 

information
Signature information 

Information 

verification

legal

illegal

Yes

No

User A User B

The 

private 

key of 

User A

P2P Network

The public key 

of User A

The public key 

of User A

Encrypt

Figure 5: The flow chart of digital copyright confirmation

As can be seen from Figure 5, the whole digital sig-
nature process of digital copyright information is as
follows:

1) UserA firstly uploads the oil and gas knowledge
achievement data to the IPFS of the system,
which will generate the hash value of the oil and
gas knowledge achievement data and return the
hash value to User A.

2) UserA uses the public key generated by SM2 al-
gorithm in the system to encrypt the hash value
of knowledge achievement data asymmetrically,
and uses the private key to digitally sign the en-
crypted hash value to obtain the signature in-
formation.

3) UserA packages the hash value of the encrypted
knowledge achievement data and the digital sig-
nature information together and sends it to
UserB through the block chain network.

4) The Certificate Authority of the system and
User B can verify the signature information by
using the public key information of UserA. If the
verification passes, it will prove that the digital
copyright information belongs to User A. If the
verification fails, it will prove that the digital
copyright information of the signature does not
belong to UserA.

Digital copyright information query and data
sharing. Blockchain, as a database technology with
features such as traceability, distributed storage, and
security and transparency, provides a secure and re-
liable environment for querying copyright informa-
tion of oil and gas knowledge achievement data and
sharing of oil and gas knowledge achievement data.
In the design of the system, Users in the system can
query the copyright information of oil and gas knowl-
edge achievement data that has been registered and
confirmed in the blockchain ledger through this sys-
tem. When the User performs the query operation,
these operations will call the pre-designed function
in the system to perform the relevant business logic
operation for the User, and return the query result
and other information to the User. If the User needs
to download and apply the oil and gas knowledge
achievement data according to the digital copyright
information inquired, the User also needs to send a
request for decryption with the holder of the knowl-
edge achievement data. After the request passes,
the User can enter the IPFS in the system to search
and download the oil and gas knowledge achievement
data. This implementation flow is shown in Figure 6.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that the steps of query
and data sharing of the digital copyright information are
as follows:

1) The holder of knowledge achievement data (User A)
uses the public key PKa generated by the SM2 al-
gorithm to encrypt the hash value of the data. The
encrypted hash value will be written into the digi-
tal copyright protection system through the digital
copyright registration.
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User A
Digital copyright 

protection system
User B

Together with other digital copyright 

information and write it into the blockchain 

Search for digital copyright information

Send the request of digital copyright information content to User A, and send 

the private key PKb to User A

Send the encrypted key information to User B

Acquire knowledge achievement metadata

Inform User A through the system

Encrypted hash 

value

User A encrypt the 

SKa with PKb  

User B decrypt

 the key information 

with SKb

Figure 6: The flow chart of digital copyright information
query and data sharing

2) The data content requester (UserB) logs in to the
digital copyright protection system and obtains the
digital copyright information of UserA’s data content
in the blockchain ledger.

3) After UserB inquires the digital copyright informa-
tion of the holder of the intellectual property data,
UserB sends the personal public key PKb and the
hash value decryption request of the digital copyright
information to UserA through the system network.

4) UserA encrypts the private key SKa generated by
SM2 algorithm by using the public key PKB sent by
UserB, and uploads the encrypted secret key infor-
mation to the system network.

5) UserB obtains the encrypted secret key information
through the digital copyright protection system net-
work, decrypts the encrypted secret key information
with its own SKb, and obtains UserA’s private key
SKa after decryption.

6) UserB decrypts the encrypted hash value of the dig-
ital copyright information obtained from the system
by using the private key SKa, and obtains the hash
value of the knowledge achievement data in IPFS by
decrypting.

7) UserB can download the original data of knowledge
achievements from IPFS by using hash value. After
obtaining the data information, UserB will inform
User A through the networks.

5 System Implementation

5.1 System Implementation

Based on the design of metadata structure, block data
structure and functional functions, this system takes fab-
ric v1.1 as the development platform. In the whole system
implementation process, firstly, the network environment
of fabric is built, and the image drag and source code com-
pilation of fabric are completed by Docker and Docker-
compose. Secondly, with the help of the identity man-
agement service module provided by Fabric, the system
provides Users with public key, private key and certificate
information. Then, the design and development of system
functional functions are completed by using smart con-
tract technology. Finally, the system interface is provided
for the User, through which the User can realize a series
of functions such as digital copyright registration, copy-
right confirmation, copyright information query and data
sharing. The home page of the digital copyright protec-
tion system is shown in Figure 7. Users can register and
query the copyright information of oil and gas knowledge
achievements data in the home page. When Users click
the link of digital copyright registration in the page, the
system will jump to the digital copyright registration page
for Users. At the same time, Users can realize the appli-
cation functions of digital copyright confirmation, digital
copyright information querying and data sharing through
the system.

Figure 7: The home page of system

5.2 System Security Analysis

In this system, the security and privacy of digital copy-
right information of oil and gas knowledge achievement
data are guaranteed by using IPFS, blockchain technol-
ogy and related cryptographic methods. In terms of se-
curity, the system not only has a good protection ability
to against traditional network security attacks, but also
avoids the malicious attacks and damages of illegal users,
ensuring the safe operation of the system. We will do
security analysis on the system from the aspects of re-
play attack [5], man-in-middle attack [14], collusion at-
tack, node failure, privacy protection and immutability.

1) Replay attack analysis. In our system, the digital
copyright information exists in the form of a trans-
action and was stored in the blockchain ledger. Each
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transaction contains information such as the corre-
sponding number and timestamp, and each block is
connected with each other through block number and
block hash value.

Block1→ Block2

B1 = {Noncenumber1, previoushash,

randomnumber, timestamp,

Merkleroot, B1hash}
Block2→ Block1

B2 = {Noncenumber2, B1hash, randomnumber,

timestamp,Merkleroot, B2hash}

If the attacker can forge the Nonce of a block, and
submit the digital copyright information and Nonce
to the system as a transaction information, but dur-
ing the process of writing the transaction into the
blockchain ledger, the system will verify the transac-
tion information. During the verification process, the
Nonce and transaction information provided by the
attacker are delayed and cannot be verified. Since
the process of generating blocks for each transaction
is performed in real time and is verified by the rele-
vant nodes in the system at all times, therefore, the
system can resistant replay attacks.

2) Man-in-middle attack analysis. Although the digi-
tal copyright information of the oil and gas knowl-
edge achievement data in this system is not fully en-
crypted in all communication processes, in the ap-
plication process of oil and gas knowledge achieve-
ment data sharing, the receiver’s final received oil and
gas knowledge achievement is signed by the sender.
Therefore, if the oil and gas knowledge achievement
data is replaced, it will not be verified at the sig-
nature verification stage. In this system, the user’s
identity control mechanism and session mechanism
can ensure that only valid session users can access
the session created by the system. Assuming that the
intermediary does not send the parameter R to the
user within a fixed time T, then the intermediary will
not be able to complete the replacement and modi-
fication of the digital copyright information. At the
same time, the Fabric platform adopted by this sys-
tem adopts a multi-channel mechanism, which avoids
man-in-the-middle attacks to a certain extent.

3) Anti-collusion attack analysis. This system gener-
ates a globally unique ID for each user to identify the
user after registering into the system. At the same
time, in the key generation stage, a random num-
ber r’ and the user’s ID are selected for calculation
r = H(r′|ID). If the hash function H used can be
regarded as a uniformly determined random oracle,
then all key components are unique, And the gen-
eration of key components is also random, so users
cannot decrypt the ciphertext through the joint key.

Therefore, the system can resist the collusion attack
of users.

4) Node failure analysis. By using the distributed data
storage method in this system, the single node fail-
ure problem is effectively eliminated. Different from
the previous centralized storage methods, the knowl-
edge achievement data and digital copyright infor-
mation in this paper are stored in the IPFS and
blockchain. These two storage methods all use dis-
tributed data storage in data storage. In this system,
it is assumed that there were M nodes in both IPFS
and blockchain.When N (1 < N < M) nodes in the
system fail or were attacked, this system can still
meet the needs of users and provide corresponding
application services for users. The system effectively
avoids the risk that the central node of the traditional
centralized data storage method is vulnerable to the
paralysis of centralized malicious attacks, and avoids
the paralysis of the system caused by the failure of a
single node.

5) Privacy protection. In this system, many cryptog-
raphy methods were used to protect the privacy
of copyright information of oil and gas knowledge
achievement data. In this system, a series of hash
algorithms in IPFS were used to store the data of oil
and gas knowledge achievements safely in IPFS. At
the same time, SM2 algorithm was used to digitally
sign and encrypt the copyright information of knowl-
edge achievement data, so that the digital copyright
information exists in the form of ciphertext in the
blockchain of the system. This system can protect
the privacy of oil and gas knowledge data and digital
copyright information.

6) Immutability. In this system, all digital copyright
information is stored in the blockchain. The data
information on the blockchain will be arranged in
chronological order, and each block will save the
hash value of the previous block, assuming that the
current blockchain sequence is {a1, a2, a3, a4......an}.
If the malicious node modifies a block informa-
tion, assuming that the block i was modified, the
malicious node also needs all the block informa-
tion after modification, generating a new block
{a1, a2, a3, a4...ai, ai+1...an}, and approved by other
nodes. However, for malicious nodes, they can only
be recognized by other nodes after controlling more
than 50% of the computing power of the whole net-
work, which was difficult for attackers to achieve, so
the digital copyright information in this system was
immutability.

5.3 System Test

The local development environment of this system is
virtual machine, operating system Ubuntu16.04, CPU
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1.80GHz, RAM 4G. The overall core code size of the sys-
tem is about 40KB, and the code size of the functional
functions written by the smart contract is 11.5kb. When
deploying the system and starting the network, the smart
contract functions only takes 1248 milliseconds in the pro-
cess of deploying and instantiating to the blockchain net-
work node. When a single User performs a call function
query to get the result, the response time of the system
is about 2 milliseconds.

Next, we test the system’s RPS with different transac-
tion requests and user concurrency. In Figure 8, we show
the test results. Among them, we take 100, 300, 500,
1000, 2000 and 5000 transaction requests as abscissa, and
the requests per second (RPS) of the system as ordinate.
Curve A represents the RPS change of the system after 10
concurrent Users execute different number of transaction
requests, curve B represents the RPS change of the sys-
tem after 50 concurrent Users execute different number of
transaction requests, curve C represents the RPS change
of the system after 100 concurrent Users execute different
number of transaction requests.
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100 300 500 1000 2000 5000
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Figure 8: Performance test of the system

From the line chart of the system performance test,
it can be seen that the system has a high throughput
and can handle multi-User transaction requests. With
the number of transaction requests increasing, the system
can increase the throughput of the system within a certain
range when there are fewer concurrent Users. However,
with the number of Users increasing, the throughput of
the system will decrease. This phenomenon is closely re-
lated to the number of concurrent Users and the number
of transaction requests executed. However, on the whole,
the system is easy to deploy, it takes less time to deploy,
and the core code of the system is relatively simple, which
is more suitable for applications between enterprises.

5.4 Scheme Analysis and Comparison

The comparison between this paper and other schemes
of realizing digital copyright protection system by using
blockchain technology is shown in Table 2. The applica-
tion function of the system in literature [6] was relatively
perfect, which can effectively protect the digital copyright
information. However, the system cannot handle high
concurrent user and transaction requests in the process,
and the throughput of the system was low. Literature [21]

designed and implemented a digital rights management
system based on blockchain. In this system, only the
transaction information about copyright was stored in the
blockchain, and the privacy protection of the transaction
information was ignored. At the same time, the applica-
tion function of this system was not complete, but it can
meet the high concurrent and multi-task transaction re-
quests of users in this system, however, the throughput of
the system was not low. In the scheme of literature [10],
the application function of the system is single, and there
are many links to be improved in the scheme. Moreover,
the scheme of the system can only satisfy the common
transaction request operation and application between a
small number of target users in a certain range, but the
system has a high throughput in the application process,
and can realize the privacy protection of copyright infor-
mation. In the scheme of literature [15], the system can
achieve fine-grained use control and digital copyright pro-
tection and management functions for users, and realize
the privacy protection of copyright information. Mean-
while, the system is more suitable for single user to op-
erate a series of digital copyright information, therefore,
the system has a high throughput in the performance test
of a single user. However, the system still some defects
and deficiencies in multi-user registration and transaction
request processing.

Table 2: The comparisons

Scheme
Function
complete

Multiple
concurrent

users

Multi
transaction

request

High
throughput

Privacy
protection

Literature [6] X × × × X
Literature [21] × X X × ×
Literature [1] × × × X X
Literature [10] X × × X X
Ours X X X X X

6 Conclusions

Nowadays, large amount of knowledge achievement data
were accumulated in the oil industry. The protection
of the digital copyright information of these knowledge
achievement data is particularly important for the digi-
tal development of the oil industry. The traditional digi-
tal copyright protection mechanisms are based on a cen-
tralized registration model, which essentially uses trusted
third-party institutions for management. In this paper,
with the help of Fabric, we design a digital copyright pro-
tection system based on blockchain technology. The digi-
tal copyright protection system based on blockchain pro-
vides a kind of simple and fast decentralized function of
copyright registration, right confirmation, querying and
sharing for knowledge achievement data. Compared with
the traditional digital copyright protection system, simul-
taneous interpreting of copyright information can be en-
sured by this system, and the operation records of copy-
right information can be traceable and querying.
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All in all, the implementation of this system provides
integrated services such as digital copyright registration,
digital copyright confirmation, digital copyright informa-
tion querying and sharing application for the knowledge
achievement data of the petroleum industry, and provides
effective solutions for a series of problems existing in the
digital copyright protection, which has broad application
prospects. Of course, there are some imperfections in
some aspects of the system, which will be further im-
proved and improved in the future.
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Abstract

Continuous queries are one of the most common queries
in location-based services, although particularly useful,
such queries raise serious privacy concerns. Due to fre-
quently updated continuous locations, continuous query
privacy will be disclosed. Constructing a constant anony-
mous user set is one of the main methods used to pro-
tect privacy information. The exiting methods don’t con-
sider query duration or users’ personalized privacy re-
quirements, and the semantic information of location isn’t
fully taken into account. In order to solve these problems,
a dynamic pseudonym semantic-location privacy protec-
tion algorithm based on continuous query for road net-
work is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the city road
network in question is divided using the Voronoi dia-
gram. Secondly, a secure anonymous region is generated
by adopting the greedy strategy based on location and
privacy requirement. Finally, the intersection of anony-
mous user sets at different times is calculated, and the
user’s identity information is updated using the dynamic
pseudonym mechanism. Experimental results show that
the proposed method can satisfy users’ personalized pri-
vacy requirements and improve the security of privacy
protection and query efficiency.

Keywords: Continuous Query; Location-based Service;
Privacy Preservation; Road Network; Semantic Location

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of wireless communication
technology and positioning technology, it has fuelled the
wide application of location-based services (LBS) [6, 10,
12]. Continuous query as the most common LBS has be-
come an important part of people’s daily life, such as nav-
igation and location sharing. In order to obtain services in
LBS, the user has to expose their precise locations infor-

mation. However, the location information can be stolen
by attackers, then more private information may be leaked
by the mining methods [4,7]. Therefore, the personal pri-
vacy information about LBS should be protected [13].
K-anonymity [18] is a common method of location pri-

vacy protection, and can blur the user’s exact location
into spatial region, which includes K−1 other users. Lit-
erature [2] first pointed out that there is a query tracking
attack of the continuous query, and proposed to use mem-
orization property to build K-sharing anonymous user
set. Literature [5] proposed least users and trend-based
algorithm, which expands cloaking area according to the
user’s moving trend, and the expansion sequence of cloak-
ing area is decided on the number of users inside cloaking
area. Unfortunately, the aforementioned cloaking tech-
niques are designed for Euclidean space, and don’t con-
sider the diversity of road segment. Based on this, K-
anonymity and L-diversity has been proposed to protect
location-privacy on road network, which blur the user’s
exact location into a set of segments. Literature [14] pro-
posed an algorithm of continuous query privacy protection
based on spatial-temporal similarity with road network.
The algorithm adopts user grouping and K-sharing pri-
vacy requirement to construct anonymous user sets, and
includes L road segments. Besides, Literature [8] pro-
posed to share the same query content and time interval
in the mixed region, so that the attacker can’t find the
real user through the sub-track, whereby protecting the
location privacy. Literature [17] proposed (K, θ)-privacy
model to construct an anonymous region that satisfies K-
anonymity and θ-security.

However, whether it is in Euclidean space or road net-
work, building a constant anonymous user set doesn’t con-
sider the user’s query duration. As shown in Figure 1, the
user A submits a continuous query service request with
K = 4. In Figure 1(a), the dotted line is the constructed
anonymous region that contains users (A,B,C,D). In
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Figure 1(b), in order to deal with query tracking attacks,
the anonymous region should contain users (A,B,C,D).
In Figure 1(c), the user C isn’t issuing the query ser-
vice, so the anonymous region which contains (A,B,C,D)
can’t be built to achieve anonymity. Besides, it doesn’t
consider the semantic information of the locations. By
means of the semantic location information, the attacker
can infer some privacy information of the user. For ex-
ample, in Figure 1(a), the attacker can infer that the user
may be ill and treated in a hospital.

(a) time t1 (b) time t2

(c) time t3

Figure 1: Motivation

Although there are many semantic-based location pri-
vacy protection methods [9,15,16], most of them focus on
snapshot queries. If these algorithms are applied for con-
tinuous queries directly, due to query tracking attacks [2]
and semantic inference attacks [9], continuous query pri-
vacy will be disclosed. Therefore, a dynamic pseudonym
semantic-location privacy protection algorithm based on
continuous query for road network is proposed in this pa-
per.

The scientific contributions of this paper are summa-
rized as follows:

1) The proposed method can meet semantic security
and users’ personalized privacy requirements, and
fully consider query duration of the user.

2) We used the semantic information of locations, dy-
namic pseudonym mechanism and Voronoi diagram
to construct an anonymous region.

3) We simulate our algorithm based on the real map and
POIs of Beijing, compared with other algorithms,
and validate the efficacy of our algorithm.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives definitions and system model of this paper.
Section 3 describes four algorithms. Section 4 gives the
experimental results and performance analysis as com-
pared with other related methods. Finally, we conclude
our paper in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Related Definition

Definition 1. Voronoi-partition road network.
A Voronoi-partition road network G(V,E, V oronoi(v))
learned from an undirected road network, E =
{e1, e2, ..., em} denotes the road segments in the road
network, where each road segment ei = {id, vs, ve}
is an edge in the road network, id is the road seg-
ment number, and vs and ve respectively denoted the
start and the end point of the road segment. V =
{v1, v2, ..., vn} denotes the intersection of road segment.
V oronoi(v) is the dominance region of the vertex v in
the two-dimensional road network, that is V oronoi(v) =
{x : d(x, v) ≤ d(x,w),∀w 6= v, (w, v) ∈ V }, where d(x, v)
is the Euclidean distance from x to v. Anonymous
region CR is composed of multiple users users =
{u1, u2, ..., ui}, multiple Voronoi units voronois =
{V oronoi(v1), V oronoi(v2), ..., V oronoi(vj)} and multi-
ple semantic locations locs = {loc1, loc2, ..., lock}. A
Voronoi-partition road network is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: A Voronoi-partition road network

Definition 2. Semantic location. loc = {(x, y), tp}
denotes the semantic location in the road network, where
(x, y) is the coordinate of the semantic location and tp
is the type of the semantic location. The type of seman-
tic location is divided into n types in total, and Type =
{tp1, tp2, ..., tpn} is the set of all semantic location types.

Definition 3. Semantic location sensitivity. It is
used to describe the sensitivity of a semantic location type
in the road network. Each user specifies a sensitivity score
for each semantic location type according to their own cir-
cumstances. The set SLSsetu = {slstp1

, slstp2
, ..., slstpn

}
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is the set of sensitivity of all semantic location types spe-
cific to user u.

Definition 4. Privacy requirement. For a user u that
makes a query, his privacy requirements are expressed
in PR(K, θ, SLSset, TN). In this case, K denotes user-
defined the lowest number of anonymous users, θ denotes
user-defined the highest value of anonymous region secu-
rity; SLSset is user-defined sensitivity of a group of dif-
ferent semantic location types, and TN denotes the user-
defined number of sensitive semantic location types.

Definition 5. Sensitive semantic location. In the
user-defined semantic location sensitivity SLSset, The se-
mantic location type corresponding to the top TN sensi-
tivity of the largest value of the set SLSset is recorded as
the set MSset. That is, the semantic location type belong-
ing to the MSset is the user-defined sensitive semantic
location.

Definition 6. Voronoi unit sensitivity. The sensi-
tivity of V oronoi(v) denoted as PV oronoi(v) is defined by
Equation (1):

PV oronoi(v) =
∑|Type|

i=1 slstpi × POP (tpi),
slstpi

∈ SLSset
(1)

Where |Type| is the size of Type, POPtpi
=

|V oronoi(v).locs.tp=tpi|
|V oronoi(v).locs| . |V oronoi(v).locs| represents the

number of semantic locations in the Voronoi unit.

Definition 7. Anonymous region sensitivity. The
sensitivity of the anonymous region denoted as PCR is
defined by Equation (2):

PCR =
∑|MSset|

i=1 slsmsi
×POP (msi)∑|Type|

j=1 slstpj×POP (tpj)
,

msi ∈MSset, slstpj
∈ SLSset

(2)

Where |Type| is the size of Type, |MSset| is the size

of MSset, POP (tpj) =
|CR.locs.tp=tpj |
|CR.locs| , POP (msi) =

|CR.locs.tp=msi|
|CR.locs| . The |CR.locs| represents the number of

semantic locations in the anonymous region.

Definition 8. θ-security anonymous region. If an
anonymous region CR satisfies PCR ≤ u.PR.θ, then it is
called as a θ-security anonymous region.

2.2 System Model

This paper is based on the central server architecture
(Figure 3), which is the trusted third anonymous server
that exists on the client and location servers. Users
send their locations, inquiry contents and privacy require-
ments to anonymous server. The anonymous server sends
the users’ locations to the LBS server after anonymous
modules and dynamic pseudonym mechanism are imple-
mented. The LBS server accesses the database to obtain
the candidate results and returns them to the anonymous
server. The anonymous server refines the results to get

the accurate results and forward them to the requester.
To support this model, the anonymous server needs to
store the city map information and the semantic location
information.
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Figure 3: The proposed scheme

3 Dynamic Pseudonym Semantic-
location Privacy Protection Al-
gorithm

Given a real location of the user, we calculate the obfus-
cated region according to the privacy requirement PR of
the user and Voronoi diagram. Algorithm 1 illustrates the
details of the algorithm of obfuscated region generation.
The specific steps are as follows:

Algorithm 1 Dynamic pseudonym semantic-location pri-
vacy protection algorithm (DPSPP)

Input: user u, privacy requirement PR, Voronoi-
partition road network G(V,E, V oronoi(v)), history
anonymous user set HistoryUserset
Output: CR

1: CR← ∅
2: Calculate MSset according to PR
3: find the semantic location locu where user u is located

4: CR.voronois← CR.voronois
⋃
V oronoi(locu)

5: update CR.users and CR.locs
6: if locu.type ∈MSset then
7: CR← Algorithm 2(u.PR,CR,G(V,E, V oronoi(v)))
8: else
9: CR← Algorithm 3(u.PR,CR,G(V,E, V oronoi(v)))

10: end if
11: if u is the first query then
12: HistoryUserset ← HistoryUserset

⋃
CR.users

13: else
14: CR← Algorithm 4(u.PR,CR,HistoryUserset)
15: end if
16: return CR
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(1) Initialize the input parameters;

(2) Determine whether the user’s location is sensitive.
If it is, construct an anonymous region according to
the user’s privacy requirement PR that satisfies K-
anonymity and θ-security, otherwise execute Step (5);

(3) Determine whether the user is the first to submit the
query. If it is, return the anonymous region CR,
otherwise execute Step (4);

(4) Update the user’s identity by using dynamic
pseudonym mechanism and return the anonymous re-
gion CR;

(5) Construct an anonymous region CR that satisfies K-
anonymity and execute Step (3).

Algorithm 2 illustrates the details of the cloaking from
sensitive location. According to the CR calculated in the
Algorithm 1 and user’s privacy requirement, if CR.users
doesn’t satisfy u.PR.K or PCR doesn’t satisfy u.PR.θ,
we use greedy strategy to expand the minimum sensi-
tivity in the corresponding adjacent Voronoi units until
K-anonymity and θ-security are satisfied(Line 2 to 7).

Algorithm 2 Cloaking from Sensitive location

Input: u.PR,CR,G(V,E, V oronoi(v))
Output: θ-security CR

1: NearV oronoisset ← ∅
2: while CR.users < u.PR.K or PCR > u.PR.θ do
3: NearV oronoisset ← FindNearV oronoi(CR)
4: V oronoi← GetMinSensitivity(NearV oronoisset)

5: CR.voronois← CR.voronois
⋃
V oronoi

6: update CR.users and CR.locs
7: end while
8: return CR

Algorithm 3 illustrates the details of the cloaking
from non-sensitive location. If CR.users doesn’t satisfy
u.PR.K, we use greedy strategy to expand the maximum
number of users in the corresponding adjacent Voronoi
units until K-anonymity is satisfied (line 2 to 7).

Algorithm 3 Cloaking from Non-sensitive location

Input:u.PR,CR,G(V,E, V oronoi(v))
Output: CR

1: NearV oronoisset ← ∅
2: while CR.users < u.PR.K do
3: NearV oronoisset ← FindNearV oronoi(CR)
4: V oronoi← GetMaxUsers(NearV oronoisset)
5: CR.voronois← CR.voronois

⋃
V oronoi

6: update CR.users and CR.locs
7: end while
8: return CR

Algorithm 4 illustrates the details of the dynamic
pseudonym mechanism. If HistoryUserset is empty, we

Algorithm 4 Dynamic pseudonym algorithm

Input: u.PR,CR,HistoryUserset
Output: CR

1: TempUser ← ∅
2: if HistoryUserset is empty then
3: HistoryUserset ← HistoryUserset

⋃
CR.users

4: return CR
5: else
6: TempUser ← CR.users
7: for user ∈ HistoryUserset do
8: TempUser ← TempUser

⋂
user

9: end for
10: if |TempUser| < (u.PR.K/2) then
11: UUID(u)//Generating pseudonym
12: update CR.users
13: HistoryUserset ← ∅
14: end if
15: HistoryUserset ← HistoryUserset

⋃
CR.users

16: return CR
17: end if

add CR.users to HistoryUserset and return CR (line 2
to 4). Otherwise, the result of the intersection with
HistoryUserset is recorded as TempUsers (line 7 to 9). If
|TempUsers| < (u.PR.K/2), we use the pseudonym func-
tion to update the user’s identity and HistoryUserset =
∅ (Line 10 to 14). Otherwise, we add CR.users to
HistoryUserset and return CR (line 15 to 16).

4 Experiment and Analysis

4.1 Experiment Data

(1) The experimental data is based on the Beijing map,
which includes 83849 nodes and 110114 edges. There
are 1000 uniform distribution users obtained from
Brinkhoff based NGMO [1] by introducing the map of
Beijing into Brinkhoff generator. Each user contains
100 snapshot locations, and 50 new users are added
at each time. The data used for our experiment is
the vector map of Beijing [3], which converts the
coordinate of GCS WGS 1984 into the coordinate of
WGS 1984 UTM Zone 50N. The specific steps are as
follows:

1) Input: the coordinate of GCS WGS 1984, such
as (40.069(latitude),116.242(longitude))

2) a = 6378137, e = 0.818192, k0 = 0.9996, e0 =
500000, N0 = 0

3) ZoneNumber = 50

4) λ0 = (ZoneNumber − 1)× 6− 180 + 3

5) λ0 = λ0 × π/180

6) ϕ = latitude× π/180

7) λ = longitude× π/180

8) v = 1√
1−e2×sin2 ϕ
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9) A = (λ− λ0)× cosϕ

10) T = tan2 ϕ

11) C = e2×cos2 ϕ
1−e4

12) s = (1− e2

4 −
3e4

64 −
5e6

256 )×ϕ+( 3e2

8 + 3e4

32 + 45e6

1024 )×
sin 2ϕ+ ( 15e4

256 + 45e6

1024 )× sin 4ϕ− 35e6

3072 × sin 6ϕ

13) UTME = e0 + k0 × a× v× (A+ (1− T +C)×
A3

6 + (5− 18× T + T 2)× A5

120 )

14) UTMN = N0+k0×a×(s+v×tanϕ×(A2

2 +(5−
T+9×C+4×C2)×A4

24 +(61−58×T+T 2)× A6

720 ))

15) Output: the coordinate of
WGS 1984 UTM Zone 50N, such as
(435376(UTME),44357089(UTMN))

(a) Vector map of Beijing

(b) Map of Beijing in NGMO

Figure 4: Map of Beijing

(2) Use ShapeNetworkFileManager [11] to convert the
vector map of Beijing into the Network based Gen-
erator of Moving Objects(NGMO) [1]. In order to
match the map of Beijing, the map scale in NGMO
is set to 130000× 130000. The conversion formula is
defined by Equations (3) and (4):

newX = (Input(UTME)−minX)× res/dfX (3)

newY = (maxY − Input(UTMN))× res/dfY (4)

minX is the minimum of abscissa in the vector map
of Beijing, minX = 364489.71274133306; maxY is
the maximum of the ordinate in the vector map of
Beijing, maxY = 4545213.473351848; res is the de-
fined map scale, res = 130000; dfX is the difference
between the maximum and the minimum in the ab-
scissa, dfX = 177715.31899050274; dfY is the dif-
ference between the maximum and the minimum in
the ordinate, dfY = 179208.5048302291. As shown
in Figure 4.

(3) Use the Programming Interface of Baidu Map Ap-
plication to mine POIs and obtain 361915 semantic
locations. There are 10 types of semantic locations:
Enterprise, Science and Education, Life Services, En-
tertainment, Hotel, Traffic, Hospital, Government,
Restaurant and Financial Services.

(4) Convert the coordinates of POIs, which converts the
coordinate of GCS WGS 1984 into the coordinate of
WGS 1984 UTM Zone 50N. Then, convert the co-
ordinates of POIs into NGMO according to Equa-
tions (3) and (4).

4.2 Parameter Settings

The environment of the experiment is Intel Core(TM) 2
CPU @2.83GHz; 2GB RAM. The operating system is Mi-
crosoft Windows 7 Professional, and the algorithm is de-
veloped in Java based on MyEclipse.

According to the POIs of Beijing and principle of the
nearest distance, a specific semantic information is labeled
on the attribute of location type in location data gener-
ated by Brinkhoff generator. The experiment randomly
selects 10 users who request service to simulate experi-
ments. Considering the time complexity and the quality
of service, the maximum number of voronoi units Vmax

is set in the experiment. All experimental parameters in
the experiment set are shown in Table 1.

4.3 Analysis of Experimental Results

The experiment compares and evaluates our model, DP-
SPP, with SCPA proposed in [14], RSCA proposed in [2],
TB proposed in [5] and SLPP proposed in [17] from the
aspects of anonymous success ratio, protection level and
scalability.

1) Anonymous success ratio. Figure 5 depicts the per-
formance results with respect to varying θ-security
threshold level from 0.2 to 0.8, and K-anonymity
level from 3 to 9. Figure 5(a) indicates that DP-
SPP is higher than SCPA, TB, RSCA and SLPP.
This is because that SCPA, TB, RSCA and SLPP
only consider the K value and ignore query dura-
tion. Besides, the anonymous success ratio decreases
when θ decreases. This is because if θ-security level
is low, more non-sensitive locations need to be ex-
panded, When the number of Voronoi units reaches
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Table 1: Parameter settings

Parameters Default values Range
The number of users 1000

K 5 [3,9]
The number of semantic locations 361915

The number of users that request services 10
Vmax 20
θ 0.4 [0.2,0.8]

TN 3 [1,4]
SLSset user custom
Times 100

New users at each time 50

the upper limit of the Voronoi-partition, anonymity
will fail. In Figure 5(b), it is clear that the anony-
mous success ratio of DPSPP is higher than SCPA,
TB, RSCA and SLPP. This is because that DPSPP
fully considers the user’s continuous query duration.
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Figure 5: Anonymous success ratio

2) Protection level. This measures the level of informa-
tion disclosure in sensitive-attacks regarding the in-
formation of semantic location from an anonymous

region. To measure this, we introduce the aver-
age protection ratio about the number of the θ-
security anonymous regions against the number of
total anonymous regions. Figure 6 shows the security
level to the sensitive-attack under varying θ-security
level (from 0.2 to 0.8) and K-anonymity level (from
3 to 9). As shown in Figure 6, the protection ratio
of SCPA, TB, RSCA and SLPP are lower than the
DPSPP because that DPSPP considers the semantic-
security, while SCPA, TB and RSCA doesn’t. So, it
is clear that our method provides better privacy pro-
tection than the other four methods under the same
costs of enforcing the location privacy.

3) Scalability. This measures the efficiency perfor-
mances about the increasing number of sensitive se-
mantic locations. Figure 7 shows the success ratio,
protection level, average area and average runtime
with respect to varying number of sensitive semantic
locations from 1 to 4. In these tests, the value of K
and θ is set to 5 and 0.4 respectively. As show in Fig-
ure 7(a) and 7(b), because that SCPA, TB and RSCA
don’t consider semantic-security, neither of them is
affected by this change. As show in Figure 7(c), DP-
SPP is more secure than other algorithms. As show
in Figure 7(d), the execution time of DPSPP has
certain growth with the increasing of the number of
sensitive semantic locations. But this growth is ac-
ceptable for the scalability of our algorithm.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a dynamic pseudonym semantic-
location privacy protection algorithm based on continu-
ous query for road network. A trusted third party (TTP)
is added between the users and the server for construct-
ing anonymous region for the LBS server. The algorithm
allows a user to express his/her requirement of privacy.
What’s more, we use semantic location information to
construct an anonymous region, and design a dynamic
pseudonym mechanism based on the intersection relation-
ship of the historical anonymous user sets with a full con-
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Figure 6: Protection level

sideration of the user’s query duration. However, we only
consider the spatial distribution of semantic locations in
this work. Therefore, how to combine the spatial distri-
bution and the time dimension of the semantic location
to enhance the degree of privacy protection is another in-
teresting research problem we would like to investigate
further in the future.
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Abstract

Accountability protocols need to be concretely and for-
mally verified. The major challenge is to define a judge’s
responsibility: Ideally, the judge should discover every
malicious operation, but in practice, dishonest partici-
pants can easily escape from the judge’s surveillance. We
propose a new and widely applicable formal verification
framework on accountability protocols, and implement an
extension of applied pi calculus, AccountVerif, to model
and verify the protocols. We proved the generalizability
of our framework by formally verifying a non-repudiation
protocol, and find weaknesses in the protocol.

Keywords: Accountability; Formal Methods; Network Se-
curity; Protocol Security

1 Introduction

Accountability protocols [13,29] have been widely studied,
such as elections [25], voting [11] and non-repudiation [21,
28].

In these protocols, three types of agents may be in-
volved: the participants, the Dolev-Yao adversaries [12],
and the judge. Briefly, the participants are the ones de-
signed in the protocols, while the Dolev-Yao adversaries
are the outsiders who can perform various of malicious
operations. One of the desired adversarial models in ac-
countability protocols assumes that besides Dolev-Yao ad-
versaries, participants may also perform malicious opera-
tions. Then, an honest judge is mandated to fulfill the fol-
lowing duties to detect and account for the malicious op-
erations: discovering the malicious operations and blam-
ing the dishonest participants who have committed the
operations. Since the accountability is solely defined and
determined by the judge, it is critical to ensure that the
decisions made by the judge are correct. Unfortunately,
although formal analysis has been successful in finding
the design flaws in security protocols [5, 14, 16, 18, 20, 27],
few studies exist in formal modeling and verification of
the accountability protocols.

This paper is to provide a general and formal frame-
work which can be used to automatically verify the ac-
countability protocols. The main challenge is to formally
model the judge’s responsibilities. Intuitively, the goals
that should be met by the judge include:

• Fairness: No honest participants are blamed mis-
takenly by the judge, i.e., 100% in the precision.

• Completeness: All dishonest participants are suc-
cessfully blamed, i.e., 100% in recall.

Although these tentative definitions are intuitive, they are
not complete and solid definitions in the following sense.
Operations that are not following the protocols are not
necessarily malicious. For example, a participant who
sends a harmless “Hello” message [6] is not following the
protocol. Besides, the judge cannot discover all the mali-
cious operations in practice, but the defined completeness
impractically requires the judge to detect all malicious op-
erations. For example, a participant may stealthily send
his private keys to others via a private channel, which is
philosophically impossible to detect.

We have formally defined fairness and completeness
without previously discussed drawbacks. The definitions
can be generally applied to various accountability pro-
tocols, such as non-repudiation and auction protocols.
Moreover, the definitions can be satisfied by the judge in
practice, and can be formally verified as well. Specifically,
we do not use the notions “malicious operations” or “dis-
honest participants”. We denote “abnormal operations”
as operations that not strictly follows the protocols and
“abnormal participants” as participants who may perform
abnormal operations.

In the fairness definition, the judge can only blame the
dishonest participants. Recall that a participant is abnor-
mal if, for example, he sends a harmless “Hello” message,
but he is not dishonest since this message does not harm
to the protocol. The judge will first identify the abnor-
mal participants, and the dishonest participants, which is
a subset of the abnormal participants, are identified by
the protocol designer. The protocol designer resembles
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the Legislative Branch of the government and he sets the
criteria on whether a participant is dishonest, while the
judge resembles the Judicial Branch and only determines
whether the participant is abnormal. At the end, since
the judge’s operation is also regulated by the protocol
designer, the judge can finally blame only the dishonest
participants among the abnormal participants.

For the completeness, D-completeness is defined to
enumerate all possible abnormal operations that should
be accounted. The definition are based on the fact that
the judge should blame participants in the cases: an oper-
ation in a step designed in the protocol has not been exe-
cuted, whereas the operation was supposed to be executed
if there were no abnormal participants or Dolev-Yao ad-
versaries. We proved that D-completeness contains all the
above cases, and also showed the generality of the defini-
tion when studying various accountability protocols. Be-
sides, D-completeness was deducted and simplified such
that for an n-step accountability protocol, the abnormal
participants are divided into at most n− 1 types. There-
fore, at most n− 1 disputing processes are required to be
designed to ensure that all the types of abnormal partic-
ipants can be blamed in the protocol.

We propose and implement AccountVerif [15], an ex-
tension of the applied pi-calculus, for designing and veri-
fying accountability protocols. By using the new clauses
defined in AccountVerif, only the normal participants are
required to be manually modeled, and the correspond-
ing abnormal participants are automatically translated
into internal clauses verifiable by ProVerif. Furthermore,
since modeling of completeness is sophisticated and error-
prone, AccountVerif also automatically generates the sup-
plementary processes. Therefore, the complexity of for-
mally modeling and verifying the accountability protocols
are greatly reduced.

The generalizability of our framework was proved by
studying an accountability protocol. We illustrate the
modeling and verification process by using the non-
repudiation protocol [28] as a case study. We found weak-
nesses in the protocol.

The contributions of the paper are as follows:

1) We designed a general framework of formally model-
ing and verifying accountability protocols.

2) We made a novel formal definition of fairness and
completeness, which can be applied to various ac-
countability protocols, and the definition can be
achieved by the judge in practice.

3) We proposed and implemented AccountVerif [15] for
designers to model accountability protocols, while
AccountVerif also automatically translates the mod-
els into clauses verifiable by ProVerif language.

4) We formally verified an accountability protocol using
AccountVerif and found weaknesses.

M,N ::= terms

a, b, c, n, t names

x, y, z variables

h(M1, ...,Mn) constructor application

...

P ,Q ::= processes

0 null process

P | Q parallel composition

!P replication

new n : t; P name restriction

in(M, x : t); P message input

out(M, N); P message output

if M then P else Q conditional

let x = M in P else Q term evaluation

R(M1, ...,Mn) macro usage

event e(M1, ...,Mn); P event

...

〈declarations〉 ::= declarations

let R(x1 : t1, ..., xn : tn) = P. process macros

...

Figure 1: Syntax of the process calculus in ProVerif
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 2

introduces preliminaries of ProVerif. Section 3 gives the
models of agents and adversary. Section 4 discusses the
judge’s ability and Section 5 gives the method of formally
modeling protocols in AccountVerif. Section 6 gives a case
study of using AccountVerif. In Section 7 we discuss the
related work, and finally conclude in Section 8.

2 Preliminaries of ProVerif

ProVerif [7,10] is an automatic symbolic protocol verifier,
which can prove the secrecy, authentication and the ob-
servational equivalence of a security protocol. It takes as
input a model of the protocol in an extension of the pi
calculus with cryptography, then it automatically trans-
lates the model into an internal representation by Horn
clauses.

Figure 1 gives the syntax of terms, processes, and
some declarations. The identifiers a, b, c, n, t and simi-
lar ones range over names, and x, y, z range over vari-
ables. A name represents atomic data, such as keys
and nonces. The syntax also assumes a set of sym-
bols for constructors and destructors. The constructors
are used to build terms, and the destructors manipulate
terms in processes. For example in our paper, the con-
structor sign(m, ks) creates a signature of message m us-
ing the private key ks; the corresponding destructor of
checksign(sign(m, ks), pk(ks)) = m checks the signature
using the public key pk(ks) and returns m only when the
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signature is correct.

The processes describe operations of participants in se-
curity protocols. The null process 0 does nothing. The
process P | Q is the parallel composition of P and Q. The
replication !P represents an unbounded number of copies
of P in parallel. The name restriction new n : t; P
binds name n of type t within P . The input process
in(M, x : t); P inputs a message x of type t on a chan-
nel M , and it executes P with x bound to the input
message. The output process out(M, N); P outputs
the message N on the channel M and then executes P .
The conditional if M then P else Q executes P if M
is true; otherwise, it executes Q. For the term evalua-
tion let x = M in P else Q, if the term M does not
fail, x is bound to M and the branch P is taken; other-
wise, Q is taken instead. The macro R(M1, ...,Mn) takes
M1, ...,Mn as arguments, and it is declared in the list of
declarations as let R(x1 : t1, ..., xn : tn) = P . The macro
represents the operation processes of an honest partici-
pant, who strictly follows the protocol. The event pro-
cess event e(M1, ...,Mn); P marks the important stage
reached by the protocol but does not otherwise affect any
behavior, and then executes P .

In ProVerif, a protocol can be regarded as a con-
trol flow graph, where each operation is a node v,
and the edge v1 7→ v2 means v2 may be executed after
v1 is executed. A protocol run is a trace (or path) in
the graph. The protocol designer can perform querying
to check the correspondence property. For example, if
event(e1) ⇒ event(e2) is successfully verified, it means
that the event e2 dominates [22] the event e1. In other
words, if e1 is executed, then e2 has been executed. De-
note the dominator of a node e as D(e). Then, e1 ∈ D(e2)
in the example.

3 Agents and Adversary Model

We assume that there are 3 types of agents in the network:
participants, Dolev-Yao adversaries, and the judge. The
participants are the ones who are specified in the pro-
tocols, but may not strictly follow the protocols. The
Dolev-Yao adversaries are not supposed to participate in
the protocol. Nevertheless, they may eavesdrop the public
channels or send forged messages to participants accord-
ing to the channels. The judge is a trusted participant,
who receives messages and detects operations which may
have been made by participants or Dolev-Yao adversary.
Then, he makes decision on whether a malicious operation
has been performed, and, if there has been one, who per-
formed it. Note that the protocol should prevent attacks
from Dolev-Yao adversaries. In other words, the judge
cannot blame the Dolev-Yao adversaries in any case, for
the Dolev-Yao adversary can be anyone who has access to
the channels and cannot be identified.

The Dolev-Yao adversary model assumes that the ad-
versary controls the network. More specifically, the ad-
versary can perform the following operations:

1) Eavesdrop any messages from the public channel;

2) Analyze and compose the messages;

3) Send the message to the public channel, pretending
as a participant;

4) But he cannot perform any cryptanalysis.

Note that in most security protocols, it assumes that
only Dolev-Yao adversaries may perform malicious
operations. It implicitly assumes that the partic-
ipants should strictly follow the protocol. For in-
stance, a protocol satisfying secrecy means that the
adversary cannot obtain some secret message which
belongs to a participant. In this case, if a partic-
ipant does not strictly follow the protocol by leak-
ing the secret, the secrecy property is no longer sat-
isfied. Therefore, the Dolev-Yao adversary model,
which was used to prove classical properties, is insuf-
ficient for accountability protocols.

Hence, we make additional assumptions that be-
sides the Dolev-Yao adversary, a participant may not
strictly follow the protocols.

5) Eavesdrop any messages from the public channel or
the private channel that he possesses;

6) Analyze and compose any received messages;

7) Send the composed messages to the public channel
or the private channel that he possesses;

8) But he cannot perform any cryptanalysis.

The assumptions 5), 6), 7) can be composed to inter-
pret most of the participants’ malicious operations in the
network protocols, such as colluding or false report. For
the colluding, a participant may stealthily exchange se-
cret messages with another one. For the false report, a
dishonest participant may forge the proof by composing
received messages, and send it to the judge to blame in-
nocent participants.

We also extend the assumption 4) that both adversary
and participants cannot perform cryptanalysis. The as-
sumptions make it possible for automatic symbolic anal-
ysis. Some work makes stronger assumptions, e.g., com-
putational model [3, 4], which also analyzes the probabil-
ity of successful cryptanalysis. We focus on the symbolic
model, and the computational model is out the scope of
this paper.

4 Judge’s Responsibilities

In this section, we briefly analyze the judge’s abilities and
responsibilities. We show the challenges of formally defin-
ing malicious operations and dishonest participants. The
problems motivate us to make more appropriate defini-
tions in Section 5.

Firstly, it is philosophically impossible for the judge
to detect all the operations. The judge cannot monitor
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Table 1: Types of participants

Type of Participant x 1) 2) 3)
Honest / Dishonest Honest Honest Dishonest
Malicious operations No No Yes

Behavor Normal Abnormal Abnormal
Operations by participants – NFol(x) NFol(x)

Operations by judges – – JNFol(x)

and log all the messages when the protocol runs. For ex-
ample, two colluding participants may collude by trans-
ferring messages via private channels, which cannot be
accessed by the judge. Furthermore, in most protocols,
the judge does not log all the messages in order to reduce
the network overhead. Instead, the judge may make de-
cisions only when the malicious operations are discovered
and disputed by a participant.

Secondly, it is unnecessary for the judge to account
all the operations that does not strictly follow the pro-
tocol. Hence, we need a clear definition of dishonest
participants and the corresponding malicious opera-
tions. Recall that a participant may not strictly follow
the protocol, but does not perform any malicious opera-
tions, e.g., sending a harmless “Hello” message. It is com-
plicated to formally define the malicious operation that we
should enumerate all the possible operations of a partic-
ipant in each protocol step, and exclude all the harmless
operations. Moreover, we should redefine the malicious
operation in a new protocol intuitively.

To illustrate the problem more clearly, we divide the
participants into 3 types:

1) They strictly follow the protocols;

2) They do not strictly follow protocol, but operations
can be ignored by the judge;

3) They do not strictly follow protocol, but operations
cannot be ignored.

Informally, the participants of Type 1) and 2) are honest,
and the ones of Type 3) are dishonest and have per-
formed malicious operations in the protocol, as shown
in Table 1. Observe that it is much easier to set the
boundary between the participants of Type 1) and the
participants of Type 2), 3). In Section 5, we leverage the
observation and further propose the appropriate formal
definition of fairness and completeness.

5 Modeling in AccountVerif

In this section, we introduce AccountVerif for modeling
accountability protocols, as shown in Figure 2, and illus-
trate how AccountVerif translates the new clauses into
ProVerif language. In AccountVerif, the types of partic-
ipant’s behaviors are defined. Then, we make a general
definition of fairness and completeness, which can be ap-
plied in various accountability protocols.

P ,Q ::= processes

ain(i, id , M, x : t); P accounted input

aout(i, id , M, N); P accounted output

event NFol(id) event

event Step(i, idf , idt , x1, . . . , xn) event

event Do(i, idf , idt) event

...

〈declarations〉 ::= declarations

let account R(x1 : ID, ..., xn : tn) = P. accounted macro

type ID. type

const free Ch: S. bitstring

const free Cd: S. bitstring

const free fatt: S. bitstring

const free fnor: S. bitstring

free ca: channel. channel

free cc: channel. channel

...

Figure 2: New clauses and reserved names in Ac-
countVerif

5.1 Behaviors of Participants

To model fairness and completeness, we find that the def-
inition of dishonest participants or malicious operations
is not required. Instead, we define behavior as the pro-
cess performed by a participant in a protocol run, and the
participants’ behaviors are divided into two types (see Ta-
ble 1):

(a) Normal behavior, which is performed by the partici-
pant who strictly follows the protocol. It corresponds
to the participants of Type 1) in Section 4, and we
denote them as normal participants.

(b) Abnormal behavior, which is performed by the par-
ticipant who does not strictly follow the protocol. It
corresponds to the participants of Type 2) and 3),
and we denote them as abnormal participants.

For short, we denote the abnormal participants and
Dolev-Yao adversaries as abnormal agents. If there is
no abnormal agent in a protocol run, the protocol run is
denoted as an ideal protocol run; otherwise, if there
may be abnormal agents, it is denoted as a practical
protocol run.

Definition 1 (Accounted Process Macro). In Ac-
countVerif, a participant’s behavior, which may be abnor-
mal, is defined by using the following macro:

let account f(id : ID, x2 : t2, . . . , xn : tn) = P. (1)
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Here, the first parameter id : ID in the macro is spec-
ified as the identifier of the participant, where the type
ID is reserved in AccountVerif. The rest of the parame-
ters x2, . . . , xn represent the knowledge maintained by
id , such as the private key that id owns.

The accounted process macro is different from the
process macro defined in ProVerif language: let R(x1 :
t1, . . . , xn : tn) = P (see Figure 1). The accounted process
macro can be used to define the process of a participant
who may be either a normal participant or an abnormal
participant. The process macro only defines the normal
behavior of an honest participant, such as the judge, or
the other trusted third parties (TTP). Note that both
the accounted process macro and the process macro are
needed for modeling accountability protocols.

Automatic translation of accounted processes:
AccountVerif deals with the accounted process
macro by automatically generating 2 process macros
let ft(id : ID, x2 : t2, . . . , xn : tn) = P , and
let ff (id : ID, x2 : t2, . . . , xn : tn) = Pf .

Here, ft represents the participant’s normal behavior
where the process P in ft is inherited from the process
in f . ff represents the abnormal behavior, and the pro-
cess Pf is generated by AccountVerif according to P .
Then, AccountVerif automatically generates f in trans-
lated scripts in Figure 3. Here, the participant id chooses
the normal/abnormal behavior randomly for each run of
the protocol. id firstly receives a message fc of the type
bitstring (i.e., S) from a public channel cc. Then, if fc
equals a constant Ch, id chooses the normal behavior; oth-
erwise, if fc equals a constant Cd, id chooses the abnormal
behavior. Since cc, Ch and Cd are public, the adversary
can send Ch and Cd to the channel cc. Hence, either ft or
ff can be executed. The names cc, Ch and Cd are reserved
in the AccountVerif for avoiding duplicated definition by
protocol designers.

let f(id : ID, x2 : t2, ..., xn : tn) =

in(cc, fc : S);

if fc = Ch

then ft(id , x2, ..., xn)

else if fc = Cd

then (event NFol(id); ff (id , x2, ..., xn)).

Figure 3: Translated process macro from the accounted
process macro by AccountVerif

The participant id executes the event NFol(id) before
executing ff , if Cd is received by id . We use the event
to model the fairness in accountability protocols, as il-
lustrated in Section 5.2. The event name NFol is also
reserved in AccountVerif.

In the process ff , we leverage the ability of Dolev-Yao
adversary to model id ’s abnormal behavior. Briefly, to
maximize id ’s abilities of performing malicious behaviors,
id sends his knowledge to the Dolev-Yao adversary, and

then relays all the messages between the adversary and
participants with whom he is supposed to communicate.
Moreover, to deal with the limitation of ProVerif when
proving completeness (see Section 5.3), we also propose
a strategy which adds more processes in ff and we also
remodel the Dolev-Yao adversaries. Since the modeling
is non-trivial and error-prone for protocol designers, they
are automatically generated by AccountVerif. We also
show the concrete process of the translation in the Ap-
pendix [15].

5.2 Fairness

We define 2 events for modeling fairness: NFol(x) and
JNFol(x). As mentioned, if the participant x chooses the
abnormal behavior in a protocol run, the event NFol(x)
is executed before x performs any other operations. If the
judge believes that x has chosen the abnormal behavior,
the event JNFol(x) is executed.

Definition 2 (Fairness). The judge can correctly blame
the abnormal participant.

∀x ∈ ID. event(JNFol(x))⇒ event(NFol(x)) (2)

Here, whenever the judge executes the event
JNFol(x), the participant x must have performed the
operation not specified in the protocol.

For an operation performed by x, the protocol de-
signer determines whether x is dishonest, and the
judge only decides whether x is an abnormal partic-
ipant. Recall the operation that x sends a harmless
“Hello” message [19]. The protocol designer determines
whether to execute JNFol(x) when the operation is de-
tected. In verification, we only need to ensure that x chose
the abnormal behavior before JNFol(x) is executed. The
advantage is that the formal definition of fairness is gen-
eral for the definition of abnormal behavior is clear. More-
over, it is flexible that the protocol designer determines
whether an operation is malicious. Even if it is designed
to execute JNFol(x) when the judge detects the “Hello”
message, it only infers that the protocol is stricter, but
it is also fair because x is abnormal. In other words, the
protocol designer is similar to the Legislative Branch of
the government. He defines the malicious operation and
the dishonest participant in the protocol. The judge, who
is similar to the Judicial Branch, only needs to blame the
right participant according to the protocol made by the
designer.

5.3 Completeness

The formal definition of completeness is much more chal-
lenging than the definition of fairness. Recall that it is
philosophically impossible to detect all the abnormal op-
erations performed by the participants. The protocol de-
signer, who resembles the Legislative Branch, needs to
specify a subset of abnormal operations as malicious op-
erations for accounting. A practical definition proposed
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by [19] is to set goals of the protocols, and then ac-
count all the operations that breach the goals. However,
the goals for each protocol are different which depend on
the context of the protocols, and they are not straight-
forward to be formally modeled. For example, in the
auction protocol (i.e., the PRST protocol) as illustrated
in [19], there are three sophisticated goals which contain
constraints on some specific protocol steps. Moreover, it
is unknown whether all the cases that break the goals are
successfully enumerated by the protocol designer. In the
PRST protocol, 9 cases that break goals are listed. In
the improved version of PRST protocol in [19], 10 cases
are listed. Though it is manually proved in [19] that the
completeness is guaranteed, as there may be many cases
that breach the goals, a general and formal definition of
completeness is required.

Our formal definition of completeness is more general.
Informally, it is based on the observation that the proto-
col runs in an unexpected trace in case: an operation has
not been executed in a protocol run, whereas the operation
was supposed to be executed if the run is ideal. In this case,
the judge should blame some participants. For example
in Figure 4.a, the ideal protocol run is a trace of process
[A(i), B(i), C(i)], where i is the parameter representing
the content of a message. Then, we show 3 typical cases
that need to be accounted in Figure 4: (b) the missing
event B(i), (c) event disorder, where B(i) has not been
executed before C(i), and (d) invalid parameters, where
A(j) should have been executed before B(j). Note that
the case (e) needs not to be accounted, though it is sim-
ilar to the case (b). The reason is that the missing event
C(i) can be executed afterwards. The case (f), where
the additional event D(i) is executed, (e.g., the event of
sending Hello message), needs not to be accounted as well.

To formally model and verify completeness, new
clauses in AccountVerif are introduced to define processes
in an ideal protocol run (Section 5.3.1). Then, we briefly
illustrate how the clauses are translated by AccountVerif,
after which the abnormal behaviors of participants are
generated (Section 5.3.2). We make deductions by using
the translated clauses and finally define D-completeness
(Section 5.3.3). We also prove the consistency between
our observation and D-completeness in the Appendix [15].

5.3.1 Clauses for Modeling Completeness

Definition 3 (Accounted Input/Output). An ac-
counted input/output is a message input/output pro-
cess which should be executed in an ideal protocol run.
In AccountVerif, the accounted input/output is described
as follows:

ain(i, id , M, x : t) (3)

aout(i, id , M, N) (4)

Here, the processes ain and aout in Equations (3)
and (4) resembles the definition of processes in and out
respectively in Figure 1. The difference is that the step

number i ∈ N and the identifier id are added as param-
eters. The parameter i together with id means the in-
put/output process is executed by the participant id in
the ith step of the protocol.

Therefore, 4 types of processes (i.e., in, out, ain,
aout) are used for modeling input and output processes.
The process ain, aout are used for modeling processes
in an ideal protocol run, while the process in, out are
used for modeling disputes performed by participants and
judges (see the example in Section 6).

Definition 4 (Accounted Step). An accounted step is
an event process executed in a practical protocol run,
which is derived from a pair: ain(i, idt , M, x : t) and
aout(i, idf , M, N). It is automatically generated by
AccountVerif, and has the form as follows:

event Step(i, idf , idt , x1, . . . , xn) (5)

Here, the accounted step Step indicates that a message,
which is supposed to be sent from idf to idt by aout and
received by the corresponding ain, is sent and can be suc-
cessfully validated by the processes (e.g., if process) after
the ain process. The parameters x1, . . . , xn represent the
variable values in the messages that are validated, denoted
as dependent parameters.

The accounted step is the key process for modeling
and verifying completeness. In a practical protocol run,
besides the normal participants, the abnormal agents can
also execute the accounted steps by sending a message. In
some cases, if the message sent by the abnormal agents
has the same format and values as the ones in the ideal
protocol runs (i.e., the corresponding accounted step is
executed), the operations should not be blamed. How-
ever, the message can be forged with different values
which can still pass the validation after the execution of
ain. In this case, an accounted step has not been ex-
ecuted, while the next accounted steps may be executed,
which should be accounted by the judge. We informally in-
troduce how AccountVerif generates the accounted steps
for all types of participants in Section 5.3.2, and provided
the formal representation in the Appendix [15].

5.3.2 Code Generation of the Accounted Steps

AccountVerif translates the accounted input and output
processes into clauses in ProVerif, where the accounted
steps are generated.

Case 1: Abnormal agents. In translation, Ac-
countVerif guarantees that the accounted step is ex-
ecuted whenever the message N in corresponding
process aout(i, id , M, N) is sent via channel M .
Since the Dolev-Yao adversary in ProVerif is implic-
itly modeled, i.e., messages in the public channel are
free to be sent by Dolev-Yao adversaries, we cannot
implicitly encode Step for these messages. Though
ProVerif provides the event process mess() for in-
dicating that a message is sent, using the event for
verifying a correspondence property often results in
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Figure 4: Example of the observation for modeling completeness: (a) Ideal protocol run. (b)(c)(d) Cases that need
to be accounted. (e)(f) Cases that need not to be accounted

failure of automatic verification, due to the incom-
pleteness problem of ProVerif. Instead, AccountVerif
explicitly models the Dolev-Yao adversaries by defin-
ing a new process att, which resembles ff in Figure 3,
where the adversary relays all the messages between a
public channel to the other channels. Moreover, the
public channels defined in AccountVerif are trans-
lated into private channels. Hence, the contents of
all the messages sent in att and ff are examined: if
an output process has the same channel and message
specified in an aout process, the corresponding event
Step is executed before the execution of the output
process.

We make optimization based on the observation that
ff and att may perform the same abnormal operations.
Specifically, if they can send forged messages to the same
channel, i.e., the channel is public, such replaying op-
eration can be modeled only in the process att. If the
channel defined in AccountVerif is private, since the ad-
versary cannot access the channel, the relaying process is
modeled in ff .

Besides, we deal with the non-termination problem of
ProVerif when the relaying process is modeled. Specifi-
cally, ProVerif may not terminate when performing auto-
matic verification, if we model the relay process as follows:

(in(ca,m1 :S); out(cab,m1 ))|(in(cab,m2 :S); out(ca,m2 ))

Here, the abnormal agent relays messages from channel
cab to ca. The reason of non-termination is that the above
process would cause loops [7] in the practical runs. For
example, a message is relayed from cab to ca, and then
relayed from ca to cab, where the same message is relayed
and so on. To deal with the problem, we add the reserved
constants fatt and fnor, and model the replaying process as
follows:

(in(ca, (= fatt,m1 :S)); out(cab, (fatt,m1 )))|
(in(cab, (= fnor,m2 :S)); out(ca, (fnor,m2 )))

Here, only the message tagged with fatt (i.e., generated by
abnormal agents) can be relayed from ca to cab and only
the message tagged with fnor (i.e., generated by normal
participants) can be relayed from cab to ca. Hence, there

is no loop between relaying processes, if there is no loop
in ideal runs of the protocol.

Case 2: Normal participants. These participants
are modeled in the macro process or the accounted
macro process (ft) (see Figure 3). In this case, the
process ain(i, id , M, x : t) is directly translated
into in(M, (x0 : S, x : t)). As already mentioned,
the parameter x0 is generated only for helping termi-
nation in relaying processes, thus AccountVerif does
not generate any other process that contains x0. Sim-
ilarly, the process aout(i, id , M, N) is translated
into event Step(i, id , idt , x1, . . . , xn); out(M, N ′).
Here, the parameter idt is derived from the second
parameter in ain which has the same step i. The out-
put message N ′ = (fnor, N), thus the message N can
be relayed by abnormal agents. Note that a message
may be broadcast to multiple receivers, i.e., there
are multiple accounted input processes at the same
step. In this case, AccountVerif generates multiple
accounted steps when translating.

5.3.3 Modeling and Verifying Completeness

We first propose the basic mechanism of discovering cases
that abnormal participants have involved, and then show
how to leverage the mechanism to model and verify com-
pleteness.

Finding abnormal participants: The protocol de-
signer uses the following event defined in Ac-
countVerif for modeling and verifying completeness.

event Do(i, idf , idt) (6)

The event is equivalent to the definition of accounted
step, where the dependent parameters are not in-
cluded. Here, AccountVerif translates the event Do
into the event Step, where the dependent parameters
are automatically generated. Hence, the protocol de-
signer can perform the following queries without con-
sidering the sophisticated dependent parameters.
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query id1 ∈ ID, id2 ∈ ID, id3 ∈ ID, id4 ∈ ID, i ∈ N, j ∈ N;

Do(i, id1 , id2 )⇒ Do(j, id3 , id4 ) (7)

Here, we assume i > j and event(Do()) is abbreviated
as Do(). Denote di = Do(i, , ), which means di is an
accounted step at step i. Equation (7) can be abbreviated
as :

∀di, dj .i > j → di ∈ D(dj) (8)

The result of Equation (7) may be false due to the op-
erations performed by abnormal participants. Therefore,
the protocol designer can find the abnormal participants
by reviewing the code and make new queries. For exam-
ple, if id3 is found to be the abnormal participant, the
fact is confirmed by the following query:

query id1 ∈ ID, id2 ∈ ID, id3 ∈ ID, id4 ∈ ID, i ∈ N, j ∈ N;

Do(i, id1 , id2 )⇒ Do(j, id3 , id4 ) ∨NFol(id3 ) (9)

Here, if di has been executed but dj has not been exe-
cuted, then id3 is abnormal. According to our observation
in Section 5.3, id3 should be blamed.

As mentioned, AccountVerif translates Do in Equa-
tions (7) and (9) into Step before verifying the query. For
example, Equation (7) is initially translated as follows:

query id1 ∈ ID, id2 ∈ ID, id3 ∈ ID, id4 ∈ ID, i ∈ N, j ∈ N,
x1 ∈ tx1 , . . . , xm ∈ tx1 , y1 ∈ ty1 , . . . , yn ∈ tyn ;

(Step(i, id1 , id2 , x1, . . . , xm)⇒ Step(j, id3 , id4 , y1, . . . , yn)

∧ yt1 = ct1 ∧ yt2 = ct2 . . . ytk = ctk) (10)

The dependent parameters x1, . . . , xm and y1, . . . , yn
may share the same parameters, because the contents of
the sent message in a step depends on the ones in the pre-
vious steps, as illustrated in Section 5.3.1. We informally
illustrate how AccountVerif identifies the shared parame-
ters.

Firstly, AccountVerif constructs a global map to indi-
cate the relationship among variables (and constructors)
used in the processes. Since in an ideal protocol run, a
variable may be assigned to another variable according to
the clauses ain, aout, etc., these variables have the same
values. AccountVerif builds a map F that for variables (or
constructors) v1, v2 with the same value, F(v1) = F(v2).
Secondly, AccountVerif resolves all the variables and con-
structors of the messages in each aout process, and set
them as dependent parameters in Step. Finally, in Equa-
tion (10), AccountVerif searches xi and yj in x1, . . . , xm

and y1, . . . , yn respectively, in which if F(xi) = F(yj),
AccountVerif replaces yj with xi.

Besides, a participant may also perform abnormal op-
erations by changing the parameters which is supposed
to be originated from his knowledge, when he executes
the step j. For example, a participant B1 may collude
with B2 by sending the messages using B2’s knowledge.

Table 2: Cases that should be accounted in protocol runs.
(Yes: every accounted step at the given step is executed;
No: not every accounted step is executed; -: arbitrary.)

# d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 . . . dn−1 dn
1 No Yes Yes Yes Yes . . . Yes Yes
2 - No Yes Yes Yes . . . Yes Yes
3 - - No Yes Yes . . . Yes Yes
4 - - - No Yes . . . Yes Yes
5 - - - - No . . . Yes Yes

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
n− 1 - - - - - . . . No Yes

To deal with the problem, the protocol designer declares
the key data in the knowledge as private constants (e.g.,
ct1 , ctk), and Equation (10) also checks the equivalence
between the constants and the corresponding parameters
(e.g., yt1 , ytk , where {yt1 , . . . , ytk} ⊆ {y1, . . . , yn}). Note
that we do not treat all the knowledge of a participant as
key data, since some data may merely be a random value
and does not do harm to the protocol. The strategy of
choosing the key data can be determined by the protocol
designer, who resembles the Legislative Branch.

Enumerating abnormal participants: According to
Equations (7) to (10) and the proof in the Ap-
pendix [15], the observation in Section 5.3 can be
formally defined as:

Definition 5 (D-completeness-init). At least one
participant should be blamed, if:

∃di∃dj .i > j ∧ di 6∈ D(dj) (11)

Therefore, the abnormal participant can be found by
applying di and dj to Equations (9) and (10).

Definition 5 requires to be improved due to the com-
plexity of enumerating all the cases that some participants
should be blamed. For example, if there are n steps in an

ideal protocol run, n(n−1)
2 cases need to be modeled, i.e.,

new processes for disputing and judging should be coded
in each case.

To reduce the complexity of modeling, we find that the

number of cases can be reduced from n(n−1)
2 to n − 1 as

shown in Table 2. For example, consider a case that d4
is executed and d2 has not been executed. The case can
be divided into sub-cases, and allocated to the second and
third row in Table 2. Therefore, each row corresponds to a
new case: in the ith row, dn−i is not executed, and all the
following steps dn−i+1, . . . , dn are executed in sequence.
Specifically, the number of cases is reduced by define the
completeness as follows:

Definition 6 (D-completeness). In case j, where 0 <
j < n and n is the number of steps in an ideal protocol
run, at least one participant should be blamed, if:

∃dj∀di.i > j → di 6∈ D(dj) (12)
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According to Definition 6, all participants will not
blamed in some cases:

Corollary 1 (D-completeness-noblame). In case j,
where 0 < j < n and n is the number of steps, no partic-
ipants can be blamed, if:

∀dj∀di.i = j + 1→ di ∈ D(dj) (13)

In practice, we make the more concrete solution as fol-
lows:

Corollary 2 (D-completeness-practical). In case j,
where 0 < j < n and n is the number of steps, new pro-
cesses can be designed for the judges to discover and blame
abnormal participants, if there exist di, dj which satisfy:

1) i > j ∧ di 6∈ D(dj) ∧ ∀dk.j < k < i→ dk 6∈ D(dj) ,

2) The channels used by di and dj can be accessed by a
normal participant,

3) At least one abnormal participant that causes the con-
dition 2) can be individually found,

4) Not all the participants, who may perform malicious
behaviors, are abnormal.

The condition 2) guarantees that the runs that satisfy
condition 1) can be observed by a participant who can
then dispute the finding. Here, di can be observed by a
participant only if the participant can access the channel
to which the message in di is sent.

In condition 3), the notion “individual” is derived from
the definition “individual accountability” in [19], which
means that at least one participant is abnormal for all
the runs that satisfy condition 1). Therefore, our defini-
tion enforces individual accountability that at least one
participant is responsible for each case that should be ac-
counted. If the condition 3) cannot be satisfied for all
i that satisfies the condition 1), the protocol designer
should redesign the protocol to achieve individual ac-
countability.

In condition 4), it is meaningless for the judge to blame
someone, if all the participants are abnormal in practice.
Note that the participants who only perform the normal
behavior are not included in the participants, e.g., the
judge or the TTP.

5.4 Modeling and Verifying Process

In the end, the modeling and verification of an account-
ability protocol consists of the following steps:

Modeling the ideal protocol run. The designer addition-
ally uses ain, aout and the accounted process macros
to model the ideal protocol run.

Generating and verifying D-completeness. AccountVerif
translates the model and generates abnormal behav-
iors of participants according the accounted process

Abbreviations

c =mk

NRO ={fnro, B, L, c}skA

NRR ={fnrr, A, L, c}skB

subk ={fsub, B, L, k}skA

conk ={fcon , A,B, L, k}skTTP

Steps

S1. A→ B : fnro, B, L, c,NRO

S2. B → A : fnrr, A, L,NRR

S3. A→ TTP : fsub, B, L, k, subk

S4. B ↼ TTP : fcon, A,B, L, k, conk

S′4. A ↼ TTP : fcon, A,B, L, k, conk

Figure 5: The non-repudiation protocol

macros. It also generates the accounted steps Do
according to ain and aout. Then D-completeness is
generated according to the accounted steps and the
reserved event NFol, and the abnormal participants
are found and automatically verified by ProVerif.

Modeling the disputing cases and verifying fairness.
The disputing cases are generated according to
D-completeness by using the ordinary in, out
clauses, and the fairness in the disputing cases is
verified by ProVerif.

6 Case Study

We show a case study of formal analyzing a non-
repudiation protocol [28] by using AccountVerif. We il-
lustrate how AccountVerif translates the scripts into the
ProVerif language. Furthermore, we also find weaknesses
of the protocol according to the verification result.

6.1 Summary

The goal of the non-repudiation protocol is that when a
participant A sends a message m to another participant
B, both A and B hold the evidence that the other par-
ticipant has participated in the protocol.

The brief process of the protocol is shown in Figure 5.
In step S1, A picks the symmetric key k and encrypts the
message m with k to form c = mk, and sends c with A’s
signature NRO to B. Here, f∗, such as fnro, is the mes-
sage flag representing the type of a message. L is the label
identifying the session between A and B. Each message
is also attached with the signature (e.g., NRO , NRR) of
customized contents using the participant’s private keys
(e.g., skA, skB). In step S2, B receives A’s message, veri-
fies NRO and replies to A telling that B has received c. In
step S3, A confirms the validity of the receipt and sends
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the symmetric key k with A’s signature to the Trusted
Third Party (TTP). In steps S4 and S′4, if TTP confirms
that signature is valid, he sends the symmetric key k with
his signature conk to both A and B according to a reliable
channel, which ensures that A and B receive the message.
Hence, B will hold the message c and the key k, and get
the decrypted message m. Moreover, A holds the evi-
dence NRR and conk that B has received both c and k,
and B holds the evidence NRO and conk that A has sent
the message c and k. As a result, both A and B cannot
repudiate the session of the protocol. Here, Both A and
B may be abnormal, and TTP is normal.

6.2 Modeling Participant B in Ac-
countVerif

The ideal protocol run contains three participants’ pro-
cesses (A, B, TTP). Since A, B may be abnormal, their
normal behaviors are modeled by using the accounted
process macros in Definition 1, by which the abnormal
behaviors are automatically generated by AccountVerif.
For TTP always behaves honestly, his normal behavior is
modeled by using the process macro in Figure 1.

To illustrate the use of AccountVerif, we show the
model of B’s normal behavior in Figure 6, and how
B’s normal behavior, abnormal behavior and Dolev-
Yao adversary’s process are automatically generated into
ProVerif language.

let account PB (B : ID, skB :SK, pkttp : PK, pkA: PK) =
ain(1, B, cab, (= fnro,= B ,L: S, c: S,NRO : S,= pkA) );
if (checksign(NRO , pkA) = (fnro,B ,L, c) ) then

let A = fhost(pkA) in
let NRR = sign((fnrr,A,L, c), skB ) in
aout(2, B, cab, (fnrr,A,L,NRR));
ain(4, B, cab, (= fcon,= A,= B ,= L, k :K, conk :S));
if checksign(conk , pkttp) = (fcon,A,B ,L, k ) then

let e4 = sign( (ferr4,A,B ,L, k , conk ), skB ) in
aout(5, B, cab, (fpnro,A,B ,L, c, k ,NRO , conk )).

Figure 6: The modeling of B in ideal protocol runs using
AccountVerif.

In Figure 6, the parameters represent B’s knowledge,
including the identity B, B’s private signature key skB ,
TTP and A’s public signature key ( pkttp , pkB ). In step
S1, B receives the message from public channel cab by
the process ain. B verifies the signature NRO by the
destructor checksign, generates the signature NRR and
sends the message with NRR to the channel cab in step
S2 by the process aout. Then, B receives the message
from the channel cftp in step S4 by the process ain. If
the message is from the same initiator A and has the
same session (i.e., L), B verifies the signature. Finally, B
sends the message to the judge proving that A has sent
the message c and k (step S5). Hence, the judge holds
the evidence that B has participated in a session with A.

In PB , the identity B is bound to B’s public signature
key pkB , for it is assumed that each participant has one

private signature key. It is implemented by declaring the
constructor fun fhost(PK): ID and the corresponding de-
structor reduc forall x : PK; getkey(fhost(x )) = x . In
practice, the binding can also be implemented by using
the clause table in ProVerif. Nevertheless, the inter-
nal implementation of table is complicated which may
result in non-termination when automatic verification is
performed. Thus, we use the implementation in several
protocols.

6.2.1 Automatic Code Generation by Ac-
countVerif

The accounted macro process let account PB = . . . is
translated into a macro process let PB = . . . by Ac-
countVerif. The new process is the modeled in Figure 3,
which contains two branches: the normal behavior PBt

and the abnormal behavior PBf
. Moreover, new codes

are generated in the process of Dolev-Yao adversary att.

Generation of PBt .

In PBt the accounted steps are generated ac-
cording to the aout processes. For exam-
ple, the aout process in step S2 is trans-
lated into two processes: event Step(1,A,B ,L, c);
out(cab, (fnor, (fnrr,A,L,NRR))). The ain process
in step S1 is translated into in(cab, (f :S, (= fnro,=
B ,L:S, c:S,NRO :S,= pkA))). The tag fnor is added
for helping termination in automatic verification.

Generation of PBf
. The process simply outputs all his

knowledge to the public channel a as follows:

let PBf
(B : ID, skB :SK, pkttp : PK, pkA: PK) =

out(ca, (B , skB , pkttp , pkA))

Here, for the relaying process, since B communicates
with A and TTP via the public channel cab, the re-
laying process between cab and ca is only modeled in
att for reducing the overhead of automatic verifica-
tion.

Generation of att. The process att overhears the pub-
lic channels (e.g., cab) designed in AccountVerif, and
sends forged messages to the channels. In the send-
ing process, the accounted step is also executed, if the
sent message passes the validation (see Equation (5)).
For the paper size limitation, we only show generated
code of the first accounted step as follows:

let att(pkB : PK, skttp : SK, k : K, skA: SK,
m: S, skB : SK, pkA: PK, pkttp : PK,B : ID,A: ID) =

in(ca, (= fatt,m1 :S));
...

let (= fnro ,= B ,L: S , c: S ,NRO : S ,= pkA ) = m1 in
(let (= fnro ,= B ,= L ,= c ) = checksign(NRO , pkA) in
event Step(1,A,B ,L, c);
out(cab, (fatt,m1 ))
) else

...
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Here, the adversary first receives a message m1 from
ca, which indicates that m1 is from the Dolev-Yao
adversary. Second, the message’s format and its sig-
nature NRO are checked. The validation process is
derived from B’s normal behavior in Figure 6, where
B checks the message sent in step S1 before B sends
the message is step S2. Third, if m1 passes all the
validations, the corresponding accounted step is exe-
cuted.

6.3 Modeling and Verifying Complete-
ness

Table 3 shows all the cases that may involve disputing in
the protocol runs. In each case, two accounted steps are
chosen for modeling the completeness, and the chosen ab-
normal participants are automatically verified according
to Equations (7) and (9). We brief illustrates the result
of each case as follows:

Case 1: B may send a message in step S2 by forging
a message c in the signature NRR, where c is not
the message received in step S1. According to Corol-
lary 2, in condition 1), i = 2, j = 1, and d2 6∈ D(d1).
In condition 2), both d1 and d2 can be observed by
A. In condition 3), the participant B can be individ-
ually found. Therefore, A can dispute to the judge
and blame B.

Case 2: A may send a message in step S3 without hav-
ing built the session L with B in step S1 and S2, i.e.,
step S2 has not been executed. According to Corol-
lary 2, in condition 1), i = 4, j = 2, and d4 6∈ D(d2),
d3 6∈ D(d2). In condition 2), both d2 and d4 can be
observed by B. In condition 3), the participant A can
be individually found. Therefore, B can dispute to
the judge and blame A. Note that we do not choose
i = 3, since d2 and d3 cannot be observed by the
same normal participant (e.g., B), which violates the
condition 2).

Case 3: Since TTP is normal, d4 is executed only if d3
is executed. According to Corollary 1, i = 4, j = 3,
and d4 ∈ D(d3). Therefore, no participants can be
blamed in this case.

Case 4: Similar to case 3, this case also satisfies Corol-
lary 1, and no participants can be blamed.

Hence, the designer needs to add the disputing processes
for judges to find and blame abnormal participants in
case 2 and 3. Note that in the original design of the
protocol, the case 2 and 3 are not considered, i.e., D-
completeness is not achieved.

7 Related Work

Bella et al. [6] formally verified a subset of accountabil-
ity protocols. The validity of evidence was modeled and

Table 3: Cases that should be accounted in the non-
repudiation protocol

# d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 Abnormal Participants
1 No Yes B
2 - No Yes A
3 - - No Yes None
4 - - - No Yes None

verified in the fair non-repudiation protocol [28] and the
certified email protocol [1], but the fairness and complete-
ness were not defined. In particular, the disputing cases
in the protocols were not considered, while we found that
there were cases that the participants may blame each
other, and the judge has to decide who was dishonest.
Küsters et al. [19] proposed a more general definition of
accountability. They also studied the properties of sev-
eral protocols by pen-and-paper analysis, e.g., the Bingo
voting system [8]. Nevertheless, we found that it was
difficult to use the definition in formal verification. One
problem is that we do not have a general definition of the
notion “malicious operation” and “dishonest participant”
for different protocols. Furthermore, the lacks of general
and formal definition of completeness makes it challenging
for verifying the accountability protocols.

The incompleteness problem exists in many efficient
tools such as ProVerif, AVISPA [26], and it is still under
active research. The limitation is that the global state
cannot be modeled and verified due to the abstraction
from applied pi calculus to horn clauses. To solve the
problem, The AIF [23] framework first presented the idea
of encoding the set memberships into the state abstrac-
tion, which was based on the low-level AVISPA Interme-
diate Format [26]. StatVerif [2] and SetPi [9] also pro-
vided an extension of the applied pi calculus. Kremer et
al. [17] proposed a variant of the applied pi calculus, which
used the tamarin prover [24] as a backend. It supported
both the global state and verification of correspondence
properties, which are required in verifying accountability
protocols. Nevertheless, tamarin sometimes required ad-
ditional typing lemmas to guide the proof. We provided a
lightweight solution of bypassing the incompleteness prob-
lem when proving fairness, and the protocols were ac-
countability protocols verified by using AccountVerif. An
interesting future work is verifying accountability proto-
cols using the novel verification tools that supports global
states.

8 Conclusion

We propose and implement AccountVerif for formally
modeling and verifying accountability protocols. To re-
duce the complexity of modeling accountability protocols,
AccountVerif extends the applied pi calculus and auto-
matically translates the calculus into ProVerif language,
where the abnormal operations and supplementary codes
for modeling completeness are automatically generated.
In particular, our definition of completeness is general
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that it can cover all the disputing processes in existing
accountability protocols, such as a non-repudiation pro-
tocol. We also find weaknesses in the protocol according
to our definition.
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Abstract

The existing adversarial attack methods are not entirely
fit for the adversarial tasks in host intrusion detection.
Therefore, we propose a new attack method to evaluate
better the robustness of deep learning-based host intru-
sion detection systems against adversarial examples. The
proposed method overcomes discreteness in host intrusion
detection by perturbing the original inputs with integers.
The preliminary results show our method misleads the
target classifiers with a high success rate and outperforms
the existing state-of-the-art adversarial attack methods.
Besides, our method can effectively evade the detection
of the classifiers reinforced by state-of-the-art defensive
mechanisms.

Keywords: Adversarial Examples; Adversarial Machine
Learning; Deep Learning; Intrusion Detection; Neural
Networks

1 Introduction

With the success in computer vision [28] and Go [24],
deep learning now is widely used in many fields including
multi-robot systems [12, 25], health care [23], face recog-
nition [29], and speech recognition [3]. In the domain of
cybersecurity, deep learning has also demonstrated its ef-
fectiveness, especially in intrusion detection [31] and mal-
ware detection [10, 33]. Intrusion detection systems are
regarded as one of the most important tools to protect the
networks and computer systems. The deep learning tech-
niques are utilized to strengthen the intrusion detection
systems because deep learning can extract useful feature
representations from the raw data [15].

Though deep learning achieves prominent results [6,15,
31, 33] in the security area, recent works show its vulner-
ability to adversarial examples [5,13,16,20,21,27], which
are derived from adding small but intentionally crafted

perturbations to original inputs. Adversarial examples
can make deep learning based classifiers misclassify. It
is first revealed by Szegedy et al. [27] that deep neural
networks are vulnerable to adversarially crafted inputs.
In computer vision, the perturbations added to original
inputs to generate adversarial examples are required to
be imperceptible to human eyes, as shown in Figure 1,
which comes from [4]. The images in the first row are
original, and in the second row are corresponding adver-
sarial examples. Taking the third column as an example,
the classification result of GoogLeNet [26] for the origi-
nal image is bell pepper with 99.9% confidence. However,
after adding adversarial perturbations to the original im-
age, the classification result becomes strainer with 86.5%
confidence. The two images are almost the same for hu-
man eyes. Though adversarial examples are originally
proposed in the field of computer vision, previous work
has shown that the existence of adversarial examples ex-
poses the weakness of deep learning algorithms and has
nothing to do with application scenarios [4]. In cyber-
security, with the extensive application of deep learning,
the security of deep learning algorithms has become more
and more important. The generation of adversarial ex-
amples in cybersecurity has attracted many researchers’
interests. Grosse et al. [14] show that adversarial exam-
ples can make deep neural networks for malware detec-
tion misclassify malicious applications as normal with the
functionality of malware unchanged. Li et al. [17] claim
that the adversarial examples produced by their method
can evade the detection of the Android malware detec-
tion systems protected by firewalls. Yang et al. [32] have
studied adversarial examples against deep learning based
network intrusion detection systems (NIDS). Wang [30]
investigates the performance of state-of-the-art adversar-
ial attack methods against deep learning based intrusion
detection systems.

The intrusion detection system is a critical tool to pro-
tect network and computer systems. The application of
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Figure 1: Example of adversarial examples in computer
vision

deep learning in intrusion detection is growing rapidly.
As a security-critical area, it is very necessary to evaluate
the robustness of deep learning based intrusion detection
systems against adversarial attacks before their deploy-
ment. The common attack methods of generating adver-
sarial examples, such as the box-constrained limited mem-
ory approximation of Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno
(LBFGS) [27], fast gradient sign method (FGSM) [13], ba-
sic iterative method (BIM) [16], Jacobian-based saliency
map attack (JSMA) [21], DeepFool [20], Carlini and
Wagner (CW) et al. [5] are originally proposed in com-
puter vision in which input domains are continuous, so
these algorithms are not entirely fit for the adversar-
ial tasks in cybersecurity in which input domains are
usually discrete. Besides, previous studies on adversar-
ial examples in cybersecurity mainly focused on mal-
ware detection [7, 14, 17, 19] and network intrusion de-
tection [8, 18, 30, 32]. Host intrusion detection systems
(HIDS) [6, 34] are another kind of widely used intrusion
detection systems, which detect intrusion behaviors based
on system call traces in a target host. There is still a lack
of research on adversarial examples against deep learn-
ing based host intrusion detection systems (DL-HIDS).
Therefore, it is necessary to research the generation of
adversarial examples against DL-HIDS to evaluate their
robustness.

In this paper, we propose a new attack method called
the iterative step method (ISM) to generate adversarial
examples against DL-HIDS. It is a white-box and tar-
geted generating algorithm, which requires to access the
parameters of the target classifiers and makes the target
classifiers output the labels that the adversary specifies.
In intrusion detection, this usually means the adversary
makes malicious behaviors misclassified as normal behav-
iors. We train several deep neural networks as the tar-
get classifiers on the Australian Defence Force Academy
Linux Dataset (ADFA-LD), which achieve state-of-the-
art detection performance. We compare the success rate
(SR) of ISM against these target classifiers with those
of FGSM, BIM, and the Grosse method [14]. We also
evaluate the defense performance of some state-of-the-art
defensive mechanisms against ISM. The influences of ar-

chitectures of the classifiers and feature extraction meth-
ods on ISM are also investigated. In summary, we make
the following contributions:

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to in-
vestigate the robustness of deep learning based host
intrusion detection systems against adversarial ex-
amples. The inputs for HIDS are system call traces,
which are different from NIDS. We adopt two dif-
ferent kinds of feature extraction methods, i.e., set
of words (SOW) and bag of words (BOW), to pre-
process the original system call traces. We evaluate
the impact of different feature extraction methods on
adversarial attacks.

• We propose a new adversarial attack method called
the iterative step method to generate adversarial ex-
amples against DL-HIDS. The method uses gradients
of the loss function to generate adversarial examples
discretely. Because of the similarities of the tasks
in cybersecurity, we believe our method can be eas-
ily extended to evaluate the robustness of other deep
learning based systems in cybersecurity such as mal-
ware detection systems.

• We train three heterogeneous deep feed-forward neu-
ral networks as our DL-HIDS on the ADFA-LD
dataset. The impact of different classifiers’ architec-
tures on ISM is explored through this.

• Adversarial training [13, 27] and defensive distilla-
tion [22] are thought to be the most effective defense
methods against adversarial examples. We investi-
gate the defense effect of the two defense methods on
ISM.

2 Background

In this section, we provide the background knowledge
about this paper. Firstly, we briefly describe HIDS and
the feature extraction methods, i.e., SOW and BOW
which we adopt to preprocess the original inputs for
HIDS. Secondly, we introduce the general concept of deep
neural networks which are used to build up our target DL-
HIDS. Thirdly, we review several major adversarial attack
methods and defense methods. At last, we introduce the
ADFA-LD dataset briefly.

2.1 Host Intrusion Detection Systems

Host intrusion detection systems detect abnormal behav-
iors in a host [2, 6, 34]. That is different from network
intrusion detection systems which detect abnormal be-
haviors in network traffic. HIDS collects the information
specific to the operating system of a target host to de-
tect attacks against the target system. In HIDS, system
call traces are usually used to describe the behavior in a
computer system.

As mentioned above, the original inputs for HIDS are
system call traces. They need to be preprocessed before
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feeding them to DL-HIDS because DL-HIDS can only pro-
cess feature vectors. The set of words and bag of words are
the most frequently used feature extraction methods of
transforming system call traces into feature vectors [2,34]
in the domain of host intrusion detection.

Let C = {c1, c2, c3, . . . , cm} be the set of system calls
where m is the number of system calls and ci denotes
a single system call. For any system call trace s, SOW
transforms it into a vector x =< x1, x2, x3, . . . , xm >,
where xi = 1 if s includes ci else xi = 0. BOW does the
transformation in much the same way except xi represents
the number of occurrences of ci in s.

2.2 Deep Neural Networks

Neural networks have many variants including feed-
forward neural networks (FNN), convolutional neural net-
works (CNN), recurrent neural networks (RNN), et al.
In general, neural networks consist of the input layer,
the hidden layer, and the output layer. When the num-
ber of hidden layers exceeds two, neural networks are
regarded as deep neural networks (DNN). We choose
deep feed-forward neural networks (DFNN) as our tar-
get DL-HIDS because DFNN is widely used in cybersecu-
rity [14,15,30,32]. The common architecture of DFNN is
shown in Figure 2.

The basic computing units in DFNN are called neu-
rons. Each layer in DFNN consists of several neurons,
through which the previous layers are connected to the
next layers. The output of the previous layer is the input
of the next layer. Activation functions are used to improve
the nonlinearity of DFNN. The DFNN can be formalized
as Equation (1) where F (x) denotes the output of DFNN
and fi denotes the output of the ith layer, i = 1, 2, . . . , l.
l is the number of layers in DFNN except the input layer.
The output layer of DFNN is usually a softmax layer in
which the number of neurons is the same as the number
of classes. Let Fi(x) is the output of ith neuron in the
output layer where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n and n is the number
of classes. It denotes the probability of input x belonging
to class i. Therefore, 0 ≤ Fi(x) ≤ 1 and

∑
i Fi(x) = 1.

F (x) = fl(. . . f2(f1(x))). (1)

2.3 Adversarial Attack and Defense
Methods

2.3.1 Attack Methods

The goal of adversarial attacks is to modify the origi-
nal inputs as little as possible to make the target classi-
fiers output the wrong results in computer vision [4]. At-
tack methods of generating adversarial examples can be
categorized as white-box and black-box according to the
knowledge of the target classifiers possessed by the adver-
sary. In the context of white-box, the adversary possesses
the complete information of the target classifiers including
architectures and parameters. The black-box attacks are

Figure 2: The architecture of deep feed-forward neural
networks

performed when adversaries possess limited knowledge of
the target classifiers which excludes the model parame-
ters [4]. The white-box attacks can also be used to evalu-
ate the target classifiers in a black-box way because of the
transferability of the adversarial examples, which implies
that adversarial examples generated on a target model
can be utilized to attack another model with a different
architecture [11]. Attack methods can also be categorized
as targeted and nontargeted according to the adversarial
goals. Given a classifier F (x), let C(x) = argmaxiFi(x)
be the label predicted by the classifier, x be the original
input, x∗ be the corresponding adversarial example, y be
the real label of x, and y∗ be the target label which is the
label that adversaries want the classifier to output. The
goal of nontargeted attacks is to find a x∗ which makes
the classifier output C(x∗) 6= y. The goal of targeted
attacks is to make the classifier output C(x∗) = y∗.

In the remainder of this section, we introduce several
widely used attack methods which we compare with our
method in Section 4. All methods introduced here are
their non-targeted version.

1) Fast gradient sign method (FGSM).

FGSM [13] is a one-step and white-box method,
which generates adversarial examples by maximiz-
ing the loss function J(x, y). It can be formalized
as Equation (2), where ∇xJ(x, y) is the gradient of
the loss function with respect to x. θ limits the
perturbations to meet the bound ||x∗ − x||∞ ≤ θ.
The sign function carry out the following mapping:
x < 0, sign(x) = −1; x = 0, sign(x) = 0; x > 0,
sign(x) = 1.

x∗ = x+ θ × sign(∇xJ(x, y)). (2)

2) Basic iterative method (BIM).

BIM [16] is an iterative version of FGSM, which can
be formalized as Equation (3), where α is the same
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as θ but with a smaller value. x∗i is the adversar-
ial example produced during the ith iteration, where
i = 0, 1, . . . , t−1. t is the maximum number of itera-
tions and x∗0 = x. Iterative methods are believed to
be stronger than one-step ones but with worse trans-
ferability [11].

x∗i+1 = x∗i + α× sign(∇xJ(x∗i , y)). (3)

3) Grosse method (GM).

Unlike the two methods above, which are proposed to
generate adversarial examples against the classifiers
in the field of computer vision, Grosse et al. [14] ex-
pand the JSMA [21] to generate adversarial examples
against deep learning based malware classifiers. GM
perturbs the input features based on the Jacobian
matrix of F (x) with respect to x. In each iteration,
GM set xi = 1 where xi is the ith component of x
and i is given by Equation (4). m is the number of
components in x.

i = argmaxj∈[1,m],xj=0
∂Fy∗(x)

∂xj
. (4)

2.3.2 Defense Methods

The study of adversarial attacks and defenses is like a
competition. When some new attack methods come out
and perform well, the corresponding defense methods will
be proposed soon. Since the emergence of adversarial ex-
amples, a lot of defense methods have been proposed to
resist the adversarial attacks [4]. Among all the defense
methods, adversarial training and defensive distillation
are considered to be two of the most effective defense
methods. In this section, we briefly introduce these two
methods, which are used to validate the effectiveness of
ISM.

1) Adversarial training.

Adversarial training is thought to be one of the most
effective defensive mechanisms [4, 13, 27] against ad-
versarial examples. Previous work chooses adver-
sarial training as the defense method to verify their
newly proposed attack methods.

The main idea of adversarial training is to train the
classifiers with additional adversarial examples gen-
erated by corresponding attack methods. The pro-
cedure of adversarial training is shown in Figure 3.
Adversarial training can not only improve the robust-
ness of the classifiers against adversarial examples
but also improve the model’s generalization. Adver-
sarial examples used in Step 3 are generated in Step 2
and labeled as their original classes.

2) Defensive distillation.

The distillation technique is firstly proposed to trans-
fer the knowledge of a neural network to another one.
Papernot et al. [22] extend the distillation technique
to defend the adversarial attacks. The procedure of
defensive distillation is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3: The procedure of adversarial training

Figure 4: The procedure of defensive distillation

The output of the target classifier is not a normal soft-
max layer in distillation. The change for F (x) is shown
in Equation (5) where i = 1, 2, . . . , n and n is the number
of classes. The Zi(x) is the ith component of the output
of the classifier before the softmax layer. T is the distil-
lation temperature, which controls the effect of defensive
distillation. When T is set to 1, it goes back to a normal
softmax layer. Normally, T is set to a high value to obtain
a good distillation result [22].

Fi(x) =
eZi(x)/T∑n
l=1 e

Zl(x)/T
. (5)

2.4 ADFA-LD Dataset

ADFA-LD dataset is published by Creech et al. [9]. We
choose it as our experimental dataset because it is the
latest professional dataset for HIDS. ADFA-LD dataset
contains 833 normal training traces, 4372 normal valida-
tion traces, and 746 attack traces. All the traces are col-
lected under the Linux operating system. Attack traces
include six major and common attacks. The details of the
ADFA-LD dataset are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Details of the ADFA-LD dataset

Data Type Traces

Normal Data
Training Data 833
Validation Data 4372

Attack Data

Adduser 91
Hydra FTP 162
Hydra SSH 176
Java Meterpreter 124
Meterpreter 75
Web Shell 118
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3 Methodology

The existing adversarial attack methods including FGSM,
BIM, JSMA, et al. are originally proposed to generate ad-
versarial examples against classifiers in computer vision.
These methods are not entirely fit for adversarial tasks in
the domain of cybersecurity because there are two obvious
differences between the two fields [4, 14]:

• The input domains in cybersecurity are usually dis-
crete. In contrast, the input domains in computer
vision are continuous. This means the perturbations
crafted by the attack methods are no longer small
values but integers. For example, the input domain
for HIDS is sometimes binary. The modification to
these features can only be 0→ 1.

• In computer vision, the perturbations added to origi-
nal inputs are required to be imperceptible to human
eyes. In cybersecurity, the restriction on impercep-
tibility is meaningless. It is replaced by guarantee-
ing the validity of the input. In other words, after
modifying the intrusion data to evade the detection
of DL-HIDS, the intrusion data can still achieve its
original intrusion purpose.

Although we can simply expand these existing meth-
ods in the same discrete way described in Algorithm 1 to
make them suitable for generating adversarial examples
against DL-HIDS, they do not work well. We verify this
in Section 4 later. Currently, the researches on adver-
sarial examples mainly focus on computer vision. More
adversarial attack methods against deep learning based
systems in cybersecurity need to be proposed to evaluate
the robustness of these systems.

In this paper, to better evaluate the robustness of
DL-HIDS against adversarial examples, we propose a
new method called the iterative step method to gener-
ate adversarial examples against DL-HIDS. Although this
method is proposed to evaluate the robustness of DL-
HIDS, it can be easily extended to other tasks in cyber-
security such as malware detection because of the similar
discreteness of these tasks [14, 32]. The restrictions on
validity are also fit for the other tasks in this domain.

In this section, we introduce how to guarantee the va-
lidity of inputs when crafting adversarial examples against
DL-HIDS and we discuss the details of ISM.

3.1 Validity of Inputs

It is necessary to guarantee the validity of adversarial ex-
amples against DL-HIDS. If the purpose of a system call
trace of a malicious process is to obtain administrators’
passwords, it is meaningless that after disguising the orig-
inal malicious trace as normal, it can evade the detection
of DL-HIDS but lose the ability to obtain the passwords.
No attackers are willing to do such things.

Inputs for DL-HIDS are system call traces which are
usually represented as feature vectors using the feature

extraction methods discussed in Section 2. Each feature
in a vector represents the occurrence or the number of
occurrences of a system call. Therefore, if we just add
system calls to system call traces and never remove them,
then we will not influence its original functionality. Be-
sides, we can limit the number and types of system calls
which can be modified to further ensure the validity of
the adversarially crafted traces [14,30].

In the real world, it is feasible for the adversary to in-
crease the number of some system calls in a specific pro-
cess. Therefore, we believe our method of guaranteeing
the validity of inputs is practical.

3.2 Iterative Step Method

Generating an adversarial example in a targeted way can
be formalized as Equation (6) where x is the original in-
put, y∗ is the target label, and δ is the minimal adversar-
ial perturbation causing F (x) to misclassify. Normally, δ
may not be unique.

minimize ||δ||p
subject to C(x+ δ) = y∗.

(6)

The existing attack methods such as FGSM and BIM
generate adversarial examples by minimizing the loss
function JF (x, y∗). The loss function is usually the cross-
entropy loss. These methods use the gradient of the
loss function to construct the adversarial perturbation
and modify the original input with all the components of
the perturbation vector to generate adversarial examples.
This is possible in computer vision because every pixel
in an image can be modified as long as the correspond-
ing perturbation component is small enough. However, in
host intrusion detection, not every component of the in-
put vector can be perturbed because of the restriction on
the validity of inputs. This limits the direct application
of these methods in host intrusion detection. The GM
uses the Jacobian matrix to decide the component to be
perturbed in each iteration. Inspired by that, we choose
the components to be perturbed by simply sorting the
components of the gradient of the loss function in each it-
eration. Our method can be regarded as an improvement
and synthesis of these two kinds of methods. The gener-
ating process of ISM can be formalized as Equation (7)
where x∗i is the adversarial example produced during the
ith iteration, i = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1, t is the maximum num-
ber of iterations, and x∗0 = x. Our method also generates
the adversarial perturbation by computing the gradient of
JF (x, y∗) with respect to x and obtains the adversarial
example by subtracting the perturbation from the original
input iteratively. However, our method does not simply
modify the input with all the components of the pertur-
bation vector in each iteration just like FGSM and BIM.
We sort out the features of x∗i that can be perturbed in
each iteration and make sure the perturbation generated
in each iteration are integers. Then, the first few compo-
nents of the filtered perturbation will be used to perturb
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the input. The intact pseudocode of the iterative step
method is shown in Algorithm 1.

x∗i+1 = x∗i − ε× sign(∇xJ(x∗i , y
∗)). (7)

ISM is not just fit for DFNN but can be extended to
any differentiable classifiers. In Algorithm 1, for each it-
eration, the method firstly computes the gradient g for
the current value of x in Step 3. Secondly, it sorts g
in ascending order. To guarantee the validity of inputs,
we only add additional system calls into original inputs.
Therefore, we only select components of x whose gradi-
ents are less than or equal to 0 in Step 6. We further pick
out the components in x which are equal to 0 in Step 7
from the result of the previous step. This is because the
input vector for DL-HIDS is binary in the setting of SOW.
We can only perturb the components which are zero. In
the setting of BOW or other nonbinary cases, this restric-
tion can be removed. At last, to restrict the modifications
to x, the first k components of filtered perturbations are
utilized to perturb x. Although we do not need to modify
the inputs as little as possible in host intrusion detection
just like in computer vision, it is suggested to restrict
the modification to the inputs because less modification
further guarantees the validity of the inputs. The sign
function ensures the perturbations added to the original
inputs to be integers. k and ε can be just set to integers
greater than zero to further ensure the perturbations to
be integers. The modified features always change from
one state to another just like the step function. This is
why we call it the iterative step method.

Three conditions terminate the while loop:

1) The target classifiers output the target label;

2) The maximum number of iterations is reached;

3) In an iteration, the satisfying components are not
found.

The number of perturbed features k and perturbation
strength ε are two important parameters for ISM. They
control the distances between original inputs and adver-
sarial examples. They also influence the attack effect of
ISM. The distances measure the differences between orig-
inal inputs and adversarial examples. Previous work em-
ploys lp norms to measure the distances. In the context of
DL-HIDS, we believe l1 norm is the best way to describe
the differences between original inputs and adversarial ex-
amples. It intuitively denotes the number of system calls
added to original inputs. The details of how k and ε in-
fluence the distances and attack effect are discussed in
Section 4.

4 Experiments and Analysis

In this section, we train three DFNNs, which have dif-
ferent architectures, as our target DL-HIDSs that achieve
the detection performance comparable to state-of-the-art

Algorithm 1 Iterative Step Method

Input: Classifer F; loss function J; the original input x;
the target label y∗;

Max iterations m; the number of perturbed fea-
tures k;

Perturbation strength ε.
Output: adversarial examples adx
1: j ← 0
2: while argmaxiFi(x) ! = y∗ and j < m do
3: Compute the gradient ∇xJF(x, y∗)
4: g← ∇xJF(x, y∗)
5: Sort g in ascending order and return the sorted

index of g:
Ind← argsort(g)

6: select componets of x whose gradients are less than
or equal to 0:

Ind← Ind[g[Ind] <= 0]
7: select componets of x which are equal to 0:

Ind← Ind[x[Ind] == 0]
8: if len(Ind) < k then
9: break

10: end if
11: Update x with filtered gradients

x[Ind[: k]]← x[Ind[: k]]−ε·sign(g[Ind[: k]])
12: j ← j + 1
13: end while
14: adx← x
15: return adx

HIDS in the literature [2, 6, 9, 34]. These classifiers are
trained on the ADFA-LD dataset and used to validate
the effectiveness of ISM. We explore the influences of ar-
chitectures of the target classifiers on ISM through these
heterogeneous classifiers. The original system call traces
for DL-HIDS are preprocessed by two different feature
extraction methods, i.e., SOW and BOW as discussed
in Section 2. Therefore, the impact of different feature
extraction methods on ISM is investigated, too. At the
end of this section, we investigate the effect of defense
methods on ISM, i.e., adversarial training and defensive
distillation.

Intrusion detection is usually a binary classification
task. Inputs for DL-HIDS are labeled as normal (0) or
attack (1). The metrics used in our experiments include
accuracy (ACC), precision (PR), recall (RC), false alarm
(FA), success rate (SR), as shown in Equations (8)-(12).
The formulas (8)-(11) are used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the target classifiers. The formula (12) is used
to evaluate the attack effect of ISM against the target
classifiers.

ACC =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(8)

PR =
TP

TP + FP
(9)

RC =
TP

TP + FN
(10)
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FA =
FP

TN + FP
(11)

SR =
AE

OI
(12)

The definitions for the terms in these formulas are as be-
low:

1) True Positive (TP): Attack samples are correctly
classified as attack.

2) True Negative (TN): Normal samples are correctly
classified as normal.

3) False Positive (FP): Normal samples are incorrectly
classified as attack.

4) False Negative (FN): Attack samples are incorrectly
classified as normal.

5) Adversarial Examples (AE): The number of adver-
sarial examples that succeed to make the target clas-
sifiers misclassify.

6) Original Inputs (OI): The number of correctly classi-
fied original inputs that are used to generate adver-
sarial examples.

7) Accuracy: The percentage of the correctly classified
samples over the total number of samples.

8) Precision: The percentage of the correctly classi-
fied attack samples over the total number of samples
which are predicted to be attack.

9) Recall: The percentage of the correctly classified at-
tack samples over the total number of attack samples.

10) False Alarm: The percentage of the incorrectly classi-
fied normal samples over the total number of normal
samples.

11) Success Rate: The percentage of successful attacks
against the target systems over the total number of
attacks.

We implement all the experimental code based on
Tensorflow-GPU 1.6.0 [1] which is the most widely used
deep learning framework and a 3GB Nvidia GTX 1060
GPU is used to accelerate the computing.

4.1 Training Target Classifiers

We train three DFNNs as our target DL-HIDS on the
ADFA-LD dataset. All the DFNNs are binary classifiers
that classify inputs as normal or attack. The three target
classifiers, which achieve the detection performance com-
parable to state-of-the-art HIDS [2,6,9,34], have different
architectures as shown in Table 2. We adopt different
feature extraction methods to preprocess the original sys-
tem call traces, i.e., SOW and BOW. Therefore, every
classifier has two versions. After the preprocessing, ev-
ery system call trace is transformed into an input vector
with 175 features.

[500,500,500] denotes that the classifier has three hid-
den layers and each layer has 500 neurons, and so on in
the other cases. The classifier C1 has the same number of
hidden layers as that of the classifier C2 but the different

number of neurons in each hidden layer. The classifier C3
has the same number of neurons as that of the classifier
C2 in each hidden layer but the different number of hid-
den layers. We investigate the influence of the different
architectures on ISM through these heterogeneous classi-
fiers. Different versions of the same classifier are used to
explore the impact of different feature extraction methods
on ISM.

The 30 percent of the ADFA-LD dataset is used as the
testing set and the rest is used as the training set. The
batch size is 256 and the epoch is set to 50. Adam is
adopted as the optimizer to train all the classifiers. We
adopt the same parameters to train all the target clas-
sifiers to avoid the influences of other factors on the ex-
periments. The details of hyper-parameters used to train
the target classifiers are shown in Table 3 where LR is
short for learning rate and β1, β2, and ε are the hyper-
parameters of Adam optimizer.

4.2 Crafting Adversarial Examples
Against DL-HIDS

The purpose of adversarial attacks is to mislead the clas-
sifiers. There are two major objectives in adversarial deep
learning, i.e., integrity and availability violations [8]. In
the context of host intrusion detection, integrity viola-
tions attempt to mislead the classifiers to classify the at-
tack data as normal and availability violations attempt
to make the normal data classified as attack. We assume
that the adversarial attacks against DL-HIDS happen in
the test phase, which is closer to the actual condition.
Therefore, we use the test set to craft the adversarial ex-
amples.

In this section, we adopt ISM to generate adversar-
ial examples against DFNNs for host intrusion detection
which are trained in Section 4.1. We evaluate the effect of
ISM on integrity and availability violations. As mentioned
in Section 3.2, the number of perturbed features k and
perturbation strength ε are two very important param-
eters that control the SR of ISM and distances between
original inputs and adversarial examples. We explore the
influence of these two parameters in the experiments.

We adopt lp norms to measure the distances between
original inputs and corresponding adversarial examples.
The smaller the distances are, the fewer modifications we
make to original inputs. We adopt common l0, l1, l2, and
l∞ norms as our distance metrics. The general formula
for computing lp norm is shown in Equation (13) where d
denotes the differences between original inputs and cor-
responding adversarial examples. m denotes the number
of components in d. di denotes the ith component of d.
Normally, l0 norm measures the number of non-zero com-
ponents in a vector. l1 norm indicates the sum of the
absolute values of components in a vector. l2 norm mea-
sures the classical euclidean distance. l∞ norm measures
the maximum of the absolute values of components in a
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Table 2: Target classifiers for host intrusion detection

Classifiers Architecture ACC(%) PR(%) RC(%) FA(%)
C1 SOW [500,500,500] 95.13 79.83 83.62 3.15
C1 BOW [500,500,500] 96.41 83.39 90.56 2.70
C2 SOW [1000,1000,1000] 95.02 80.17 81.90 3.02
C2 BOW [1000,1000,1000] 96.70 86.55 88.41 2.06
C3 SOW [1000,1000,1000,1000] 95.35 81.17 83.62 2.90
C3 BOW [1000,1000,1000,1000] 95.58 82.08 84.55 2.77

Table 3: Experimental setup for training the target clas-
sifiers

Activation LR β1 β2 ε
ReLU 1e−3 0.9 0.999 1e−8

vector.

lp = ||d||p = p

√√√√ m∑
i=1

dpi (13)

4.2.1 Adversarial Examples Against Sow-based
Classifiers

SOW transforms original system call traces into binary
feature vectors x ∈ {0, 1}m as discussed in Section 2. To
guarantee the validity of inputs, ISM only adds system
calls to original inputs. Parameters k and ε of ISM are
used to control the attack effect and distances. In the
setting of SOW, we can only set zero components in x to
one, as shown in Step 7 of Algorithm 1 and the ε can be
just set to 1.
k describes the number of features perturbed in each

iteration and ε indicates the perturbation strength. The
product of k and ε corresponds to the number of system
calls added to inputs in each iteration. In the context of
integrity attacks, the influences of k on attack effect and
distances are shown in Figure 5. We adopt C1 SOW as
the target classifier to obtain the results in Figure 5. The
distances in Figure 5 are measured by l1 norm.

As shown in Figure 5, with the increase of k, the suc-
cess rate of ISM firstly maintains a high level and dis-
tances between original inputs and corresponding adver-
sarial examples are gradually increasing. But when k ap-
proaches 90, the success rate and distances begin to de-
crease. The intuitive hypothesis for this phenomenon is
that the number of features which can be used to craft
adversarial examples is limited. On the other hand, this
means ISM just needs to modify a very small part of fea-
tures in original inputs to generate the adversarial exam-
ples which can mislead the target classifiers. This makes
our ISM feasible and practical in the real environment.

We compare the attack effect of ISM with those of GM,
FGSM, and BIM. FGSM and BIM are not directly ap-

Figure 5: Influences of k on success rate and distances in
the setting of SOW (The results in Figure 5 are obtained
by fixing ε to be 1 and setting the maximum number of
iterations m to 50)

propriate for generating adversarial examples against DL-
HIDS. Therefore, we extend the two methods by adding
the same restrictions of Step 6 and Step 7 in Algorithm 1
on them to make them fit for generating adversarial ex-
amples against DL-HIDS. The θ for FGSM and α for BIM
are set to integers too.

The results of integrity attacks are shown in Table 4.
EFGSM and EBIM are the extended versions of FGSM
and BIM. We set k to 1, ε to 1, and the maximum number
of iterations to 50 for ISM. We set θ to 1 for EFGSM and
α to 1 for EBIM. The maximum number of iterations for
EBIM is set to 2. The maximum number of perturbed
features for GM is set to 20. We only select the original
inputs which are correctly classified to generate the adver-
sarial examples. All the distances in Table 4 are averaged
on all the selected original inputs.

The results in Table 4 show that all the methods
achieve a high success rate in attacking the SOW-based
classifiers. However, ISM and GM add far fewer system
calls to original inputs than EFGSM and EBIM. This
means ISM and GM are more practical in the field of host
intrusion detection. ISM achieves the same performance
as GM in the setting of SOW.

Table 5 shows the results of availability attacks against
SOW-based classifiers. The same experimental param-
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Figure 6: Influences of k on success rate and distances in
the setting of BOW (The results in Figure 6 are obtained
by fixing ε to be 1 and setting the maximum number of
iterations m to 50)

eters as those in Table 4 for the attack methods are
adopted. From the results in Table 5, we conclude that
the success rate of availability attacks from these meth-
ods is lower than that of integrity attacks. In contrast,
the distances increase.

Comparing the same metrics of different classifiers in
the same table, we can conclude that the architectures
of target classifiers have a small impact on the attack
effect in the setting of SOW. However, the more complex
the architectures are, the more modifications the attack
methods generally need to make to the original inputs.

4.2.2 Adversarial Examples Against Bow-based
Classifiers

BOW transforms the original inputs in much the same
way as SOW except that each component in the vectors
represents the number of occurrences of a system call, as
discussed in Section 2. Therefore, the restriction of Step 7
in Algorithm 1 can be removed. ε can be set to any integer
greater than 0. We investigate the influences of k and ε
on the attack effect and distances in the setting of BOW.
The influences of the two parameters on integrity attacks
are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The C1 BOW is
adopted as the target classifier to obtain the results in
Figure 6 and Figure 7. The distances are also measured
by l1 norm.

The trend of k in Figure 6 is the same as that in Fig-
ure 5. In Figure 7, we can see that with the increase of
ε, the success rate and distances between original inputs
and adversarial examples are increasing. When ε is large
enough, ISM maintains a high success rate.

The results of integrity and availability attacks against
BOW-based classifiers are shown in Table 6 and Table 7.
The results in Table 6 and Table 7 are obtained by adopt-
ing the same parameters for these attack methods. For
ISM, we set both k and ε to 2. The maximum number of

Figure 7: Influences of ε on success rate and distances in
the setting of BOW (The results in Figure 7 are obtained
by fixing k to be 1 and setting the maximum number of
iterations m to 50)

iterations is still set to 50. We set θ to 3 for EFGSM and
α to 2 for EBIM. The maximum number of iterations for
EBIM is set to 2. The maximum number of perturbed
features for GM is set to 100.

The results show that ISM outperforms the other three
methods in the success rate. GM produces the shortest
distances. ISM is not far behind it concerning the dis-
tances. In the setting of BOW, the architectures of the
target classifiers have a bigger impact on the success rate.
In general, classifiers that have more layers and neurons
are less vulnerable to adversarial examples.

Comparing the results in Table 6 and Table 7 with
those in Table 4 and Table 5, we can conclude that BOW-
based classifiers are more robust against adversarial ex-
amples than SOW-based classifiers.

4.3 Defense Adversarial Attacks

Since the emergence of adversarial examples, a lot of
methods are proposed to defend the adversarial attacks.
Adversarial training and defensive distillation are thought
to be the most effective mechanisms against adversarial
attacks. In this section, we adopt the two defensive meth-
ods to further evaluate the effectiveness of ISM.

In the real world, the adversary is more likely to dis-
guise malicious behaviors as normal. Therefore, in this
section, we only investigate defenses against integrity at-
tacks.

4.3.1 Adversarial Training

Adversarial training is thought to be a brute-force way to
reinforce the target model [4] by training the target clas-
sifiers with additional adversarial examples. Adversarial
training can improve not only the robustness of the tar-
get classifiers against adversarial examples but also the
model’s generalization.
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Table 4: Results of integrity attacks against SOW-based classifiers

Classifiers Attack methods SR(%) l0 l1 l2 l∞

C1 SOW

ISM 100.00 1.70 1.70 1.27 1.00
GM 100.00 1.69 1.69 1.27 1.00
EFGSM 100.00 110.82 110.82 10.52 1.00
EBIM 100.00 110.82 110.82 10.52 1.00

C2 SOW

ISM 100.00 1.59 1.59 1.23 1.00
GM 100.00 1.59 1.59 1.23 1.00
EFGSM 100.00 113.16 113.16 10.63 1.00
EBIM 100.00 113.16 113.16 10.63 1.00

C3 SOW

ISM 100.00 1.93 1.93 1.36 1.00
GM 100.00 1.93 1.93 1.36 1.00
EFGSM 100.00 114.96 114.96 10.72 1.00
EBIM 100.00 114.96 114.96 10.72 1.00

Table 5: Results of availability attacks against SOW-based classifiers

Classifiers Attack methods SR(%) l0 l1 l2 l∞

C1 SOW

ISM 99.86 2.68 2.68 1.58 1.00
GM 99.87 2.65 2.65 1.57 1.00
EFGSM 99.60 46.43 46.43 6.79 1.00
EBIM 99.73 67.43 67.43 8.19 1.00

C2 SOW

ISM 99.87 2.76 2.76 1.59 1.00
GM 99.87 2.72 2.72 1.59 1.00
EFGSM 99.73 47.28 47.28 6.87 1.00
EBIM 99.87 73.89 73.89 8.58 1.00

C3 SOW

ISM 99.87 3.52 3.52 1.81 1.00
GM 99.87 3.48 3.48 1.80 1.00
EFGSM 99.73 48.87 48.87 6.97 1.00
EBIM 99.87 74.53 74.53 8.62 1.00

Table 6: Results of integrity attacks against BOW-based classifiers

Classifiers Attack methods SR(%) l0 l1 l2 l∞

C1 BOW

ISM 100.00 2.60 17.69 11.02 8.23
GM 98.58 1.60 15.15 12.93 12.22
EFGSM 98.56 120.41 361.23 32.89 3.00
EBIM 98.58 135.93 392.26 34.15 3.18

C2 BOW

ISM 98.55 2.59 16.17 9.79 7.06
GM 94.66 1.88 17.61 13.13 11.93
EFGSM 97.57 127.15 381.43 33.78 3.00
EBIM 98.55 138.75 378.11 32.41 2.92

C3 BOW

ISM 99.07 2.58 21.08 13.58 10.12
GM 95.81 1.36 16.63 14.86 14.33
EFGSM 94.88 118.93 356.78 32.62 3.00
EBIM 98.55 138.75 378.11 32.41 2.92
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Table 7: Results of availability attacks against BOW-based classifiers

Classifiers Attack methods SR(%) l0 l1 l2 l∞

C1 BOW

ISM 96.69 2.98 39.50 24.51 18.46
GM 91.00 1.66 31.73 27.72 26.75
EFGSM 67.37 45.75 137.25 20.27 3.00
EBIM 77.56 55.86 185.01 25.59 4.00

C2 BOW

ISM 95.79 2.82 44.55 28.79 21.82
GM 90.13 1.41 33.75 31.28 30.67
EFGSM 59.70 41.87 125.62 19.39 3.00
EBIM 70.41 49.58 167.97 24.69 4.00

C3 BOW

ISM 94.65 2.53 43.92 28.81 21.22
GM 89.89 1.51 33.76 30.13 29.18
EFGSM 62.22 39.75 119.25 18.87 3.00
EBIM 70.61 49.77 163.99 24.17 4.00

The procedure of adversarial training is discussed in
Section 2. We adopt Equation 14 as the new loss function
to retrain our target classifiers [13]. x∗ is the adversarial
examples crafted from original input x. We set σ to 0.5.
The results of adversarial training against ISM are shown
in Table 8.

We adopt the same parameters as those in Section 4.2
for ISM. Classifiers with the suffix AT in Table 8 are ad-
versarially trained ones. Classifiers without the suffix AT
are the normal ones introduced in Table 2.

Results in Table 8 show that the combination of BOW
and adversarial training decreases the success rate of ISM
and increases the distances used to generate adversar-
ial examples. The increase of distances means adversary
needs to make more modifications to original inputs to
generate adversarial examples that can mislead the target
classifiers. ISM shows a good attack effect on adversari-
ally trained SOW-based classifiers.

J̃(x, y) = σ · J(x, y) + (1− σ) · J(x∗, y). (14)

Table 8: Results of adversarial training against integrity
attacks from ISM

Classifiers SR(%) l0 l1 l2 l∞
C1 SOW AT 100.00 2.36 2.36 1.46 1.00
C1 SOW 100.00 1.70 1.70 1.27 1.00
C1 BOW AT 94.65 3.71 48.30 28.83 21.95
C1 BOW 100.00 2.60 17.69 11.02 8.23
C2 SOW AT 100.00 2.37 2.37 1.49 1.00
C2 SOW 100.00 1.59 1.59 1.23 1.00
C2 BOW AT 94.85 3.56 48.88 28.82 21.56
C2 BOW 98.55 2.59 16.17 9.79 7.06
C3 SOW AT 100.00 2.31 2.31 1.46 1.00
C3 SOW 100.00 1.93 1.93 1.36 1.00
C3 BOW AT 91.53 3.86 61.06 36.39 27.56
C3 BOW 99.07 2.58 21.08 13.58 10.12

4.3.2 Defensive Distillation

The procedure of defensive distillation is discussed in Sec-
tion 2. The parameter T of defensive distillation is set
to 20. The results are shown in Table 9.

The same parameters as those in Section 4.2 for ISM
are adopted. Classifiers with the suffix DD in Table 9 are
the ones reinforced by defensive distillation.

Just like the results in Table 8, the combination of
BOW and defensive distillation decreases the success rate
of ISM and increases the distances used to generate ad-
versarial examples. However, the defense performance of
adversarial training against ISM is better than that of de-
fensive distillation. The SOW-based classifiers are more
vulnerable to adversarial examples crafted by ISM. We
observe an intriguing phenomenon from the results in Ta-
ble 9 that the combination of SOW and defensive dis-
tillation does not decrease the success rate of ISM but
decreases the distances needed to generate the adversar-
ial examples. We don’t know how and why this happens
and more experiments on different datasets are needed to
verify this result. We leave it to our future work.

Table 9: Results of defensive distillation against integrity
attacks from ISM

Classifiers SR(%) l0 l1 l2 l∞
C1 SOW DD 100.00 1.42 1.42 1.17 1.00
C1 SOW 100.00 1.70 1.70 1.27 1.00
C1 BOW DD 99.30 2.18 19.46 13.29 9.70
C1 BOW 100.00 2.60 17.69 11.02 8.23
C2 SOW DD 100.00 1.50 1.50 1.19 1.00
C2 SOW 100.00 1.59 1.59 1.23 1.00
C2 BOW DD 98.39 2.26 30.22 20.66 15.06
C2 BOW 98.55 2.59 16.17 9.79 7.06
C3 SOW DD 100.00 1.53 1.53 1.21 1.00
C3 SOW 100.00 1.93 1.93 1.36 1.00
C3 BOW DD 97.27 2.79 35.43 22.57 17.25
C3 BOW 99.07 2.58 21.08 13.58 10.12
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4.4 Analysis and Discussion

Summarizing the results in our experiments, the following
analysis is given:

• In the setting of SOW, the influence of architectures
on adversarial attacks is small. However, in the set-
ting of BOW, the classifiers that have more layers
and neurons are normally less vulnerable to adver-
sarial examples. How the architectures influence the
adversarial attacks is still unknown. This will be in-
vestigated in our future work.

• Different feature extraction methods have different
abilities to resist adversarial examples. In our exper-
iments, the BOW-based classifiers are less vulnerable
to adversarial examples than the SOW-based classi-
fiers. This implies that the robustness of deep learn-
ing based systems in the field of host intrusion de-
tection can be improved by choosing robust feature
extraction methods. How these methods influence
the robustness of the target models against adver-
sarial examples is not discussed in this paper. We
leave this to future work.

• The adversarial training shows better defense perfor-
mance than defensive distillation in our experiment.
Especially, the combination of BOW and adversarial
training reduces the success rate by 4.15 percent on
average.

• Among all the lp norms, we believe l1 norm is the best
one to measure the distances between original inputs
and corresponding adversarial examples in the field
of host intrusion detection. Because it intuitively in-
dicates the number of system calls added to original
system call traces.

• Adversarial attack methods just need to modify a
very small but key part of features in original inputs
to generate the adversarial examples which can mis-
lead the DL-HIDS.

• ISM outperforms the state-of-the-art adversarial at-
tack methods in the domain of host intrusion detec-
tion. Although defensive mechanisms such as adver-
sarial training and defensive distillation can decrease
the success rate of ISM against the target classi-
fiers, most adversarial examples generated by ISM
still evade the detection of the target classifiers rein-
forced by these defensive mechanisms. This further
demonstrates the effectiveness of our method.

5 Conclusions

DL-HIDSs are vulnerable to adversarial examples. In
this paper, to better evaluate the robustness of DL-HIDS
against adversarial examples, we propose a new adver-
sarial attack method known as the iterative step method
to generate adversarial examples against DL-HIDS. The

results show ISM is practical in the domain of host in-
trusion detection. It can be used by the creators of the
target models to evaluate the robustness of their models
before publishing.

Sometimes, the adversaries can not access the internal
parameters of the target classifiers. In this setting, at-
tacks can be only performed in a black-box way, which
is not discussed in this paper. Future work will attempt
to investigate the black-box attacks against deep learn-
ing based systems in the field of cybersecurity. In this
paper, we only explore the attacks against DFNN-based
HIDS. In the future, we will extend ISM to other neural
networks such as recurrent neural networks. We are go-
ing to explore the attack performance of ISM against the
other deep learning based systems in cybersecurity such
as malware detection systems.
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Abstract

3D model-based information hiding is an important topic
in carrier-based confidential information sharing. In or-
der to satisfy the requirements of confidential communica-
tion such as imperceptibility, robustness and capacity, an
information hiding algorithm based on the interval anal-
ysis of values on z-axis for the vertical contour curves
of 3D models. First, the 3D models will be scaled dis-
proportionately and then rotated. Both the scaling and
rotation are used to help the models fit a rectangle with
fixed dimensions. And the vertical contour curves can
be obtained by horizontal mapping. Second, the vertical
contour curves will be mapped into the two-dimensional
coordinate system and the interval distance values on the
vertical axis can be preset as a fixed number. And then
some vertical coordinate values will be picked out by the
fixed interval distance. Last, one vertical coordinate value
will be considered as the midpoint of a certain range, and
all of the vertical coordinate values in this range will be
changed into the same as the midpoint, and then will
be converted into the binary numbers. From the theory
analysis and experiment, it can be seen that the algorithm
can effectively resist the scaling attack. According to the
fixed rotation angle and the interval distance, the data
can be embedded repeatedly as the in redundancy, which
means the confidential information can be scattered into
the whole model and the algorithm can be robust against
cutting. Specifically, this algorithm is of strong robust-
ness against the random noise under 0.2%, remeshing and
non-uniform simplification.

Keywords: 3D Mesh; Contour Analysis; Information Hid-
ing; Two-Dimensional Mapping

1 Introduction

As an important branch of information security, informa-
tion hiding technology hides secret information in multi-
media carriers, so that the secret carrier has the ability
to resist external attacks while meeting the characteristics

of HVS, and realize the purpose of covert communication.
Currently, information hiding algorithms based on digital
images have achieved more research results [2]. With the
rapid development of computer graphics technology and
computer software and hardware technology, more and
more three-dimensional models are available on the In-
ternet. With its rich visual details, the three-dimensional
model is more used in information hiding research, which
promotes the innovation and breakthrough of informa-
tion hiding algorithm research. At present, most of the
important research topics on the security of information
content are the research of information hiding algorithms
based on digital images, while the research on information
hiding technology based on 3D model carriers is less [3].
At present, with the development of 3D movies to 3D
printing technology and the support of hardware devices,
there are more and more 3D models on the Internet, which
will surely be the main form of future data. It is neces-
sary to study information hiding technology based on 3D
models.Starting from the pre-processing of 3D model in
spatial domain, we are going to hide the confidential in-
formation by modification on the geometric data of the
model. It can be seen that hiding information based on
the spatial modification is simple and direct, but it is
always a problem to ensure the performance. Many re-
searchers have contributed for the performance improving
of 3D model-based information hiding in spatial domain.

Tsai et al. [12] used a spatial encoding method with
embedding threshold to embed secret information into the
encrypted vertices of the three-dimensional model to re-
alize information hiding; Zhang et al. [15] calculated the
distance between two vertices on the three-dimensional
model. The coordinate difference constructs the difference
histogram, and at the same time, in order to increase the
embedding capacity, a multi-level histogram shift mech-
anism is introduced; Li et al. [8] use the local geometric
features of the 3D model to embed secret information,
including local object curvature, vertex method the local
geometric shape features in the linear and spherical coor-
dinate systems make the algorithm invisible; Tsai et al.
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used PCA (Principal Component Analysis) in the litera-
ture [13] to calculate the surface of the three-dimensional
model Complexity, adaptive secret information embed-
ding, while using a constant threshold to control the max-
imum embedding capacity of each vertex of the model to
reduce distortion; Wang proposed in [14] a method that
can deal with affine transformation. The dense image is
embedded in the distance from the vertex to the center
of the model, which effectively improves the robustness of
the algorithm.

All of the above research works are executed according
to the traditional operand rules in order to improve some
performance. Considering the poor feasibility of 3D car-
rier processing in transform domain, most of the prepro-
cessing methods for 3D carrier are spatial domain-based.
Information hiding technologies based on the optical the-
ories are multi-dimensional [6,9], with large capacity and
strong robustness, and are mostly operated in spatial do-
main. Research on 3D model analysis in spatial domain
is of practical importance, such as the 3D models gen-
eration in computer integrated imaging system based on
the intelligent depth inversion model. Additionally, the
structure feature analysis and carrier preprocessing for
3D models in our research are theoretically based on the
spatial domain operations.

By analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of spa-
tial domain operations,a new 3D mesh carrier-oriented in-
formation hiding algorithm is proposed. Taking the con-
tour of 2-dimensional space by horizontal rotation of the
model, the change of tangent line angle between positive
and negative for some vertices on the contour will be rep-
resented as 0/1 data. Here, these vertices are selected
according to a certain interval value on the horizontal
axis. Adopting a certain rotation angle and a certain
horizontal axis interval, the redundancy embedding will
be achieved. Obviously, the geometrical attacks cannot
change the change of tangent line angle between positive
and negative, so the robustness against the geometrical
attack will be good. The performance of this algorithm
will synthetically depend on the horizontal rotation angle
of 3D model, the horizontal interval value and the details
of redundancy strategy.

2 Information Hiding Based on
the 3D Model Vertical Contour
Analysis

The information hiding algorithm (SO, Shadow Outline)
proposed in this paper based on the statistics of the in-
flection point of the longitudinal contour of the 3D model
is divided into 11 steps, including the preprocessing of
the 3D model carrier and the process of embedding secret
information. The information hiding algorithm flowing in
this paper is shown in Figure 1.

Step 1: The file for the 3D model will be read as the
carrier, and the model will further be non-uniform

Carrier model 

preprocessing. Non-

uniform scaling to 

obtain a model with 

equal length, width 

and height

After rotating and 

zooming, take 

horizontal 

mapping to get 

the vertical 

outline

For contour 

segmentation, map the 

contour to a two-

dimensional functional 

coordinate system to 

complete the 

coordinate conversion.

The contour function 

is patrolled according 

to the fixed step 

length, and the 

ordinate value is taken 

to obtain the fixed step 

length function

Complete the 

embedding of 

secret information 

according to 

information 

conversion rules

Determine whether to 

embed. After the 

embedding is 

completed, the length, 

width and height of the 

3D model carrier are 

restored.

Figure 1: Information hiding algorithm flow in this article

(a) Horse-Carrier
(b) Projection on the right 

side

(c) The shadow for the 
projection on the right side

(d) The horizontal mapping 
contour _L0

Figure 2: The horizontal mapping process

scaled to fit a rectangle with fixed dimensions. The
value for the length, width and height of the model
is given as G.

Step 2: The model in Figure 1 will be horizontally
placed, and mapped in 2-dimensional to form a con-
tour represented as Lα. Here,α is the rotation an-
gle horizontally, and the contour generation process
when α = 0o is shown as Figure 2(a)-(d).

Step 3: The contour will be divided into two parts from
its horizontal midpoint. Being projected when the
rotation angle is α, the contours for the two parts
are represented as Lα1 and Lα2 .For example, L0 is
the contour when α = 0o, and the two parts divided
from L0 can be represented as L01 and L02 , which
are shown in Figure 3.

Step 4: The coordinates for Lα1
and Lα2

will be trans-
formed into 2-dimensional form and denoted as two
functions Fα1 and Fα2 . For example, L01 and L02 in
Step3 will be transformed as F01 and F02 .

Step 5: Some vertical coordinate values of Fα1
and Fα2

will be selected according to the given interval value
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Figure 3: Horizontal mapping of 3D model

d on x axis, these two sets of selected vertical coor-
dinated values can be denoted as Dα1

and Dα2
. For

example, the selected vertical coordinated values of
L01 and L02 are respectively D01 and D02 .

Step 6: Dα1
and Dα2

will be transformed into another
data form according to a given rule named interval
transform which is shown in Table 1. K is used to
represent the interval repeat times, k ∈ Z+, and e is
the density threshold for data division, 2 ≤ e ≤ G/2.

Table 1: Data transformation rule

Interval threshold The data after transformed
[kG/e, (k + 1)G/e) -1

[(k + 1)G/e, (k + 2)G/e] 1

Step 7: According to the information expression rules in
Table 1, corresponding to the Dα1

and Dα2
data, the

internal information contained in the carrier before
the modification can be parsed, and the information
to be hidden is compared with its own information.
If it is not the same, it will directly correspond to
the Dα1

and Dα2
functions. The value is modified,

that is, the information is converted according to the
modification in Table 1, and then the converted value
is normalized.So the same information has been em-
bedded into Dα1 and Dα2 to achieve the redundancy
embedding.

Step 8: The contour data will be analyzed from the left
to the right on x axis for a distance of which the
length is f (integral multiplies of d), and will be em-
bedded repeatedly. The embedded data are respec-
tively represented asDα1 h andDα2 h, and the repeat
time is represented by h.

Step 9: The model deformed from Step 1 will be rotated
by β on Z axis.

(a) secret information Baboo
(b) the scrambled (encrypted) 

secret information

(c) the original model Horse (d) the stego model Horse

Figure 4: The information process schematic

Step 10: Determine whether the cumulative rotation on
Z axis is no less than γ. If it is, the old information
will be repeatedly embedded, or else execute from
Step1 to Step10.

Step 11: The length, width and height of the model em-
bedded with secret data will be recovered to the way
they were.

3 Test and Analysis

This article chooses Figure 4(a) for the secret informa-
tion (128× 128 binary image), Figure 4(b) for the secret
information after preprocessing methods such as scram-
bling. Choose the three-dimensional model Horse shown
in Figure 4(c) as the carrier. The three-dimensional model
carrier is composed of 362 vertices and 720 faces,while the
model shown in Figure 4(d) is the model with secret in-
formation when G=512, d=4, f=32, e=128, β = 5o and
γ = 90o. The experiment was operated based on VC++,
OpenGL and Matlab.

3.1 Imperceptibility and Capacity

1) Based on HVS: According to the section modification
strategy in Table 1, the maximum modified value is
the distance between two pixels, when G=512 and
e=128. Whether the visual effect of the distance be-
tween two pixels or the transmission effect of those
two pixels is vulnerable to be ignored, as a result
modification based on the distance between two pix-
els is good for the imperceptibility. The local en-
larged view of the model with modified pixel distance
is shown in Figure 5, which can satisfy HVS property.

2) Based on Hausdorff distance: Using Hausdorff dis-
tance [1], the maximum mismatch of two point sets
is used to measure the invisibility of the algorithm,
thereby quantifying the invisibility index.The imper-
ceptibility can be quantized by Hausdorff distance.
A toolkit named Metro will be used to calculate
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(a) The original model-Horse

(b) The stego model-Horse

Figure 5: The information process schematic

Figure 6: Imperceptibility/Capacity(Hausdorff Distance-
k)

the Hausdorff distance for stego model Horse embed-
ded with Baboon.The Hausdorff distance is 0.000781
when embedding data is 216 bit.

The comparative experiment of imperceptibility for SO-
based algorithm by Hausdorff distance is shown in Fig-
ure 6, in which the horizontal ordinate is the embedding
quantity 2k,and the vertical ordinate is the Hausdorff dis-
tance.ZH and TM represent the Zero High Resolution in-
formation hiding algorithm [10] and the algorithm based
on 3D Model Texture Map [11] proposed by the research
group.From Figure 6, when k < 15, the Hausdorff dis-
tance for SO-based algorithm is much less than it of ZH-
based and TM-based algorithm. While when k ≥ 15, the
Hausdorff distance for SO-based algorithm is still much
less than it of ZH-based algorithm and a little bit less
than it of TM- based algorithm. It can prove that the
imperceptibility is better than it of ZH-based and TM-
based algorithm, as well as the capacity.

The skeleton similarity matching: The comparative ex-
periment based on skeleton similarity En for the imper-
ceptibility is shown in Figure 7, in which the similarity
of ZH-based algorithm is better than it of TM-based al-
gorithm. And when k ≥ 8, the similarity of SO-based
algorithm is much better than it of ZH-based algorithm.
It can prove that SO-based algorithm is better than other
two algorithms on imperceptibility especially when the
embedding capacity was increased.

Figure 7: Imperceptibility/Capacity(En − k)

0 2 …… 180°

d

f

2d

G

0

…

…

Figure 8: Redundancy embedding schematic of SO-based
algorithm

3.2 Robustness

The secret information will be hided into the ordinate
value of the model projection contour. Actually the secret
information will be embedded into other two coordinate
values redundantly shown as Figure 8.

The secret information will be actually embedded into
two regions such as γ and f .G is the multiple of f , and
γ is the multiple of β, while 180 is the multiple of γ,
as a result the secret information will be averagely dis-
tributed into the whole model redundantly. The stego
model consequently can be robust against the cropping
attack of which the degree is lower than [100(512×360)−
(γ×f)/(512×360)%].The robustness experiments against
other attacks are shown in Figures 8, 9 and 10, and some
related mathematical parameters about robustness are

1) The BER (bit error rate) of the extracted informa-
tion bit sequence represents the error bit rate of the
extracted information, and the calculation is shown
in Equation (1), Where Ψ represents the number of
error bits in the extracted information, and Θ is the
total number of bits embedded in the secret informa-
tion;

2) The correlation coefficient [7] between the extracted
sequence {xi} and the original sequence {yi}, which
can be represented by Equation (2).

Here, x and y are the average values of {xi} and {yi}
respectively.

BER =
Ψ

Θ
(1)

Corr =

∑n
i=1(xi − x)(yi − y)[∑n

i=1(xi − x)2
∑n
i=1(yi − y)2

]1/2 (2)
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(b) The attacked stego model(a) The stego model

(c) The extracted information

Figure 9: Random noise (0.1%)

(b) The attacked stego model(a) The stego model

(c) The extracted information

Figure 10: Remeshing

It is really robust against random noise (the intensity
of which is less than 0.1%), re-meshing and uniform sim-
plification, shown in Figures 9, 10 and Figure 11. The ex-
traction information is shown as Figure 9(c), Figure 10(c)
and Figure 11(c), respectively. The relationship between
the intensity of random noise and BER, and the relation-
ship between the intensity of random noise and Corr are
shown in Figures 12 and 13, which can indicate the good
robustness.

Similarly,the relationship between the intensity of uni-
form re-meshing and BER, and the relationship between
the intensity of uniform re-meshing and Corr are shown
in Figures 14 and 15 shown, which can indicate the good
robustness.

The relationship between the intensity of uniform sim-
plification and BER, and the relationship between the
intensity of uniform simplification and Corr are shown in
Figures 16 and 17 shown, which can indicate the good
robustness.

The robustness of the algorithm proposed in this pa-
per is compared with the literature [4] and [5]. In the
literature [4], the three-dimensional model is converted

(b) The attacked stego model(a) The stego model

(c) The extracted information

Figure 11: Uniform simplification

Figure 12: The Robustness against Random noise(BER)

Figure 13: The Robustness against Random noise (Corr)

Figure 14: The robustness against Uniform Re-meshing
(BER)

Figure 15: The robustness against Uniform Re-meshing
(Corr)
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Figure 16: The robustness against Uniform simplification
(BER)

Figure 17: The robustness against Uniform simplification
(Corr)

into a two-dimensional image, the two-dimensional image
is transformed, and the secret information is embedded
in the image. In [5], the distance normalized modulation
method is used, and the secret information is embedded
in the model by modulating the average value of the nor-
malized distance. It can be seen through experimental
comparison that the robustness of the algorithm is greatly
improved compared with it, as shown in Figure 18.

From Figure 19, the robustness of SO-based algorithm
is much better than it of other algorism in paper [4] and [5]
against uniform re-meshing.

It is shown in Figure 20 that the robustness of SO-
based algorithm is much more improved than it of these
contrast algorithms against uniform simplification.

3.3 Complexity

Figure 21 is a comparison experiment of computational
complexity based on SO and literature [4] algorithm and

Figure 18: The comparison of robustness for SO-based
and other algorithms (Noise-BER)

Figure 19: The comparison of robustness for SO-based
and other algorithms (Uniform Remeshing-BER)

Figure 20: The comparison of robustness for SO-based
and other algorithms (Uniform Simplification-BER)

literature [5] algorithm. It can be seen that when the
embedding amount is the same, the calculation time ratio
of SO-based algorithm is compared with the algorithm of
literature [4] and literature [5]. The computing time is
short.

4 Conclusions

From the above, the vertical mapping was used to analyze
the model contour. After that, the values of z were di-
vided into different groups according to their value. Then
a 0/1 sequence was obtained and will be treated as the em-
bedded object to cover the secret data. Additionally, the
non-proportional scaling and the redundantly embedding
strategy were really effective to improve the robustness
against cropping. From the comparison experiment, this
algorithm is better in robustness than ZH-based and TM-
based algorithms, and much better in complexity com-
pared with other similar algorithms. Conclusively, this

Figure 21: The comparison of time complexity exper-
iments between SO and other algorithms (Computing
Time-k)
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algorithm was suggested to be applied to satisfy the high
demand of robustness.
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Abstract

Nowadays, machine learning is widely used in various ap-
plications. However, machine learning models are vul-
nerable to various membership inference attacks (MIAs)
that leak information on the individual records trained
by these models. Although many studies focus on find-
ing new attack methods or improving attack performance,
how to characterize MIAs is not well studied. This pa-
per focuses on MIAs and the defense mechanisms against
them by analyzing a framework that allows the general
decomposition of existing MIAs against machine learn-
ing systems. We investigate MIAs by multiple key ele-
ments related to the victim model, including the adver-
sary’s observation, the prior knowledge of attacks, the
classification of the target model, and the learning frame
of the target model. Then, we classify the adversary’s
prior knowledge into seven sub-classes to further analyze
the existing attacks. After that, we survey defense mecha-
nisms employed by existing models. Our work contributes
to understanding: 1) What is the working mechanism of
MIAs; 2) Which components should be considered during
the design of an MIA.

Keywords: Analysis Framework; Defense; Membership
Inference Attack; Machine Learning

1 Introduction

In recent years, machine learning has been widely used
in privacy-sensitive applications, e.g., image recogni-
tion [16,25,33,59], speech recognition [21], healthcare data
management [6, 14].

In such applications, privacy threats should be con-
sidered when devising machine learning techniques, es-
pecially that the training data should be protected from
leakage because the training data contains sensitive infor-
mation such as patients’ healthcare information, personal

preference, personal photos. Recently, academic work
has revealed a variety of privacy threats against machine
learning.

Privacy issues [8,29–31,64,65] of machine learning tech-
niques include model inversion [15, 24, 49, 54], model ex-
traction [47,60], and membership inference [7,22,32,38,45,
46,52,53,57,62]. A model inversion attack tries to recon-
struct the model’s input from output information [15]. e.g.
Fredrikson et al. [15] introduce a model inversion attack
that infers sensitive features used as inputs to decision
tree models. In a model extraction attack, an adver-
sary obtains black-box access to one target model and
attempts to learn a model that closely approximates to,
or even matches the target model [60]. The malicious
user can leverage a model extraction attack to avoid query
charge from the machine learning service company. The
membership inference attacker aims to infer whether a
specific data record is in the training data set of the tar-
get model or not [57]. Such attack can leak the privacy
of the training dataset. In this paper, we focus on the
overvoew of membership inference attack (MIA) against
machine learning.

MIA has been extensively studied in other research
fields, such as genomics privacy [28,54] and mobility pri-
vacy [49]. Shokri et al.’s [57] was the first work to ap-
ply MIA against machine learning. Since then, many
MIAs were proposed [7,22,53]. ML-Leaks [53] proposed a
generic attack by relaxing some assumptions to show that
such attacks are very broadly applicable at LOGAN [22]
and GAN-Leaks [7] propose MIAs towards the generative
machine learning model.

Although many works aimed at analyzing privacy
threats and defense in machine learning systems, there
lacks studies about systematical analysis of MIA and
comprehensive comparisons among various attacking ap-
proaches. Such an empirical study can help researchers
to understand how these attacks happen, what constraint
conditions these attacks face, and what capabilities the
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attackers possess. With these motivations, we provide
a general survey of MIA against machine learning. Our
work contributes to understanding why MIA chooses the
existing designs, what are the causal factors of MIA, and
how is the researching progress of defensive methods.

In this work,firstly, we construct a comprehensive
framework to analyze existing MIAs against machine
learning systems, which concludes four aspects: The at-
tack observations, the prior knowledge, the target model
type, and the target frame. Then we conduct a deep anal-
ysis of the prior knowledge of existing MIA and classify
them into three categories and seven sub-classes. In addi-
tion, we summarize the factors that cause MIA, and clas-
sify existing defense mechanisms preventing MIA against
machine learning into three categories. We also discuss
their applicability to different MIA approaches and their
effectiveness at mitigating these attacks. Finally, we envi-
sion three notable trends in the research on MIA methods
and mitigation, which are worthy of in-depth studies in
future.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
We discuss the attack model and state-of-the-art attack of
membership inference attack against machine learning in
Section 2. Then we propose the analytical aspects of this
attack in Section 3.In Section 4, we summarize the factors
influencing the attack and retrospect the exist defending
mechanisms. This paper concludes in Section 6.

2 Terms and Prior Works Related
to MIA

(data record, class label) Target Model

Attack Model

Prediction(data)

label

prediction

Data  Training set?

Figure 1: The working principle of MIA against machine
learning

In this section, firstly, we introduce some terms that
related to membership inference attack; Secondly, we give
a brief review of prior works related to MIA by year-wise
road map. The purpose of this section is to make us have
a basic knowledge about MIA.

2.1 Terms

Membership inference attack (MIA). It shows in
Figure 1 that Membership inference attacks aim to
determine whether a given data point was present in
the training data used to build a model [66]. Mem-
bership inference violates the privacy of both the in-

dividual participants involved in the model training
and the owner of the training dataset [62]. This type
of attack has been extensively studied in the adja-
cent area of genomics, and recently this attack is
introduced in the context of machine learning [57].
In an MIA, the adversary attempts to infer whether
a candidate data record is included in the training
dataset of a target model. The adversary maybe
given a candidate data record, or they can input
some data point to target model and get out the
query result. What’s more, they might know some
other background knowledge about the target model
and training dataset. This attack then becomes a
binary classification problem [57]. For each candi-
date record, there are two possible classes: The class
“member” means that the candidate data is a mem-
ber of the target model’s training dataset, and the
class “non-member” means otherwise. Thus, the ad-
versary tries to establish a binary classifier to solve
this problem.

Target model. In the MIA, the trained machine learn-
ing model will be treated as the adversary’s target
model.

Candidate data record. In the MIA, the candidate
data records denote that a set of data sample which
may belong to the target model’s training dataset.

Shadow model. The shadow model is used to imitate
the behavior of the target model, which is used in the
black-box attack to obtain more information about
the target model. During the attack, the adversary
generates a shadow model by crafted shadow model
training samples. Shadow models are models with
the same architecture as the target model [45].

Attack model. Attack model is a binary classifier model
used to infer the candidate data records whether are
the member of the target model’s training data. In
other words, the adversary’s attack process is the
process of building an accurate attack model.

Machine Learning as a Service (MLaaS). MLaaS
is an array of services that provide machine learning
tools as part of cloud computing services. MLaaS
helps clients benefit from machine learning without
the cognate cost, time, and risk of establishing
an in house internal machine learning team. In-
frastructural concerns such as data pre-processing,
model training, model evaluation, and ultimately,
predictions, can be mitigated through MLaaS.

2.2 Prior Works Related to MIA

Figure 2 shows that the year-wise road map of MIAs
against machine learning system. We describe the prior
works ralated MIA by the timeline of this research direc-
tion.
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 before 2017

 MIA in genomics privacy were studied.

 privacy of machine learning were investigate.
 2017

 first MIA against machine learning was 
 proposed by Shokri.

 first MIAs against generative models were 
 proposed.

 2018

 many of researchers understood the cause of 
 MIAs.

 2019

 more MIAs against generative models were 
 proposed.

 MIAs against collaborative learning were 
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 white box and  black box MIAs were put 
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 some MIA defenses were appeared. 

 2020

 A large number of MIA against different 
 machine learning scenario or different data 
 classes were presented,such as semantic 
 image segmentation, Transfer Learning,audio,,
 genomic data, label info,Aggregated Location 
 Data, and so on.

 future

Figure 2: The year-wise road map of MIA against machine learning

Before 2017. Membership inference originated from ge-
nomics privacy related research [3, 28, 54], and then
with the development of machine learning privacy
research some related notions of privacy had ap-
peared. Fredrikson et al. [15] demonstrated how the
confidence information returned by many machine
learning ML classifiers enables new model inversion
attacks that could lead to unexpected privacy is-
sues. Tramer et al. [60] explore model extraction at-
tacks that could subvert model monetization, violate
training-data privacy, and facilitate model evasion.

Year of 2017. 2017 should be the first year of MIA
against machine learning.Because Shokri et al. [57]
proposed the first MIA against machine learning, and
they invented the shadow model technique to con-
struct the attack models. as machine learning model
includes discriminator and generator, Shokri et al.s’
work only focused on MIA against discrimination
model,but had not studied MIA in generation model.
In LOGAN [22] the first MIA against generative
models was presented. In this paper, Hayes et
al. putted forward MIA against several state-of-
the-art generative models, e.g., Deep Convolutional
GAN (DCGAN), Boundary Equilibrium GAN (BE-
GAN), and the combination of DCGAN with a
Variational Autoencoder (DCGAN+VAE). The LO-
GAN introduces a full black-box attack model and a
discriminator-accessible attack model against GANs.

But the assumption of discriminator-accessible is the
most knowledgeable but unrealistic setting because
the discriminator in GAN is not always accessible in
practice.

Year of 2018. Many researchers focused on understand-
ing the cause of MIAs. Long et al.’s work [37]investi-
gate and analyze membership attacks to understand
why and how they succeed. And based on those
understanding, they proposed Differential Training
Privacy to estimate the privacy risk. In paper [38]
reported a study that discover overfitting to be a
sufficient but not a necessary condition for MIA to
succeed, more specifically, they demonstrated that
even a well-generalized model contains vulnerable in-
stances subject. Yeom et al.’s [66] examined the ef-
fect that outfitting and influence have on the ability
of an attacker to learn information about the training
data from machine learning models, either through
training set membership inference or attribute infer-
ence attacks. the cause factors will be discuss in Sec-
tion 4.1. ML-Leaks [53] investigate the assumptions
what a MIA requires. And they relaxes some as-
sumptions of Shokri et al.’s work [57], such as the
number of shadow models, the knowledge of the tar-
get model structure, and the target model’s dataset
information. This work reveals that attacks with re-
laxed assumptions are very broadly applicable at low
cost and thereby pose a more severe risk than previ-
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ously thought.

Year of 2019. In 2019, there were four main research
advances in this direction. First of all, more MIAs
against generative models were proposed. Hilper-
cht et al. [26] proposed a MIA based on Monte
Carlo integration that applicable to all generative
models. Chen et al. [7] explored the MIA against
GANs and present the first taxonomy of MIAs in
four classes, which included full black-box genera-
tor, partial black-box generator, withe-box genera-
tor and accessible discriminator. Secondly, MIAs
against collaborative learning were raised. Melis et
al. [41] proposed inference attacks against collabo-
rative machine learning system. Nasr et al. [45]
designed inference algorithms for both centralized
and federated learning. thirdly, more white-box and
black-box MIAs were put forward. Sablayrolles et
al. [51] proposed a optimal inference strategy, the
result showed that black-box attacks will perform
as well as withe-box attacks in this optimal asym-
potic setting. Next, some MIAs defenses were ap-
peared. Jia et al. [32] proposed MenGuard which
adds noise to each confidence score vector by the tar-
get classifier to guarantees against black-box MIA.
Rahimian et al. [50] studied the effect of Differen-
tial Privacy-Stochastic Gradient Descent(DP-SGD)
to defense the MIAs. The systematic investigation
of defenses against MIAs will be introduced in Sec-
tion 4.

Year of 2020. A large number of MIA against different
machine learning scenario or different data classes
were presented. He et al. [23] show structural outputs
of segmentation have severe risks of leaking member-
ship, and present the first work on MIAs against se-
mantic segmentation models while the prior works
focus on classification models. As machine learning
algorithms are used to process wireless signals, Shi et
al. [55] presents how to leak privacy information from
a wireless signal classifier by launching an over-the air
MIA. Li et al. [36] investigate a MIA when the tar-
get model only provides the predicted label. Zhang et
al. [68] propose LocMIA which allows adversaries to
launch MIAs against aggregated LOCation data by
train a binary classifier to infer whether a specific vic-
tim’s location data involved in the aggregation group.

All of above, existing methods mainly study on finding
out new attack approaches, improving the attack’s perfor-
mance, or proposing efficient mitigation methods against
MIAs. But, none of the existing studies focus on the com-
prehensive analysis of MIA. Along with the development
of machine learning privacy issues, more and more re-
searchers pay attention to this field and the requirement
of further research in this area increased. It is necessary
to analyze the MIA from various angles to understand
MIA better.

training dataset

test data

adversary

Prediction result

Figure 3: The elements considered by attacker to launch
a MIA against machine learning

3 Analytical Framework of Mem-
bership Inference

3.1 Factors Considered in our Framework

As the processes of machine learning related to the gen-
eral keywords include training dataset, model training,
machine learning model, and prediction result. From the
MIAs attackers view, their adversarial capability refers to
the control-ability of these elements. In general, the ad-
versary can condider several aspects for designing a MIA
against machine learning system.

1) From the adversary’s view, whether the adversary
has knowledge about the training dataset, and what
the training dataset background knowledge the at-
tacker knows is the consideration elements.

2) During the model training, whether the model is
a stand-alone or collaborative learning style, and
whether the attacker is a bystander or one of the
participants should be taken into consideration.

3) The adversary requires to think clearly about that
the attacker can use what observation with the tar-
get model, the target model is a generative model or
a discriminative model, and what detail prior infor-
mation about dose the model the attacker has.

4) Considering with the prediction result, whether the
adversary has the querying capability to get corre-
spond prediction result with input data is one of the
most important assumptions.

Understanding these aspects and developing an anal-
ysis structure serves a twofold purpose. First, it pro-
vides greater insight into previous researches, facilitat-
ing common ground comparison between different ap-
proaches. Second, it provides insights into the detailed
design choices for MIA approaches which can contribute
to the future research of membership inference attack
against machine learning and the defense against the at-
tack.
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Figure 4: Analytical aspects of detail information

3.2 Analytical Framework

With all considerations mentioned above, we propose
an analytical framework which includes adversary’s prior
knowledge, learning frame of target model, adversary’s
observation, classification of the target model, as shown
in Figure 4. Then, we make definitions of these aspects
and then study them in detail at the rest of this section.
Lastly, we summary MIAs with our analytical framework
in Section 3.7.

Adversary’s prior knowledge. In an MIA, the more
prior knowledge the adversary has, the stronger the
adversary’s capabilities are. On the contrary, the
less prior knowledge the adversary has, the weaker
the attacker’s capabilities are. Several characteris-
tics related to the adversary’s capabilities. He et
al.’s work [24] propose that the prior knowledge in-
cluding three aspects: Knowledge of target model,
knowledge of the training dataset, and the capability
of the model querying. The prior knowledge will be
comprehensive analyzed in Section 3.3.

Learning frame of the target model. The learning
frame of the target model has two types, stand-alone
learning frame, and federated learning frame. The
adversary can different attack approaches with dif-
ferent learning frame.The collaborative learning will
be discuss in Section 3.4 comparing with the stand-
alone one.

Adversary’s observation. In paper [45], they define
that the adversary’s observations of machine learn-
ing algorithms are what constitute the inputs for the
MIA. The attack observation can be classified into
the black-box and the white-box which will be dis-
cussed in Section 3.5.

Classification of the target model. There are two
types of target model: Discriminative target model
and the generative target model. Both of them suf-
fer from MIA. The MIA against discriminative model
and the generative model will be analyze in Sec-
tion 3.6.

3.3 Adversary’s Prior Knowledge

In this part, we consider the attacker’s prior knowledge
with completion coverage aspects, and then introduce a
classification method of adversary’s prior knowledge. In
an MIA, the prior knowledge means the adversary’s ca-
pabilities which have an impact on the attack results.

Previous works introduce several characteristics related
to the adversary’s capabilities. Salem et al. [53] studied
three attacks with different prior knowledge consists of
target model structure, training data distribution. He at
el.’s work [24] classify the prior knowledge in three cate-
gories, e.g. target model, training dataset, the capability
of model querying. This method covers all aspects related
to MIA. Thus, we survey the previous works, by consid-
ering the prior knowledge into three aspects proposed by
He et al. [24], i.e., knowledge of target model, knowledge
about the training dataset, the capability of model query.
For clarity, we summarize the notations in Table 1.

Knowledge of Target Model (M). In this aspect, the
adversary may obtain information about the target
model, including the parameters, the structure, the
type, machine learning as a service (MLaaS), and
mode type, termed by M1, M2, M3 and M4 respec-
tively.

M1: Model parameters. Some researches [7, 22, 45] as-
sumed that attacker knows some model parameters.
The adversary can download the description of the
model through MLaaS cloud systems [20, 42]. The
method in [1] shows that an honest-but-curious server
can partially recover participants’ data points from
the shared gradient updates. Paper [7] proposed an
attack by which the attacker has access to the pa-
rameters of the generator.

M2: Model structure. In paper [22,45,56], the adversary
obtained knowledge of model structure.

M3: MLaas platform. Several works [7,38,53,57,62] con-
sidered that the adversary can use the same MLaaS
platform with target model.

M4: Model type. Shokri et al. [57] and Hayes et al. [22]
set the type of target model as one of the prior knowl-
edge.
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Table 1: Definition of prior knowledge’s sub-classes

Knowledge Types Symbol Definition 

Model 

1M The parameters of the target model 

2M Can access or know the structure of the target model 

3M Use the same MLaaS platform with target mode 

4M The type of target model 

Training Dataset 
1D

Know some properties about the target model’s training 

dataset, such as the distribution, the size, or the value 

2D A dataset which includes model’s training dataset 

Query Ability Q Can query the machine learning model 

Knowledge about the Training Dataset (D).
Training data set is a set of examples used to
initially fit the parameters (e.g. weights of con-
nections) of the machine learning model. Each
training example is represented by an array or
vector, consists of pairs of an input vector and the
corresponding output vector. There are many public
dataset commonly used for machine learning model
training, such as CIFAR-10,CIFAR-100, MNIST,
Texas, Purchase-10, Purchase-100, Hospital, Loca-
tion, News, and so on. The Knowledge about the
training dataset means that the adversary has some
information about the training dataset. the training
dataset info includes the following two classes.

D1: The attacker knows some property information
about the target training dataset, such as the distri-
bution, size or value. Long et al. [38] exploit datasets,
which sampled from the same space as the terget
training set but not containing the target record, to
build the shadow model. Shokri et al. [57] say that
they have some background knowledge about the tar-
get model’s training dataset, but disjoint from the
tarining dataset. Salem et al. [53] assume that the
adversary has a dataset which comes from the same
underlying distribution as the training data for the
target model or perform model extraction to approx-
imate the target model. Hayes et al. [22] give an
assumption that the adversary knows the size of the
training set, but not know how data-points are split
into training and test sets.

D2: The adversary obtains a dataset which includes
model’s training dataset.Nasr et al. [46] reveal that
in a realistic setting, the probability distribution of
data points and the probability distribution over the
member of the training set are not directly and ac-
curately available to the adversary. They assume a
dataset known by the attacker which is the subset
of the target training set. Hayes et al. [22] intro-
duce a white-box attack in which the attacker has a
dataset containing data-points used to train the tar-

get model.

The capability of Model Query (Q). This kind of
prior knowledge means that the adversary whether
can query the target model or not. In papers [7, 15,
22, 24, 37, 38, 52, 53, 57], the authors study that the
adversary can query the learning model (Q).

3.4 The Frame of Target Model: Stand-
Alone vs. Federated Learning

The learning frame of the target model has two ma-
jor types, stand-alone learning one and federated learn-
ing one. It depends on whether all the training data is
available in one place, or the training data is distributed
among multiple parties [45]. The adversary has different
attack approaches with different learning frames.

Stand-alone learning frame. In this setting, the tar-
get model is trained in one place, it means central-
ized training wherein all the training data is available
in one place. Under the stand-alone learning frame,
the adversary has two points of view to launch the
MIA. First, the attacker can observe the process of
the model updating. Second, an adversary can at-
tack a final trained model. The latter method has
been studied more than the former one, in previous
works.

Federated learning frame. Comparing with the
stand-alone learning frame, the federated learning
frame has a distributed structure. The federated
learning aims at training a machine learning algo-
rithm on multiple local datasets contained in local
participants. We illustrate the federated learning
frame in Figure 5. In the federated learning frame,
the central server orchestrates the different steps
of the algorithm. First of all, the central server
transmits the initial model to several distributed
participants. Then, the participant uses local
training datasets and optimizers (such as stochas-
tic gradient descent optimizer) to train the local
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Figure 5: Federated learning frame

model. After that, participants upload their local
parameters to the central server. The central server
uses a specific method (such as computing average
value) to transform these parameters into the global
parameters. Finally, the central server generates
a global model with global parameters. Federated
learning constructs a global model using multiple
rounds. In one round, it begins with downloading
the global parameters from the central server and
ends with uploading the local parameters to the
central server. Collaborative training continues until
the global model converges [45].

In papers [24,41,45], they propose an attack against fed-
erated learning, wherein the attacker is one of the partic-
ipates who can observe the global parameters and craft
his adversarial parameter updates to gain more informa-
tion about the information of other participants’ training
dataset.

3.5 Observation: Black-Box vs. White-
Box

White-box. A white box attack means that the attacker
has access to the full model, notably its architecture
and parameters. With such information, the adver-
sary can reconstruct the target model and even the
training dataset. Hayes et al.’s work [22] propose a
white-box attack against the generative model. In
their white-box scenario, the attacker relies on in-
ternal access to the target model instead of training

an attack model. In paper [45], they introduce an
extension of existing black-box membership to the
white-box setting which uses the same attack on all
of the activation functions of the model.

Black-box. In this setting, the adversary only has the
capability of model querying but can neither access
the model’s parameters, nor the model structure. It
means that the attacker can only query the target
model by inputting data points to obtain output re-
sults. LOGAN [22] proposes a black-box attack with
no auxiliary knowledge and a black-box attack with
limited auxiliary knowledge. In ML-Leak [53], the
authors present an attack whose adversary has black-
box access to the target model, but the attacker not
able to extract the membership status from the target
model. Thus, the adversary trains a shadow model to
mimic the behavior of the target model and relies on
the shadow model to obtain the ground-truth mem-
bership to train the attack model. In paper [47], they
introduce a black-box attack against the deep neural
network (DNN) classifiers by crafting adversarial ex-
amples without knowledge of the classifier training
data or model. In paper [57], the author defined a
black-box attack in which the attacker used the given
data record to query the target model in the black-
box observation.

Among the two observations discussed above, the adver-
sary under white-box setting is the most knowledgeable
setting and the black-box observation has the least back-
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ground knowledge. Therefore, white-box attacks are more
powerful than black-box attacks. However, black-box at-
tacks cannot be substituted by white-box attacks because
the former is easier to apply in practice. For example, in
a machine learning as a service (MLaaS) system, the at-
tacker always has no knowledge about the target model’s
internal information, they do not know the model algo-
rithm, have no knowledge about the model structure or
the model parameter, but just has the capability to query
the target model, so comparing with white-box MIAs, the
black-box attacks are the most reasonable observation.

3.6 Classification of Target Model: Dis-
criminative Model vs. Generative
Model

Generally, machine learning models include discrimina-
tive models and Discriminative models. Both of them
suffer from MIA and there are many previous works re-
lated to this aspect. In this section, we introduce the
membership inference attack against discriminative mod-
els and generative models.

Discriminative models. Given the feature (x) of a
data point and the corresponding label, discrimina-
tive models attempt to predict feature x by learning
a discriminative function (x, y); The function takes in
input x and outputs the most likely label y. It means
that the discriminative models discriminate between
different kinds of data points. However, discrimina-
tive models are not able to explain how the data-
points might have been generated [22]. Membership
inference against discriminative deep learning models
has attracted many studies [1, 3, 4, 27, 38, 41, 57, 66].
This kind of target model can provide confidence
value about the data point which would help infer
out the membership of the training dataset.

Generative models. Generative models describe how
does the data generated by learning the joint prob-
ability distribution of p(X,Y ), which gives a score
to the configuration determined together by pairs
(x, y) [22]. Compared with the discriminative model,
the membership inference attack against generative
models has been less well-studied. As the genera-
tor cannot directly return the confidence value about
the overfitting of data records, it’s more challenging
for the adversary in this scenario. With the gener-
ator model widely used in many applications, such
as [2, 17, 18,35, 40, 63], membership inference attacks
against the generative model gained researchers’ in-
creasing attention. In the work [22], the authors use
generative models to learn information about the tar-
get generative model, thus created a local copy of
the target model for membership inference. In pa-
per [7], the author proposed a taxonomy of member-
ship inference attack against generative adversarial
networks (GANs).

3.7 Summary

The summary of MIAs with analytical factors, which
mentioned above, is provided by Table 2. In the existing
work, researchers do more research on black-box member-
ship inference attacks than white-box one. Among them,
in the research of white-box, it is not necessary to know
the conditions for query ability and information about
training dataset; The attacker even only needs to know
the M1 condition to successfully obtain the membership
information of the training dataset. For the MIA sce-
nario of the discriminator, the attacker needs information
related to the model and training dataset to assist in the
attack. When one kind of the model or training dataset
is missing, the query ability of the target model is needed
to supplement the information. The above conditions are
not necessary in the attack against the generator. The at-
tacker can realize the MIAs on the generator through one
kind of condition among the model attributes and train-
ing dataset properties. In the previous work, there are
more attacks on stand-alone machine learning than attack
against federated learning scenarios. The existing attacks
against federated learning scenarios are usually white-box
attacks, and at the same time, both information related
to the model and training dataset are required to com-
plete the MIAs. While the assumptions for stand-alone
attacks will be more flexible.

4 Defenses

In this section, we discuss factors which influence the
MIA. Then, we survey the defense mechanisms employed
by existing privacy-preserving achievements and IMA de-
fensive methods. Based on different implementation tech-
niques, we classify the defense strategies into three cate-
gories: Generalization techniques, cryptography methods,
adversarial method. In addition, we introduce prior work
with these categories.

4.1 Factors Influence MIA

The factors influence MIA means that have on the ad-
vantage of adversaries who attempt to infer specific facts
about the data used to train machine learning models [66].
Shokri et al. [57] show that overfitting is a sufficient con-
dition for MI attack. The result in [38, 45] reveals that
even well-generalized machine learning models might leak
much information about their training data. Thus, it
means that overfitting provides more information than
necessary for MIA [38,66]. Long et al.’s work [38] demon-
strates that some training instances have unique impacts
on the learning models, which will cause MI attacks.
Shokri et al.’s work [57] finds that besides overfitting,
the structure and type of the model also contribute to
the vulnerable to MIA. Nasr et al. [45] show that model
structure, gradients, and training size can also impact the
learning model.
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Table 2: Summary MIAs with our analytical aspects

Previous works AO
Prior Knowledge

TMT TF
Model TD QA

Long et al.’s [18] B M3 D1 Q D S
Shokri’s [19] B M3, M4 D1 Q D S
Nasr’s-1 [20] W M1, M2 D2 N D F
Nasr’s-2 [20] W M1, M2 D2 N D F

ML-Leaks-1 [22] B M3 D2 N D S
ML-Leaks-2 [22] B N N Q D S
ML-Leaks-3 [22] B N N Q D S
LOGAN-1 [23] W M1, M2, M4 N N G S
LOGAN-2 [23] B N D1, D2 Q G S
LOGAN-3 [23] B N D1, D2 Q G S
Gan-Leaks-1 [24] B M3 N Q G S
Gan-Leaks-2 [24] B N D1 N G S
Gan-Leaks-3 [24] W M1 N N G S
Nasr’s et al.’s [26] B N D2 Q D S
Truex et al.’s [27] B M3 N Q D S
Melis et al.’s[33] B M4 D1 N D F
Long et al.’s[31] B N D1, D2 Q D S
AO: attack observation, TD: training dataset, QA: query ability, TMT: target model type, TF: target frame; M1, M2,
M3, M4, D1, D2, Q are the 7 sub-classes of adversary’s prior knowledge, which defined in table I; N: not need; W:
white-box; B: black-box; D: discriminator; G: generator. S: stand-alone; F: federated learning.

Table II. summary different MIAs with our analytical aspects.

4.2 Generalization Techniques

As overfitting is an important reason why machine learn-
ing models leak information about their training datasets,
generalization techniques such as dropout [53, 56, 58] can
help degrade overfitting and strengthen privacy guaran-
tees in neural networks [28] by randomly dropping out
connections between neurons. While model stack [53]
suitable for all machine learning models, independent of
the classifier used to build them. The paper [57] uses stan-
dard regularization to overcome overfitting in machine
learning.

4.3 Cryptography Methods

Homomorphic encryption. He et al. [24] use homo-
morphic encryption to encrypt the input in the col-
laborative learning scenario, so the sensitive informa-
tion will not be leaked. A drawback of homomorphic
encryption is inefficiency [24].

Differential privacy. Differential privacy has been re-
garded as a strong privacy standard [9–13]. The pa-
per [61] presents a differentially private GANs model
which includes a Gaussian noise layer in the discrim-
inator if a generative adversarial network to make
the output and the gradients differentially private
with respect to the training data. The paper [4]
uses the differentially-private stochastic gradient de-
scent algorithm (DP-SGD) to prevent memorization.
Salem et al.’s work [52] adds noise to the posterior

for each queried sample and also adds noise sampled
from a uniform distribution to the posteriors. The re-
sult shows that the method drops the attack accuracy
to a certain degree. Especially, adding noise is hard
work against a multi-sample reconstruction attack.
In [67], the researcher introduces a data obfuscation
function and applies it to the training data before
feeding them to the model training task. By doing
so, sensitive information about both the properties
of individual samples and the statistical properties
of a group of samples will be hidden. Jia et al. [32]
propose to add noise to each confidence score vec-
tor predicted by the target model to turn the confi-
dence score vector into an adversarial example, which
can mislead the adversary’s classifier to make random
guessing at member and non-member.

4.4 Adversarial Method

In [46], Nasr et al. put forward a Min-Max Game which
designs an adversarial training algorithm that minimizes
the prediction loss of the model as well as the maxi-
mum gain of the inference attacks. This strategy, which
can guarantee membership privacy acts also helped to
generalize the target model. Jia et al. [32] proposes a
method based on adversarial examples to mislead the at-
tack model. There are many methods to find adversarial
examples [5,19,34,39,43,44,48]. These adversarial meth-
ods may be exploited as defense strategies in the future.
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5 Future Research Direction

The current MIA methods have the following problems:
On the one hand, building MIAs requires many precon-
ditions, such as: Information about data, model or query
ability, which is unreasonable in actual scenarios; On the
other hand, the current defense methods cannot have pro-
tective effects on various MIAs. Therefore, in the future,
we can study MIA in realistic scenarios, approach the real
world by reducing assumptions, and study effective gen-
eral protection frameworks for MIA to solve these prob-
lems. Considering the current challenges and existing so-
lutions, we expect that the research of MIA will be ad-
vanced in the following aspects.

Membership inference attack against federated learn-
ing frame would attract more attentions of researchers.
Along with the widely application of machine learning,
for obtaining better performance of model training, the
learning frame gradually changed from stand-alone learn-
ing to the collaborative learning. Thus, there are much
more sensitive data that would be used as the federated
training dataset, such as location data, personal medi-
cal records, personal characteristic data, healthcare data.
Such sensitive data would increase the adversary’s inter-
ests. To study the attack methods under this scenario,
and devise defensive strategies to mitigation these vul-
nerabilities has academic and application values.

Threats based on membership inference attack would
be raised. In paper [22], the author indicated that mem-
bership inference attacks often act as a gateway to further
attacks. The attacker can firstly infers whether the tar-
get data is a part of the training dataset, and then link
up with other attacks, (e.g. profiling, property inference,
which leak additional information about the victim, or
other further attacks. Hence, the subsequent attacks af-
ter the launching of MIA would be studied in the future.

Another valuable topic for research is to find out a fully
effective defensive methodology to cope with different at-
tack approaches. The application of MI methods in secu-
rity defense scenarios will draw more attention. Shokri et
al.’s work [56] uses the membership inference method as
defense mechanism.

6 Conclusions

The study of Membership Inference attack(MIA) against
machine learning is quite young field. This research di-
rection has attracted attention of scholars and offers a
number of opportunities for future exploration. For re-
searchers just entering MI attacks and defenses against
machine learning, we provided an in-depth introduction
to this research field in its current state. For active re-
searchers in the field, this paper not only provide a struc-
tured and comprehensive survey, but also as fundamental
knowledge for the future researches in this area.

In this artical, we summarize the year-wise road map of
MIAs against machine learning. and then, we construct a

comprehensive framework to analyze the existing MIAs
against machine learning systems, classifies the adver-
sary’s prior knowledge into seven sub-classes, overviews
the factors that influence the attacks; Next we analyze the
prior works with our framework, and give out a systematic
comparison in Section 3.7. Further More, we character-
izes existing defense mechanisms for MIA against machine
learning in to three categories. Lastly, we give out the fu-
ture research direction in this field.
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Abstract

The traditional image encryption method can not resist
the attack of statistical characteristics. Therefore, the low
dimensional chaotic ciphertext is easily cracked. There-
fore, this paper proposes a BP neural network-oriented
Henon Hyperchaotic System for image encryption. BP
neural network has the ability to realize any complex
nonlinear mapping, so the chaotic sequence is obtained
through BP neural network in the process of encryption,
the complexity of the algorithm will be increased. Then,
the target key and the parameters related to the image
pixel are introduced to redesign the S-box and wheel key
to solve the disadvantage that the S-box and wheel key
is fixed for each round. Finally, two more rounds of AES
(Advanced Encryption Standard) circular encryption are
performed to increase the complexity of the encryption
process. Experimental simulation shows that this algo-
rithm can effectively improve the security of the proposed
algorithm.

Keywords: AES; BP Neural Network; Henon Hyper-
chaotic System; Image Encryption

1 Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of Internet
technology, the using of multimedia for information ex-
change has become an important way for people to com-
municate. Images have been widely used because of the
rich information and vivid expression [5,13]. But the secu-
rity of images has become a concern problem. Therefore,
the efficient and secure encryption of images has aroused
people’s great attention. Up to now, many ideal image
encryption algorithms have been proposed, but these al-
gorithms still have some shortcomings [8,9]. For example,
the encryption algorithm based on DNA rules has very
limited coding addition and subtraction operation rules
and low security [6]. The encryption method based on
one encryption at a time requires that the size of key is
same as the plaintext, so the feasibility is not high. The

encryption method based on Bit rules requires lots of com-
putation and it has low encryption efficiency, so it is not
suitable for actual image encryption. In the perceptron
model-based encryption method, there is no connection
between the equivalent key flow and the ciphertext im-
age. The encryption method based on reversible cellular
automata adopts multiple cycles and iterations for im-
age pixels with very low encryption efficiency. And the
key has great limitations and is vulnerable to exhaustive
attacks [11,14].

Chaotic systems are often used in image encryption
due to the sensitivity to initial values, pseudo-randomicity
and aperiodicity. Low-dimensional chaotic system has the
disadvantages with simple structure, smaller key space,
poor chaotic sequence randomness. it cannot resist com-
mon attack effectively. However, the hyperchaotic system
has more than two positive Lyaponuv indices, which have
very good pseudo-randomicity and large key space, so it
has higher chaotic characteristics [15, 16]. The nonlinear
dynamic behavior is more complicated and difficult to pre-
dict, which will undoubtedly increase the complexity of
the algorithm and enhance the security in the encryption
process.

Neural networks have very complex nonlinear dynamic
behaviors and can process signals in real time [2, 4].
Ryosuke [18] first introduced biological neurons into neu-
ral networks to predict nonlinear systems with complex
chaotic dynamics. In the literature, Hopfield neural net-
work was introduced into image encryption, and chaos
control parameters were introduced into the encryption
process to design scrambled diffusion structure. In [3],
it introduced cellular neural network and designed an
image encryption algorithm to solve the problem that
stream cipher was insensitive to the change of plaintext.
Through these excellent algorithms, it can be understood
that the nonlinear sequences obtained from chaotic se-
quences trained by neural network are more random and
disordered.

In view of the shortcomings of the above image encryp-
tion methods, this paper proposes an image encryption al-
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gorithm based on the improved Henon hyperchaotic sys-
tem combined with AES and BP neural network. The
high-dimensional Henon hyperchaotic system has more
than two positive Lyaponuv indices, very complex non-
linear dynamic behavior and large key space, which can
make up the defect of small key space in AES encryption
algorithm [1, 19, 20]. BP neural network has the ability
to realize any complex nonlinear mapping, so the non-
linear sequence obtained from chaotic sequence through
BP neural network will be more randomness and disorder.
That will increase the complexity of the algorithm in the
encryption process. First, the four-dimensional Henon
hyperchaotic system is used to generate hyperchaotic se-
quences. By introducing the average value of the plain-
text image pixel as the parameter, the chaotic sequence
is intercepted as the training sample of BP neural net-
work, and the trained nonlinear chaotic sequence is used
as the target key of AES encryption algorithm. Next,
the plaintext image is processed by XOR with the tar-
get key. It can prevent other phases that do not need
the key, and can be calculated in reverse in the case of
unknown key, which can effectively enhance the security
of the algorithm. Then, the target key and the parame-
ters related to the image pixel are introduced to redesign
the S-box and wheel key to solve the disadvantage that
the S-box and wheel key are fixed for each round. Fi-
nally, two more rounds of AES circular encryption are
performed to increase the complexity of the encryption
process. Experimental simulation shows that the algo-
rithm can effectively combine the advantages of them, so
that the effectiveness and security of proposed method are
improved comprehensively.

2 Proposed Encryption Algo-
rithm

In this paper, the hyperchaotic sequence is first generated
by the four-dimensional Henon hyperchaotic system. The
average value of the plaintext image pixel is introduced as
the parameter to intercept the chaos, and the sequence is
used as the training sample of BP neural network. After
the training, the nonlinear chaotic sequence is obtained as
the target key of AES encryption algorithm. Finally, the
image is encrypted by the double round AES algorithm.

2.1 Four-Dimensional Henon Hyper-
chaotic System

Chaos is the discontinuous, irregular and unstable motion
behavior in nonlinear dynamic system. The first chaotic
system was discovered by Lorenz in 1963. Then new
chaotic systems have been proposed ever since. In 1976,
Henon studied two-dimensional functions and proposed
the Henon hybrid system, which was a more complex sys-
tem.

In 2002, Richter [10] defined a generalized Henon

chaotic system, the expression was shown in Formula (1):{
x1(k + 1) = a− xω−1(k)2 − bxω(k)
xi(k + 1) = xi−1(k)

(1)

Where, ω represents the dimension. When ω > 2 , the
system will be hyperchaotic. a and b are the control pa-
rameters, i = 2, 3, · · · , ω. This paper studies the four-
dimensional Henon hyperchaotic system, i.e. ω = 5 , as
shown in Equation (2).

x1(k + 1) = a− x3(k)2 − bx4(k)
x2(k + 1) = x1(k)
x3(k + 1) = x2(k)
x4(k + 1) = x3(k)

(2)

Simulation experiments prove that hyperchaos will occur
when chaos control parameters a = 1.76, b = 0.1 and ini-
tial value xj(1) = 1, j = 1, 2, · · · , 4.

2.2 BP Neural Network

Rumelhart [21] proposed BP (Back Propagation) neural
network, which was a kind of multi-layer feed-forward
neural network. A BP neural network is composed of
neurons and the topology of the network. The neuron
model is shown in Figure 1. The neuron has n inputs, i.e.
ai(i = 1, 2, · · · , n). The topology of network is the in-
terconnection structure between neurons. BP neural net-
work is composed of input layer, hidden layer and input
layer. Hidden layer may have one or more layers. The
three-layer BP network structure is shown in Figure 2.
BP neural network has very high fault-tolerant capacity,
even if the local neuron is destroyed, the whole training
result will not be affected. Moreover, the hidden layer
in BP neural network can approach a nonlinear function
with arbitrary accuracy under the premise of enough hid-
den nodes, so BP neural network can establish a highly
complex nonlinear relationship between input and output.

Figure 1: Neuron model

2.3 AES Encryption Algorithm

In this paper, XOR operation is carried out on the plain-
text image and the target key. Then the double AES
algorithm is used to encrypt data two times. Each round
of AES is divided into four steps:

1) S-Box transformation. The first four bits of binary
are taken as row coordinates, and the last four bits
of binary are taken as column coordinates;
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Figure 2: BP three-layer topology structure

2) Row shift operation. It shifts n bytes to the right in
the matrix;

3) Column obfuscation operation. A set of matrices and
ciphertext are replaced by new columns obtained by
XOR transformation;

4) Round key addition. Ciphertext and key are pro-
cessed by XOR.

The encryption process of AES algorithm is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3: AES algorithm

2.4 Encryption and Decryption Process

2.4.1 Encryption Principle

Gray image are usually generated by weighted sum. In
order to facilitate algorithm discussion, let A represent
M × N grayscale image, where avg is the average pixel.
The encryption algorithm process is shown in Figure 4.

The following is the detailed process.

Step 1. The plaintext image A is transformed into the
matrix P with size M ×N in line priority order, the
range is [0,255].

Step 2. We obtain the sum of all elements in matrix P .
The average pixel value of the image is obtained by
Formula (3).

avg = sum /M ×N (3)

Figure 4: Encryption process

Step 3. Setting four initial values X,Y, Z,W . To elim-
inate the adverse effects caused by transient effect
in 4-d Henon hyperchaotic system, let the four-
dimensional Henon hyperchaotic system iterate the
T wheel, in which T is obtained by Formula (4). It
starts with time T + 1 and operates M × N times.
This can generate four chaotic sequence X,Y, Z,W
with a length M×N.

T = 1000 + mod
(
avg×1010, 10× (M ×N)

)
(4)

Step 4. Three-layer BP neural network is used to train
the four chaotic sequences X,Y, Z, and W . The
training parameters of neural network are set as fol-
lows: the weight between the input layer and the
hidden layer is ; the weight between the hidden layer
and the output layer is ωi = 1(i = 1, 2, · · · ,M ×N).
The excitation function adopts the Laguerre function
as shown in Equation (5).

f(x) = ex
dn (xne−x)

dxn
, 0 ≤ x < +∞ (5)

The recursive method is adopted to take the new
sequence learned by training as the input of the data
network. The new four chaotic sequences X,Y, Z,
and W are obtained by repeating this operation for
1000 times. The value obtained after rounding the
chaotic sequence data and dividing by 256 is taken
as the target key, so the value range of the target key
is [0,255].

Step 5. It transforms the chaotic sequence X1 to a ma-
trix with M ×N , and obtains the image A1 after one
XOR transformation with the matrix P .

Step 6. S-box design. The data from avg to avg + 256
of chaotic sequence Y1 are intercepted into the tar-
get key, which is represented by sequence K =
{k1, k2, · · · , k256}. Sequence H is generated after
that the elements in sequence K are sorted from small
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to large. The row number and column number of S-
Box are designed to be the first four bits and the last
four bits of each element value in ciphertext A1 re-
spectively. Then the element value is replaced with
the value of the corresponding position of S-Box, and
the matrix A2 is calculated.

Step 7. It carries out row shift transformation and
scrambles the ciphertext matrix by shifting n bits
to the right of the n-th row to obtain matrix A3.

Step 8. Column confounding. Every 4 ele-
ments in matrix sequentially use matrix
A3 [02,03,01,01;01,02,03,01;01,01,02;03;03,01,01,02]
to perform the XOR operation in the way of row
priority.

Step 9. Performing the round key addition operation. It
transforms the chaotic sequence Z1 into the matrix
with M ×N and performs the XOR transformation
with the ciphertext matrix.

Step 10. Repeat Steps 6 9 for another round of AES al-
gorithm encryption. In here, the S-Box of Step 6 is
generated by the sequence values from the avg +257
to avg +512 of chaotic sequence Y1. The chaotic se-
quence of round key encryption in Step 9 is chaotic
sequence W1. Two rounds of AES algorithm encryp-
tion are completed to obtain the final ciphertext im-
age.

2.4.2 Decryption Principle

Decryption is the reverse process of encryption. Firstly,
the key and corresponding parameters are substituted
into the four-dimensional Henon hyperchaotic system and
BP neural network to generate the target key. Then,
the target key and ciphertext image are reverse-processed
by AES algorithm, and the plaintext image is finally ob-
tained. The decryption process is shown as Figure 5.

Figure 5: Decryption process

3 Experiments and Analysis

In this paper, the simulation experiment is carried out
under the environment of Matlab 2016a. For the conve-
nience of verification, Lena, Cameraman and Baboon gray

scale images with the size of 256× 256 are selected as the
plaintext images in the this experiment. The encryption
scheme in this paper is also suitable for other sizes. The
initial key is xi = 1(i = 1, 2, 3, 4). The plaintext image
and ciphertext image of Lena, cameraman, Baboon shown
in Figure 6 are obtained through the proposed encryp-
tion scheme. Obviously, our proposed encryption method
works better.

Figure 6: The first row is original image; The second row
is encrypted image

3.1 Statistical Analysis of the Proposed
Algorithm

Histogram analysis. The histogram of grayscale im-
age represents the frequency of each grayscale pixel, the
abscissa is the grayscale, and the ordinate is the fre-
quency of the grayscale, which can effectively reflect the
distribution of image grayscale. The histogram distribu-
tion of secure ciphertext images is very uniform, which
can effectively prevent the decoder from extracting valu-
able information from the histogram of ciphertext images.
The gray histograms of plaintext and ciphertext image of
Lena, Cameraman and Baboon are shown in Figure 7.
Obviously, the distribution of gray histogram of plaintext
image is not uniform, and that of ciphertext image is very
uniform. Therefore, the ciphertext image can effectively
store the distribution characteristics of the plaintext im-
age. The encryption effect is better, and the security is
very high.

The variance of histogram is to quantitatively analyze
the uniformity of histogram. If the variance is smaller, the
histogram is more uniform. Variance calculation formula
is as follows:

var(Z) =
1

n2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

0.5 (zi − zj)
2

(6)

Where Z is the histogram pixel value vector, n =
1, 2, · · · , 256.

Histogram variance results of plaintext and ciphertext
images of Lena, Camerman and Baboon are shown in Ta-
ble 1. Obviously, the histogram variance of ciphertext
images is much smaller than that of plaintext images, in-
dicating that the histogram of ciphertext is very uniform
and achieves better encryption effect.
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(a) Histogram of plaintext and ciphertext image Lena.

(b) Histogram of plaintext and ciphertext image
Cameraman.

(c) Histogram of plaintext and ciphertext image Baboon.

Figure 7: Histogram distribution

Table 1: Histogram variance of plaintext and ciphertext
images

Image Plaintext Ciphertext
Lena 40032 251

Camerman 92838 256
Baboon 44695 253

Algorithmic statistical analysis. A random set of
adjacent pixel values is extracted in plaintext and cipher-
text to test the correlation (including vertical, horizon-
tal, and diagonal directions) and calculate the correlation
coefficient. The correlation coefficient can be calculated

according to Equations (7)-(10).

x̄ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

xi (7)

D(x) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)
2

(8)

Conv(x, y) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(xi − x̄) (yi − ȳ) (9)

r =
Conv(x, y)√
D(x)×

√
D(y)

(10)

Where X and y represent the pixel values of two adja-
cent pixels. The relationship between the pixel values of
adjacent horizontal points of Lena plaintext and cipher-
text image is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that the
correlation between the pixel values of adjacent points in
the plaintext image is very high, but there is no corre-
lation between the pixel values of adjacent points in the
ciphertext image.

Figure 8: Correlation of adjacent pixels

A set of adjacent pixel values are randomly selected
from Lena, Cameraman and Baboon plaintext and ci-
phertext image to test their correlation. Table 2 shows
the correlation coefficients and mean value before and af-
ter encryption. Table 3 shows the comparison results of
the average ciphertext correlation coefficient with differ-
ent methods (including GBS [12], FDC [7], SCKG [22]
and ECCHE [17]). Thus, the adjacent pixels of cipher-
text image have almost no relationship. It shows that the
proposed algorithm in this paper has achieved a better en-
cryption effect and has a strong ability to resist statistical
analysis.

3.2 Against Differential Attack

The resistance to differential attack is mainly analyzed
from the sensitivity of the key and the sensitivity of the
plaintext.

Sensitivity analysis of key. The sensitivity of the key
means that once the decryption key changes very slightly,
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Table 2: The correlation coefficient between the adjacent pixels of the plaintext image and the encrypted image

Image Horizontal direction Vertical direction Diagonal direction
Lena plaintext 0.9625 0.9352 0.9232

Cameraman plaintext 0.9561 0.9618 0.9271
Baboon plaintext 0.7127 0.6535 0.6211
Lena ciphertext -0.0013 -0.0411 0.0022

Cameraman ciphertext -0.0028 -0.0112 0.0018
Baboon ciphertext 0.0023 0.0035 0.0034

Mean value 0.0022 0.0184 -0.0025

Table 3: Comparison results

Image Horizontal direction Vertical direction Diagonal direction
GBS 0.0091 0.0193 0.0012
FDC 0.0073 0.0165 0.0007

SCKG 0.0045 0.0157 -0.0018
ECCHE 0.0029 0.0132 -0.0021

Proposed method 0.0022 0.0184 -0.0025

the decryption image will change significantly. Through
experiment, the correct decryption method is adopted to
decrypt Lena ciphertext image to obtain decrypted image
A, as shown in Figure 9(a).

The key is changed from x1 = 1 to x1 = 1 + 10−10,
the decryption image is shown in Figure 9(b). The key is
changed from x2 = 1 to x2 = 1 + 10−10 , the decryption
image is shown in Figure 9(c). The key is changed from
x3 = 1 to x3 = 1 + 10−10, the decryption image is shown
in Figure 9(d). The key is changed from x4 = 1 to x4 =
1 + 10−10 , the decryption image is shown in Figure 9(e).
Obviously, if the initial key only has a small change of
10−10, the image will not be decrypted, which indicates
that the sensitivity of the key is very high.

Sensitivity analysis of the plaintext. The plaintext
sensitivity indicates that if there are very small changes
in the image of the plaintext image, the ciphertext will
also have a large change. If the plaintext sensitivity is
higher, the algorithm’s ability to resist differential attack
is stronger. This is because the image encryption process
can be deduced from the small changes in the plaintext
image. Therefore, in this paper, plaintext features are in-
troduced in the encryption process, that is, the average
value of the plaintext image pixel is taken as the encryp-
tion parameter. Once the plaintext changes slightly, the
ciphertext will also change significantly.

The sensitivity analysis of the plaintext mainly refers
to the Number of Pixels Pixels Change Rate (NPCR) and
the Unified Average Changing Intensity (UACI). Two en-
crypted images G1 and G2 , where G1 represents the en-
crypted image of the original plaintext image. G2 is the
encrypted image after changing the pixel value of the orig-
inal plaintext image at position (i.j). Define a matrix P
with M ×N size. When G1(i, j) = G2(i, j) , the matrix

P (i, j) = 0; Otherwise, the matrix P (i, j) = 1. The rows
and columns of the encrypted image are represented by
M and N, respectively.

NPCR =
1

M ×N

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

D(i, j)× 100%

UACI =
1

M ×N

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

|M1(i, j)−M2(i, j)|
255

× 100%

Table 4 is the NPCP and UACI comparison result
(Take Lena as an example). It can be seen that this
proposed algorithm is very sensitive to plaintext and can
resist differential attacks effectively.

Table 4: NPCP and UACI comparison results

Index GBS FDC SCKG ECCHE Our
NPCP/% 99.37 99.55 99.61 99.68 99.72
UACI/% 27.38 28.73 29.84 32.54 34.26

3.3 Key Space Analysis

When the key space is large enough, the encryption al-
gorithm’s resistance to exhaustive attacks must be very
strong, and it can improve the security of encryption. The
initial key used in this paper is the double precision type,
so the valid data for the initial key can reach to 15-16 bits.
According to the four initial keys entered by the four-
dimensional Henon hyperchaotic system, the key space
can reach at least 1060, which is larger than the space
2128 of the traditional AES algorithm. Therefore, the en-
cryption algorithm in this paper has a large key space and
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Figure 9: (a) correct key; (b)x1 = 1 + 10−10; (c) x2 = 1 + 10−10; (d) x3 = 1 + 10−10; (e) x4 = 1 + 10−10

strong ability to resist exhaustive attacks. Table 5 is the
encryption time comparison.

Table 5: Encryption time/s comparison results

Image A B C D Our
Lena 4.839 4.256 3.717 2.884 1.752

Cameraman 4.325 3.684 3.542 2.189 1.395
Baboon 4.769 4.062 3.554 2.374 1.582

4 Conclusion

Aiming at the shortcomings of traditional AES encryp-
tion algorithm, such as small key space and fixed size, this
paper proposes an improved image encryption algorithm
combining Henon hyperchaos system and BP neural net-
work. The four-dimensional Henon hyperchaotic system
combined with BP neural network produces the target key
of AES encryption algorithm, which greatly improves the
randomness of the key. Also it introduces the relevant
characteristics of plaintext image as parameters, which
can effectively resist the plaintext attack. Experimental
results show that the proposed algorithm is very effective
in image encryption.
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Abstract

Under the background of big data, the wired network
has not met the campus’s needs; therefore, it needs to
cover the wireless network. Taking the wireless local
area network (WLAN) coverage of Institute of Informa-
tion Engineering of Anhui Xinhua University as an ex-
ample, this study firstly analyzed the characteristics of
campus WLAN and the security technology of WLAN,
improved the wired equivalent privacy (WEP) protocol
in IEEE802.11, and strengthened the security of RC4.
Then, a specific coverage scheme of campus WLAN was
designed. After testing, it was found that the opera-
tion efficiency of the improved RC4 algorithm decreased
slightly, and the designed WLAN could defend most of
the network attacks, had high signal intensity, and oper-
ated stably, meeting the needs of teachers and students.
Thus, this study contributes to the further research of
WLAN and provides some guidance for constructing cam-
pus WLAN.

Keywords: Big Data; Security; Wireless Network

1 Introduction

With the development of technology, people’s demands on
the Internet has improved, and their dependence on wire-
less local area network also has been strengthened [4, 6].
In the current campus, the wired network is mainly used,
which provides great convenience for teachers and stu-
dents. However, the wired network has some limitations.
For example, it can not meet the needs of teachers and
students to use the network at any time in the classroom,
library, outdoor, etc. Also, with the development of sci-
ence and technology, equipment, such as tablet comput-
ers, mobile phones, and laptops, has become more and
more popular.

In order to satisfy the demands of teachers and stu-
dents, covering WLAN on campus has become an im-
portant part of campus construction. With the popu-
larity of WLAN on campus [10], how to build campus

WLAN and realize the safe transmission of information
has been widely studied. Zhang et al. [21] designed a
campus network management method based on the run-
time model to manage the network equipment uniformly.
They found through the experiment that the designed
method could save energy by 16.7% and manage the net-
work more efficiently and orderly compared with the tra-
ditional method.

Nonum et al. [16] studied WLAN in Nigerian ter-
tiary institutions, proposed an autonomous web service
architecture, which could not only manage the perfor-
mance of service users but also manage the interconnec-
tion of WiMax-WiFi infrastructure and service coverage
network, to improve the network flexibility and overall
performance.

Zhang et al. [20] designed an encryption-based method
to protect user privacy and carried out experiments on the
method in the intelligent campus. It was found that the
method provided a more powerful security guarantee and
weighed the storage, bandwidth, and computing costs,
which had high practicability. Ooko et al. [18] pointed
out that there have been increasing hacking cases because
of the uncontrolled medium of WLAN. They investigated
the security of WLAN in Kenyan University and found
through literature analysis, interviews, and experiments
that campus WLAN was not secure.

2 Campus Wireless Network Un-
der Big Data

In the era of big data, the number and types of infor-
mation have become more and more, which brings great
challenges to the security of the network [11]. A school
is a place with a large number of people and frequent
exchanges. In the campus wireless network, teachers and
students are producing data almost every moment. These
data packets contain a variety of content, including text,
video, audio, etc., and the data contain very important
information, such as the identity information, major, and
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performance of students, the teaching courseware and re-
search paper of teachers, etc. Mass data have higher re-
quirements on the network; therefore, a network environ-
ment with higher processing speed and safety is needed.
In campus WLAN, the existing problems mainly include:

Equipment Safety. In order to ensure the physical se-
curity of the network, it is necessary to ensure the op-
eration security of wireless devices and detect these
devices to avoid equipment failure and protect the
wireless network;

Information Security. Under the background of big
data, information spreads very fast, and it is easy
to leak and lose information. In the process of infor-
mation transmission, there may be various loopholes,
which will cause damages to network security under
the attack of viruses or hackers. Also, imperfect and
incomplete network management will also cause se-
curity problems.

Compared with the wired network, WLAN is more vul-
nerable and prone to problems because of its openness [7].
Also, wireless devices have some limitations in storage,
power supply, etc. Many security technologies that can
be applied in the wired network can not be applied in
the security protection of WLAN. At present, the main
security problems faced by WLAN are as follows.

The wired network has fixed boundaries; therefore, at-
tackers need to go through defense lines, such as firewalls,
gateways, etc., to enter the network. WLAN has no
clear defense boundary; therefore, attackers can attack
the network from any node. Wired network terminals
can not move on a large scale, so that it is easy to man-
age, while WLAN terminals are mobile and vulnerable to
eavesdropping and hijacking because of insufficient pro-
tection [13]. Also, the topology of WLAN is dynamic and
changeable; therefore, it is difficult to carry out central-
ized management, but many security algorithms require
the participation of all nodes, which is difficult to achieve
in WLAN [14]. Finally, with the movement of users, the
channel of WLAN is affected by interference and fading,
leading to a large fluctuation in signal quality, i.e., the
robustness problem.

3 Overview of Wireless Network

3.1 Composition of WLAN

WLAN refers to the local area network established using
wireless communication [9, 12]. It has fast transmission
speed and has been widely used in scenes such as per-
sonal, enterprise, school [19]. It takes up a small space
and covers a wide range. It can also be used in areas such
as forests and deserts with constant communication. The
main components of WLAN include:

1) Station (STA, pp. a data exchange equipment, such
as desktop, notebook, mobile phone, etc.;

2) Wireless medium (WM, pp. the medium that can
transmit radio frequency (RF) signal or infrared sig-
nal;

3) Access point (AP, pp. realize the exchange of wireless
data;

4) Distributed system: realize the connection between
different services.

3.2 WLAN Security Technology

3.2.1 IEEE 802.11 Standard

In order to realize the communication and data sharing of
WLAN, it should follow some protocols. WLAN protocols
have good security and stability. At present, the most
commonly used is the IEEE 802.11 standard [1, 15].

IEEE802.11 is an open-band network with a data
transmission rate of 1 Mbit/s-2 Mbit/s and a working
frequency band of 2.4 GHz. In addition to IEEE802.11,
there are 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g, and 802.11n. The
latter four networks are the upgrading and improvement
of 802.11. Its security technologies include:

1) Service set identification (SSID, pp. SSID is a string.
As long as the SSID is remembered, it can access
WLAN to avoid unauthorized users accessing the
network.

2) WEP: WEP is used for WLAN encryption and au-
thentication [2]. The encryption algorithms used are
RC4 (Rivest cipher) and CRC-32. The former is used
for ensuring data security, and the latter is used for
ensuring data integrity.

3) Physical address filtering (MAC, pp. only the site
registered with MAC address can be connected. Each
network card corresponds to a unique MAC address,
which can prevent some low-level intrusion.

4) Identity authentication: there are two methods: open
system authentication (OSA) and shared key authen-
tication (SKA). The former is the default method,
and the latter is optional. If the request fails to pass
the authentication, it will be rejected.

3.2.2 WEP Protocol and Improvement

In WEP, the data frame consists of three parts, 32-bit
initialization vector (IV), transmitted data (≥ 1 bit), and
32-bit integrity check value (ICV). IV is transmitted in
plaintext, and the last two parts are transmitted in the
ciphertext. WEP uses the RC4 algorithm for encryp-
tion [17]. It generates a key sequence based on a large
array, called S-box, and its value range is 0-255. The
encryption process mainly consists of two parts [3]:

1) Key scheduling algorithm (KSA, pp. a secrete key
(Key) is randomly selected. S-box is initialized. It is
assumed that there are parameters it and jt pointing
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to the S-box. Let it traverse every position of the S-
box to make jt generate a new value. Then, the bytes
corresponding to jt and it in the S-box are exchanged.
After N times of traversal, the initial state S0 of RC4
is obtained.

2) Pseudo-random key sequence generation algorithm
(PRGA, pp. according to S0, it and jt are initial-
ized. Then j in the algorithm is updated. The bytes
corresponding to it and jt are exchanged. The posi-
tion of the bytes in the S-box is conversed through
the pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) [5].
After every time of conversion, the 8-bit key stream
is output and processed by xor encryption with the
plaintext and by xor decryption with the ciphertext.

The key stream in RC4 is generated by PRNG. By
analyzing the first byte of the key stream, the first byte
of the original key can be found out, and then the other
bytes are gradually deduced [8]. Therefore, in order to in-
crease the security of the algorithm, the process of PRNG
generating the initial random number is improved. 0-255
is converted to hexadecimal numbers and arranged in a
table of 16×16 in the order from small to large, as shown
in Table 1.

Table 1: Initialized random number table

0 1 2
... E F

0 00 01 02
... 0E 0F

1 10 11 12
... 1E 1F

2 20 21 22
... 2E 2F

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

E E0 E1 E2
... EE EF

F F0 F1 F2
... FE FF

The improved RC4 method improves security by ex-
changing bytes. It is assumed that the byte of the posi-
tion where Sbitc locates is XmtYmt and the byte of the
position where Sbjtc locates is XntYnt. The row is moved
to the right gradually, and the distance is |Xnt − Xmt|.
When Sbitc and jt are in the same column, the column
is moved downward to make Sbitc reach the position of
jt, and the distance is |Ybt−Ymt|, where jt locates is also
moved to make Sbjtc reach the position of Sbitc accord-
ing to the same method; the moving distance of the row
and column is (16− |Xnt −Xmt|) and (16− |Ynt − Ymt|)
respectively. The other steps are the same as the original
RC4 algorithm.

4 Coverage Design of Campus
WLAN

By February 2020, there were more than 3400 students
and 120 teachers in the Institute of Information Engineer-
ing of Anhui Xinhua University, including 24 professional
laboratories for wireless sensor network and software en-
gineering, six campus practice bases, 11 computer basic
experimental training rooms, six embedded experimental
rooms, etc. The original wireless network of the school
covered a few apartments and teaching buildings, which
could not meet the needs of teachers and students. The
requirements for WLAN coverage in different places of the
college are shown in Table 2.

In the college, the architecture of thin AP was adopted
to manage user data uniformly, and the WLAN support-
ing 802.11n was constructed. RG-WS5708 product was
used as the wireless controller; the controller adopted
the MIP64 multi-core processor architecture, which could
break through the three-tier network to maintain commu-
nication with AP and support 768 wireless access points
at most. The wireless AP adopted RG-AP220-E, which
could provide sixfold bandwidth. The network manage-
ment system adopted RG-SNV, which could maintain and
manage the network remotely and make a timely response
if there was an abnormality in the network. Based on the
investigation of the actual situation of the college, it was
estimated that 123 AP was needed to cover the whole
college.

5 Wireless Network Security
Analysis

Firstly, the performance of the improved RC4 algorithm
was analyzed. The times of operation was compared be-
tween the original RC4 algorithm and the improved RC4
algorithm. The results are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

It was seen from Table 3 that the improved RC4 algo-
rithm needed one more row shift and column shift every
time when encrypting one byte compared to the original
RC4 algorithm. Table 4 shows the operation times of
the two algorithms under different byte numbers. It was
found that the operation times of the improved RC4 algo-
rithm were slightly more than that of the original RC4 al-
gorithm, 5000, 10000, 15000 and 20000 times respectively,
i.e., when improving the security of the algorithm, the op-
eration efficiency of the algorithm decreased slightly.

The method of active analysis was used to test the se-
curity of WLAN. A pretended attacker interacted with
STA and AP and then attacked WLAN. Whether WLAN
could defend against this attack was determined. Test
cases were written using Tcl. The test cases were ex-
panded into commands using the C/C++ interface to
simulate the attack behavior. Whether it was success-
ful or not, AP will return the results to the host side.
The test results are shown in Table 5.
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Table 2: Coverage requirements of campus WLAN

Place Coverage Requirements Frequency Band Planning

Dense office area The number of online users shall not be
less than 100% of the seats, and the rate
per user shall not be less than 2 Mbps

Dual-frequency

Classroom The number of online users shall not be
less than 30% of the seats, and the rate
per user shall not be less than 1 Mbps

Single-frequency 2.4 GHz

Library The number of online users shall not be
less than 60% of the seats, and the rate
per user shall not be less than 2 Mbps

Dual-frequency

Laboratory The number of online users shall not be
less than 100% of the seats, and the rate
per user shall not be less than 1 Mbps

Single-frequency 2.4 GHz

Restaurant The number of online users shall not be
less than 15% of the seats, and the rate
per user shall not be less than 1 Mbps

Single-frequency 2.4 GHz

Student apartment The number of online users shall not be
less than 100% of the seats, and the rate
per user shall not be less than 2 Mbps

Single-frequency 2.4 GHz

Outdoor playground The number of online users shall not be
less than 80, and the rate per user shall
not be less than 1 Mbps

Dual-frequency

Table 3: Comparison of operation times (1)

Original RC4 Algorithm Improved RC4 Algorithm

Number of modular addition operations 5n 5n
Byte conversion times 2n n
Number of row shift operations - n
Number of column shift operations - n

Table 4: Comparison of operation times (2)

Number of Bytes Original RC4 Algorithm Improved RC4 Algorithm

5000 35000 40000
10000 70000 80000
15000 105000 120000
20000 140000 160000
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Table 5: Attack test results

Attack Modes Attack Results

WEP Share Key attack The attack failed
WEP Weak Key attack The attack failed
Association Request Frame Flood attack The attack failed
Virtual Carrier Sense attack The attack failed
NAV DOS attack The attack was successful
Beacon Flood attack The attack failed
EAP Failure attack The attack failed
Probe Request Frame Flood attack The attack was successful
Spoof of Sleep State Indication Frame attack The attack failed
Spoof of No Data TIM Frame attack The attack failed

It was seen from Table 5 that only the NAV DOS attack
and Probe Request Frame Flood attack were successful,
and the other eight attacks failed, which showed that the
WLAN established in this study had a good performance
in security and could resist most of the attacks. Also,
for the successful cases of attacks, managers should pay
attention to them and further strengthen the security of
WLAN by combining with methods such as intrusion de-
tection.

The other performances of the designed WLAN were
tested. The testing content is as follows.

1) The signal strength in the classroom installed with
AP was analyzed. A laptop was put in the classroom
and installed with the wirelessmon software. The
laptop was moved freely in the classroom, and the
signal data of different positions were recorded. After
testing, it was found that the signal strength in the
classroom was - 32 dB ¿ 50 dB, which showed good
quality.

2) The download rate of AP was tested. In the class-
room, five laptops were connected with AP, and large
files were downloaded through Thunder 7. After 20
minutes, the download stopped, and the total down-
load amount was calculated. The test showed that
the download rate of AP was 800 kb/s, which could
meet the needs of teachers and students.

3) The response of AP in case of failure was tested. In
the classroom, large files were downloaded via a lap-
top connected to AC. Whether the download of the
laptop interrupted was tested after two running AC
was turned off. After testing, it was found that the
download did not interrupt, indicating that the AP
could automatically carry out local forwarding and
had a stable data forwarding function.

4) The warning function of WLAN was tested. A wire-
less AP was added as an illegal AP, and its SSID
was set as wlanx. Then, a laptop was connected to
observe whether it could connect successfully. Af-
ter testing, the terminal connecting to the AP was

forcibly interrupted, indicating that WLAN could
prevent the access of illegal AP.

6 Conclusion

This paper analyzed the security problems of WLAN. An
improved RC4 algorithm was proposed to enhance the se-
curity of WLAN. The campus WLAN coverage scheme
was designed, and the WLAN was tested. It was found
that the WLAN had good signal strength, a high down-
load rate, a stable data transmission function, a stable
alarm function, and a strong defense against network at-
tacks. This work makes some contributions to the con-
struction of campus WLAN.
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Abstract

Timely identification of network intrusion plays an im-
portant role in the realization of network security. Based
on the intelligent algorithm, this study analyzed net-
work intrusion identification. First, based on the back-
propagation neural network (BPNN) model, ACO-BPNN
and PSO-BPNN models were obtained by optimizing the
parameters by ant colony optimization (ACO) and par-
ticle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithms. Then, the
model was tested on the KDD CUP99 data set. The re-
sults showed that the accuracy and precision of the model
optimized by the intelligent algorithm greatly improved;
the PSO-BPNN model had the best performance, with an
accuracy of 95.39%, a precision of 87.13%, a recall rate
of 91.4%, and an F1 score of 60.59%, and spent a short
time in recognition, 0.89 s, showing a good performance in
intrusion recognition. Thus, the results showed that the
intelligent algorithm plays an important role in network
intrusion identification, which is conducive to the further
improvement of the efficiency of intrusion identification
and the realization of network security.

Keywords: Network Security; Intrusion Recognition; In-
telligent Algorithm; Neural Network

1 Introduction

With the development of the network, it has been applied
more and more extensively and become more and more
popular, the number of network users also increases [18].
As information becomes larger and more and more com-
plex [8], the network creates excellent conditions for the
circulation and sharing of information, which brings great
convenience for people’s life and work [2]. However, due
to the inherent openness of the network, the network se-
curity problem is becoming more and more serious [27],
such as information alteration, impersonation, and hacker
intrusion [14].

With the deepening of government informatization, in-
formation security not only affects individuals but also

involves society, government, and even the country. To
achieve network security, many technologies have been
applied, such as the firewall system [17], the identity au-
thentication system [9, 16, 24], etc., but they are usually
based on defense and can not identify and detect net-
work intrusion timely. Therefore, the method of network
intrusion identification has been widely concerned by re-
searchers [30]. Subba et al. [19] designed an intrusion
detection method based on game theory, which prevented
malicious behavior between nodes using two different rep-
utation updating and expulsion mechanisms and based
on Shapley value mechanism and Vickery-Clark-Grooves
(VCG) mechanism. Through simulation, they found that
the method had high accuracy and detection rate in the
attack range.

Ali et al. [1] designed a fast learning network (FLN)
model based on particle swarm optimization (PSO),
namely the PSO-FLN model, and verified it on KDD99
data set. They found that the PSO-FLN model had sig-
nificant advantages in accuracy than classifiers such as ex-
treme learning machine (ELM) and FLN. Vahid et al. [23]
proposed a hybrid algorithm based on K-means and mul-
tiple classifiers. Firstly, the data were partitioned by the
K-means algorithm and classified by naive Bayes, support
vector machine (SVM), and oneR classification algorithm.
The results showed that the hybrid method had a detec-
tion rate of 99.5%.

Teng et al. [22] proposed a method combining decision
tree (DT) [6] and SVM to realize the network adaptive
writing intrusion recognition and verified the feasibility
and effectiveness of the method on the KDD CUP99 data
set. This study mainly analyzed the back-propagation
neural network (BPNN) model and the optimization effect
of ant colony optimization (ACO) and PSO algorithms
on the BPNN model and compared different models to
understand their performance in intrusion identification.
This work makes some contributions to the further devel-
opment of network intrusion identification.
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2 Application of BPNN in Intru-
sion Recognition

Intelligent algorithm refers to the algorithm created by
imitating natural structures under the inspiration of natu-
ral laws, including the artificial neural network (ANN) al-
gorithm [7,13], genetic algorithm (GA) [20], swarm intel-
ligence algorithm [3], etc. Swarm intelligence algorithms
refer to a series of algorithms generated by simulating
social insect behaviors, including ant colony optimiza-
tion algorithm (ACO) [12], particle swarm optimization
(PSO) [11], etc. The swarm intelligence algorithm gen-
erally has good robustness and is easy to realize, which
has become an important direction of computer research.
This paper mainly analyzed the application of BPNN,
ACO, and PSO algorithms in network intrusion recogni-
tion.

ANN simulates the structure of the human brain ner-
vous system. It has good nonlinear approximation ability,
fast calculation, and excellent learning ability for uncer-
tain systems. It has been widely used in pattern recog-
nition, artificial intelligence, etc. After training, a neu-
ral network can predict the information when the input
value is given, which is very suitable for intrusion recog-
nition. In this study, BPNN, a kind of ANN, is used for
intrusion recognition [5]. It is assumed that the input
data is X = (x1, x2, · · · , xn) and the output sample is
Y = (y1, y2, · · · , yn). For a three-layer BPNN, its learn-
ing sample is (Xk, Ck), the output of the input layer is
Yi, the output of the hidden layer is Yj , and the output
of the output layer is Ym. The weight is represented by
w, and the threshold is represented by b. The algorithm
trains the network by correcting errors. The calculation
methods of outputs and errors in different layers are as
follows.

The output of the hidden layer is:

Yj = f(

n∑
i=1

wijYi − bj).

The output of the output layer is:

Yk = f(

n∑
j=1

wjkYj − bk).

The error of the output layer:

εk = −(Ck − Yk)Yk(1− Yk).

The error of the hidden layer:

εj = Yj(1− Yj)
m∑

k=1

εkwjk.

The correction formulas of weight and threshold are:

wij(t+ 1) = wij(t) + ηεjYi

bj(t+ 1) = bj(t+ 1) + ηεj .

Through these two formulas, the error is continuously cor-
rected. When the error reaches the set accuracy, the net-
work training finishes.

However, BPNN has some defects in the application
process. It is easy to fall into local minimum and con-
verges slowly. In this study, BPNN was improved by op-
timizing the weight and threshold with the swarm intelli-
gence algorithm.

3 BPNN Model Combined With
Swarm Intelligence Algorithm

3.1 ACO-BPNN Intrusion Recognition
Model

The ACO algorithm is a simulation of ant foraging behav-
ior. In the process of foraging, ants will leave pheromones
on the way. The shorter the path is, the higher the
pheromone concentration is; moreover, the path with
higher pheromone is more likely to be selected by ants.
Therefore, the shortest path can be selected. The op-
timal weight and threshold in the BPNN model can be
found out using the ACO algorithm. It is assumed that
there is a problem to be solved,

b = min f(a),

where f(a) stands for the fitness value. The initial
pheromone of ant t can be expressed as:

∆δ(t) = exp(−f(at)), t = 1, 2, · · · ,M.

Its initial position can be written as:

At = (at1 , at2 , · · · , atd).

If f(At) ≥ 0, then ∆δ(t) ∈ (0, 1]. f(a) can be written as

f ′(At) =

{
f(At)
avg avg > 0

f(At) otherwise

after transformation.
In the process of optimization, the number of ants se-

lected is e, e = br,Mc, where r refers to the selection
ratio. It is assumed that the objective of the optimiza-
tion is Aocj and the optimal solution obtained from the
last search is Abest; then,

Aocj =

{
Aj δ(At) < max δ(Aj)
Abest otherwise

The specific search method can be written as:

Abest =

{
A′

t f(A′
t) < f(Abest)

Abest otherwise

The updating formula of pheromone can be written as:

δ(t) = (1− lambda)δ(t) + ∆δ(t),
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where λ is the volatility coefficient.
The flow of the ACO-BPNN intrusion recognition

model is as follows. The parameters of the ACO algo-
rithm are initialized, and then the weight and threshold
of the BPNN model are optimized. After reaching the
maximum number of iterations, the optimal parameters
are output and input into the BPNN model. Then, the
BPNN model is trained using the intrusion training sam-
ples. After training, the model is used for recognizing
network intrusion behaviors.

3.2 PSO-BPNN Intrusion Recognition
Model

The PSO algorithm is a simulation of birds foraging be-
havior. It generates a group of examples randomly and
flies randomly in the search space to find the optimal
particle position. The algorithm is simple and easy to
implement, which has good applications in parameter op-
timization, system control, etc. [21].

The PSO algorithm mainly updates the position by
two values: individual extremum Pi and global extremum
Pg. It is assumed that there are n particles in a d-
dimensional search space, the position and speed of the
i-th particle at time t are Xi = (xi1 , xi2 , · · · , xid)t and
Vt = (vi1 , vi2 , · · · , vid)t respectively. The individual ex-
tremum is Pi = (pi1 , pi2 , · · · , pid)t, and the global ex-
tremum is Pg = (pg1 , pg2 , · · · , pgd)t. The updating for-
mulas of speed and position are:

vt+1
id

= wvtid + c1r1(ptid − x
t
id

) + c2r2(ptgd − x
t
gd

)

xt+1
id

= xtid + vtid ,

where w is the inertia weight, c1 and c2 are learning fac-
tors, and (r1, r2) are random numbers in b0, 1c.

The flow of the PSO-BPNN intrusion recognition
model is as follows. The parameters of the PSO algo-
rithm are initialized. The fitness value of particles is cal-
culated. The particles are compared with Pi and Pg and
updated until the optimal particles are obtained. The op-
timal particles were input into the BPNN model as the
optimal weight and threshold of the BPNN model. Then,
the trained BPNN model is used for recognizing intrusion
behaviors.

4 Experimental Analysis

4.1 Experimental Data Set

The model designed in this study was tested by the KDD
CUP99 data set [4]. In the KDD CUP99 data set, each
intrusion was described by 41 kinds of features. The data
set includes four types of intrusion:

1) DOS: making the normal service of legitimate users
cannot respond;

2) Probe: taking advantages of system vulnerabilities
to scan ports and guess passwords;

3) U2R: sending data packets to test the access right;

4) R2l: illegal access to a remote machine.

The KDD CUP99 data set provided a 10% training set
and a test set and a testing set, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Experimental data set

Intrusion Type Training Set Testing Set

Normal 97278 60593
DOS 391458 229853
Probe 4107 4166
U2R 52 228
R2L 1126 16189

4.2 Evaluation Index

After model recognition, the actual situation and recogni-
tion situation of samples are represented by the confusion
matrix, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Confusion matrix

Actual Situation Recognition Results
Positive Sample Negative Sample

Positive Sample TP FN
Negative Sample FP TN

The evaluation indexes of the model are as follows.
Accuracy:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN

Precision:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP

Recall rate:

Recall =
TP

TP + FN

F1 score:

F1score =
2TP

2TP + FP + FN

F1 score was the harmonic average of precision and recall
rate; the higher the score was, the better the performance
of the model was.

4.3 Recognition Results

The performance of BPNN, ACO-BPNN, and PSO-
BPNN models in recognizing intrusion categories was
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compared. The recognition results of different models are
shown in Tables 3, 4, and 5.

It was seen from Tables 3, 4, and 5 that the number
of TP and TN gradually increased, while the number of
FP and FN gradually decreased, indicating that the per-
formance of the latter model was better than that of the
former model. TP refers to the situation that positive
samples were recognized as positive samples, while FN
refers to the situation that negative samples were recog-
nized as negative samples. The number of TP and FN rec-
ognized by the PSO-BPNN model was larger than that of
BPNN and ACO-BPNN models, while the number of FP
and FN was smaller. To further clarify the performance
of the models, the evaluation indexes were calculated and
compared, and the results are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Comparison of performance between models

Figure 2: Comparison of recognition time between models

As shown in Figure 1, the accuracy of the three mod-
els was 80.08%, 87.15%, and 95.39%, respectively, i.e.,
the accuracy of the PSO-BPNN model was the highest,
which was 15.31% higher than BPNN and 8.24% higher
than the ACO-BPNN model. The precision of the three
models was 66.81%, 82.84%, and 87.13%, respectively,
i.e., the precision of the PSO-BPNN model was the high-
est, which was 20.32% higher than the BPNN model and
4.29% higher than the ACO-BPNN model. The recall rate
of the three models was 55.43%, 62.50%, and 91.40%, re-
spectively, i.e., the recall rate of the PSO-BPNN model
was the highest, which was 35.97% higher than the BPNN

model and 28.90% higher than the ACO-BPNN model.
The F1 score of the three models was 60.59%, 71.25%, and
89.21%, respectively, i.e., the F1 score of the PSO-BPNN
model was the highest, which was 10.66% higher than the
BPNN model and 17.96% higher than the ACO-BPNN
model. In conclusion, the performance of the PSO-BPNN
model was the best.

Table 3: Recognition results of the BPNN model

Normal DOS Probe U2R R2L Total

TP 15087 27841 146 30 4521 47625
TN 14047 175246 2465 132 9568 201458
FP 11250 10658 692 30 1024 23654
FN 20209 16108 863 36 1076 38292

Table 4: Recognition results of the ACO-BPNN model

Normal DOS Probe U2R R2L Total

TP 15502 28965 154 38 4862 49521
TN 23520 185472 2617 146 9786 221541
FP 1125 7548 569 27 987 10256
FN 20446 7868 826 17 554 29711

Table 5: Recognition results of the PSO-BPNN model

Normal DOS Probe U2R R2L Total

TP 23695 30216 168 46 5120 59245
TN 25058 198524 3124 168 10584 237458
FP 7821 495 216 7 215 8754
FN 4019 618 658 7 270 5572

The recognition time of different models was compared,
as shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, the recognition time of the
BPNN model was 10.67 s but significantly decreased after
optimization by the intelligent algorithm; the recognition
time of the ACO-BPNN model was 1.23 s, which was
9.44 s less than that of the BPNN model; the recogni-
tion time of the PSO-BPNN model was 0.89 s, which was
9.78 s less than that of the BPNN model. It was found
that the PSO-BPNN model not only had higher accu-
racy and recognition rate but also has shorter recognition
time, i.e., the PSO-BPNN model had a high recognition
efficiency. Therefore, among the three models, the PSO-
BPNN model had the best performance in recognizing
network intrusion.

5 Discussion

Intrusion refers to all internal and external behaviors that
attempt to destroy the security, integrity, and confiden-
tiality of the network, including trying to break in, im-
personating legitimate users, malicious use, etc. Intru-
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sion recognition uses various means to collect user data
inside and outside the network for analysis and recognize
abnormal behaviors [10]. The existing methods are

1) Colored Petri net [29]: the intrusion behavior is rep-
resented by the colored Petri net, which has a simple
concept but has a high calculation cost;

2) Expert system [26]: the intrusion behavior is ana-
lyzed by experts according to experience;

3) Neural network [28]: the neural network model is
established and trained by historical data;

4) Probability and statistics [15]: the normal user be-
havior model is established and compared to find out
abnormal behaviors, which is convenient for mainte-
nance, but can not achieve real-time recognition;

5) Immunity [25]: detect “own” and “non-own” anti-
gens using natural immune system technology. In
this study, based on the neural network, intrusion
recognition was analyzed.

According to the experimental results, it was found
that the original BPNN model had a poor performance
in intrusion recognition. After the optimization of the
intelligent algorithm, it was seen from Figure 1 that the
performance of ACO-BPNN and PSO-BPNN models im-
proved significantly. The indicators of the BPNN model
were mostly below 80%; the accuracy of the ACO-BPNN
model was 87.15%, but the F1 score of the PSO-BPNN
model was only 71.25%, which was only 10.66% higher
than that of the BPNN model. The accuracy of the PSO-
BPNN model was 95.39%, and the F1 score was 89.21%,
which was 17.96% higher than the ACO-BPNN model,
i.e., it had a better performance in intrusion detection.
The comparison of the recognition time demonstrated
that the addition of the intelligent algorithm shortened
the time of intrusion recognition. In the intelligent algo-
rithm, the work of each individual is very simple, and the
working time is also short. Therefore, while optimizing
the performance of the BPNN model in intrusion recog-
nition, it also improved its efficiency.

In this study, although some achievements have been
made in the research of network intrusion recognition,
there are some shortcomings. In future works, it is neces-
sary to

1) Carry out experiments in the actual running environ-
ment of the network;

2) Study the application of more intelligent algorithms;

3) Further improve the effect of intrusion recognition.

6 Conclusion

In this study, the application of the intelligent algo-
rithm in network intrusion recognition was analyzed. The
BPNN model was optimized by ACO and PSO algorithms

to obtain the ACO-BPNN model and PSO-BPNN model.
These models were compared and analyzed. Through ex-
periments, it was found that the BPNN model optimized
by the intelligent algorithm had greatly improved perfor-
mance and correctly recognized more samples, showing
higher accuracy and precision. The comparison showed
that the PSO-BPNN model had better performance and
spent a short time in recognition; therefore, it is more
suitable for recognizing network intrusion and can be fur-
ther promoted and applied in practice.
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Abstract

Generative adversarial network (GAN) has recently
achieved remarkable success in anomaly detection. The
GAN structure consists of a generator as an attacker
and a discriminator as a classifier, all competing against
each other. Most of the available classifiers are trained
on softmax cross-entropy (SCE) loss function. However,
the SCE loss is less discriminative in classifying mali-
cious samples. To improve the discriminative power of
these GAN’s classifiers, this paper proposes a discrimina-
tive GAN, D-GAN, for short. The key idea is to replace
the SCE loss with Mahalanobis distance loss to induce
strong intra-class compactness to construct high-density
regions, which are essential to discriminating against new
unseen classes. We evaluate D-GAN on MNIST and
KDD99 datasets. The results demonstrate that D-GAN
can achieve superior performance compared with several
state-of-the-art SCE loss learning-based defending meth-
ods.

Keywords: Anomaly Detection; Distance Metric Learn-
ing; Generative Adversarial Network

1 Introduction

Generative adversarial network (GAN) has achieved suc-
cess in modeling complex and high dimensional distribu-
tions [9]. Standard Generative Adversarial Networks are
composed of a generator (G) and a discriminator (D),
which are trained simultaneously by way of adversarial
process: The objective of the generator is to capture the
data distribution on the other hand the discriminator tries
to differentiate between the generated samples and real
samples.

To the best of our knowledge, existing GAN-based ap-
proaches for anomaly detection [2,15,19,23,26,27] adopt
softmax cross entropy (SCE) loss (in this work, we term

all GAN trained using SCE loss as Softmax GAN) in their
discriminator training process. Despite GAN with SCE
loss success in anomaly detection, SCE loss as classifier is
not robust in classifying malicious samples [3, 10,12,22].

During training of the GAN discriminator, in or-
der to effectively classify malicious samples, the deeply
learned features are required to discriminate and general-
ized enough for identifying malicious classes without label
predictions. Discriminative power characterizes features
in both the compact intra-class variations and separable
inter-class differences. However, SCE loss only encour-
ages the separability of features. The resulting features
are not sufficient enough for anomaly detection [24,28].

To resolve the aforementioned issue, [4,7,17,20,21,24,
25,28] focused on means to measure how close the model
distribution and real distribution are and try to use dis-
criminative or distance metrics as their objective func-
tions to improve the training of GANs or in other deep
learning models that employs the SCE loss function. Dis-
criminative metric learning aims to learn effective metrics
to measure the closeness of the input image pairs. For in-
stance, [21] propose a center loss, to efficiently enhance
the discriminative power of the deeply learned features in
deep learning models. In the course of training their clas-
sifiers, they simultaneously update the center and min-
imize the distances between the deep features and their
relative class centers. Nevertheless, these works were not
directly applied in GAN for anomaly detection settings.

Inspired by these works, we propose a discriminative
GAN, D-GAN for short. We enhance the discriminative
power of D-GAN by using the Mahalanobis distance loss
as replacement of the SCE loss. Mahalanobis distance
loss induce high-density regions in the feature space and
learn more structured representations. In the high feature
space, the real samples should be close to each other, while
further away from the malicious samples, thus, minimiz-
ing the inter real samples distance and maximizing real
and malicious samples distance. Hence, D-GAN learns to
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discriminate and generalized enough for identifying mali-
cious samples. Now, we will describe the layout for the
remaining of this paper. In Section 2 , we will briefly re-
view related work. The D-GAN method is described in
Section 3. In Section 4, we investigate the performance
of D-GAN, and KDD99 [16], and describe the findings.
Specifically, the findings demonstrate the superior perfor-
mance of D-GAN over SCE loss based models. Finally,
we conclude the paper in the last Section 5.

2 Related Work

There have been much research in anomaly detection
based on GAN which have led to many different proposed
techniques [2,15,18,19,23,26,27]. The authors in [23] first
trained the GAN on the normal images, and for a test im-
age, the latent space is repetitively searched to find the
latent vector that best reconstructs the test image. The
authors in [26] leverage the ideas proposed by [5,6] to de-
velop a classifier that is efficient at test time. The authors
in [27], propose a bi-directional GANs [5] based anomaly
detection. Their model extracts adversarially learned fea-
tures for the anomaly detection task and uses reconstruc-
tion errors based on these adversarially learned features
to determine if a data sample is anomalous.

The methods discussed above train GAN with the
usual softmax cross entropy loss. Under the usual soft-
max cross entropy loss, the discriminator was found to be
less discriminative, making them not robust enough [3,4,
7, 10, 12, 17, 20–22, 24, 28]. A more recent method, called
Fence GAN [19], address this discriminative shortfall by
training the GAN discriminator in the usual adversar-
ial manner with a modified objective. Contrary to these
methods, We address this issue by replacing the softmax
loss with a distance metric learning loss. Mahalanobis
distance loss induce high-density regions in the feature
space and learn more structured representations. In the
high feature space, the real samples should be close to
each other, while further away from the malicious sam-
ples, thus, minimizing the inter real samples distance and
maximizing real and malicious samples distance.

3 Proposed Method

In this section, a brief introduction of the softmax GAN
and present its limitation. Inspired by the analysis, we
propose the Mahalanobis distance loss to improve the dis-
criminative power of GAN classifiers.

3.1 Softmax GAN

Before we introduce the proposed loss, we first review
the Softmax GAN and presents its limitation. Given the
real input data B+ with x samples and the malicious
data B− from generator with x

′
samples, such that the

total number of inputs are B = B+ + B−. The soft-
max function; softmax(h);RL −→ RL is represented as

softmax(hi) = exp(hi)/
∑L

l=1 exp(hi), i ∈ [L], where
L := {1, ..., L} is the total number of classes and h is
termed as logit, i.e, h = H(z) ∈ RL, h = Wz + b,
z = Z(x) ∈ Rd. The parameter W and b are the weighted
matrix and bias respectively. The loss function of Soft-
max GAN’s discriminator D is defined as:

LD =
∑

x∈B+

1

|B+|
h(z) + ln

∑
x∈B

exph(z) (1)

The generator G loss is also expressed as:

LG =
∑

x∈B+

1

|B|
h(z)+

∑
z′∈B−

1

|B|
h(z

′
)+ln

∑
x∈B

exph(z) (2)

Despite SCE loss effectiveness and popularity, it has its
limitations which is illustrated experimentally in Figure 1.
We demonstrate the shortfall of the SCE loss in both the
discriminator and the generator in D-GAN network shown
in Table 1 on MNIST dataset [16].

(a) training

(b) testing

Figure 1: The t-SNE representation of the deeply learned
features in (a) training set (b) testing set, via softmax
cross entropy loss on MNIST dataset. The classes in the
MNIST dataset are represent with the different colors.
Epochs = 100.

The training set and test set consists of 80% and 20%
respectively. From Figure 1, it can be seen that, in (a)
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the features learned are separable, whiles, in (b) the inter-
class distance is not wide enough. During training of the
GAN discriminator, in order to effectively classify mali-
cious samples, the deeply learned features are required to
discriminate (i.e, wider inter-class distance) and general-
ize, however, we can see that SCE loss only encourages
the separability of features. This limitation leads to poor
generalization ability and classification accuracy.

3.2 Mahalanobis Distance

Mahalanobis distance (MD) is an extremely useful met-
ric; Have excellent applications in multivariate anomaly
detection, classify highly imbalanced datasets and multi-
class classification. Unlike the SCE loss, the Mahalanobis
distance learns more structured representations and in-
ducing high-density regions into low-density regions such
that these regions are reshaped to maximize the class sep-
arability [21].

Given a trainable means of a distribution and sample
covariance matrices µ and S respectively. Whereby S can
be decomposed as S = IT I, I ∈ Rp×d and p ≤ d. The
Mahalanobis distribution can be define as:

MD(x, µ) =
√

(I(x− µ))T (I(x− µ))

=
√

(x− µ)T II−1(x− µ)

=
√

(x− µ)TS−1(x− µ)

Where MD is a non-negative and symmetric matrix
which can be be shorten as MD(x, µ) = 1

2‖(x− µ)‖2.

3.2.1 Estimation of the Covariance

The classical Mahalanobis distance discussed above has
sub-optimal performance corresponding to the singular-
ity and instability of the sample covariance matrix (S).
We address this singularity and instability of the sample
covariance matrix using the ideas introduced by [14]. We
define a Frobenius norm of a matrix ‖A‖ =

√
tr(AA′)

and estimate the linear combination Σ∗ = LiI + L2S,
such that the expected quadratic loss E[‖Σ∗ − Σ‖2] be-
come minimum. Ledoit and Wolf, [14] proved that the
solution for minL1L2E[‖Σ∗ − Σ‖2] satisfies

Σ∗ =
β2

δ2
µI +

α2

δ2
S

and

E[‖Σ∗ − Σ‖2] =
α2β2

δ2

Where α2 = ‖Σ− µI‖2, β2 = E[‖S − µI‖2], δ2 = E[‖S −
µI‖2] and α2 + β2 = δ2. Ones Σ∗ is estimated, the MD
can be constructed by replacing S with Σ∗.

3.3 Discriminative GAN

Based on the Mahalanobis distance with stable covari-
ance, we propose a discriminative GAN (D-GAN) for

anomaly detection. The D-GAN adopts the Mahalanobis
distance to induce high-density regions in the feature
space and learn more structured representations. In the
high density regions in the feature space, the real sam-
ples should be close to each other, while further away
from the malicious samples, thus, minimizing the inter
real samples distance and maximizing real and malicious
samples distance. Hence, D-GAN learns to discriminate
and generalized enough for anomaly detection task. The
Mahalanobis distance loss function for a single input-label
pair (Z(x), y) without softmax is defined as:

`MD(Z(x), y) =
1

2
‖(x− µy)‖22

The squared-error (i.e, `MD(x, y) = 1
2‖(z − µy)‖22 ) form

is adopted. Using squared-error form can lead to high
accuracy with faster convergence rate compared to other
forms, since square-error form is not influenced by out-
liers during the classification of these examples [8].
In D-GAN, the task of the discriminator is to identify
whether the testing data conforms the normal data dis-
tribution in B+, the non-conformation parts B− are clas-
sified as attacks, therefore, assign with 0 probability.

tD(x) =

{
1
|B+| , if x ∈ B+

0, if x ∈ B−

`D(Z(x), y) = tD(x)
1

2
‖(z − µy)‖22

=
1

2|B+|
‖(z − µy)‖22

(3)

The target of the generator is to produce samples that are
of uniform distribution in B.

tG(x) =
1

|B|

`G(Z(x), y) = tG(x)
1

2
‖(z − µy)‖22

=
1

2|B+|
‖(z − µy)‖22 +

1

2|B−|
‖(z

′
− µ

′

y)‖22

(4)

Here z
′

and µ
′

are the adversarial sample and mean re-
spectively.

The generator structure in D-GAN consist of stacks of
dilated convolutional neural network (CNN), each CNN
layer applies a Batch Normalization [11] (BN) layer fol-
lowed by ReLU activation layer. The discriminator on the
other hand consists of multiple heads that use the same
types of dilated convolutional network layers in a form
of ensemble learning. The output independent heads are
fused together before reaching the lower layer dilated con-
volutions. The discriminator structure ends with a 2-way
fully connected layer.

3.3.1 Difference between the Softmax GAN and
D-GAN

In the regular GANs, the goal of G is to fool D so that
D cannot distinguish between generated or real samples,
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Table 1: D-GAN architecture and hyperparameters

Operation Kernel Stride Unit BN Non-Linearity

G(z
′
)

dilated Convolutions 3× 3 2× 2 64 yes ReLU

dilated Convolutions 3× 3 2× 2 64 yes ReLU

dilated Convolutions 3× 3 2× 2 32 no -

D(z)

H1

dilated Convolutions 3× 3 2× 2 128 yes ReLU

dilated Convolutions 3× 3 2× 2 80 yes ReLU

dilated Convolutions 3× 3 2× 2 64 yes ReLU

dilated Convolutions 3× 3 2× 2 32 no -

H2

dilated Convolutions 5× 5 3× 3 256 yes ReLU

dilated Convolutions 5× 5 3× 3 128 yes ReLU

dilated Convolutions 5× 5 3× 3 80 yes ReLU

dilated Convolutions 5× 5 3× 3 32 no -

D(z) = H1 +H2

Concatenate D(z) and G(z
′
)

D(z, z
′
)

Dense 128 no ReLU-

Dense 1 no Linear

Optimizer Adam(α = 10−5)

Batch size 64

Epochs 100

where the input of G is a random number sampled from a
uniform distribution in the range [0,1]. In D-GAN, how-
ever, the generator G is trained to generate samples that
is close to the real data under the newly learned metric.
Since the generator plays the role of the adversarial mali-
cious samples generation for the evasion attack, therefore,
the inputs are real malicious data.

Another major difference between the Softmax GAN
and D-GAN is the loss function. In D-GAN we replace
the losses in Equtions (1) and (2), in Softmax GAN with
the Mahalanobis distance loss, Equations (3) and (4), re-
spectively.

4 Experiments and Results

In the experiment, Tensorflow [1] is adopted as the deep
learning framework to implement D-GAN. The purposed
model is run and evaluated on a Windows PC with Intel
Quad Core Optiplex i7-2600 with 8G memory. D-GAN
is trained with the 64 batch size for 100 epochs. We set
both the generator and the discriminator learning rates to
0.0001, and the discriminator’s weight clipping threshold
to 0.01.
We train and test D-GAN shown in Table 1 on
MNIST [13] and KDD99 [16]. For the KDD99 data, we
follow the experimental setups of [26]. We evaluate D-
GAN with the same metrics (Precision, Recall, F1 score)
as the state-of-the art baselines. For the MNIST data, we

convert the pixel value from [0, 255] to [0, 1] and evalu-
ate models based on the stability of the discriminator to
produce realistic images. The hyperparameters to train
D-GAN on MNIST and KDD99 datasets are presented in
Table 1.

4.1 D-GAN on MNIST Dataset

MNIST dataset is a database of handwritten digits. It
consists of 28 × 28 pixels grayscale images with 10 out-
put classes and having 60,000 examples as training set
and 10,000 examples a test set. We compare the training
stability of D-GAN to the Softmax loss. In this work we
define training stability as the quality of images produced
after each iteration. The results in Figure 2 shows that, D-
GAN could generate more realistic images. In this regard,
Mahalanobis distance loss indeed increase the stability of
training GANs.

4.2 D-GAN on KDD Dataset

KDD dataset consists of a collection of network intrusion
detection data used for The Third International Knowl-
edge Discovery and Data Mining Tools Competition held
in conjunction with KDD-99. We used 10 percent version
of the KDDCUP99 data set. We randomly split the whole
dataset into 50\50 for training and testing. We used data
samples from the malicious class for training the discrimi-
nator, therefore because the proportion of data belonging
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(a) Softmax GAN (b) D-GAN

Figure 2: Experimental results showing the stability of D-GAN. D-GAN can generate realistic images, less can be
said about the Softmax GAN. Epochs = 100.

(a) MNIST training

(b) MNIST testing

Figure 3: The t-SNE representation of the deeply learned
features in training set and testing set, via D-GAN
dataset. The classes in the MNIST dataset are represent
with the different colors. Epochs = 100.

to the malicious class is much larger than the proportion
of data belonging to the normal class. We compare the
D-GAN results on KDD99 dataset against several Soft-
max loss based GAN anomaly detection methods also

trained on KDD99 dataset such as the work presented
in [2, 15, 19, 23, 26, 27]. On the KDDCUP99 dataset, D-
GAN can reach 95% F1 score with precision larger than
95% and recall higher than 96% better than that of the
baselines as shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Classification accuracy on KDD99 dataset.
Results for EFFICIENT-GAN, AnoGAN, MAD-
GAN, ALAD, Fence-GAN, GANomaly were obtained
from [26], [23], [15], [27], [19], [18] respectively while
results for D-GAN are averages over 100 runs. High
scores are indicated in bold.

Methods Precision Recall F1

AnoGAN 0.88 0.83 0.89
EFFICIENT-GAN 0.92 0.95 0.93

GANomaly 0.83 0.84 0.84
MAD-GAN 0.94 0.96 0.94

ALAD 0.94 0.96 0.95
Fence-GAN 0.954 0.969 0.95
D-GAN 0.961 0.972 0.969

4.3 Exploration on the Distribution of
Malicious Examples

To show that D-GAN discriminator can discriminate the
learned features, we use t-SNE on MNIST dataset to il-
lustrate the distribution in 2 dimensions. From Figure 3,
we find that under the supervision of Mahalanobis dis-
tance loss, the deeply learned features are separable and
also discriminative. Therefore we can conclude that us-
ing Mahalanobis distance loss increase the discriminative
power of the GAN network which is crucial for anomaly
detection.
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5 Conclusion

Generative adversarial network (GAN) trained on Soft-
max cross entropy loss has been successfully extended to
anomaly detection research fields as a detection classifier.
However, in this paper, we identify that the Softmax cross
entropy loss is less discriminative enough to classifying
malicious samples. Inspired by this analysis, we propose
the Mahalanobis distance loss as replacement of the SCE
loss. Our model called D-GAN uses Mahalanobis distance
loss to induce high-density regions in the feature space.
In the high feature space, the real samples should be close
to each other, while further away from the malicious sam-
ples, thus, minimizing the inter real samples distance and
maximizing real and malicious samples distance, hence,
increasing the discriminative power of GAN classifiers.

On the MNIST and KDD99 datasets, D-GAN outper-
forms existing methods in anomaly detection. We have
shown that under the supervision of Mahalanobis distance
loss, the deeply learned features are separable and also
discriminative enough for anomaly detection.
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Abstract

The reversible data hiding (RDH) technique is used to
conceal secret data within images such that the original
image can be fully recovered upon the extraction of hidden
data. Such a technique has attracted much interest from
researchers in different fields. In this article, to improve
embedding capacity further while maintaining minimum
distortion of stego images, a novel reversible data-hiding
algorithm is proposed by using the combination of adap-
tive rhombus prediction and pixel selection. Furthermore,
to preserve the image quality well and increase the em-
bedding capacity significantly, the proposed scheme has
carefully determined a suitable pixel set and image region
for embedding data. The experimental result shows that
our method brings better performance than some previous
schemes in virtual image quality and embedding capacity.

Keywords: Histogram Shifting; Multiple-Layer Embed-
ding; RDH; Reversibility; Rhombus Prediction

1 Introduction

Reversible data hiding (RDH) is an algorithm that aims
to extract embedded secret data exactly and to recon-
struct the cover image to its original version without any
distortion. Due to these properties, several RDH tech-
niques have been proposed in various fields, such as video
error-concealment coding, the military, and medical im-
ages [2, 9, 15, 22, 23]. In general, the performance of the
RDH technique is evaluated based on the behavior of em-
bedding capacity (EC) and virtual image quality. For a
given EC, embedding distortion is maintained as small as
possible to achieve good image quality of stego images.

In the last few decades, many RDH schemes that
have been proposed can be divided into four types:
lossless compression [1, 3, 4, 10, 26], difference expansion
(DE) [6, 8, 12, 19, 20, 27, 28], histogram shifting (HS) [5,
7, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18, 21, 25], and integer transform [17, 24].
Among these RDH schemes, HS-based RDH algorithms

have attracted much attention of researchers due to good
virtual image quality and sufficient EC. The HS-based
RDH method was first introduced by Ni et al. [16]. In
this scheme, Ni et al generated a histogram of the cover
image, then they selected peak points and zero points to
conceal the secret data. In their scheme, each pixel is al-
tered by no more than one value. Therefore, Ni et al.’s
scheme achieved a high quality of stego-images; however,
its EC is not satisfied when the average EC is always
smaller than 7,000 bits. To improve EC further, Hong et
al. [7] used prediction errors for hiding secret data. In
the scheme [7], the high redundancy of pixels is exploited
for containing the secret bits. Consequently, their per-
formance is superior to those of DE-based and previous
HS-based schemes [16,19,20].

In [18], Sachnev et al. used rhombus prediction to clas-
sify image pixels into two sets – Dot and Cross sets – for
HS-based RDH scheme. Their scheme obtained high EC
while guaranteeing good image quality. A similar scheme
was introduced in [24] with optimal side information se-
lection. Later, a new RDH algorithm, based on the in-
terpolation mechanism, is proposed by Luo et al. [14].
In this scheme, interpolation errors are calculated as the
difference between the pixel value and the corresponding
interpolation value. Then, these difference values are used
for hiding the secret message. To guarantee high image
quality, in [14], all cover pixels are only altered slightly
in the embedding steps; however, the image is distorted
significantly when the large EC is embedded. To increase
EC while guaranteeing good image quality, in [11], Li et
al designed two HS-based schemes by exploiting a nine-
dimensional histogram. In their scheme, suitable pixels
are selected carefully. Then, two functions, shifting and
embedding, are used to generate the room for contain-
ing the secret bits. Li et al.’s performance was superior
to those of previous RDH schemes [11, 12, 14, 18]. Re-
cently, Wang et al. [25] proposed a new multiple HS-based
RDH technique by employing a genetic algorithm (GA).
To maintain reversibility, Wang et al. utilized prediction
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errors of each pixel to embed secret bit. However, it also
causes significant distortion on stego images, if the large
EC is embedded.

In this article, a new HS-based RDH method is pro-
posed by combining adaptive rhombus prediction and
pixel selection. Inspired by pixel selection techniques pro-
posed in previous schemes [11, 14, 18], for each pixel in
this scheme, the local variance value is computed to de-
termine whether it is suitable to embed the secret bit or
not. To compute the prediction errors, in the proposed
method, an adaptive rhombus prediction algorithm is ap-
plied. In addition, to keep the embedding distortion small
and the EC high, the optimal information is selected and
used during the embedding process. Experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed method generates better
performance than some previous schemes in terms of EC
and image quality.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
The brief of Li et al.’s method [11] is reviewed in Section 2.
Then, Section 3 gives the detail of the proposed method.
In Section 4, our proposed method’ performance is ana-
lyzed in compared with some existing schemes. Eventu-

ally, conclusion is provided in Section 5.

2 Related Work

In 2013, Li et al. [11] explored a nine-dimensional his-
togram for hiding the secret message. Take for example,
the image block Z sized of 3× 3 as shown in Figure 1.

For the first pixel Z1, the two neighboring pixels Z2 and
Z4 are used to predict its value by using Equation (1):

Z ′i =

{
k, if Z1 ≥ k
l − 1, if Z1 < l

}
(1)

where k = max(Z2, Z4), l = min(Z2, Z4), and k ≥ l.
For embedding the secret data, the local complexity

Com(Z) of Z is calculated as Equation (2):

Com(Z) = max(Z2, Z3, ..., Z9)−min(Z2, Z3, ..., Z9). (2)

After obtaining the local complexity of Z, this
local complexity value is used to select the embed-
dable blocks. To embed a bit b into the block, the
Embed() function is used as defined in Equation (3):

Embedb(Z) =


(Z1 + b, Z2, Z3, ..., Z9), if Z1 − k = 0, Com(Z) < T
(Z1 − b, Z2, Z3, ..., Z9), if Z1 − l = −1, Com(Z) < T
(Z1 + 1, Z2, Z3, ..., Z9), if Z1 > k,Com(Z) < T
(Z1 − 1, Z2, Z3, ..., Z9), if Z1 > l − 1, Com(Z) < T
Z otherwise

 (3)

Figure 1: Image block sized of 3× 3

where T is the smallest positive integer threshold that is a
selected to make sure all of the secret bits to be embedded.
Notice that this scheme [11] used the local complexity es-
timator for selecting embeddable areas in the cover image
to achieve a more concentrated histogram. With the lo-
cal complexity estimator, only blocks with the value of
local complexity (smaller than T ) will be used to contain
the secret bits; however, only the pixel Z1 of each block
sized of 3 × 3 is used to contain one secret bit, result-
ing in a limited amount of embedding spaces. Therefore,
this scheme is not favorable to hide a large amount of se-
cret data. Obviously, there is a high correlation of the
pixels in natural images; therefore, the HS-based RDH
schemes seek to achieve high EC and to preserve high-
quality stego images; however, these existing schemes are

still limited in their performance when the average image
quality is smaller than 59 dB for embedding 10,000 se-
cret bits. To overcome these shortcomings, a new RDH
scheme is proposed by using a combination of adaptive
rhombus prediction and pixel selection, and the detail of
which is presented in the next section.

3 Proposed Method

In this section, a novel RDH method is introduced.
The flowchart presenting this method is present in Fig-
ure 2. The embedding process is briefly described as fol-
lows. First, the cover image is separated into two sub-
images, i.e. A and B. After that, in the sub-image A, all
of the pixels is evaluated to classify into two sets, Cross
and Dot sets, as can be seen in Figure 3. Then, each set is
divided into two parts, i.e., Part 1 and Part 2, consisting
of smooth and complex pixels, respectively. To hide the
secret data into the Cross set or Dot set, the prediction
error histogram of Part 1 is generated. According to the
size of the embedded secret data, we optimally select the
pair of peak and zero points. Finally, the secret bit is hid-
den by shifting the prediction error histogram of Part 1.
It is noted that pixels in Part 1 are modified by no more
than one value, and the Dot set is applied for predicting
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pixels of the Cross set, and vice versa. By so doing, the
cover image can be prevented from significant embedding
distortion. The proposed method can be divided into two
subsections, i.e. embedding algorithm and extracting al-
gorithm.

3.1 Embedding Algorithm

Assuming that the cover image I with a size of W ×H,
the secret data S = s1, s2, . . . sL, where si = {0, 1}, and
L is the length of S. For embedding data, the image I
is divided into sub-image A and sub-image B, as shown
in Figure 3. Then, the proposed embedding algorithm is
presented as followings.

Step 1 (Pixel partition): Partition the sub-image A into
two sets, i.e., Cross (X) and Dot (O) sets, (see Fig-
ure 3(a)). After that, the LSBs of pixels in sub-image
B is recorded into the bit stream LSBB . Then, the
secret data S is generated by concatenating the bit
stream LSBB into the secret message M .

Step 2 (Pixel selection): To avoid the complexity region,
the smooth pixels are selected and used for RDH to
decrease embedding distortion as much as possible.
The local complexity of each pixel PX in the Cross set
is calculated by using its local-variance (LV ) value,
defined in Equation (4). Then, the threshold TH is
used to determine whether the smooth pixels or not.
Equation:

LVPX = dv + dh. (4)

where dh = |P 1
O − P 3

O| is the horizontal variance,
dv = |P 2

O − P 4
O| is the vertical variance, and P i

O is
four adjacent Dot pixels of PX (see Figure 3(b)). Ac-
cording to the values of the local variance and the se-
lected threshold TH, the pixel PX is then classified
into Part 1 or Part 2 as follows:

• Part 1 (smooth pixels): PX ∈ X : LVX < TH.

• Part 2 (complex pixels): PX ∈ X : LVX ≥ TH.

Step 3 (Computation of prediction errors): For each
pixel of Part 1 in the Cross set, according to the
values of dv and dh, four adjacent Dot pixels are
adaptively used to predict the value of PX as follows.

P ′X =

{
round(

P 1
O+P 3

O

2 ), if dv > dh

round(
P 2

O+P 4
O

2 ), if dv ≤ dh.

}
(5)

Then, calculate the corresponding prediction error
EX by Equation (6).

EX = PX + P ′X . (6)

Step 4 (Determination of optimal pair of peak and zero
points): As can be seen in existing HS-based RDH

techniques, the peak point and the zero point are de-
termined in the prediction error histogram for em-
bedding data. Thus, the embedding capacity C
is considered as the frequency of the peak point:
C = F (Peak), where F (.) is the frequency function
of the histogram. Different from existing HS-base
techniques, after obtaining all prediction errors EX

of Part 1 in the Cross set, the proposed method op-
timally selects pair of peak and zero points in the
histogram of EX for embedding the secret data S as
following.

• From the value of 0, scan negative and posi-
tive axes of the histogram, to find the first two
matched zero points Zl and Zr, as shown in Fig-
ure 4(a).

• From the point Zl toward the value of 0, search
for a suitable peak point Pl, such that the con-
straint, F (Pl) ≥ L, is satisfied.

• Similarly, from the point Zr toward the value of
0, search for a suitable point Pr, such that the
constraint, F (Pr) ≥ L, is satisfied.

• Among two candidate pairs of peak and zero
points, i.e., (Pl, Zl) and (Pr, Zr), the optimal
one, denoted as (P ∗, Z∗), is selected with the
smaller shifting distortion.

Step 5 (Embedding process and generation of the stego
image): After determining the optimal pair (P ∗, Z∗),
for hiding the secret data S, all bins between P ∗ and
Z∗ are shifted to the Z∗ direction to generate room
bin near the peak point P ∗. Assume that P ∗ < Z∗.
Then, each prediction error EX is processed by either
shifting its value if EX ∈ (P ∗, Z∗) or embedding one
secret bit si, if EX = P ∗, which is defined in Equa-
tion (7).

E′X =

 EX + 1, if EX ∈ (P ∗, Z∗)
EX + si, if EX = P ∗.
EX , otherwise

 (7)

After that, the stego pixels of Part 1 in the Cross set are
computed by using Equation (8).

P ′′X = P ′X + E′X . (8)

According to the values of stego pixels P ′′X in the Cross
set, the same steps are used to embed the secret data into
pixels of the Dot set to generate stego pixels P ′′O. Finally,
P ′′X and P ′′O are combined to generate the stego image.

Instead of directly using the pair of peak and zero
points as was done in the existing HS-based techniques,
two candidate pairs of peak and zero points are deter-
mined, and the optimal one is used to hide secret data.
Here, for single-layer embedding, assume that F (Pl) ≥ L
and F (Pr) ≥ L; however, if the length of the secret data
L > F (Pl) and L > F (Pr), multi-layer embedding with
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Figure 2: Flowchart of the proposed embedding process

Figure 3: Division of the cover image

Figure 4: Division of the cover image

two steps is applied. Step 1: Search for two highest fre-
quency points Pl and Pr on the negative and positive axes
of the histogram, if L > F (Pl) and L > F (Pr), then select
the higher frequency P as P = maxPl, Pr, and the nearest
zero point Z of such peak point P is selected for embed-
ding the secret data S. After that, calculate L = L–F (P ),
and the Step 1 is repeated for the next embedding layer
if L > F (Pl) and L > F (Pr). Otherwise, Step 2, the
optimal single-layer embedding process, is used. Step 2
that is discussed above is always applied for the final-layer
embedding.

Note that all of the smooth pixels (Part 1) in both the
Cross and Dot sets are chosen to conceal the secret data,
and these pixels are modified by no more than one value.
As a result, few pixels may cause an overflow/underflow
of the pixels. Therefore, instead of using the location map
as was done in [18, 24], that is time-consuming and dis-
torts the cover image significantly since the large size of
location map is also embedded into the cover image be-
cause of the reversibility reason. The proposed method
only records those overflow/underflow locations into the
binary sequence BS. In the proposed method, not only
selecting the optimal pair of peak and zero points, to min-
imize the embedding distortion, but threshold TH is also
taken as the smallest one such that the proposed method
has the ability to embed the required capacity. Then, the
sub-image B is used to contain extra information, i.e.,
the binary sequence BS, the optimal pair (P ∗, Z∗), and
the threshold TH by LSB substitution. It is noted that
the size of sub-image B should be contained the extra
information completely. Table 1 shows that our scheme
with different selected thresholds TH for single-layer em-
bedding achieves better than previous schemes since the
proposed method achieves the greater virtual quality for
different images. It is obvious that our method shows
the effectiveness of a combination of adaptive rhombus
prediction and the pixel selection strategy.
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Table 1: Performance comparison of the proposed method with different selected threshold TH for single-layer
embedding

Image Criteria TH = 5 TH = 10 TH = 15 TH = 20 [18] [14] [11] [24]
Lena Pure EC 0.159 0.246 0.280 0.296 0.138 0.236 0.114 0.150
Lena PSNR 57.42 54.65 52.02 51.77 52.60 48.12 53.62 52.51
Baboon Pure EC 0.009 0.026 0.041 0.051 0.030 0.040 0.039 0.033
Baboon PSNR 64.62 60.01 56.80 55.87 49.58 47.88 50.03 48.62
Boat Pure EC 0.220 0.257 0.293 0.274 0.080 0.149 0.109 0.078
Boat PSNR 56.41 54.88 52.28 53.77 52.40 47.36 52.22 53.52
Sailboat Pure EC 0.112 0.152 0.206 0.241 0.083 0.140 0.101 0.072
Sailboat PSNR 52.64 48.12 46.04 45.78 52.18 47.25 52.89 52.87
Peppers Pure EC 0.131 0.230 0.254 0.268 0.080 0.151 0.100 0.075
Peppers PSNR 57.61 52.73 53.57 53.11 53.12 47.32 53.60 53.59
Airplane Pure EC 0.246 0.315 0.332 0.340 0.249 0.299 0.179 0.199
Airplane PSNR 55.94 53.69 51.82 51.52 51.33 47.14 55.63 51.32

3.2 Extracting Algorithm

The extracting algorithm contains five steps. Firstly, the
stego image is divided into sub-image A and sub-image B.
Later on, LSB bits are extracted from the sub-image B, to
determine whether pixels contained the secret data or not.
The threshold TH and the optimal pair of peak and zero
points are also read from LSB bits in the sub-image B.
According to the embedding algorithm, after obtaining
the values of stego pixels P ′′X in the Cross set, the same
steps are used to embed the secret data into pixels of
the Dot set to generate stego pixels P ′′O. Therefore, to
maintain the reversibility, in the extracting algorithm, the
secret data are extracted from pixels of the Dot set P ′′O and
the Cross set P ′′X , respectively. The extracting algorithm
is used for reconstructing the secret bits S and restoring
to the original version of cover images as following.

Step 1 (Pixel Partition): Separate the stego image
into two sub-images, i.e., A and B. Then, from
B, read LSBs to determine overflow/underflow loca-
tions BS, TH, and (P ∗, Z∗). Partition the sub-image
Ainto two sets, Cross (X) and Dot (O) sets.

Step 2 (Pixel selection): For each stego pixel P ′′O in the
Dot set, and P ′′O /∈ X, re-calculate its local-variance
(LV ) using Equation (4). Then, according to the
local variance and the threshold TH, pixels P ′′O are
classified into Part 1 or Part 2.

• Part 1 (smooth pixels): {P ′′O ∈ O : LVO < TH,
and P ′′O /∈ X}.
• Part 2 (complex pixels): {P ′′O ∈ O : P ′′O /∈
Part1}.

Step 3 (Computation of prediction errors): Compute the
predicted value P ′O of the current stego-pixel P ′′O by
Equation (5), and determine the corresponding stego
prediction error E′O in the Dot set as

E′X = P ′′O − P ′O. (9)

Step 4 (Extracting process): Based on the extracted op-
timal pair (P ∗, Z∗), the secret bit si is extracted by
Equation (10), and Equation (11) is used to restore
the prediction error.

si =

{
0, if E′O = P ∗

1, if E′O = P ∗ + 1.

}
(10)

EO =

{
E′O − 1, if E′O ∈ (P ∗, Z∗]
E′O, otherwise

}
(11)

Then, pixels of Part 1 in the Dot set are reconstructed as

PO = P ′O + EO. (12)

Step 5 (Restoration of the original image): Accord-
ing to the values of reconstructed pixels PO in the Dot set,
same steps are used to extract the secret data from pixels
of the Cross set and reconstruct the original pixels PX

in the Cross set. Then, the cover image I is restored by
combining of PX and PO. Once the secret data S is com-
pletely extracted, it is divided into the secret message M
and the bit stream LSBB . Then, LSBs of pixels in B is
replaced with LSBB to recover the original image I. It
is noted that, when these five steps are performed com-
pletely, the secret message M is extracted correctly and
the original image I is restored precisely.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, all results of the proposed method are
analyzed in comparison with four previous schemes [11,
14, 24, 25]. Six grayscale images with a size of 512 × 512
in Figure 5, were used in the experiment. It is noted
that two different schemes are introduced in [11]. Their
scheme 1 provided the higher EC, whereas the better im-
age quality was obtained by their scheme 2 when the small
EC was embedded. To make a fair comparison, only
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the best results of each scheme were used for compari-
son.Figure 6shows the comparison results of our scheme
and four other schemes. Here, we vary the embedding
rate (ER) from 0.1 bpp to its maximum with the step
size 0.1. Figure 6 shows that, for all of the six tested im-
ages, the proposed method achieved superior performance
to those of four previous schemes [11, 14, 24, 25]. The
proposed method yielded a very good image quality with
high EC. Lena image can be taken as an example. When
the embedding rate is 0.6 bpp, the proposed method still
maintains the good image quality (larger than 45 dB).
The performance of Wang et al.’s scheme [25] is supe-
rior to those of three schemes [11,14,24] when embedding
the secret data of small sizes. This is because, in the
scheme [25], smooth pixels were also selected based on
the GA algorithm. However, our scheme still outperforms
Wang et al.’s scheme [25]. In particular, the proposed
method produced the greater virtual image quality than
the scheme [25], when average gains are 2.94 dB and 2.39
dB for an EC of 10,000 bits, 20,000 bits, respectively,
with single-layer embedding, as can be seen in Tables 2
and 3. Although the proposed method and two other
schemes [24,25] are based on both histogram shifting and
rhombus prediction techniques, however, the better per-
formance was obtained by the proposed method than by
two other schemes [24,25] in most cases. In the proposed
method, the threshold TH is used to control selected pix-
els, which guarantees that only pixels in the smooth region
are embedded into the secret bits. Moreover, the adap-
tive rhombus prediction technique is utilized to reduce
the embedding distortion in complex regions. In addi-
tion, instead of using the pair of peak and zero points as
in existing HS-based RDH schemes, our method selected
the most suitable one of the peak and zero points for em-
bedding data, which is another reason for the superior of
the proposed method (see in Figure 6 ).

In addition, the performance obtained from the pro-
posed method is compared with six previous schemes [6,
11, 14, 24, 25, 27] at low embedding capacity when single-
layer embedding is applied. Tables 2 and 3 show the com-
parison results for EC of 10,000 bits and 20,000 bits, re-
spectively. From Tables 2 and 3, it is obvious that the
proposed method shows better image quality than other
existing schemes. Table 4 shows that the optimal pairs
and sets are used for embedding with different sizes of
the secret data. It is noted that the proposed method
used different pairs of peak and zero points to minimize
embedding distortion when the different sizes of secret
data are embedded.

5 Conclusions

In this article, a novel HS-based RDH method based
on the combination of adaptive rhombus prediction al-
gorithm and pixel selection technique is proposed. To
increase the EC while guaranteeing the small distortion
of stego images, the local variance value of pixels in the

cover image is calculated to determine embeddable pix-
els. Moreover, adaptive rhombus prediction algorithm is
used for calculating the prediction errors. Then, optimal
information is used in the proposed embedding phase to
guarantee high performance. Experimental results sug-
gested that the performance of our proposed method is
improved further in comparison with previously rhombus
prediction HS-based RDH techniques in terms of the EC
and the image quality.
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Figure 5: Six tested grayscale images sized 512x512
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Figure 6: Performance comparison of the proposed method and four previous schemes [11,14,24,25]
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Abstract

Secure three-party computation is a special instance of
the general secure multi-party computation, which is al-
ways hard to deal with. In this note, we show that the
two secure three-party computation protocols [Int. J.
Inf. Sec., 15 (2016), 1-13] are flawed. The schemes are
just based on common public-key encryption and a gen-
eral linear transformation. No sophisticated technique,
such as zero-knowledge proof, oblivious transfer, cut-and-
exchange, garbled circuit, and homomorphic encryption,
is integrated into it. We find any two parties can con-
spire to retrieve the other party’s input by solving normal
quadratic equations or normal linear equations.

Keywords: Collusion Attack; Heron’s Formula; Secure
Multi-Party Computation; Shoelace Formula

1 Introduction

The primitive of secure multi-party computation (MPC)
introduced by Yao [24] has many applications such as e-
voting, e-auction [8], and e-cash [21]. It is usual that
a MPC protocol has to make use of some sophisticated
cryptographic tools, such as oblivious transfer [1, 3, 4, 11,
13], zero-knowledge proof [8,9,17], cut-and-exchange [12,
15,26], shuffle [5,14,23], garbled circuit [18,19,22,25], and
homomorphic encryption [2, 6, 7, 10,20].

Very recently, Liu et al. [16] have presented two secure
three-party computation protocols for triangle area. Both
two protocols require that each participator’s input can
not be recovered by any adversary, while all participators
know the final common output. But we have noticed that
none of sophisticated cryptographic tools had been inte-
grated into the two protocols. The schemes only use a
common public key encryption and a linear transforma-
tion. Intuitively, the protocols are prone to failure. In
this note, we show that both two protocols are insecure
against the general collusion attack.

2 Analysis of Protocol-1

2.1 Review of Protocol-1

In the scheme [16], there are three parties, A, B, C,
and each has a point Pi = (xi, yi) ∈ Z∗ × Z∗, i ∈
{a, b, c}. Let G(·) be a pseudorandom generator, and
ra, ra1, rb, rb1, rc, rc1 be the seeds chosen by the three par-
ties, respectively. Ea is the length of the opposite edge
of vertex (xa, ya). So are Eb and Ec. EncPKc(·) denotes
the encryption algorithm corresponding to the party C’s
public key PKc. So are EncPKa

(·) and EncPKb
(·). The

Heron’s formula says that the area of a triangle with edges
Ea, Eb, Ec is

Sarea =
√
P · (P − Ea) · (P − Eb) · (P − Ec),

where P = (Ea + Eb + Ec)/2.
The basic idea behind the protocol is that: even if

party A and party B conspire to obtain Sarea, they fail to
determine the position of (xc, yc) on the line 1 or line 2,
because every triangle consisting of each point on the two
lines, the point (xa, ya) and the point (xb, yb), has the
equal area (see Figure 1, where both lines are parallel to
the line AB and have the same distance to it).

A(xa, ya) B(xb, yb)

C(xc, yc)

C′(x′
c, y

′
c)

line 1

line 2

Figure 1: Every point on line 1 or line 2 is a candidate

The scheme takes for granted that every point on line 1
or line 2 is a possible candidate for the party C’s input
(xc, yc), if the lengths Eb, Ea of the segments AC,BC are
not available to the other two parties. In order to protect
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Table 1: The sketch of protocol-1

Party A B C
Input (xa, ya) (xb, yb) (xc, yc)
Seeds {rc, rc1}, {rb, rb1} {rc, rc1}, {ra, ra1} {ra, ra1}, {rb, rb1}

Encrypt CTacx = EncPKc(G(rc)xa +G(rc1)) CTbcx = EncPKc(G(rc)xb +G(rc1)) CTcax = EncPKa(G(ra)xc +G(ra1))

CTacy = EncPKc(G(rc)ya +G(rc1)) CTbcy = EncPKc(G(rc)yb +G(rc1)) CTcay = EncPKa(G(ra)yc +G(ra1))

CTabx = EncPKb(G(rb)xa +G(rb1)) CTbax = EncPKa(G(ra)xb +G(ra1)) CTcbx = EncPKb(G(rb)xc +G(rb1))

CTaby = EncPKb(G(rb)ya +G(rb1)) CTbay = EncPKa(G(ra)yb +G(ra1)) CTcby = EncPKb(G(rb)yc +G(rb1))

Send A
CTabx, CTaby−−−−−−−−−−−→ B B

CTbcx, CTbcy−−−−−−−−−−→ C C
CTcax, CTcay−−−−−−−−−−−→ A

A
CTacx, CTacy−−−−−−−−−−−→ C B

CTbax, CTbay−−−−−−−−−−−→ A C
CTcbx, CTcby−−−−−−−−−−→ B

Decrypt- G(ra)Ea G(rb)Eb G(rc)Ec

-derive Coma = 1
2
G(ra)Ea ·G(rb) ·G(rc) Comb =

1
2
G(rb)Eb ·G(ra) ·G(rc) Comc = 1

2
G(rc)Ec ·G(rb) ·G(ra)

Send see the original step 6 and 7
Derive Mula = G(ra)G(rb)G(rc)(P − Ea) Mulb = G(ra)G(rb)G(rc)(P − Eb) Mulc = G(ra)G(rb)G(rc)(P − Ec)

G(ra)G(rb)G(rc)P G(ra)G(rb)G(rc)P G(ra)G(rb)G(rc)P
Send see the original step 9

Output A
Sarea←−−−−− B compute Sarea B

Sarea−−−−−→ C

the lengths, it eventually encrypts them as G(ra)Ea and
G(rb)Eb, where ra is not known to party A, and rb is not
known to party B. The main procedure of this protocol
can be described as follows (see Table 1). We refer to [16]
for more details.

2.2 It is Insecure Against Collusion At-
tack

As we know the chief threat to secure multi-party com-
putation is that some participators could form an alliance
to try to recover other participators’ inputs. Such a con-
ventional collusion attack must be thoroughly eliminated
when MPC protocols are designed. But we find the pro-
tocol can not resist the conventional collusion attack.

In the security argument of the protocol, it claims that
(see §4, page 6, [16]):

None of the participants is able to obtain extra
information beyond the protocol’s provision even
when she knows arbitrary number of inputs be-
longing to other parties.

But we find the claim is not sound because any two parties
can collaborate to recover the other party’s input. For
example, party A and party B can collaborate to obtain
party C’s input (xc, yc). Actually, in the protocol A knows

{rc, rb, G(ra)Ea, Sarea},

and B knows

{rc, ra, G(rb)Eb, Sarea}.

If they form an alliance, they can obtain

xa, ya, xb, yb, ra, rb, rc, ra1, rb1, rc1,

G(ra)Ea, G(rb)Eb, Sarea.

Since the pseudorandom generator G(·) is public, they
can recover Ea, Eb from G(ra)Ea, G(rb)Eb.

It is clear that the other point (xc, yc) lies either on
the circle at the center (xa, ya) with the radius Eb, or on
the circle at the center (xb, yb) with the radius Ea. Thus,
they only need to solve the equations{

(xa − xc)
2 + (ya − yc)

2 = E2
b

(xb − xc)
2 + (yb − yc)

2 = E2
a

for xc and yc. Geometrically, the target point (xc, yc) is
just one intersection of two circles (Figure 2). Thus, they
can definitely recover the point.

(xa, ya) (xb, yb)

(xc, yc)

E b

E
a

Figure 2: The target point must be one of the intersec-
tions of two circles with the radiuses Ea, Eb

3 Analysis of Protocol-2

3.1 Review of Protocol-2

The protocol [16] is based directly on the Shoelace for-
mula, which says that the area of a triangle with vertexes
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Table 2: The sketch of protocol-2

Party A B C
Input (xa, ya) (xb, yb) (xc, yc)
Seeds ra rb rc

Encrypt CTacx = EncPKc(G(ra)xa) CTbcx = EncPKc(G(rb)xb) CTcax = EncPKa(G(rc)xc)

CTacy = EncPKc(G(ra)ya) CTbcy = EncPKc(G(rb)yb) CTcay = EncPKa(G(rc)yc)

CTabx = EncPKb(G(ra)xa) CTbax = EncPKa(G(rb)xb) CTcbx = EncPKb(G(rc)xc)

CTaby = EncPKb(G(ra)ya) CTbay = EncPKa(G(rb)yb) CTcby = EncPKb(G(rc)yc)

Send A
CTabx, CTaby−−−−−−−−−−−→ B B

CTbcx, CTbcy−−−−−−−−−−→ C C
CTcax, CTcay−−−−−−−−−−−→ A

A
CTacx, CTacy−−−−−−−−−−−→ C B

CTbax, CTbay−−−−−−−−−−−→ A C
CTcbx, CTcby−−−−−−−−−−→ B

Decrypt- G(rb)xb, G(rb)yb, G(rc)xc, G(rc)yc G(ra)xa, G(ra)ya, G(rc)xc, G(rc)yc G(rb)xb, G(rb)yb, G(ra)xa, G(ra)ya
-derive G(ra)G(rb)G(rc)(xbyc − xcyb) G(ra)G(rb)G(rc)(xcya − xayc) G(ra)G(rb)G(rc)(xayb − xbya)

Send see the original step 5 and 6

Output A
Sarea←−−−−− C B

Sarea←−−−−− C compute Sarea

(xa, ya), (xb, yb), (xc, yc) is

Sarea =
1

2
(xayb − xbya + xbyc − xcyb + xcya − xayc).

Its main steps can be described as follows (see Table 2).

3.2 It is Not Immune to Collusion Attack

The protocol is insecure against collusion attack. For ex-
ample, party A and party B can collaborate to recover
(xc, yc). Notice that in the protocol A knows

ra, G(rb)xb, G(rb)yb, G(rc)xc, G(rc)yc, Sarea,

and B knows

rb, G(ra)xa, G(ra)ya, G(rc)xc, G(rc)yc, Sarea.

If they form an alliance, they can obtain

xa, ya, xb, yb, ra, rb,

Xc := G(rc)xc, Yc := G(rc)yc, Sarea.

Hence, they only need to solve the following equations Sarea = 1
2 (xayb − xbya + xbyc − xcyb + xcya − xayc)

Xc = G(rc)xc

Yc = G(rc)yc

for G(rc), xc, and yc. Therefore,

G(rc) =
xbYc −Xcyb + Xcya − xaYc

2Sarea − xayb + xbya

xc =
Xc

G(rc)

yc =
Yc

G(rc)

Although party A and party B cannot obtain the random
seed rc which is chosen by party C, they can successfully
recover the point (xc, yc). The original designers had for-
gotten to check the possibility of solving the above equa-
tions, and simply claimed that the protocol-2 was secure
against collusion attack.

4 Conclusion

We show that the two secure three-party computation
protocols for triangle area are not sound because they
cannot resist the conventional collusion attack, which is
the chief threat to any MPC protocol. We would like to
stress that collusion attack should be considered carefully
in designing MPC protocols. Besides, some sophisticated
cryptographic tools should be integrated tactfully. To the
best of our knowledge, the special instance (secure three-
party computation for triangle area) of secure multi-party
computation remains unsolved.
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